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The Pleasure of Garfinkel’s Indexical Ways

Charles Lemert

When Harold Garfinkel’s *Studies in Ethnomethodology* first appeared in 1967, readers were astonished. Some hardly knew what to make of it. Others were truly excited by its freshness. Still others stood on the sidelines making uninformed wisecracks like “mere California sociology.”

In a sense the most astonishing thing about Harold Garfinkel’s first, now classic, work is that it was remarkable amid the long list of astonishments of that era.

In and around 1967, experiments in social thought and practice were as plentiful in the United States as in Europe—with one notable difference. Few of the American innovations of that time were as bold as the European ones. Where the French were preoccupied with the reconsideration of structuralism, and the Germans were set upon revising critical theory, Americans, for the most part, were just beginning to learn something of the classic European traditions of thought. This was partly due to the chill sent through American politics in the 1950s when the Red Scare led many Americans to throw out all but the most tame of European babies with the Marxist dishwater. As a result, in the revolutionary 1960s, when everywhere just about anything new and different was in fashion, American social theorists were just beginning their adventure of discovery into the traditions of European culture buried by two world wars. Within a decade, American sociology was beginning to catch up such that by the late 1970s its social thought was nearly as lively and original as any, anywhere.

Still, when Garfinkel first came on the scene in the 1960s, he was nearly alone in two respects. His thinking was completely and compellingly original, and it was less a borrowing from the Europeans than a distinctively (if not exclusively) American way. At the time, there was only one other of comparable originality. That was, of course, Erving Goffman, whose two great early works—*Presentation of Self in Everyday Life* (1959) and *Stigma* (1963)—were widely read. Perhaps because the tone and quality of their writings stood out on the landscape of Ameri-
can sociology, Goffman and Garfinkel were thought to be, somehow, kin of some uncertain kind. In retrospect, this judgment was too superficial to be of any lasting value. Still, there was something to it in that both were, in their ways, devoted to Durkheim, both were intrigued by the social nether regions between language and action, and both were condemned by the then reigning U.S. champion of theoretical originality, Alvin Gouldner.

In *The Coming Crisis of Western Sociology* (1970), Gouldner famously attacked Goffman and Garfinkel (along with George Homans) for being, in a word, too preoccupied with the little things of social life. What an irony it is that now, decades later, it is Gouldner who has joined Homans in the grave of the seldom read. Who, then, would have thought that Garfinkel and Goffman would live on as they have in the lively forefront of social theory? I realize that (apart from confounding the living and the dead) I risk ascribing Garfinkel and Goffman too much to the other—as if those who stand out over time could ever stand in for each other. Like all great social theorists, neither of these two is among those who could be well ascribed to anyone other than themselves. Still, I linger on this coincidence of origins for the simple purpose of highlighting, as the present situation requires, Harold Garfinkel’s salience in late modern social thought.

Among Americans, what he (like Goffman) was uniquely on to was the idea—now very much better understood—that little social things (such as face-to-face interactions) cannot be well thought through if they are situated as objects outside the sway of so-called big social things (like structures of various kinds). Hence, many of the essays collected in *Studies in Ethnomethodology* were very much meditations on the work of social structures in the reflexive play of indexical expressions in local settings—and none more brilliant than the book’s seventh chapter, “Good Organizational Reasons for ‘Bad’ Clinical Records.”

Though ethnomethodology, as it was then conceived, and as it has developed in the intervening decades, was anything but a dramaturgy of managed impressions, Garfinkel’s first major foray, like Goffman’s own 1967 book (*Interaction Ritual*), were serious borrowings (at different removes) from Durkheim for the precise purpose of relocating our understanding of the work of structures not so much in subjective actions as in the indexical revision of face-to-face communications of all kinds.

Whoever it was who so snottily implied that the first wave of ethnomethodologies were, in effect, mere California sociologies, could not have been more wrong. There is nothing mere at all about the substantial body of work still coming from the various lineages of ethnomethodologies that owe a direct or indirect debt to Garfinkel. Whoever coined that insult (I resist remembering it because the only name to surface is that of Tony Giddens, a man hardly given to cheap throw-away lines), he (unlikely to have been a she, in any case) is to be forgiven.

*Studies in Ethnomethodology* is not, even today, an easy read—and in the late
1960s it was prohibitively so. This difficulty, much like the difficulty Americans allege themselves to have with various European writers, is not because the ideas are difficult in and of themselves. It is because the principle behind an ethnmethod is itself so demanding. It demands nothing less than to give up the notion that the work of a social science like sociology is a positive study of the stable laws of social order. In which stead ethnmethodology imposes the obligation to study the utterly practical methods by which notoriously ordinary people compose the rational grounds of their social orderings. Today we know that to unsettle a sociology from its scientific foundations need not be a refusal of disciplined knowledge—and we know it in some good measure because of Harold Garfinkel’s work. If, then, we are to assess the long-term accomplishment of that work, we should at least grant the unqualified sanity of its original proposition, beginning with Garfinkel’s own famous definition of the enterprise from the first pages of Studies: “I use the term ‘ethnmethodology’ to refer to the investigation of the rational properties of indexical expressions and other practical actions as contingent ongoing accomplishments of organized artful practices of everyday life.”

It is possible, still today, to resist the programmatic principle, but very difficult indeed to ignore it. And, were one to try, it would be impossible not to trip over this or that ethnmethodological monument upon reading through and about in the many sociological subfields. What is truly impressive about ethnmethodology is that it has served so very well to inspire empirical work in many different areas—education, medicine and health care, cognitive science, gender, culture, science studies, communications and media, crime and judicial process, among many others. It would be hard to name a method that has invaded so many different areas to such good effect.

Many of these powerful effects can be traced to ideas developed in Ethnomethodology’s Program: Working Out Durkheim’s Aphorism (the subtitle of which should be carefully noted). Younger readers of the present book may well be surprised by the parallels and links of much current thinking to Garfinkel’s fertile sociological imagination. We who are older can tell the stories of our first encounters with it.

I can remember, as if it was last year, the day I sat down with Studies in Ethnomethodology. Like others, I was at first confused, then alarmed. But unlike much of what I read in those years, the book and subsequent writing by Harold Garfinkel and his colleagues or students stayed with me.

A very good case can be made that the test of an enduring contribution is how it reappears in thought and research—often without conscious effort. Just think how widespread today is the idea that scientific work is a practical accomplishment. While Thomas Kuhn may have sketched the background to this notion, it was Garfinkel more than anyone outside the Merton school of science studies who set this very sensible notion in terms that go well beyond naïve references to “constructionism,” an expression so overwrought with use as to be beyond repair. To
say that this or that social thing is constructed, as opposed to natural, is perhaps to say something of critical value, but the expression seldom goes beyond critique to say just how this works. This is where ethnomethodology (again with a nod to Goffman’s parallel effort) stands out over the last four decades.

More than all but a few then, and not many more today, Garfinkel recognizes that first and foremost sociology is a work of mundane life that becomes disciplinary only secondarily (and then perhaps at a risk). Today this notion is very well understood by feminists, race and queer theorists, students of the postcolonial, among many others. For those who doubt this, I would refer most obviously to sociological feminism. It is simply impossible to understand Dorothy Smith’s pioneering work on the uncertain relations among power, knowledge, and subject position, without considering her debt to the ethnomethodology of her California student days. Though the lines of influence from Garfinkel to other of the so-called postcanonical sociologies may be less apparent, one is hard put not to imagine a subterranean influence—a kind of wellspring of the underworlds of shared, not-always-official, ways of thinking about and being in the world.

The very fact that sociology has traveled such a distance in the years since Garfinkel first came upon the scene is in no small measure a tribute to his lifetime of pathbreaking work. Garfinkel is, in this sense, as good a measure as there is of the actual progress sociology itself has made since the 1960s. Garfinkel’s influence does not, of course, stand alone. Immanuel Wallerstein’s sociohistorical critiques of the capitalist world system is another particularly prominent case of work that arose from the conjecture of the 1960s to become a source for the young thirsty for fresh water. Dorothy Smith’s work belongs on this list as well, as does Pierre Bourdieu’s. And there are others, to be sure. But just pause for an instant to consider what it must be like to have done what these great thinkers, Garfinkel included, have done. To have, that is, invented an original idea, then explained it so that it could be used by others younger or less original than its inventor, then to have guided (if that is the word) new workers along the paths of their proper intellectual, artistic, and professional development. Any one of these steps is a life’s work in itself. Not surprising, then, that so few have been able to take them all. Whatever may be thought of founders of intellectual traditions (possessed as they are of their own enigmatic sort of ethnomethod), we all know that the founding of enduring social things is an achievement requiring more than intellectual brilliance. To this first gift of the mind must be added a generosity of spirit sufficient at least to allow, perhaps to encourage, the new work.

Hence the surprise that Harold Garfinkel has visited on people of my generation is less that his work has endured, but that he continues to enchant and teach us—we who, when we were young, would never have thought of ourselves as among the company of those able to entertain, much less embrace, his ways. This I can readily illustrate with a story of my own surprise on the reach of Garfinkel’s ideas.
Several years ago I spoke at a gathering of undergraduate students in rural Missouri. It was the kind of setting where one might assume that students would never have heard of ethnomethodology, much less cared about it. Yet, to my amazement (I should say “embarrassment,” for my assumption was a conceit), the one theorist these students most wanted to talk about was Garfinkel. This in a place where to this day there is no known ethnomethodologist within two days on horseback. The students had picked up his ideas from something I’d written. Though I would have preferred they concern themselves with me, it was Garfinkel who held the day in absentia.

It would be still a third conceit were I to claim for others that the term “ethnomethodology” is on the tip of everyone’s tongue (though I note in passing that neither is the word “sociology”). But the fact that Garfinkel’s word is on the tongues of some of the youngest of sociologists is a tribute to what Harold has offered, and offers, after so many years. The book you now have at hand, *Ethnomethodology’s Program*, is just as rich and inviting to the tongue as was *Studies in Ethnomethodology*, nearly forty years before. Where you may have to let some of it settle a bit before exercising, you are guaranteed to enjoy the delicacy for years to come. You may even, as so many of my generation have, find yourself returning for the taste alone, not to mention the nourishment.
Editor's Introduction

Since the publication of *Studies in Ethnomethodology* in 1967, Harold Garfinkel's work has had an enormous influence on various disciplines in the social sciences and humanities worldwide. There is an International Institute for the Study of Ethnomethodology and its companion, Conversational Analysis, an ASA Section on Ethnomethodology and conversational analysis, centers for the study of Ethnomethodology at several universities, and a number of working groups and Web sites devoted to Ethnomethodology.¹ *Studies*, as it came to be called, was greeted eagerly by sociologists living in a period of social upheaval not amenable to the unyielding character of a discipline dominated by Parsonian structural functionalism. The book still inspires young scholars the world over to take an interest in Ethnomethodology. Shortcomings with the "scientific" study of society, that emerged from various interpretations of structural functionalism and positivism, have continued to fuel an ongoing search in many disciplines for a new approach.

¹ The International Institute began at Boston University in 1975, organized by George Psathas and Jeff Coulter, as a forum for gathering scholars from around the world for annual conferences and seminars on Ethnomethodology. The first Institute was attended by both Harold Garfinkel and Harvey Sacks. The July 2001 conference was held at Manchester Metropolitan University, in the city of Manchester, U.K., where Wes Sharrock, at the University of Manchester, has been instrumental since the early 1970s in introducing Ethnomethodology to a large number of students. The Manchester Metropolitan Web site (www.iemca.org) will have information on future conferences, the next of which will be held in 2003 also at Manchester. In July 2001 the organization was formalized with a directing board and a paid membership. Five continents and more than a dozen disciplines are represented. An Internet search of the word "Ethnomethodology" turns up over four thousand entries. The Web site (www.pscw.uva.nl/emca/index.htm) has been maintained by Paul ten Have since the early 1990s and has been an important resource, particularly for those who come to Ethnomethodology without any formal institutional connection or training, which is surprisingly common. The new ASA section also has a Web site at www.asanet.org and will hold an annual mini-conference in conjunction with ASA beginning with the Chicago meetings in 2002. Members of the International Sociological Association also plan to hold mini-conferences in conjunction with the annual international meetings.
Garfinkel's arguments introduce aspects of the problem of social order and intelligibility that promise to address these concerns.

This new book by Garfinkel, *Ethnomethodology's Program: Working Out Durkheim's Aphorism*, assembles an introduction to his efforts over the past thirty-five years to extend and focus his approach. The subtitle, "Working Out Durkheim's Aphorism," emphasizes Garfinkel's insistence that his position focuses on fundamental sociological issues and that the interpretation of his position as indifferent to the problem of social order is a misunderstanding. Durkheim's aphorism, articulated in *The Rules of the Sociological Method*, states that the concreteness of social facts is sociology's most fundamental phenomenon. It is Garfinkel's position that sociologists have ignored this aphorism and treated social facts as theoretical, or conceptual, constructions for more than a century. It has been Garfinkel's aim to restore Sociology to the pursuit of Durkheim's aphorism, through an insistence on the concreteness of things, and on the claim that the concreteness of things necessarily depends on, and is produced in and through, complex mutually recognizable social practices enacted by participants in social scenes.

Following (1) a general discussion of the development of Ethnomethodology, this editor's introduction will (2) present an outline of the personal background of Harold Garfinkel; (3) discuss this book, and each of its chapters; and (4) assess the implications of Ethnomethodology for sociology as a discipline.

1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF ETHNOMETHODOLOGY

While Garfinkel is generally classified as a thinker of the late 1960s and coupled with Erving Goffman's interactionism, most likely because of the impact of *Studies* at that time, his position has its roots in an earlier period. Although interpretations of Garfinkel's work often attempt to derive it from the ordinary language philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein, the theory of accounts of C. Wright Mills, or cast it as a reaction to Talcott Parsons, Garfinkel was more a contemporary of Wittgenstein and Mills than a student of their work, and his position had already been conceived, at least in outline, before he went to Harvard to work with Parsons. His earliest publications appear at the same time as, or earlier than, the publications by Wittgenstein and Mills that he is supposed to have been influenced by.

---

2. Emile Durkheim, *The Rules of the Sociological Method*, ed. Steven Lukes (New York: Free Press, 1895), 45. "...our basic principle, that of the objective reality of social facts. It is therefore upon this principle that in the end everything rests, and everything comes back to it." This statement in the second preface is a condensed version of the argument of the original first chapter.

3. Garfinkel's first publication, "Color Trouble," examining the role of accounts in the interactional production of racism, was completed in 1939, first published in 1940 (reprinted in 1941), this was followed by the publication of an article based on his master's thesis on intra- and
During the 1930s, the three, following independent lines of thought, confronted the problematic legacies of empiricism and neoKantianism, seeking a solution to the problem of meaning in the apparent contingencies of the recognizability of actual social forms of language use and social practice. It had become clear to all three that rules, reference, and individualism were not solutions to the problem of meaning. Treating intelligibility and social order as fundamentally a matter of matching concepts with reality or logic was the problem. All three argued that these approaches produced the appearance of a problem where there was none in fact.

Wittgenstein, Mills, and Garfinkel each independently embraced the social as an alternative approach to the great philosophical questions of knowledge and meaning. Instead of forcing a conceptual, or cognitive, order on experience, the apparent contingencies of social practice would, they argued, turn out to provide an adequate foundation for a theory of meaning, and in the case of Mills and Garfinkel, for a theory of social order as well. In fact, Garfinkel was working out what would become Ethnomethodology in publications dating from the late 1930s and early 1940s. After the unexpected deaths of Mills and Wittgenstein in the 1950s, their work was left in the hands of followers who quickly retreated from a direct confrontation with social contingencies. This left only Garfinkel, in the postwar period, to continue the push toward a detailed study of social practices as a solution to the great theoretical problems of meaning and order.

Garfinkel’s position should be seen as developing over a period of seven decades.


4. My Ph.D. dissertation, “Contingency as a Foundation of Necessity: Interaction as a Resource for Epistemological Critique,” argued that the perennial search for a solution to the problem of ambiguity through a search for logical necessity has itself caused the problem of ambiguity. Embracing contingency as a foundational property of social practices requires various forms of necessity in human commitments to practice. This makes a form of commitment necessary in a way that solves the problem of contingency, but necessity, in this case, is only a property of social practices because they have the property of contingency.

5. Many scholars with an initial interest in Wittgenstein and Mills turned toward Garfinkel during this period. This partially accounts for the attempts to respecify Garfinkel’s work in Wittgensteinian terms.
from a focus on the role of accounts in the organization of social order and perception in the late 1930s and early 1940s to an interest in all aspects of embodied social practice and perception in the production of witnessably recognizable social phenomena by the 1950s, and, finally, to a fully articulated view of the autochthonous order properties of phenomenal fields and oriented objects by the year 2000. In the process, his arguments impacted on first one and then another developing sociological interest. Work on the significance of accounting practices was influenced by Garfinkel’s early writings on accounts. His writings on “degradation ceremonies” (1956) and “Agnes” (1967) were important to the development of labeling theory. The “trust” paper influenced several developing areas of sociology, and it was taken up by game theory in economics. The paper “Good Reasons for Bad Clinic Records” contributed to early studies of institutional accounting practices. The impact of that paper (combined with Conversational Analysis) on medical sociology and studies of policing has been profound. The argument with regard to “documentary methods,” combined with the work on accounts, impacted on the development of institutional ethnography. Garfinkel’s focus on reflexivity impacted the development of interpretive sociology in general, while his interests in respecifying the natural sciences have helped to shape sociological studies of science. His more recent work on the “Shop Floor Problem” significantly impacted on studies of technology in the workplace, as reflected in the seminal work of Lucy Suchman and her colleagues (formerly of Xerox Parc) and has attracted scholars from computing sciences and engineering to Ethnomethodology.

It was in 1954, two years after completing his dissertation, while working with Fred Strodbeck and Saul Mendlovitz on what became known as the “jury project,” that Garfinkel came up with the name Ethnomethodology. The three were

6. There are few social thinkers whose work has spanned so many decades and carried such an influence from start to finish. W. E. B. Du Bois is the only one I can think of, his work also spanning seven decades, between 1903 and 1967. Karl Marx with his enormous output only spanned five decades between the 1840s and the 1880s. Weber, Durkheim, and Goffman each spanned three decades; Mead, Simmel, and Parsons four decades apiece. Marianne Weber, as yet relatively neglected, also wrote and was influential over a period of six decades. It would appear from a very preliminary analysis that the most controversial thinkers have been productive and influential for the longest period of time. Given his early commitment to issues of race inequality, it is fitting that Garfinkel should have the honor of sharing the seven-decade designation of both high productivity and derision with Du Bois.

7. This is an important new area of sociological research spearheaded by Dorothy Smith. The group holds an annual conference and hosts sessions at the ASA meetings every year.

8. Garfinkel’s Ph.D. dissertation, completed under the direction of Talcott Parsons in 1952, “The Perception of the Other: A Study of Social Order,” constituted a sustained criticism of structural functionalism, arguing that social order was something other than what Parsons had envisioned. In particular, Garfinkel argued that relations between embodied actors were essential to the production of recognizable social forms. According to Garfinkel, Parsons told him that he did “not understand the thesis,” but that he was signing off on it anyway because he was “sure that it’s a good piece of work.”
to report on their work at the American Sociological Association Meetings in the summer of 1954. In preparing for this talk, Garfinkel searched for what to call what they found so interesting in their discussions with the jurors. He looked at the Yale Human Area Relations files and saw all the "ethnos": ethnoscience, ethnobotany, and so on, and thought of the jury members' close reasonings with one another as "ethnomethods." The word "methods" was, according to Garfinkel, an extrapolation from Felix Kauffman, a philosopher, who spoke of the term methodology as "the theory of correct decisions in deciding the grounds of action and further inference." Together the two words seemed to apply to what the jurors were doing. Thus the term "Ethnomethodology" was born.

The word "Ethnomethodology" represents a very simple idea. If one assumes, as Garfinkel does, that the meaningful, patterned, and orderly character of everyday life is something that people must work constantly to achieve, then one must also assume that they have some methods for doing so. If everyday life exhibits a patterned orderliness, a recognizable coherence, as Garfinkel believes it does, then it is not enough to say that individuals randomly pursuing shared goals will do similar things enough of the time to manifest trends, or patterns, of orderliness in society, an approach characteristic of Parsonian and quantitative sociology. Garfinkel argues that members of society must in fact, actually, really, have some shared methods for achieving social order that they use to mutually construct the meaningful orderliness of social situations.

One way of understanding this is by analogy with the idea that in order to make sense by speaking in a language we have to speak the same language, using the same meanings for words and the same grammatical forms. Another analogy is with the idea that in order to play a game we have to play by the rules recognized by other parties to the game as the rules of that game. It is, for instance, not possible to play baseball by running downfield with a football. The essential rules of baseball are in important respects constitutive of the game of baseball. Constitutive means that the rules define the recognizable boundaries of the game.

There are problems with these analogies because Garfinkel does not think of members' methods in terms of rules or grammars. Rules and grammars are themselves oversimplified conceptualizations of the constitutive features of social practices. In fact, Garfinkel argues that the idea that social order is a result of following

---

9. I have used the word "construct" at several points in this editor's introduction to describe what members do in using shared "methods" to produce local orders. This is somewhat problematic because the word "construction," as the catchphrase of social constructionism, has connotations which I would like to avoid. Garfinkel would never use this word to describe his own work. I have used the word in places, however, because I believe that there is a sense in which Garfinkel is offering an explanation of the very phenomenon that social constructionists take themselves to be talking about. In addition to using the word "construct," I have used a number of different words to describe the process of mutually achieving local orders, in order to connect with a variety of theoretical perspectives whose objectives overlap Garfinkel's in essential ways, but whose approach is in fundamental ways completely different.
rules is responsible for many of the classic problems with social theory. But the analogies nevertheless help illustrate what it means to say that the methods used by persons to create the orderliness of ordinary social occasions are constitutive of those occasions. Constitutive practices are those which can only meaningfully exist if they are made recognizable by those who practice them.

Ethnomethodology, then, is the study of the methods people use for producing recognizable social orders. "Ethno" refers to members of a social or cultural group (or in Garfinkel's terms, members of a local social scene) and "method" refers to the things members routinely do to create and recreate the various recognizable social actions or social practices. "Ology" as in the word "sociology" implies the study of, or the logic of, these methods. Thus Ethnomethodology means the study of members' methods for producing recognizable social orders.

Ethnomethodology is not itself a method. It is an attempt to preserve the "incourseness" of social phenomena. It is a study of members' methods based on the theory that a careful attentiveness to the details of social phenomena will reveal social order. The word Ethnomethodology itself does not name a set of research methods any more than the word sociology implies a specific set of research methods. Ethnomethodologists have done their research in many and varied ways. The object of all of these research methods, however, is to discover the things that persons in particular situations do, the methods they use, to create the patterned orderliness of social life. Not all research methods are capable of revealing this level of social order. But there are many methods that can. The main rule is that methods that rely on retrospective accounts of social order cannot reveal members' methods. The method used must preserve the details of local order production "over its course" for the analyst.

Ethnomethodologists generally use methods that require immersion in the situation being studied. They hold it as an ideal that they learn to be competent practitioners of whatever social phenomena they are studying. This ideal is referred to by Garfinkel as "unique adequacy." When the subject of research is something that most persons participate in regularly, like ordinary talk, the game of tic tac toe, driving, walking, etc., then unique adequacy can be assumed for most persons (persons with disabilities, who may lack ordinary competence, may nevertheless have revealing understandings of these common tasks). However, with regard to practices that have specialized populations, like science or policing, unique ade-

10. That is, trying to explain social order as a matter of following rules, or conforming to norms, makes it appear as if social order is itself only a retrospective conceptual construction, when in fact, it is real and empirical in the first instance. Garfinkel's position on this point is in important respects consistent with that of C. W. Mills in his classic argument "Situated Action and the Vocabulary of Motives," American Sociological Review, 1939. However, Mills focused almost exclusively on the retrospective character of accounts, whereas Garfinkel focuses on the prospective, or ongoing, character of the recognizable social practices which the accounts serve as justifications of, in addition to attending to the retrospective character of accounts.
quacy can be very hard to achieve. An Ethnomethodologist pursuing unique adequacy within a specialized population may spend years in a research site becoming a competent participant in its practices, in addition to collecting various sorts of observational, documentary, and audiovisual materials. Ethnomethodologists have taken degrees in law and mathematics, worked for years in science labs, become professional musicians, and worked as truck drivers and in police departments in an effort to satisfy the unique adequacy requirement.11

Ethnomethodology involves a multifaceted focus on the local social orders that are enacted in various situations. It does not focus on the individual, as has often been claimed. The individual persons who inhabit social situations are of interest only insofar as their personal characteristics reveal something about the competencies required to achieve the recognizable production of the local order that is the object of study. Garfinkel refers to persons who inhabit, and through their activities "make" and "remake" social scenes, as local production cohorts.12 The cohort is there to reproduce the coherence of a scene that was there before they came upon it (made by others) and will be there after they leave (again made by others). When any individual leaves the freeway, for instance, the traffic is still there on the road.

Ethnomethodology is also not engaged in a cognitive, or conceptual, mapping of reality. It is Garfinkel's contention that a focus on the cognitive and conceptual is the problem with scientific sociology. Garfinkel's focus is on embodied, endogenous, witnessable practices. It is ironic that having identified the conceptual and the cognitive as the problematic approach that made the problem of meaning and order appear to be unsolvable, Garfinkel has often been identified as a cognitivist. This is due particularly to the work of Aaron Cicourel, whose cognitivist interpretation of Garfinkel's position appealed immediately to a discipline that was heavily invested in conceptual versions of social reality. Over the years this cognitivist misinterpretation has stood in the way of an appreciation of the true empirical character of Garfinkel's position. This cognitive misinterpretation is similar to the general misinterpretation of Durkheim's own empirical argument as a conceptual one (see Rawls 1996 and 2001). As Garfinkel is attempting to respecify the empirical aspects of Durkheim's position, the irony is doubled.

Because the taken for granted orderliness of everyday life is often revealed by problems, those times when participants fail to achieve orderliness, Garfinkel has often focused on moments of breakdown in searching for the orderly production of ordinary society. This has led to the mistaken identification of Ethnomethodol-

11. The current appeal of Ethnomethodology to persons working already in computing sciences, engineering, and in medical professions, partially addresses the difficulty of such studies. Instead of beginning in sociology and then being required to learn another profession, they are coming with a competence in professions to sociology.
12. Local production cohorts, or populational cohorts, are discussed in Chapters One and Five.
ogy with a specific methodology, and in particular with what have been called "breaching experiments." This misunderstanding may have been exacerbated by the fact that in teaching Ethnomethodology Garfinkl found it helpful to develop what he refers to as "tutorial exercises" that disrupt the taken for granted order of things and expose students to firsthand experience of the "phenomenal field properties" of socially constituted phenomena.13

These tutorial exercises generally involved disrupting the orderly achievement of intelligibility in some way. Students were assigned tutorial tasks, which revealed the work involved in the embodied mastery of the various practices constitutive of local orders. For instance, they were asked to perform ordinary tasks wearing headgear that distorted their vision, as described in Chapter Four. The idea was that various tasks and situations that problematize everyday life tasks would make students aware of the need for the constant achievement of the social orderliness of local settings; that even sight and hearing were deeply socially organized. Without an actual experience that revealed the work involved in enacting social reality, Garfinkel found that students had great difficulty in grasping the point of Ethnomethodology. Although some early research was conducted in this manner, the tutorial exercises were not intended primarily as a research program, but rather as teaching exercises for students.

Garfinkel's own early research was presented primarily in *Studies in Ethnomethodology*, which consisted of a collection of papers each of which demonstrated a different theoretical and/or methodological facet of Ethnomethodology: accountability, commitment to shared practices, the social construction of identity, and the documentary method of interpretation among them.14


---

13. The "phenomenal field" properties of social things will be discussed at length both later in this editor's introduction and in Garfinkel's text. However, it is important to note at the outset that in speaking of "phenomenal field," Garfinkel refers to properties of objects as socially recognized and achieved and not to an idea or concept. It is difficult in using the phrase "phenomenal field" to be careful always to make it clear that one is not referring to a concept. It is Garfinkel's primary commitment that meaningful social orders do not, cannot, occur at a conceptual level. They must be empirically witnessable, and the analyst must preserve these witnessable aspects of practice. Phenomenal field does not denote a concept, but the actual concrete properties of socially achieved objects. Because it refers to concrete properties and not to a concept, the problem of recognition is a very different one from the problem of defining the boundaries of a concept. Phenomenal fields are not Schutzian typifications. The empirical properties of phenomenal field explain how members recognize them, or what they need to do to achieve them: Their recognizability provides its own empirically witnessable boundaries.

Eric Livingston and Michael Lynch in 1983, "Evidence for locally produced, naturally accountable phenomena of order*, logic, reason, meaning, method, etc., in and as of the essential haecceity of immortal, ordinary society," hereafter referred to as "Parsons' plenum," in 1988, "instructed action" with Larry Weider in 1990, and "Ethnomethodology's Program" in 1996.15 These articles build on earlier work and explore the dynamics of practical action in a number of different settings, including laboratory science.

According to Garfinkel, the result of Ethnomethodological studies is the fulfillment of Durkheim's promise that the objective reality of social facts is sociology's fundamental principle. Where Garfinkel parts company from Durkheim is in replacing the assumption that objective reality is the result of conforming with institutionalized forms of constraint, with the proposal that social facts are orderly endogenous products of local orders, as the achievement of the immortal ordinary society.

2. PERSONAL BACKGROUND

Harold Garfinkel was born in Newark, New Jersey, on October 29, 1917. He grew up during the Depression in Newark, where his father, Abraham Garfinkel, owned a small furniture business. The neighborhood in which he was raised consisted of a large Jewish community, at a time when ethnicity was important, and the problem of how to overcome poverty and disadvantage to succeed in the "chosen" country was a pressing one. Many extremely bright young men and women, second and third generation immigrants, were struggling not only to find a place in American society but to formulate that place in their own terms. In this context the young Harold took a natural interest in social issues.

The elder Garfinkel, faced with the prospect of raising a son in such turbulent times, and never sure where being Jewish landed his family in the great American racial and ethnic divide, resolved that his son would have an indispensable trade. Harold, on the other hand, dreamed of a university education and a life outside of the Newark Jewish community. There was in the family an in-law who was not Jewish and was therefore credited with knowledge about what sorts of professions were viable in the world outside the community.

This in-law agreed to give advice with regard to Harold's future. One night at the dinner table he asked Harold what profession he would pursue at a university. Harold, who didn't really want to pursue a profession, answered that he wanted to become a surgeon. He recalls that he had been reading an article on surgeons in the New York Times and it sounded interesting. His in-law then told his father

15. Arguments from the latter two papers appear in Chapters One and Five of this book and will be discussed in the next section.
"surgeons and lawyers are driving taxicabs." It was the middle of the Depression (1935). Thereupon, it was decided that Harold would go into the furniture business with his father. Courses in business and accounting were germane to the business, however, so it was agreed that Harold would attend the University of Newark, an unaccredited program at the time, majoring in business and accounting during the day and working in his father's furniture business at night.

This early thwarting of the young Garfinkel's plans for a university education had some unpredictably happy results. The courses in accounting, in combination with friends made at the university, had an important and positive influence on the later development of his sociological theory and research. Because the program was unaccredited, the teaching was done primarily by graduate students from nearby universities. In the case of business courses at the University of Newark, the lecturers were quite often graduate students in economics from Columbia. This meant not only that courses were often taught by the best and brightest young minds in the country, but also that in business courses Garfinkel was apt to be taught the theory of business in place of procedure.

According to Garfinkel, his later work on accounts owes as much, or more, to a business course at the University of Newark, called the "theory of accounts," as it does to C. Wright Mills and Kenneth Burke, whose social theories of accounts he studied later. The course dealt with double entry bookkeeping and cost accounting. From this course, Garfinkel came to understand that even in setting up an accounting sheet, he was theorizing the various categories into which the numbers would be placed. Choosing, for instance, whether to place an item in the debit or the assets column was already a social construction. Furthermore, that construction was accountable to superiors and other agencies in a variety of complex ways. The course, although a course in accounting, didn't deal with mathematics. It was for Garfinkel an early course in members' methods. "How do you make the columns and figures accountable?" was the big question, according to Garfinkel.

These accountants and economists weren't describing events, they were describing "indicators," and unlike the social theorists that Garfinkel was to encounter later, they were very frank about it. They didn't pretend that their indicators constituted an underlying order. There are clear connections between this approach to accounting and Garfinkel's later work. The argument of "Good Reasons for Bad Clinic Records" (1967), focusing on the ways in which clinic workers render the files accountable, is an obvious parallel. So is the much later argument of the "Parsons' plenum" paper (1988), that formal analytic theorizing creates an orderly social world out of "indicators" aggregated across large data sets.

At the University of Newark, Harold hung out with a group of Jewish students who were interested in sociology. The group included Melvin Tumin, Herbert McClosky, and Seymour Sarason. According to Garfinkel, Philip Selznick and Paul Lazarsfeld, who were at Columbia at the time, were also known to members of the group. Lazarsfeld taught a course in social statistics at the University of
Newark that was attended by Tumin, McClosky, and Sarason. Students at this unaccredited university were able to take courses, developed by ambitious graduate students, that were not yet available at more traditional universities.

Discussions with this group turned Garfinkel's interests toward sociology. All of the members of the group, along with their friends from Columbia, were later to rise to prominence, a fact that had a very positive influence on Garfinkel's career. Tumin became prominent as an anthropologist at Princeton. McClosky went on to join the political science faculty at Berkeley and helped introduce survey research into political science. Seymour Sarason went on to join the psychiatry faculty at Yale. Philip Selznic joined the sociology department at UCLA and later went on to Berkeley (where he supported the graduate careers of both Harvey Sacks and Emmanuel Schegloff). Lazarsfeld, relatively unknown at the time, went on to establish scientific sociology at Columbia.

By the time Garfinkel graduated from the University of Newark in the summer of 1939, he knew that he could not go into the furniture business with his father. He had a professor of insurance, Lawrence Ackerman, in whom he confided. Ackerman told him not to worry, he would help Harold "get away." A Quaker, Ackerman arranged for Harold to attend a Quaker work camp that summer, building an earth dam for a rural community in Cornelia, Georgia, all with hand-constructed materials. In that work camp Garfinkel met a number of idealistic young people from Columbia and Harvard. By the end of the summer he knew that he wanted to be a sociologist. At the camp Garfinkel was befriended by Morris Mitchell from the Columbia School of Education. Mitchell, a man devoted to public service, advised him that the sociology department at the University of North Carolina, which placed an emphasis on sociology as an effective means of furthering public service projects, was the place to go.

At the end of the summer of 1939 Harold packed his bags and hitchhiked directly from the summer camp in Cornelia, Georgia, to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In the process, he had to make his way across the entire state of Tennessee and much of Georgia and North Carolina. There were very few cars traveling the road and the trip was a long one. Garfinkel reports spending at least one night in a town jail because he had nowhere else to sleep and the locals generously offered him the jail for the night. Howard Odum was chair of the sociology department at North Carolina at the time, a man with a serious commitment to improving the plight of the underprivileged. When Harold showed up on his doorstep, with his bags in hand, he recalls that Odum said to him, "You are a New York Jew who has come to the country. I'll support you." Odum admitted Garfinkel to the department on the spot and offered him a graduate fellowship.

At North Carolina Guy Johnson became Harold's mentor and introduced him to the work of W. I. Thomas, whom he says he "couldn't stop thinking about." Johnson was a former student of Odum's whose particular expertise was race relations. Very active in local community associations that dealt with issues of race,
Johnson generously made his own early research on race and homicide available to Garfinkel, suggesting that he pursue the subject for his master’s thesis.

Garfinkel now owned a car, purchased for him by his father, and his fellowship freed him from the need to work, so he was able to visit all the courthouses in a ten-county area and dig out the information he needed from the courthouse records. The result was his thesis on intra- and interracial homicide. This thesis represents the first systematic attempt by Garfinkel to combine his ideas with regard to accounts, his growing interest in the actor’s point of view, and the phenomenology he was studying at North Carolina. Garfinkel observed court cases and had access to court records on homicides within and between races. He was able to conclude that the formulation and processing of cases within races was different from that between races. Different sorts of accounts were given to justify the different kinds of action taken. The study represents a very early and sophisticated examination of the institutional production of statistics, the institutional sensitivity of accounts, and the social construction of racial differences. The thesis was completed in 1942.

Although it seemed to Harold that the great political and social questions of the day were being debated with great energy at North Carolina, the other students at North Carolina felt that the “real” debate was going on elsewhere. While Odum was committed to a program of documenting southern folk society, which he believed was the key to generic stable society, the students from New York City and Chicago were dreaming of Parsons at Harvard and Lazarsfeld and Merton at Columbia. It was going to be a “scientific sociology” with Parsons providing for order in ordinary society, and with, as Garfinkel reports, “great heroic theories” at its head.

According to Garfinkel, Lazarsfeld was seen as the emissary to the new scientific sociology from Germany. He promised that sociology would become scientific with the use of social statistics and that within ten years sociology would be entirely mathematical; there would be “no escape.” The idea was that if economists could make economic affairs accountable with indicators that made up a time series, then a scientific sociology should be able to do the same thing for social behavior in general. Everyone was singing “the same chorus of models and modeling, and quantitative methods were the sine qua non if you wanted to be taken seriously.”

According to Garfinkel the students “used to worship in the computer room” and could get a Ph.D. by “winding” out associations between variables from a “Marchant” hand-wound calculator. Students put their numbers into the keyboard and then started to wind the crank. One association took an enormous amount of handwork and was considered “a justifiable numerical account of what was variable in the factors of measurement.”

Garfinkel’s later challenge to Formal Analytic sociology should be seen in this context. It was not a reaction to Parsons at Harvard. From the very first, Garfinkel
saw his own vision of sociology opposed by that of his fellow students. A scientific sociology based on numbers and theories was to replace the classic concerns. Furthermore, sociology was not just an academic pursuit to Garfinkel. It had opened the gates of an intellectual life and saved him from a future selling furniture with his father in Newark. In many ways his commitment to the discipline was more like Odum’s, addressed to deep social problems, than that of his fellow students, who were enamored of the idea of abstract science.

At North Carolina, Garfinkel was introduced to the work of Florian Znaniecki, C. Wright Mills, and Kenneth Burke. Znaniecki’s book on Social Actions, not the study of the Polish peasant, was the canonical text with regard to the actor’s point of view. The most important of Znaniecki’s works at the time, according to Garfinkel, the book is now rarely read. Parsons’ The Structure of Social Action had been published in 1937 and Harold purchased a first edition that first summer. He says that he can still remember sitting in the backyard fingerling the book, smelling the newness of its pages. According to Garfinkel it was a “love affair” with sociology from the beginning. At North Carolina he continued reading Talcott Parsons.

At North Carolina Garfinkel was also introduced to phenomenological sociology through the interests of another student, James Fleming, who encouraged Garfinkel to study philosophy. Garfinkel was exposed to the texts of Husserl, Schutz, and Gurwitsch, and Gestalt psychology through a group of phenomenologists in the philosophy department. Fleming was not taken up with the pursuit of empirical scientific sociology; rather, he was engaged, according to Garfinkel, in reading “across the disciplines” looking for the actor’s point of view.

It was Fleming’s view that there was no major social theorist across the social sciences who was not making provision for the actor’s point of view. That is, they were providing a theoretical account for the actor’s point of view, but neglecting to treat the actor’s point of view as a problematic. The assumption they made was that the actor’s point of view held the key to social order. For Garfinkel, however, this was a mistake. The actor’s point of view could only be an artifact of social interaction. This early awareness that the heart of things was being left out of account would remain with Harold throughout his career.

According to Garfinkel, Znaniecki had been the first to vociferously insist on the adequate description of social action, an issue which became a primary concern of Garfinkel’s. The problem facing Znaniecki’s theory of social action, however, according to Garfinkel, was what adequate description of action could consist of, given the ubiquitous insistence on the relevance of the actor’s point of view.

However, even the theoretical provision for the actor’s point of view was coming to be neglected in the search for a scientific sociology. For instance, at the time, according to Harold, Znaniecki was not taken seriously so much for his work on action and the actor’s point of view, as for his collaborative ethnographies. The push for a scientific sociology based on statistics was turning sociological interest away from the problem of action as Znaniecki had formulated it.
Garfinkel was also introduced to the sociological relevance of accounts at North Carolina. While C. Wright Mills’ work on accounts has been most influential within the discipline of sociology, it was Kenneth Burke that Garfinkel first read at North Carolina. It was in the context of Burke and the theory of accounts that Garfinkel had encountered in his accounting classes at the University of Newark that his own ideas began to develop.

Garfinkel’s combination of the theory of accounts with the problem of the actor’s point of view would provide a novel approach to the problem of social order. Garfinkel’s first publication, “Color Trouble” (published in Best Short Stories of 1940, edited by Edward O’Brian), an early effort at an adequate description of accounting practices, exhibits the skeleton of his mature view. This early analysis of the practices and accountability constraints involved in the social construction of southern segregation is as compelling today as when it was first written. It establishes a startlingly new way of looking at the world. The paper was published in 1940, written after Garfinkel’s first winter at North Carolina.

While Burke’s theory of accounts inspired Garfinkel to begin studying the social production of accounts, and W. I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki introduced him to the importance of the actor’s point of view, it was the courses in phenomenology at North Carolina that led Garfinkel to consider the problem of recognizable patterns of social events. If actors constructed accounts that could effect the career of cases and the statistics that resulted from them, this could not be a random process if other actors could understand or recognize what was being done.

At North Carolina Garfinkel was also introduced to the work of Aron Gurwitsch. Gurwitsch provided the idea of gestalts, which, although much modified, became important in Garfinkel’s later work, particularly in his focus on the phenomenal field properties of social things. Through Gurwitsch, Garfinkel came to understand that the witnessable and recognizable properties of social phenomena come together in the gestalt coherence of what he came to call the phenomenal field properties of oriented objects.

Garfinkel’s graduate career at North Carolina was interrupted by the entry of the United States into World War II. After completing his master’s thesis, Garfinkel joined the air force, taking with him, as he had into his master’s thesis on interracial homicide, his thoughts on Parsons and Znaniecki and his theorizing with regard to accounts. He was by that time also familiar with Husserl, Schutz, and Gurwitsch and Schutz’s idea of multiple realities, and field theoretic interpretations of studies from Gestalt psychology. In the air force, Garfinkel was assigned to design and teach strategies for small arms warfare against tanks and rose to the rank of corporal. It was also during the war that Garfinkel married his wife, Arlene.

The task of training troops in small arms warfare against tanks was the most
ironically appropriate assignment one can think of for the future "father" of Ethnomethodology. Garfinkel was given the task of training troops in tank warfare on a golf course on Miami beach in the complete absence of tanks. Garfinkel had only pictures of tanks from *Life* Magazine. The real tanks were all in combat. The man who would insist on concrete empirical detail in lieu of theorized accounts, was teaching real troops, who were about to enter live combat, to fight against only imagined tanks, in situations where things like the proximity of the troops to the imagined tank could make the difference between life and death. The impact of this on the development of his views can only be imagined. He had to train troops to throw explosives into the tracks of imaginary tanks; to keep imaginary tanks from seeing them by directing fire at imaginary tank ports. This task posed in a new and very concrete way the problems of the adequate description of action and accountability that Garfinkel had taken up earlier as theoretical issues.

After the war, Garfinkel went on to Harvard to study with Talcott Parsons, completing his Ph.D. in 1952. His Harvard cohort included Gardner Lindsey, Henry Riecken, David Schneider, David Aberle, Brewster Smith, Duncan MacRae, Bernard Barber, Frank Sutton, James Olds, Fred Strodbeck, Marion Levy, Hans Lucas Taubeber, and Renee Fox; many became prominent sociologists and several were instrumental in furthering Garfinkel's career.

The relationship between Garfinkel's work and Parsons' social theory, as it developed at Harvard, is an important one. Garfinkel insisted on the adequacy of description and a focus on contingent empirical detail. Parsons relied on conceptual categories and generalization. The clash between their two positions would develop into one of the most important theoretical debates of the latter twentieth century. In his doctoral thesis, Garfinkel took on Parsons more or less directly. However, Garfinkel later withdrew from the conceptual debate, maintaining that his position could only be demonstrated empirically, not theoretically.

While at Harvard, Garfinkel also maintained ongoing relationships with Aron Gurwitsch and Alfred Schutz, meeting with Gurwitsch regularly in his house in Cambridge and traveling to New York frequently to meet with Schutz. His interests in phenomenology, which began at the University of North Carolina, became much deeper and more profound through these relationships. Later, while on the faculty at UCLA, Garfinkel and his students Aaron Cicourel and Egon Bittner would arrange for the first English translation of Gurwitsch’s *Field of Consciousness*.

While still pursuing his degree at Harvard, Garfinkel taught for two years at Princeton University. The faculty at Princeton included Marion Levy and Duncan MacRae, who had been at Harvard with Garfinkel, and Wilbert Moore. Edward Tiryakian was an undergraduate at Princeton during Garfinkel's two years there and Garfinkel served as the adviser for his senior thesis. Tiryakian retained happy memories of those early courses and in 1970, would publish Garfinkel's paper, co-authored with Harvey Sacks, “On Formal Structures of Practical Action.”
While at Princeton Garfinkel organized a conference with Richard Snyder and Wilbert Moore, funded by the Ford Foundation, called "Problems in Model Construction in the Social Sciences." The idea was to develop interdisciplinary studies in organizational behavior. Garfinkel sought out innovative theorists for this conference and invited Herbert Simon, Talcott Parsons, Kenneth Burke, and Kurt Wolff, all of whom attended.

Kurt Wolff was at that time at Ohio State University in a soft money unit called the Personnel Research Board, a group of industrial psychologists with federal funding to support studies of leadership on submarines and airplanes. When Garfinkel left Princeton in 1952, after receiving his degree from Harvard, Wolff brought him to Ohio on a two-year soft money position. In Garfinkel's second year on this project the budget was cut, eliminating the money for the last six months of his second year, and leaving him in need of a job.

Hearing that Garfinkel was in need of a position, Fred Strrodbeck, another classmate from Harvard, who was at Wichita in 1953 working with Saul Mendlovitz, asked Garfinkel to join them on what became known as the "jury project." While Garfinkel was at Wichita, the three reported on their work at the American Sociological Association Meetings in the summer of 1954. It was while preparing for this talk that the term "Ethnomethodology" was born.

In the fall of 1954 Harold was asked to join the faculty at UCLA. Selznick's earlier move to UCLA turned out to be of particular importance to Garfinkel, as it was Selznick along with Tumin who talked the then-chair at UCLA, Leonard Broom, into hiring Harold when Selznick moved from UCLA to Berkeley. UCLA was a joint sociology/anthropology department at the time and the anthropologists appreciated Garfinkel's attention to interactional detail. This was another unexpectedly lucky move for Garfinkel, as UCLA, which was practically unknown at the time, quickly rose to become a top university nationally. From the very beginning at UCLA Garfinkel used the term Ethnomethodology, developed in Wichita, in his seminars.

At UCLA Garfinkel worked with a number of students and colleagues who became prominent proponents of Ethnomethodology and Conversational Analysis. His relationship with Harvey Sacks, who went to UCLA and then to UC Irvine, after completing his dissertation with Goffman at Berkeley, was of particular importance. Sacks drove down to Los Angeles frequently for meetings with Garfinkel at UCLA during which they discussed their work. Sacks, along with Emmanuel Schegloff, also from Berkeley, and Gail Jefferson from UCLA, outlined what has essentially become a new field of conversational studies, referred to as "Conversational Analysis," within the general parameters of Ethnomethodology.16

16. At UCLA Garfinkel also developed a relationship with Ed Rose, a European-trained phenomenologist. Garfinkel made frequent references to Rose over the years. A collection of Rose's papers, as well as notes on conversations between Rose and Garfinkel, has been preserved in an archive by Rod Watson and his students at the University of Manchester.
Garfinkel and his wife, Arlene, married during the war, have lived in Pacific Palisades California continuously from 1954. They have raised two children and supported one another’s intellectual endeavors during sixty-plus years of marriage. Arlene Garfinkel’s work as a lipid chemist inspired many of Garfinkel’s insight’s into scientist’s work. Garfinkel formally retired from UCLA in 1987 but remains active as an emeritus professor.

3. THIS BOOK

*Ethnomethodology's Program: Working Out Durkheim's Aphorism,* consists of nine chapters. The book is organized so as to present the development of various of Garfinkel’s ideas, and teaching and research techniques, since 1967, beginning with basic ideas and tutorials, and then progressing to studies. In the first five chapters, essential ideas and what Garfinkel has referred to as “strange” ways of speaking are explained, often in the context of teaching exercises, and in the process misunderstandings are addressed. Chapters Six through Nine present the development of Garfinkel’s interests through more focused research. The latter section also presents the analysis of phenomenal fields and oriented objects in a more focused way. The division between the parts is only a loose one, however, and “tutorial problems,” a mainstay of Garfinkel’s later work, appear throughout.

The present volume is designed to fill a void in the presentation of Garfinkel’s work, and to connect the arguments prior to 1967 with later studies, particularly the studies of science. A volume focused on the sciences alone, presenting hybrid studies of work in greater detail, is planned to follow. In this context, the last chapter of this volume, Chapter Nine, stands in an important position. It effectively introduces the studies of science. At the same time, however, it concludes the introduction of foundational discussions necessary for understanding Ethnomethodological studies in general. Chapter Nine also explains problems in the general reception of Ethnomethodology that impacted on the trajectory of Garfinkel’s work and led to his adoption of various tutorial exercises in his teaching. Specifically, difficulties that Garfinkel encountered in explaining his research focus on “losing the phenomenon” are clarified. Thus Chapter Nine marks the conclusion of the present volume and at the same time forms a bridge between *Studies,* this volume, and the volume on studies of science to follow.

Because Garfinkel’s style of writing is important to the sense of what he is arguing, care has been exercised in the editing not to change either Garfinkel’s words or phrasing. Passages have sometimes been culled from several documents in order to clarify a point. The object has been to locate the most forceful passages in which Garfinkel has made a point, not to change the words themselves. Wher-
ever a note of explanation seemed necessary, an editor's note has been added in square brackets [ ] in the footnotes.17

There are reasons for the difficult language that Garfinkel uses. The focus on those witnessable details that constitute the recognizability of local orders requires an avoidance of generalizations and theorized accounts. If sociology has placed a theorized social order in place of enacted local orders, then the concepts used in speaking of theorized orders must be avoided if local orders are not to be further obscured. Garfinkel's invention of new words and phrases to express the empirical social relations discovered through his research, is part of what makes his work so hard to read. But it is also necessary if artifacts of social relations are not to be reified with the result that the social relations themselves are rendered invisible. The argument that Garfinkel makes requires him to avoid terminology that would suggest that things exist apart from the social situations and relations in which and through which they are produced.

Conceptual generalizations are, for Garfinkel, a result of the social production of order. They are therefore misleading when used to represent the ongoing details of that process. Difficult words like haecceity, autochthonous order, phenomenal fields, populational cohort, and detail* refer to aspects of locally produced orders that are original to Garfinkel's account. The continual emphasis in Garfinkel's work on "just-thinness," "haecceities," "details," "order*," and "contingencies," is an attempt not to lose the phenomena through generalization. His work is about the creation of local social orders, on the spot, out of the materials at hand, in recognizable ways. For Garfinkel this is what social order is all about. Therefore, any way of speaking that leaves them out, or reifies them, leaves out social order itself, as far as Garfinkel is concerned.18

Because he was the first to address these features of social order, Garfinkel had to give them names. Care has been taken in editing the text to ensure that each of these terms is explained in the section in which it is first used and that cross references to other sections where terms are discussed, as well as preliminary explana-

17. My own abiding concern with the importance of concrete practices as a sociological issue, and more recently with Durkheim's contribution to this concern, has its origin in a long-term intellectual friendship with Garfinkel and his work that began in 1975, and which has been critical to the development of my own ideas. As editor, while sometimes eliminating passages and reorganizing the text, I have exercised care to preserve the original intent and form of words throughout.

18. Garfinkel's problem is similar to the one faced by Marx in insisting that classical economics had reified what were in fact only parts of relationships, treating them as independent factors. Production and consumption, for instance, were for Marx reifications of a more fundamental relationship that created the appearance of production and consumption as independent forces. In common talk the results of relationships are generally treated as the "real" foundation of things, while the relationships themselves are overlooked. In this way, ordinary language renders relationships invisible. The consequences of attempting to create a new way of speaking in order to avoid this problem of reification has a similar effect on the readability of the texts of both Garfinkel and Marx.
tions, are provided in footnotes. Repeated readings that produce a familiarity with the nuances of use in the text are also suggested.

It is characteristic of Garfinkel’s writing that sentences contain not only unfamiliar words but multiple prepositional phrasings. Descriptions of the characteristics of local practices that occur in long sentences with multiple prepositional phrasings are one of the most difficult things for readers to deal with. But they are necessary in order to preserve the relational and concrete embodied character of member’s practices. Garfinkel avoids rendering social order in conceptual terms and thereby losing its concrete witnessable detail. Multiple prepositions, as for example in the phrase “as of which,” allow Garfinkel to indicate at one and the same time that something bears several different relationships to a given situation. The phenomenon exists, but it exists only “in and through” and “as of” the situation “in which” it appears as locally produced. It is a locally contingent phenomenon whose existence as a recognizable thing is wholly dependent on local production practices.

In order to read Garfinkel successfully, one must make a commitment to treating his terminology as essential to his argument. Attempting to simplify the language, even in the reading, will lose the point of the argument.

For those unfamiliar with Garfinkel’s later work, the care with which the text has been approached needs to be emphasized. Garfinkel has been so misunderstood that the claims he makes in this book about social order, Durkheim’s aphorism, and various ways in which he has been misunderstood, may come as a surprise. These arguments all reflect concerns of Garfinkel’s that, in spite of their apparent newness, have been evident in his work for at least four decades. Garfinkel asks us to build on that vision, in whatever way we can, in order to bring sociology from the realm of conceptual theorizing into the hands of practitioners, in order that we may understand and improve upon both the quality of individual human experience and the possibility of providing high-quality lives for all human beings. Social change requires, first and foremost, an understanding of social processes.

This editor’s introduction will review each chapter separately and include a preliminary note on “Durkheim’s aphorism.” While there are themes that recur throughout the chapters that might have organized the discussion, each chapter could be said to emphasize a particular issue with regard to social order. I have, therefore, thought it best to highlight a single issue or debate with regard to each chapter, instead of attempting to review everything in a given chapter.

**Preliminary Note on Durkheim’s Aphorism**

What stands out immediately about the book is Garfinkel’s reference to himself as “Working Out Durkheim’s Aphorism.” This reference may seem surprising to some, but it has been a long-standing feature of Garfinkel’s work. It is an impor-
tant idea. Durkheim’s aphorism refers to Durkheim’s statement in *The Rules of the Sociological Method*, to the effect that “the objective reality of social facts is sociology’s most fundamental phenomenon.” The way the aphorism is usually interpreted, it entails a positivist method focused on the study of social institutions, not a focus on social interaction or practices. The association of Garfinkel’s position with Durkheim’s aphorism can thus have the unfortunate consequence of suggesting that Garfinkel is himself a positivist.\(^\text{19}\)

But this is not at all Garfinkel’s intention. There is another way of interpreting Durkheim’s aphorism that is more in keeping with Durkheim’s overall position as it emerges in his later work. This view focuses on the social construction of both human understanding and social order as ongoing features of enacted ritual practices. On this view Durkheim himself is not a positivist. “Social facts” are always socially constructed phenomena. According to Garfinkel, social facts, that is, socially constructed, or achieved, social phenomena, and in particular an understanding of the way in which they are achieved as social constructions, provide the key to answering the essential sociological questions regarding the character and origin of social order and human knowledge. In *The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life*, Durkheim argued that human knowledge, that is, questions of epistemology, can only be studied through the details of ritual interaction. Knowledge, he argued, even the possibility of mutual intelligibility, is not possible if it is only a function of concepts or beliefs. Nor can it be explained by formal institutional rules. It is only possible to locate a valid origin for human knowledge, Durkheim argues, if it can be established as the result of the concrete details of social practices.\(^\text{20}\)

Durkheim’s focus on details and practices has been systematically overlooked. He repeatedly stressed the importance of detail with regard to the study of practices. As early as 1893 in *The Division of Labor* Durkheim\(^\text{21}\) criticized the belief of his contemporaries that details are not necessary and even misleading because “detailed studies make us lose sight of the whole vista of human knowledge,” an attitude that still characterizes the discipline today. By contrast, Durkheim argued that the details of practices that can only be known through personal experience,

\(^{19}\) In fact, when I explained this view in a chapter on Garfinkel in George Ritzer’s *Companion to Major Social Theorists*, Ritzer interpreted my comments, in his editor’s introduction, to mean that I was presenting Garfinkel as a positivist. I was not. In fact, I believe that properly understood, Durkheim’s argument entails that there are no unconstrued social objects for a positivist to study, a position with which Garfinkel would certainly concur. However, that a social phenomenon is socially constituted does not mean that the process of social construction itself cannot be seen and heard and thereby be made available for empirical examination.


working at a practice firsthand, constitute the heart of modern science. These details, he argued, are lost through generalization. Thus, according to Durkheim, "the dissonances of detail disappear in the total harmony" of general theory. Furthermore, as each science consists in this detail, modern science is threatened, he argues, by the focus on conceptual generalization.

A sociology based on accounts, or concepts, Durkheim argues, obscures the fundamental role of enacted practices in the constitution of social phenomena. This position taken by Durkheim is consistent with Garfinkel's focus on the observable details of concrete social facts and the rejection of both theorized accounts and rule governed action as explanations of social order and intelligibility. The difference is that Garfinkel takes the argument to a higher level of detail. This not only makes the argument more empirically complex but reveals levels of theoretical possibility that were not apparent to Durkheim. Durkheim did not have access to tape recorders and video machines, so he could only have been advocating the sorts of details available to ethnography. Durkheim could not have imagined the level of detail involved in the constitution of the recognizable coherence of practices. Nevertheless, recognizing the emphasis of his aphorism on the observation of concrete social events completely changes the interpretation of, not only his later work, but his earlier arguments as well. Durkheim ceases to be a positivist if we understand that the "objectivity of social facts" was always understood by Durkheim as a social construction. Similarly, Garfinkel could not be a positivist because the study of the process of constructing social reality simply contradicts all of the assumptions made by positivism.

For Garfinkel, social "reality" is not a feature of nature that the analyst is claiming to be able to observe "objectively." Social "facts" are rather sounds and movements, witnessable actions on the part of participants in social gatherings, that must be recognizable to others as actions of a very particular sort, in order for social processes to have any coherence, or intelligibility, for participants. That persons perceive the movements of others at a level that is more fundamental than concepts, does not mean that those perceptions are not mediated by social expectations. That would be a positivist claim. What is being argued is that the coherence of movements is immediately recognizable, or not recognizable, in terms of taken for granted expectations, social expectations, that are yet so far prior to the level of concepts that it is difficult to even express them in conceptual terms after the fact.

Concepts can only come into play if there are recognizable coherences in perception. A focus on the taken for granted aspects of social intelligibility and the coherence of social scenes is not the same thing as a focus on the conceptual mediation of reality. The perception and production of coherences must precede any intelligible use of concepts. But denying the primacy of concepts in the process does not at all reduce Garfinkel to assuming that one is able to perceive reality in an unmediated way. There is no unmediated natural or social reality in his view. Nor does he argue that perception is nothing but contingencies. His use of the
word contingencies, or haecceities, is an attempt to emphasize the concreteness, or what he also refers to as the "just-thinness," of things, not to suggest that they are arbitrary. For Garfinkel the primary coherences have concrete detailed embodied aspects without which their status as social facts cannot be understood. Ethnomethodology promises to supply these missing aspects of social facts to Durkheim's Aphorism.

Chapter One

In Chapter One, "Central Claims of Ethnomethodology," Garfinkel lays out a general overview of his work. He is not attempting to speak for all who refer to themselves as Ethnomethodologists, but rather to speak for what he intended in framing the enterprise in the first place. After introducing a distinction between traditional forms of analysis, which Garfinkel refers to as formal analysis (FA) and Ethnomethodology (EM), a distinction which is elaborated at length in Chapter Two, Garfinkel introduces several essential ideas: the plenum, phenomenal fields, hybrid studies, accountability, praxeological validity, the Shop Floor Problem, and populational cohorts. The argument with regard to Parsons' plenum and populational cohorts provides a context for understanding the other issues and will be elaborated here.

Garfinkel argues that there are two very different basic assumptions being made about the nature of the social world by Parsons and himself. These assumptions, he says, define their respective research programs in essential respects.²² According to Garfinkel, Parsons assumed a world in which individual persons, while possessed of a degree of freedom to act according to personal drives and motives, nevertheless come to realize that there are culturally accepted ways of doing most things. Thus individuals, in pursuing their individual interests, will attempt to choose courses of action that are socially acceptable. Furthermore, the very ways in which they interpret their feelings, and even their physical needs, will be socially constrained. For instance, an individual may have a drive to dominate others. In modern western society, however, they will, if properly socialized, learn to interpret this drive as an impulse to achieve power or prestige in any of a number of socially acceptable ways.

According to Garfinkel, if one assumes a world like this, composed on the one hand of individuals and their feelings and impulses, and on the other of the social norms and valued courses of action toward which they are constrained to orient,

²². The article that I refer to as "Parson's Plenum" appeared in 1988 with the title "Evidence for Locally Produced, Naturally Accountable Phenomena of Order*, Logic Reason, Meaning, Method, etc. in and as of the Essential Haecceity of Immortal, Ordinary Society" (Sociological Theory [1988]). It represents the only mature published statement to date of the relationship between Garfinkel's work and traditional sociology as represented by Parsons. The article stands as a summary statement of concerns that have preoccupied Garfinkel's later work.
then one will agree with Parsons that social order is the result of general tendencies to comply with these norms. In order to demonstrate evidence of the "underlying social structure" that produces these norms and values and constrains persons to follow them, a social scientist on Parsons' view, must aggregate across large data sets in order to obtain findings of statistical significance. The result, according to Garfinkel, is "Parsons' plenum": a world which is conceived of as essentially disorderly; a world in which order can only be discovered after, and as a result of, the application of a social scientific method.23

Given this initial assumption, the sort of detailed study of particular places or social events advocated by Garfinkel makes no sense. Such studies could not yield evidence of order in the "plenum" which can only be revealed by large aggregate data sets. However, Garfinkel, for his part, makes the initial assumption that all socially recognizable actions must be produced in orderly and expected ways, and that they display their orderliness in their concrete details. Any individual attempting to pursue a goal would first have to produce recognizable social practices. Therefore, he argues, studying concrete practices in the situations in which they are produced gives the researcher immediate access to the process of constructing local orders. The certainty that order is displayed in the concrete details of enacted practices is not only, or even firstly, a theoretical assumption, but also something one feels when observing empirically the patterned orderliness of certain social occasions. Social occasions and their practices are generally recognizably orderly in ways that the Parsons' plenum approach cannot account for. The experienced concrete orderliness of such occasions demands a theory that can account for it.

Garfinkel's concern is that the widespread focus of formal analytic theory and methods on aggregating data across large populations is preventing the discovery of the production of social order. The dominant approach in the discipline of sociology to the problem of social order, he says, obscures the very processes of social orderliness that are being sought: the "What More" there is to social order than formal analytic theorizing can ever find.

It is the Parsons' plenum view of "structure" that leads to the characterization of nonstatistical approaches to sociology, and Ethnomethodology in particular, as individualistic "micro" sociologies that are indifferent to the problem of social order. From Garfinkel's perspective it is Parsons who failed to examine the most fundamental aspects of social order: How are persons able to recognize what the valued courses of action are? How much the same do actions have to be to be recognizable as the same? When persons do not choose valued courses of action how are they sanctioned? In Parsons' system a great deal of behavior that does not fit the norms is possible. For Garfinkel this neither explains the high degree of compliance experienced in everyday life, or the routine achievement of intelligibility.

23. See the reference in the discussion of Chapter Three to the first rendering theorem.
Garfinkel sees himself not as examining society at an "individual" or "micro" level, but rather as examining the great classical questions of social order. He interprets Durkheim's immortal society to refer to the local production of order which Garfinkel calls "Immortal Ordinary Society." Society on this view does not depend on the tendencies of individuals to more or less comply with social norms. Society is immortal in that the patterned orderliness of situations outlives the particular persons who staff them. Persons know, according to Garfinkel, "of just these organizational things that they are in the midst of, that it preceded them and will be there after they leave; the great recurrences of ordinary society, staffed, provided for, produced, observed and observable locally and accountably, in and as of an 'assemblage of Haecceities.'"

The classic way of looking at social order places the emphasis on the populations who staff the scenes and thereby appear to create those scenes. The classic demographic questions focus on the characteristics of the individuals who make up the population: gender, race, income, religion, education, and so on. Garfinkel's focus on patterned orderliness places the emphasis on the scene and away from the population. From his perspective, the variables are in the scene and not in the population. Any population coming on a particular scene could only recognizably reproduce it by recognizably producing just those practices that identify it as a scene of a particular sort. Reconstructing the actor's point of view thus involves taking into account the various contingencies faced by any actor in attempting to produce recognizable practices. It does not involve the perspective of any particular actors. The basic requirements of recognizability must be able to take on the endless contingencies of the actual recognizable reproduction of practices, not the contingencies of individual differences.

In shifting the emphasis from persons to scenes, Garfinkel points out that the emphasis was only focused on populations in the first place as a result of looking at the construction of order in the traditional Parsons' plenum way. The sort of social order that classical thinkers like Durkheim were after does not lie in the characteristics of populations, but in the situated details of practice and therefore, cannot be rendered by studies, following Parsons' plenum, which create an analytic universe to replace the real one. Neither can they be revealed by traditional studies of the actor's point of view that focus on individual beliefs, values and perspectives. For Garfinkel, the key lies in detailed studies of those shared practices that are essential to the production of local orders. Mutual intelligibility is

24. This might explain why hiring African American police officers does not eliminate the racism in policing. Things like racism can become features of the routine ways in which institutions are reproduced and actions within institutions accounted for. Racism in such cases is not the result of individual attitudes. See Harold Garfinkel, "Research Note on Inter and Intra-Racial Homicides," Social Forces 27 (1949): 370–81, and Albert J. Meehan, "Race and Place: The Social Ecology of Racial Profiling," for further examination of the institutionalization of racialized processes.
only made possible in and through the enactment of recognizably recurrent local orders of shared enacted practice.

According to Garfinkel, practitioners of formal analysis know about local orders. But they don't know what to do with them. They “know” about them only in a special sense: as problems, recurrent irritations, irregularities and errors in “measurement” which need to be “controlled” for. They do not know them as social orders. Ethnomethodology recognizes these recurrent irregularities as the achieved orderliness of the “Immortal Ordinary Society.” They are Durkheim’s social facts conceived of not as external and coercive social norms, but as the achieved social facts of particular social practices and their occasions.

Garfinkel rejects the vision, common both to Parsonian structuralism and the post-structuralist critique, that chaos and contingency are the primary attributes of ordinary social scenes as individual actors struggle against institutional constraint. For Garfinkel, mutually intelligible actions are necessarily orderly. Garfinkel’s insistence on the ongoing production of social order at all mutually intelligible points has been interpreted as evidence that his sociology is conservative because it does not allow the individual actor any room in which to rebel or create. But Garfinkel does not deny that the individual may have unique or nonconforming thoughts and impulses. They may even be engaged in formulating a revolution. What he argues is that if the individuals are to achieve mutual intelligibility in their endeavors, they must produce practices that others recognize the meaning of. While unrecognizable practices may convey various meanings, or have meanings attributed to them, they do not convey a single mutually intelligible meaning. Mutual intelligibility requires the production of shared recognizable practices. Creativity, nonconformity, and even rebellion can only meaningfully occur against a background of mutually constituted intelligibility.

Chapter Two

The primary focus of Chapter Two is the distinction between Ethnomethodology (EM) and what Garfinkel calls formal analysis (FA), with which Chapter One opened. This distinction essentially represents the relationship between Garfinkel’s work and traditional sociological analysis, and extends his argument beyond the issues with Parsons’ plenum. It also distinguishes his work from traditional forms of analysis in many other disciplines as well. Given the confusion over the relationship between Ethnomethodology and other forms of sociology, this distinction is an important one. Furthermore, it is a distinction that appears throughout Garfinkel’s more recent work and is important to him.

In spite of its importance, the distinction itself is a difficult one. References by Garfinkel to “bibliographies,” and “the dictionary of occupational titles,” have a particular meaning in the context of his argument. Additionally, ideas such as populations, phenomenal fields, oriented objects, and embodied action, explained in
greater detail in later chapters, all figure prominently in the discussion. Finally, Garfinkel's attempt to address early criticisms that he saw Ethnomethodology as a replacement, or corrective, for traditional sociology, led to his assertion that there is no dispute between the two domains. This latter seems, in particular, to have led to the erroneous idea that Garfinkel is not interested in, or is indifferent to, the problem of social order. The point of "Ethnomethodological indifference," however, is to be indifferent to the problem of social order as it has been traditionally posed in terms of formal institutions and rules: Not to be indifferent to the problem of social order per se.

The questions that FA asks of social order are research questions, motivated by disciplinary histories: bibliographies, as Garfinkel refers to them, and assumptions about formal rules and structures. Instead of going into the field and generating a research question on the basis of what is found, the researcher reads the literature in an attempt to formulate a research question. These research questions make various assumptions about the nature of social order, including among other things its rule following or normative character. These assumptions about social order with which FA starts, Garfinkel argues, make it impossible for FA analysis to make any discoveries about the nature of social order in its own right.

Far from EM being indifferent to the question of social order, Garfinkel would argue that it is traditional sociology that has been indifferent to the question of social order. Traditional sociology begins in a way that prevents the discovery of social order. Ethnomethodology, on the other hand, he would say, is engaged in the search for an understanding of social order. He would argue that FA does not in fact ask questions about social order. It proceeds on the basis of assumptions about social order, generated from a distance, through bibliographies and secondary data sets, to ask questions about action within a context of already presumed and theorized social order.

EM on the other hand involves a search for what the questions are that represent the problems and taken for granted methods that members of any particular enterprise face for themselves. These methods are what members use to produce the recognizable coherences of action and speech that comprise social order as they know it. The reason Garfinkel says that EM is not a corrective for FA, in this regard, is because EM completely disregards the questions that motivate FA research. EM focuses instead on the discovery of social order production in its own right. EM does not locate a question within an existing bibliography. It does not address social order as a function of institutional rule following, or individual tendencies toward norms and goals. Therefore, EM cannot provide any answers to the questions that FA poses.

EM does not theorize social order in advance, except in so far as it assumes that, to the extent that persons do experience the social world as coherent and meaningful, social order must take a witnessable form that renders its coherences open to observation. The question Garfinkel asks is how persons manage to produce social
order, and further, how they produce it in particular social contexts. The assumption is that persons, or members, must have recognizably shared methods for producing mutually recognizable coherences of action and sound. Therefore, such methods would of necessity be observable in any actual case of coherent and recognizable action.

This focus on social orders is not "micro" in any of the meanings of the term. Garfinkel recognizes institutional constraint as playing an essential role in the local production of order phenomena through the production of accounts. The effect of an orientation toward institutional accountability on the shape of interaction within institutions has been an important subject of research. The objective of EM is to observe and document "members' methods" for producing particular social orders wherever they occur, whether the phenomena are small or large.

For FA on the other hand, social order is assumed to be more elusive. No particular social setting is expected to produce more than an indication of the underlying goals and values that are assumed to motivate social behavior. The assumption is that persons acting in a motivated fashion aim more or less toward socially valued goals in more or less socially accepted ways. But any individual can be expected to also pursue their own self-interest, and a certain level of deviation is expected. Therefore, no single action or setting is expected to reveal this underlying order. Mathematical formulas have been developed in order to assess the deviations that appear in research results and determine their level of significance. Results within a certain degree of deviation are considered to be significant.

Because the order that an FA researcher expects any research site to exhibit is only approximate, a great emphasis is placed on the formulation of research questions before beginning research. The emphasis is placed on conceptual clarification and operationalizing terms, not on understanding what is going on in the situation from the inside out, or on a detailed documentation of the research site. Furthermore, it is generally considered an unscientific practice to change the research question, or research protocol, in the midst of research. This has the curious effect of treating a researcher's increasing understanding of a research site as "subjective," while research conducted in relative ignorance is considered "scientific."

FA specifies its problems in advance. It creates hypotheses, based on prior research and theory, and then tests those hypotheses according to accepted methods. The way EM proceeds is completely and entirely different. Rather than specify the research question in advance, EM researchers ask what questions and problems motivate the members of any given social setting or work site. Or rather, since their problems are taken for granted, as long as they are able to produce mutually recognizable practices, what questions would motivate them if their taken for granted methods and procedures were disrupted? How do they achieve the intelligibility of the work they must perform? In other words, can they lose their phenomena? How can they lose their phenomena? And what are the remedies for this?

The researcher's problem is to figure out how to discover what these taken for granted methods and procedures are. It is assumed that the longer the researcher stays in the research site the greater the understanding they will have of these issues. Theories that the researcher inevitably takes into the research site with them are a hindrance and they work slowly to see beyond them. The increased understanding of the setting that the FA researcher considers "subjective" is for the EM researcher a necessary basis for even beginning to think effectively about a research site. In this sense the EM researcher is like a traditional ethnographer. But there are differences. The ethnographer is generally interested in describing and explaining the beliefs and values motivating social rituals and their relationship to the society as a whole. The traditional ethnographer attempts to grasp the conceptual typifications behind the behavior. The EM, on the other hand, wants to know how the recognizable coherence of social occasions is constructed. This requires treating social scenes as empirical and not conceptual. As a consequence, EM researchers generally spend a great deal of time in a research site before they have any results that they consider to be preliminary. They often become competent members of the research site over time.

FA, on the other hand, guarantees results, as long as research procedures are followed, because it is conceptual, theorized in advance, and belongs to the researcher and not to the population being studied. Therefore, as Garfinkel says repeatedly, FA studies most assuredly produce results. They cannot lose their phenomenon. The researcher does not have to "know" anything about the research site for this to be true. The issue, for Garfinkel, however, is not whether they produce results, but rather what those results can be taken to be about, since the

26. In the tutorials the disruptions are produced on purpose. But in field studies the objective is to locate problems that occur naturally within the site. Being a novice can also make taken for granted competencies appear as something the EM researcher does not have.
27. See Mechan, "The Intersection of Ethnography and Ethnomethodology: Analyzing Police Mobile Data Terminal Communications" (paper presented at the Midwest Sociological Association meeting, 1999), for an elaboration of the difference between Ethnomethodology and ethnography.
research problem belongs to the researcher and not to those being studied, and the researcher is not required to have any familiarity with the setting in order for the results to be considered "scientific." For Garfinkel, what FA results reveal the most about is the procedures and methods of the FA researcher. They do not reveal much about social order or the orderly character of the phenomena they claim to be studying. 28

Thus Garfinkel speaks of FA studies and their EM alternates. For every FA study there is a way of turning the research back on itself to reveal the social order involved in producing the results. Studies of this sort have been very revealing with regard not only to methodological problems within FA research but also to the institutional production of those statistical phenomena upon which FA research has come to disproportionately depend. Specifically, statistics, numbers, do not represent raw unmotivated counts of reality. They are compiled for "purposes." Furthermore, these purposes are accountable, both to superiors and to other agencies. The process of compiling them, whether it occurs within formal organizations or is done by the researcher, is a process of social construction that can and should be studied. It is this process that imparts "meaning" to the statistics within the organizational, or research, context. Assuming that the numbers have meaning apart from the process of their construction is a serious oversight that EM alternates seek to address. However, EM research results do not offer a "remedy" for these problems, because the numbers can never be validly used in the way FA researchers want to use them: as if they were an objective expression of actual events in the world. No amount of understanding the process of their construction can make them serve that purpose.

The EM researcher ideally enters a research setting with only one presumption, that persons in that setting are creating the orderliness of that setting in ways that are most likely unknown to outsiders. Also ideally, they aim to become competent practitioners of the social practices that they are attempting to understand. For the EM researcher, theories are a great danger, which is one reason why Ethnomethodologists have been so reluctant to theorize about their own enterprise and its relationship to the discipline as a whole. Theories can render invisible the processes of constructing social order that they are attempting to explain. The idea is that one should not begin with a theory. One has ideas, or theories, but one tries not to

28. See Meehan's work on police record keeping ("Assessing the 'Police-worthiness' of Citizen's Complaints to the Police: Accountability and the Negotiation of a 'Fact,'" in The Interaction Order: New Directions in the Study of Social Order, ed. David Helm, Tim Anderson, Albert Meehan, and Anne Rawls [New York: Irvinon, 1989]) and racial profiling (Meehan and Michael Ponder, "Race and Place: The Ecology of Racial Profiling African-American Motorists," paper presented at the annual meetings of the American Sociological Association, Anaheim, Calif., 2002) for an illustration of how FA methods; statistics can be read not as a measure of police encounters with the world, but rather as indicators of what the police and FA researchers are doing with the records to produce an "accountable" version of reality. The implications of this research for an understanding of how race and class biases are achieved are formidable.
proceed on the basis of them. One attempts to see beyond them, to bracket the taken for granted and discover "What More" there is to know about a setting, that has remained unsuspected when studied by traditional methods and theorized accounts. The one basic idea or theory that motivates all EM research is that members' methods do create social order and that if the researcher looks hard enough they will discover the details of this process. Instead of being unified by a bibliography, or a theory, it is the company at work respecifying the work of ordinary society that gives Ethnomethodology its corpus status, according to Garfinkel.

Garfinkel's distinction between EM and FA is meant to signify all that is different between Ethnomethodology and traditional sociology. Garfinkel returns to it repeatedly. The idea, which is developed through stages, as different foundational ideas are introduced, is that FA operates with a different basic set of assumptions about the nature of social order from the assumptions made by Garfinkel. FA assumes that order is only approximate and that the analyst has the job of reconstructing an approximate model of the various patterns of behavior that comprise social order. EM makes the very different assumption that real, not approximate, order that is recognizable in its concrete witnessable details, is necessary for intelligibility. Therefore, any social situations that are intelligible, or which could be said to have coherence for participants, must have been constructed in such a way that some recognizable and coherent patterns of order are perceivable by participants at the scene. Instead of constructing models that approximate social orders, the EM analyst needs to discover how intelligible patterns of behavior are actually being constructed and recognized on the spot. This is not something that can be done once for all cases. Every situation has different patterns of order that are required for the coherence of action within that situation. Therefore, the EM analyst needs to discover how intelligible patterns of behavior are being constructed in each next case all over again, as Garfinkel says, for "each next first time."

Chapter Three

In Chapter Three Garfinkel introduces what he refers to as "Rendering Theorems." Rendering theorems are a form of bracketing. What Garfinkel refers to

29. It is essential to note that patterns of order do not vary by individual, but by situation. Because of his focus on situational details, Garfinkel has been said to focus on the individual. But his focus is on situations and their recognizable witnessable details, not on individuals.

30. "Each next first time" signifies that while each next case of action is different, each next case of a particular recognizable sort of action must also be "another" one of something that has been recognized before. Each is a first, but each is also a next. One recognizes and encounters the difficulties of recognition for each. For any situation to maintain itself recognizably over time, however, its practices must remain recognizably the same, changing slowly enough not to appear strange to members. While each next queue may have unique properties, the "same" queue must continually reproduce recognizably the "same" properties.

31. The term "rendering" is taken from art as a way of avoiding the idea of representation.
as the first rendering theorem represents the relationship between formal analytic sociology and Ethnomethodology.

\[ \varnothing \uparrow \rightarrow [ ] \]

The ticked brackets on the left render the phenomenon. The arrow in the middle renders the formal analytic practices that reduce the phenomenon to a conceptual form. The square brackets on the right indicate that a conceptual, or theorized, reality has now replaced the plenum for the FA analyst. Other rendering theorems represent various levels and aspects of the process of rendering the lived in-course-ness of local practices in conceptual terms.

Since the beginning of his career, Garfinkel has talked about bracketing. Initially, because Husserl and other phenomenologists had also talked about bracketing, it was thought that Garfinkel was referring to a phenomenological bracketing, or ephoche. As Garfinkel’s position developed, however, he considered this to be a misunderstanding. As a result, the way in which he referred to and represented bracketing underwent several changes as he tried to make it clear that and how his form of bracketing was different from phenomenological epoche.

Garfinkel has represented bracketing in various ways over the course of his career. In Chapter Three various forms of brackets appear that are not entirely consistent with one another. Because of this, the chapter provides instructions for understanding several of the different versions of bracketing that have been rendered in various of Garfinkel’s articles and lectures. Several versions of bracketing also appear in the later chapters of this book. All have essential features in common and seeing more than one version will make this evident.

Basically, when phenomenologists bracket, they bracket the typification, or concept, and attempt to discover what a phenomenon or perception consists of prior to the patterning action of the brain, or the patterning action of cultural typifications, depending on the kind of phenomenologist. The phenomena are not considered by phenomenologists to be patterned or orderly in their own right. This is largely because the sorts of phenomena that phenomenologists discussed were generally natural and not social. The idea that natural phenomena present themselves in an inherently orderly fashion is problematic, but quite different from the argument that social scenes are constructed to appear orderly. Initially, phenomenologists made little distinction between the two. Order was thought to be supplied either retrospectively, or at the moment of perception, either by the mind or by cultural typifications. The phenomenological position, in this regard at least, has a lot in common with postmodernism and pragmatism, wherein shared concepts, or ways of thinking, are thought to structure the world, and deconstruction, which one might call a form of bracketing, attempts to get a glimpse of the world “underneath,” so to speak, prior to its organization into socially conforming types.

For Garfinkel, by contrast, it is not one’s orientation toward the world, or the patterning action of typifications, that imposes an organization on an otherwise
unorganized set of perceptions. At least insofar as the world is perceived in socially meaningful ways, it is because persons have, in interacting, organized that world for themselves such that the things in that world can be initially perceived as orderly, or are in fact orderly, because they have been constructed to be orderly. Events have been constructed so as to have witnessable recognizability. This order construction occurs at two levels. Not only are social situations constructed in orderly ways, but the social actor also organizes their perceptions of those situations in socially relevant ways. Objects are immediately "oriented objects."

With regard to perception, Garfinkel emphasizes the social and embodied character of instructably reproducible practices for producing and recognizing the coherence of perception. He speaks of oriented objects and phenomenal fields, not as the result of mental processes but as a feature of the application of members’ methods to unfolding social events.

For Garfinkel, social actions are intrinsically orderly to the degree that they are mutually intelligible. That is, their coherence as intelligible actions is a result of their recognizable and orderly social construction. This is not a quality added to them by the mind, or by concepts; it is an orderly coherence that they possess as socially constructed social forms. According to Garfinkel, the body orients itself in space, social space and physical space, and then it works to orient objects and perceptions in that space so that the space is coherent in socially recognizable ways. Persons also produce the coherence of objects and events for one another in mutually expected ways.

Anything that disrupts or uncovers this process and reveals the work that was going on to create a coherent appearance of reality is referred to by Garfinkel as bracketing or "breaching." The breaching exercises were designed to force a bracketing process to occur. Whereas for phenomenologists, postmodernists, and pragmatists, reality is forever beyond human reach because it cannot be perceived without being either conceptually constructed or constructed by the mind, for Garfinkel the world is "really" there (as a locally produced social construction) and, as such, can be perceived in its own right. Thus bracketing the taken for granted has very different consequences for an Ethnomethodologist than for a phenomenological or postmodern bracketing of conceptual reality.

Bracketing the taken for granted, on Garfinkel’s view, can put a person in immediate confrontation with an entirely confused and disorganized world: a meaningless world in which meaningful social action, or even purposeful basic movement, can become impossible. But it is also a world of concrete social happenings within which persons can work to discover the essential taken for granted practices on which coherence depends. Unorganized perceptions are, just because they are unorganized, also meaningless. All that needs to be done is for the organizing of perceptions, or the recognizable construction of social actions to be interfered with, and the world appears in all of its unconstructed incoherence. But this bracketing process can also reveal the details of the interactional processes that
produced the recognizability of social order in the first place if those processes are concrete and not conceptual. Finding out how the orderliness of the world can be lost reveals the ways in which that world was made world in the first place. That a phenomenon can be lost is evidence that it is real in this sense and not merely conceptual or theoretical.

Chapter Four

In Chapter Four, “Tutorial Problems,” Garfinkel provides two major cases (and several minor ones) that demonstrate how the phenomenal fields of oriented objects can be lost with recording machinery. That is, the processes through which the witnessable recognizability of these events is constructed in actual situations is lost when they are recorded. The two tutorial problems consist of a recording exercise that Garfinkel refers to as Bryant’s demonstration and an exercise with summoning phones. A third tutorial, involving inverting lenses, is discussed in Chapter Six in the context of the discussion of instructed action.

When these exercises were designed, Garfinkel intended students to actually follow through the steps of the tutorial. Tutorials do not reveal phenomenal fields with the same clarity if they are only read. Garfinkel urges the reader to actually try the exercise and believes that reading the text without doing the exercises is another way to lose the phenomenon. If the readers do not actually do the exercise, they should at least mentally put themselves through the steps, situate themselves, so to speak, so as to experience the embodied phenomenal field that Garfinkel has designed the tutorial to reveal. Because the tutorial is designed to expose students to the phenomenal field properties of the exercise, these properties are not explained by Garfinkel in any detail. They are supposed to be revealed by the exercise. When tutorial problems are taught to students they are done, not explained. Students are asked to complete various exercises that, if done properly, reveal why they were done.

Tutorial problems are designed to reveal both the social construction involved in various embodied social actions and the contingencies, in their brute form, that emerge when those processes of social construction are interfered with. Persons take for granted the work that they do to organize reality. Tutorial problems are designed to stop the process of social construction, or, to stop the process of taking for granted the process of social construction, and, in doing so, reveal the details of member’s methods for producing social orders.

In the first tutorial problem, Bryant’s demonstration, the student claps in time with a metronome and videotapes the exercise. The video is also equipped with a monitor so that the students can observe their own performances while they perform. This exercise is designed to show several things: that rhythmic clapping is not achieved by “following” a metronome and that the way in which it is achieved, as an embodied activity, is lost if you only look at the recording.
That “following” a metronome is not the sort of rule-following activity that it appears to be is essential to the exercise. In order to “follow” a metronome, Garfinkel’s demonstration reveals, one has to be actually clapping in such a way that one cannot hear the metronome. If one hears the metronome, then one has clapped out of sequence. Thus the mechanism, the metronome, that is supposed to be directing the activity, actually has to be made to disappear. One must construct embodied action in such a way that the sound of the metronome itself cannot be heard.

Thus, while the recording displays the sound of the metronome as the guide for the clapping, the clapper doing the exercise could not hear the metronome. Therefore, they must be organizing the timing of their clapping in some other way. Because the participant cannot hear the same thing that is present on the tape, the tape cannot reveal how the work of rhythmic clapping was done. Whatever it is that the person is doing, however they are constructing their behavior, they are not following the metronome. They must be anticipating the beat of the metronome before they hear it, rather than using the actual sound as a guide.

Garfinkel points out that the video and audio recordings have many mathematical properties that might be analyzed. He asks how these mathematical properties of the recordings might be related to what the persons are actually doing when they are clapping or making music. His point is that the activity of making the clapping happens just when the metronome is beating, however it is that the persons organize themselves to do that, is not something that can be recovered from the recording. That they are doing this can be entirely missed if one does not actually try the exercise and discover it for themselves.

Recordings exhibit results. Results have mathematical properties. What is lost in those recordings is the way in which persons orient themselves to anticipate those achievements in their course. The problem is to recover the phenomenon as a prospective achievement rather than a retrospective account.

There is something in the organization of anticipation, in the embodied chaining of movements, in the embodied orientation toward the pieces of equipment during the production of the clapping, that is essential to the production of the result. The result itself, that is, all the noises on the recording, could not be heard by the participants. The way in which the person has to arrange themselves to anticipate the activity is not preserved by the recording. Most significantly, the crucial embodied work of anticipating the timing is presented on the recording as no problem. Once the result has been achieved, it appears as if one could just follow a set of steps specified as “following the metronome” and achieve it. The ways in which the phenomenon could have been lost do not appear in the mathematical properties of its production viewed retrospectively.

This is one of the most fundamental problems in the study of society. Social events that are already accomplished present themselves retrospectively as a series of steps toward a foregone conclusion. Prospectively, however, they were not at all
like that. Mills (1939), in his writings on accounts, was one of the first to point out the disjuncture between the retrospective and prospective character of social action. Accounts, which are retrospective, present action as if it had followed rules or norms, according to Mills. But the actions themselves bear only a retrospectively accountable relation to the rules they claim to follow. They are not actually organized prospectively by "following" rules. Garfinkel's work demonstrates the importance of this insight.12

Garfinkel refers to the difference between the retrospective and prospective views of Bryant's demonstration, with the phrases "making the time we need," versus "marking time." In the case of making time, the activity is prospective, the phenomenon can be lost, time is an activity that an embodied presence is making through their actions. In the case of marking time, time is being marked off as if it exists on its own and is not part of a social process.

What Garfinkel refers to as a "sounded doing" has only a developing coherence. The production of this coherence, furthermore, is accountable. Garfinkel says that the participant is "making time" to satisfy the requirements of the metronome or the piano teacher. Although the clapping is not directed by the metronome, it is accountable to the metronome and to the piano teacher, among others. Failures to satisfy their requirements will appear as problems in the developing coherence of the sounded doing. This developing coherence is different from the already produced coherence on the recording.

According to Garfinkel the coherence of sounded doings is provided for by four things: (1) "an endogenous followably accountable 'making'"; (2) the immediately "in-hand intelligibility of a world 'not yet' reflected upon"; (3) form, "ongoingly revealed as contents" rather than "'pure forms' as an abstraction from contents, and then theorized as 'imposing order properties'" on circumstantial or experiential flux"; and (4) organizational things making an appearance in the sounded doing as "actually, really, these unremarkably, and ordinarily," rather than in their theorized form as "organizational things 'in evidence'" and "with stability of meaning."

Garfinkel's argument has two dimensions. The first is that the world must be witnessably and recognizably made in ways that others also recognize. The second focuses on the sort of attentiveness that is necessary as an embodied subject moves forward through a social process in order to anticipate what they do to seamlessly produce a recognizable world for both themselves and others. As the participants

---

12. Narrative sociology, with its emphasis on narrative representations of past events, or on narrative as a context for action, ignores this insight. As Durkheim pointed out a century ago, narratives come after and are generated by practices. They retrospectively organize our understanding of what we did. Narratives offer clues about the institutional context of accountability in which action takes place. But, narratives occur only after the event, as a retrospective account. They do not provide evidence as to why or how we actually go about producing intelligible social action.
move forward through a world that they are making as they go, they have not yet reflected on that world. Research that approaches the world only as already made and reflected upon does not capture the aspects of the world that the actor must attend to in order to create that world in the first place. That attentiveness is so demanding that in most cases the practitioner cannot reflect on what they are doing while they are doing it and remain successful. Yet conventional research portrays an actor who chooses and reflects, rather than one who is caught up in the production of recognizable sounds and movements.

The second tutorial exercise, "Summoning Phones," illustrates this oriented and unreflective aspect of prospective action even more clearly. Garfinkel asks the students to collect the various organizational things, or social facts, that ringing phones consist of. Ringing phones and the act of listening for ringing phones have an oriented quality that is not present merely in the reproduction of the sound. A person who is listening for a phone is differently oriented than a person who hears a phone that they were not listening for. Both of these embodied orientations toward objects are missing when a person listens to a tape recording of a ringing phone.

Garfinkel writes about the tutorial problem in such a way that essential features of the classroom experience for the students are preserved. Several different forms of orienting toward objects are rendered. One feels connected to the classroom. This is helpful, since in order to understand what he is saying, one has to experience the tutorial.

Garfinkel has students collect tape recordings of several types of ringing phones: phones that are hearably ringing for you and phones that are hearably ringing for others. Garfinkel also asks for recordings of phones that are simulating these first two cases. Then he asks for recordings of a phone that is hearably ringing for no one.

With all of these recordings he asks for notes to be taken that preserve the details of what was difficult about the assignment and what was involved in collecting the tapes.

When the rings are played back, of course, they all sound the same. But when they were being collected, the students were able, after a good bit of thought, to recognize the difference between the different rings and collect them. In any actual case it is often clear whom a phone is ringing for. If it is in your office, it is for you. If it is in someone else's office, it is for them. One problem with recording these rings, as emerging phenomena, is not knowing when they will occur. Phones are only sometimes listened for. They usually ring out of an unanticipated silence. So tape recordings of "real" rings are usually, but not always, preceded by a lot of blank tape. Simulated rings, however, can be planned, and therefore tend to occur on the student tapes at short intervals. These hearing and collecting problems may or may not be evident on the tape, but they are very evident in the embodied experience of the ring.
The point of the exercise is to have students experience the richness of the embodied phenomena of listening for and orienting toward the ringing phone; to have them experience their orientation toward the ring as a social fact; to have them experience the ring as an oriented object in a phenomenal field; and to have them see that the tape recording is itself only a representation of the “thing,” which loses much of what rendered it intelligible as a social fact in the first instance. The recording is already like a theorized representation in this regard. This does not mean that the recording loses all features of the “ring.” Rather, it means that any analysis of the recording would have to be undertaken by a researcher who had also participated in the social encounters in which the tape recordings were collected, who could supply the missing embodied orientation. Toward this end the students’ careful notes taken during the assignment are instructive. Recordings are important aids to memory and without them much of the detailed work of Ethnomethodology could not be done. But they cannot replace embodied experience. Features of the ongoing work of particular social situations, that are essential features of the order production work that is ongoing in those settings, are lost by recordings but often preserved in the student notes.  

The accounts of the students’ problems with the assignment are instructive. At first they didn’t know what was expected. There is a slowly developing awareness that emerges within their accounts. When Garfinkel asks them if their recordings of a phone ringing sound like his recordings of a phone ringing they don’t at first know how to answer.

Students reported “screaming with delight” when they recognized an episode. Their reaction indicates an embodied experience that is not at all present on the recording and only partially in a description. In fact, the students came to find that the assignment, which they did not understand at first and were at a loss how to do, very suddenly made sense to them.

Garfinkel analyzes the relationship between the ring when the phone is hearably for you and the silence that precedes it. This silence, he says, is not heard as a

33. A note should be made here about the relationship between Ethnomethodology and Conversational Analysis. When Harvey Sacks first began analyzing tape-recorded conversations, he was careful to record telephone conversations, in which the sounds being recorded were the only perceptual information available to both parties to the conversation. In this way he hoped to avoid issues of context, gesture, and visual field, that have always complicated studies of communication. There are also embodied processes in telephone conversations, however, and embodied phenomena like anticipation and orienting toward the next utterance that were constitutive of the conversation are not preserved by the recording. However, Sacks, along with Schegloff, Jefferson, and Pomerantz, were careful in their work, when analyzing turns at talk, to analyze them as a developing order of affairs. This minimized the consequences of what was lost by the recording. It is also the case that all interactionally competent speakers of English are familiar with the embodied processes involved in doing that work. Unfortunately, not all persons making use of CA as an analytic tool are aware of, let alone try to provide for, these issues. In particular, CA studies of institutionalized settings sometimes proceed without benefit of a member’s competence with regard to the setting.
silence until the phone rings. The ring cannot be disengaged from the silence that precedes it, he says, without “changing the phenomenon.” It is not until the phone rings that it was hearably not ringing before. The second ring, however, occurs as a ring in a sequence, following a first ring, following a silence. These two rings are “hearably directed to timed places ahead.”

The simulations, on the other hand, do not have the character of a ring coming out of silence. In the simulations the ring is anticipated. Furthermore, the silence heard on the tape of the simulation has a different character from the silence before the ring. The silence on the tape is heard as a silence as it occurs. The silence before the ring when the phone is hearably ringing for you is only heard after the ring. The phone ringing for you also has a direction that it is coming from; a known or looked for phone. The taped ring always comes from the tape recorder and need not be searched for. It can be oriented toward before the ring is heard. The same is true for the simulated ring.

It is in the context of this tutorial that Garfinkel presents his notion of “haecceity.” Earlier he had used the word quiddities, but after the publication of Quine’s book *Quiddities*, he became concerned that this use was creating the impression that he was referring to situational contingencies. In an attempt to correct that conception, Garfinkel turned to the word haecceities. What this word is meant to convey is a sense of what Garfinkel calls the “just-thinness” of phenomena, and a sense that the concreteness of things is part of the phenomena of social order. Contrary to the traditional sociological assumption that concrete variation is a problem and that sociologists should be searching for ideal conceptual types, Garfinkel argues that concreteness and variability are an essential part of the phenomena that sociology seeks to explain. If we eliminate concreteness and variability, we also eliminate the phenomena of social order. According to Garfinkel, the construction of orderly social objects and scenes by members must proceed “just here, just now, with just what is at hand, with just who is here, in just the time that just this local gang of us has . . .”

This is not a characterization of an achieved enterprise that can *more or less* fulfill its objectives. Nor is it a matter of irreducible contingencies. What Garfinkel is arguing is that people do, on each next occasion that is intelligible and orderly, manage to achieve this order as a real matter of fact with just the materials that are at hand. The question is, *How do they do it?* It is this question that is not pursued by theorized studies which assume that a combination of the contingencies of context and individuality prevent real order from being achieved. FA researchers believe that they need to create methods for making approximate orders appear as “models” from “data” that are in their own right not orderly. Garfinkel assumes that order is a real and ongoing achievement and asks for an account of just
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34. Real means available to indefinitely further exploration without errors or absurdities. This meaning is abbreviated as recognizably and witnessably real. It does not mean real in a positivist sense of an independent objective existence. Social order is made. But it also takes physical form and as a coherence can be seen, heard (touched, smelled, etc.), and recognized.
Editor's Introduction

exactly how, in each individual case, it is accountably and reproducibly achieved, as a witnessably recognizable order of affairs by members.

Garfinkel makes use of rendering theorems to specify the relationships between the rings, the recordings, and the transcriptions of the recordings. These are presented in tables and diagrams. On the basis of the transcriptions, represented by column three in the rendering theorems, it is not possible to distinguish between the various rings that are represented in column one. As representations, they all appear to be the same, both in sound and transcription.

Garfinkel argues that in coming upon and describing the work of recognizing the object in the first place $\neq \neq$, the Ethnomethodologist is not involved in interpretation, but rather, embodied recognition. However, in creating a representation of the object the formal analytic researcher is, according to Garfinkel, involved in interpretation. The interpreted and analyzed details of what Garfinkel refers to as the signed object are treated by the formal analyst as a representation in the third column $(\underline{\text{)}}$. The formal analyst never deals with the first column $\neq \neq$.

For the FA researcher details could only be technical representations and theorized matters of fact. By contrast, the witnessable properties of local endogenous production, the first column in ticked brackets, which include their accountability, make up the details* for the Ethnomethodologist. The Ethnomethodologist asks, "What does phenomena of order* consist of as competent production and recognition? The EM is not dealing with signed objects. The FA, on the other hand, is only dealing with signed objects. EM is, according to Garfinkel, "committed to $\neq \neq$ as an intractable observable order of affairs."

Chapter Five

Chapter Five reviews various essential Ethnomethodological policies and methods, introduced in Chapter One, that are foundational and yet very much misunderstood. These policies and methods include Ethnomethodological indifference, order and descriptive precision, classical versus natural accountability, the unique adequacy requirement of methods, phenomenal fields of ordered details of structure, oriented objects, perspicuous settings, endogenous populations, the praxiological validity of instituted action, Lebenswelt pairs, and autochthonous order properties.

These policies and methods appear throughout Garfinkel’s argument. They each represent a way of speaking about the embodied production of social facts that seeks to avoid the reification of ordinary terms. The terms convey a sense of mutually intelligible action as shared among a group or cohort, rather than as undertaken by individuals. They also involve the idea that social order does not have to do with rules and rule following, but rather with the intractable repro-

35. See Chapter One, footnote 15, for a discussion of details*.
ducibility of social orders. Persons must be able to learn to produce recognizable social orders. Social action has praxeological validity when others recognize it or its result (as in assembling a chair) as an intelligible social form: as a particular kind of social fact. Then and only then has action been instructably reproduced.

These policies and methods have motivated a wide variety of studies. Garfinkel's insistence that researchers achieve the "unique adequacy" requirement of methods before they attempt to answer these "how" and "why" questions has generated many studies that could be considered practical or applied research. Such "hybrid studies," done by outsiders who are also insiders, have as their aim that practitioners in the specialty area being studied will be as interested in the studies as professional sociologists. These studies include research on technical legal reasoning,\textsuperscript{36} classroom instruction,\textsuperscript{37} the work of mathematical proving,\textsuperscript{38} the work of scientific discovery,\textsuperscript{39} policing,\textsuperscript{40} medical encounters and doctor–patient interaction,\textsuperscript{41} integration of technology into the workplace,\textsuperscript{42} social work service delivery,\textsuperscript{43} and jazz musicians.\textsuperscript{44}

Ethnomethodologists have also undertaken studies of specific disciplinary methods such as survey research\textsuperscript{45} and interview techniques.\textsuperscript{46} The emphasis has been on the practices, or members' methods, used to achieve the orderliness of the social occasions in question. How and why do the police arrive at their statistics? How and why do survey researchers code responses to telephone surveys? The details of the local practices that comprise the answers to the questions "how" and "why" are, according to Garfinkel, what the resulting statistics and aggregated coding schemes "really" mean. They are the "What More" to social order that is obscured by traditional theory and research.

Many, in fact most, of those who have developed a serious interest in Ethnomethodology have also used Conversational Analysis (CA), developed by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) as one of their research tools. Most of the practices essential to the constitutive features of any social setting make use of conversation. Therefore, there are essential constitutive features of conversation, which practitioners at any work site must attend to. The constitutive features of talk are inexorably intertwined with the achievement of ordinary practices.

\textsuperscript{36} Stacey Burns, Angela Garcia.
\textsuperscript{37} Doug MacBeth, Bud Mehan, David Sudnow, and Garfinkel.
\textsuperscript{38} Eric Livingston and Harold Garfinkel.
\textsuperscript{39} Britt Robillard, Michael Lynch, Eric Livingston, and Garfinkel.
\textsuperscript{40} Egon Bittner, Albert Meehan, Don Zimmerman, Marilyn Whalen, Jack Whalen.
\textsuperscript{42} Lucy Suchman, Marilyn Whalen, Jack Whalen, Albert Meehan, Don Zimmerman.
\textsuperscript{43} Anne Rawls, Catherine Pettinari, Lynetta Mosby, Edward Mays, and Albert Meehan.
\textsuperscript{44} David Sudnow.
\textsuperscript{45} Eric Livingston, Doug Maynard.
\textsuperscript{46} Graham Button, Gary David, Anne Rawls.
Conversation Analysis in this sense is not separate from Ethnomethodology. However, there has been a tendency, probably because the technical aspects of CA can be mastered without an understanding of its Ethnomethodological underpinnings, to treat CA as a separate and highly technical enterprise. As a technical method, it also sometimes escapes the stigma that has generally attached itself to Ethnomethodology. There is a danger in this separation, however, as CA without EM can become a formal analytic enterprise in its own right. The fascination with methods should not obscure the fact that the object is to reveal the members' methods that are being used to create social order, not to devise a method for aiding the efforts of formal analysis to construct models of social order.

Chapter Six

Chapter Six introduces the idea of instructions and instructed action. This chapter constitutes an important exploration of Garfinkel's position on rules and instructions. Instructed action also speaks to the problem of reflexivity. According to Garfinkel, institutional orders work not through rules and rule following, but rather by imposing accountability constraints on action. Instructed action is accountable action. But instructed action is also carefully oriented over its course. It is reflexive action. It is action prospectively constructed to meet constraints of praxeological validity. That is, it must work and must be seen to work by others.

The chapter presents several cases of instructed action. Garfinkel focuses on the importance of the pair: instructions and following instructions. He demonstrates that it is only in and through the following of instructions that the instructions themselves come to have coherence. As a set of formal commands or rules, they have no coherence at all. Where in the world those instructions might have an application and just how they might apply is only discovered over the course of following them.

The first case presents Garfinkel himself following printed instructions for assembling a chair. In this case the incompleteness of the instructions and the work of orienting both the body and the parts of the object in such a way that the instructions can be seen to apply to it are examined. What a particular instruction means can only be seen at a certain point in the assembly process. Which is the part corresponding to the picture might only become clear after the wrong part has been used. If the chair is not assembled correctly, it will not work as a chair, so the instructions have natural accountability, or praxeological validity. The instructions also have a developing coherence as a part of a course of action that they do not have as a page of instructions. They have a coherence when one is finished with them that they did not have at the outset.

Two cases are presented in which persons with sight impairment encounter problems in attempting to produce ordinary interactions. These are cases of instructed action in a very different sense than the first. In both cases the insights
of the sight-impaired person are treated by Garfinkel as instructive of how it is that persons without sight impairment go about producing the ordinariness of such interactions. The cases make several points. First, simple actions which sighted persons take for granted in fact require complex bodily organization. Second, that it is difficult to "instruct" sighted persons with regard to these problems. They have to be taken through the experience. These cases are also interesting for the moral dimension of interaction that they demonstrate. When sight-impaired persons attempt to interact with sighted persons as "ordinary" persons, but are not able to produce recognizably ordinary interactions, sighted persons become very angry with them.47

Chapter Six also presents a tutorial in which sight disorientation was produced for students through the use of inverting lenses. In this case students find that they cannot at first follow the instructions they are given. They are not able to orient objects in space. This tutorial demonstrated to the students that the work they had formerly been doing in following simple instructions was much more complicated than they had realized. By interfering with the students ability to unproblematically construct oriented objects, Garfinkel reveals the work involved in constructing an orderly world of oriented objects. The phenomenal field details of following instructions were thus revealed.

Many social theorists have regarded institutional rules and rule following as the foundation of institutional, or social, order. This creates a problem: rules cannot be specified in such a way that they can be followed. There are always cases that do not fit the rules. Rules cannot tell you how to follow them. That would entail an infinite regress. Therefore, shared expectations play a necessary part in enabling people to act in accordance with rules. As C. Wright Mills argued (1939), shared vocabularies of motive allow members of formal institutions to account for their actions as if they had followed the rules. But this accounting can only be retrospective. Rules themselves do not provide for how to follow them.48

Garfinkel's work constitutes a serious and detailed exploration of this relationship between action and rules.49 Whereas Mills focused on a shared vocabulary of accounts as an explanation of how rules are invoked retrospectively in institutional contexts, Garfinkel explored the question of how any intelligible action is to be accomplished if rules cannot be followed. According to Garfinkel all actions, not

47. Garfinkel's insights with regard to the sight impaired have been taken up by Derek Coates in his Ph.D. dissertation which examines various interactional and conversational consequences of sight impairment. Specifically, it turns out that not being able to see makes it difficult to achieve mutually intelligible talk.

48. Wittgenstein was working out a similar dilemma with rules in philosophy. But Garfinkel's approach to the problem was developed from within sociology, with origins in the work of Kenneth Burke and C. Wright Mills, and represents a parallel line of thinking with empirical roots, that was developed independently, however similar it may in fact be.

49. Egon Bittner further developed the analysis of the relationship between accountability and formal rules in his study of juvenile delinquency.
only those that occur in an institutional context, pose the dilemma that they can’t be intelligibly accomplished by following rules or instructions. An early version of this argument appeared in Garfinkel’s “Trust” paper, which ironically was sometimes taken as an argument that rules, like game rules, are the organizing principle in interaction. Garfinkel’s argument is, to the contrary, that rules are always incomplete and that action is instructably reproducible, not rule governed.

Garfinkel poses the problem of rules, and the achievement of social order, in the context of a situated social actor who needs to accomplish a social task in a way that is recognizably and witnessably coherent to others. The actor needs to accomplish the task in such a way that the result is a recognizable event, or a usable product. They must recognize various things as relevant to the task. The rules, or instructions, can’t explain how to accomplish this recognition, and the result cannot be only conceptual or approximate. The exercise is an embodied one. The situated social actor inhabits a body that is oriented in space and time. The objects that need to be manipulated in the following of instructions are also situated in space and time. They are, as Garfinkel says, oriented objects.

While Garfinkel accepts the position that rules and instructions cannot be followed, he also argues that actions of various sorts must be recognizably reproduced in order for social action to have coherence and mutual intelligibility. It is not enough to be able to produce retrospective accounts that portray the action as orderly. Persons must be able to learn how to produce actions in recognizable forms. This means necessarily that there must be some way of specifying instructable forms of action. Thus Garfinkel speaks of instructed action. One knows whether one has “instructably reproduced” an action by its “praxeological validity,” whether the action works, or has coherence for others, not by whether or not one has followed rules. If the action “works,” that is, has coherence and recognizability and is mutually intelligible to others, then the instructed action has praxeological validity.

Chapter Seven

Chapter Seven constitutes a case presentation of the Gurwitschian endogenous properties of order in a classroom setting. The study discusses the limitations imposed when unique adequacy has not been achieved. It also takes up issues of organizational accountability and suggests their relationship to the local organizational phenomena in the classroom. The argument invokes many of the ideas presented in Garfinkel’s earlier chapters. Rather than representing the actions that comprise the classroom setting in terms of an economy of actions, that is, in terms

---

50. For a discussion of Garfinkel’s relation to Gurwitsch, see Chapters Eight and Nine and Garfinkel’s author’s acknowledgments.
of the mathematics of matching students with seats, or of setting the beginning of the class by the clock, Garfinkel aims to exhibit the endogenous properties of how the students go about comprising a class. A formal model of student activity would overlook the detailed work that students are engaged in when they walk into the room, scan the places, assess how close the class is to beginning, make room for others, and so on. All of these are embodied activities.

Garfinkel explores various bracketed phenomena that comprise the recognizable practice of university lecturing in undergraduate chemistry, demonstrating that various phenomena such as "class begins" are not prespecified. Students need to be oriented toward the possibility of such beginnings and on the alert for their recognizability. Waiting for class to begin is something like waiting for the phone to ring in Bryant’s demonstration. Garfinkel talks about beginnings and interruptions in terms of the gestalt relationship between figure and ground. The interactional space that precedes the event is in this sense part of the event itself. The participant does not know exactly when it will happen and must anticipate it. For instance, professors rarely announce that the class has begun. There is often a period in which the professor is present and talking, and students are still talking, during which it is clear that class has not yet begun. Being able to recognize the beginning is important for students. Not recognizing the beginning of class can lead to speaking after class begins or not attending to important parts of the lecture. For the professor, being able to recognizably produce "class begins" is an essential part of being able to maintain discipline and order in the classroom. A professor who is not able to produce coherent and recognizable transition points leaves students in a state of confusion and fails to establish their own position.⁵¹

The bracketed phenomena that Garfinkel explores in this chapter are what for the students constitute the classroom experience. There are rhetorical questions and questions that need to be answered. The students must be oriented toward the difference between these as a coherent and intelligible matter of detail. The bracketed phenomena represent different sorts of moments, the order of which must be recognizably achieved if the occasion is to be constituted as a class and the students are to be oriented toward the significant moments.

Entering the room and taking a seat is a complex embodied social production,

---

⁵¹ The kinds of noticings involved in this study have been taken up in two recent studies of nursing work. In these studies, orientations toward "the wall" on which case files are displayed and aspects of the "tidiness" of the ward, provide for experienced nurses immediate access to a wide range of information about what has been going on in the ward before they arrived. The researchers point out that doctors, who are generally new to the ward (rotating residents) do not have the same competence as the nurses and are therefore not able to access the same information. The consequences, both for the competence of the doctor’s medical choices and for their understanding of what nurses say to them, turns out to be serious. See Lynn Shaib [Manchester], "Working Together: Nurses and Junior Doctors in A & E," and Ann Wakefield [Manchester], "Recipes of Knowledge: Making Sense of Surgical Nurses’ Work" (presented July 2001 at the conference on Orders of Ordinary Action at Manchester Metropolitan University).
as is listening for points in the lecture that require note taking. Students must achieve endogenous properties of order in moving into a row or making room for others. Movements must be recognizable and coherent to others. Students orient toward what will be on the exam. How do they do this? Standardized testing treats a student’s classroom accomplishments as qualities inherent in the mind. By contrast, Garfinkel’s analysis suggests essential aspects of classroom learning that require a distinctively social level of competence that could only be learned in a setting in which others also commanded these competencies. The “mind” itself turns out to be a social achievement.\textsuperscript{52}

Additionally, while socially achieved things have phenomenal field properties that can be perceived by all competent members of the group, in their production they also have endogenous properties, physical and bodily contingencies, for those who produce them. This chapter makes a presentation of the locally exhibited coherence of these details as Gurwitschian endogenous properties of order.

\textbf{Chapter Eight}

Chapter Eight discusses what Garfinkel refers to as autochthonous order properties of formatted queues. Autochthonous order properties are properties of order that belong to a phenomenon as a recognizable phenomenon of a sort. They are the witnessable coherence of the matter in the course of its production. “Autochthonous accord” is Gurwitsch’s terminology. All detail is given endogenously. Nothing needs to be added by the analyst in order to provide for the coherence of the details. They are the properties of order without which the phenomenon ceases to be recognizable as what it is. The autochthonous order properties of formatted queues are those properties without which queues cease to be recognizable as queues of a sort. These are the properties without which persons cannot recognizably line up. Different queues in different settings have different autochthonous order properties. But whatever the recognizable properties of queues in any particular setting, in order to queue up, participants must recognizably reproduce those properties of the queue. The members of the line may appear as if they are doing nothing. But they are preoccupied with “place work.”

Garfinkel argues that if one attempts to study autochthonous order properties using the methods of formal analysis, they appear to be preposterous. The point is that an averaging, or modeling, that treats these order properties retrospectively, as the result of actions based on beliefs and values held by individuals, loses their essential orderliness. Queues are not the cumulative result of individual actions that have a more or less high degree of correspondence. They are intrinsically orderly phenomena that cease to exist if their order is not recognizably repro-

\textsuperscript{52} See also in this regard the work of Jeff Coulter on the social construction of mind.
duced. That is, there is no such thing as a queue without recognizable and instructably reproducible order.\footnote{Even a disorderly queue is a disorder against a background of order. Otherwise, there is no queue at all. This is what makes apparently trivial issues of order, moral issues. For a discussion of the moral dimensions of interaction, see Anne Rawls, "The Interaction Order Sui Generis: Goffman's Contribution to Social Theory," Sociological Theory 5, no. 2 (1987): 136–49.}

Garfinkel refers to this order as instructably reproducible because if a person attempts to queue up in a way that is not recognizable to the others, they do not refer to the average and say that what the person has done is still within the parameters of the model; instead, they instruct the person in how to line up "Hey you, the line starts over here." The line has properties independent of the individuals themselves, and individual members of the line can instruct newcomers with regard to this order: "Does the line start here or there?" "No it starts there." These orderly details that make a queue a queue escape from the accountability of classic formal analytic methods. They can only be found as naturally accountable member's methods.

Reproducing the orderliness of the queue is, according to Garfinkel, "congregational work." Congregational in this sense refers not only to the idea that the social facts of the queue are made collaboratively by a group, but that the group, or the populational cohort, as Garfinkel refers to it, has its character as a cohort, or congregation, by virtue of being engaged in doing just this thing. When they are not engaged together in producing a queue, they are not a populational cohort. Unlike a traditional society in which persons are lifetime members of a single group, situations in contemporary society collect persons into a group only when they work together to produce recognizable orders of social affairs. Whereas social science tends to treat individuals as moving in and out of situations, Garfinkel talks of congregations and populational cohorts, that is, situations that provide for the appearances of individuals.\footnote{The elaboration of the idea of populational cohorts occurs also in Chapters One and Five.}

Chapter Nine

Chapter Nine presents an "Ethnomethodological Study of the Work of Galileo's Inclined Plane Demonstration of the Real Motion of Free Falling Bodies." Garfinkel worked on this demonstration intermittently from the early 1970s through the 1980s. The description of this research is important, not only for an understanding of the science studies that it gave rise to but also for an understanding of the various tutorial exercises that Garfinkel developed in order to introduce students to his approach to this research.

This is an important chapter. The research discussed marks an important turning point in Garfinkel's career. Before this exercise Garfinkel had not focused on specifying aspects of phenomenal field and oriented objects. Garfinkel's difficulties
in presenting and discussing this research, both with students and colleagues, made him realize that essential aspects of his position were not clear. Therefore, this demonstration not only reveals important aspects of Garfinkel’s thinking but also presents problems which he had to confront before his research could go forward.

The idea of losing the phenomenon is the key, for Garfinkel, to what distinguishes the discovering sciences from theorized enterprises. There have been reconstructions of Galileo’s experiment that work with an exact reproduction of his materials. These, according to Garfinkel, do not help researchers understand Galileo’s problem. They present Galileo’s result as an already achieved phenomenon (as with the summoning phones). Galileo’s problem as he faced his task was to design what eventually became his experiment. He must have lost his phenomenon many times, with different versions of the experiment, before it worked.

Unlike other reconstructions of the experiment, Garfinkel’s reconstruction does not attempt to replicate the experiment exactly. It is the little differences between his version and Galileo’s that are instructive of the different ways in which Galileo could have lost the phenomenon. Not understanding this purpose for deliberately reconstructing the experiment “inaccurately” seems to have caused Garfinkel extensive trouble. He was often misunderstood as trying to understand in detail how the experiment itself worked: the same aim as the exact replications. However, if this was his aim, then not having reconstructed the demonstration exactly would have been a serious oversight.

Working through the steps of the experiment, however, and figuring out how it worked, was not at all Garfinkel’s purpose. He wanted to understand what about the experiment could go wrong. Why had Galileo designed the demonstration in just this way? What would have happened if he had done it in another way? Garfinkel was trying to discover the constraints to which Galileo’s experiment was accountable. This he refers to as its natural accountability.

Garfinkel makes a distinction between what he calls natural and classic accountability. Galileo had not only to devise an experiment which would “prove” something about “gravity” in the context of existing scientific theory (classic accountability), he had also to design an experiment that would work (natural accountability). In order to do this, he had to anticipate losing the phenomenon.

There are many issues involved. In order to get the balls to roll uniformly there must be no obstructions on the inclined plane. Persons must be able to release the balls smoothly. In order to time the rolls there must be a timing mechanism. For Galileo this was a formidable issue. The plane must be long enough to reduce the importance of fractions of seconds that could not at the time be counted accurately. That the phenomenon can be lost is one measure of whether there is a natural phenomenon or only a theorized account. Theorized accounts are always successful because they construct their own phenomenon. Therefore, they can never lose the phenomenon.
Through various problems encountered with his own design Garfinkel sheds light on the problems confronting Galileo in coming up with his design. Furthermore, he illuminates the discovery process itself, which exact replications do not do. For Garfinkel, this is the problem facing scientific discovery.

For practitioners, it is much more important to understand the design process at the level of the shop floor than to learn what Galileo actually did retrospectively. Scientists need to understand the discovery process prospectively “first time through.” They need to be able to anticipate as they move forward through a series of steps to some conclusion. Garfinkel points out that conventional training and research work backward from a conclusion through a series of steps to the beginning. Working backward from a conclusion through a process that has been refined, to eliminate all of what went into the design, reduces the discussion of scientific discovery to a theorized enterprise.

In various studies of the natural sciences and mathematics Garfinkel and his students, primarily Michael Lynch and Eric Livingston, produced pathbreaking research. In studies of Godel’s theorem, the discovery of the optical pulsar, and electron microscopy, they showed the contingent details of science work that had to be taken into account in producing “results.” The volume on the studies of science, which is planned to follow this volume, incorporates that research.

4. IMPLICATIONS OF ETHNOMETHODOLOGY FOR SOCIOLOGY AS A DISCIPLINE

Sociology currently faces a crisis equal in proportion to the crisis at the end of the nineteenth century, which first gave rise to sociology as a discipline. At that time, the debate concerned the possibility of studying social forms and processes with any accuracy. Human beings are self-conscious beings, it was argued, and consequently all social forms have a reflexive character. This poses problems for the researcher. How is this reflexive character to be approached by the analyst in a way that is both empirically adequate and reflexively sensitive? Before the 1890s the primary approach to human materials had been through psychology, politics, and history. These disciplines focused on either the individual or institutional forms, but did not preserve the reflexive and relational character of meaningful social practices. The crisis over the possibility of studying meaningful social forms gave rise to the discipline of sociology in the 1890s. Both Durkheim and Weber argued that meaningful social forms required an approach that treated social relations and expectations as real. Weber advocated the method of verstehen through which the researcher would attempt to step into the “shoes” of those persons being studied. Durkheim, by contrast, argued that the best approach was to document, in detail, the empirical characteristics of the social facts, which composed the social foundations of any given community. These two approaches are generally seen as
conflicting. But if one takes Weber’s admonition that actions can only be seen to make sense against a shared set of expectations about what different forms of social action mean, together with Durkheim’s instruction that the witnessable recognizability of sounds and movements is an essential characteristic of social facts, the two can be seen to be founding the discipline on essentially the same advice.

The current crisis in the discipline stems, at least in part, from the fact that neither Durkheim or Weber has been interpreted in this way. Both approaches have been turned into sociologies that depend on concepts at a fundamental level. Weber’s ideal types have become the focus of his approach, and in Parsons’ hands his work was incorporated into a system for clarifying the conceptual understanding of social institutions and normative values. Durkheim, on the other hand, was treated by Parsons as a functionalist whose positive scheme of social facts provided the overall conceptual system into which Weber and others could be integrated. In Parsons’ hands, Durkheim’s social facts turned into operationalized concepts that could be used to measure the strength of functional relationships between different social institutions and normative values. In neither case was the initial emphasis on the careful gathering of empirical detail with regard to the initial recognizability of social forms preserved. Sociology as a whole became a discipline devoted to the careful clarification, operationalization, and measurement of concepts. Even the newer postmodern “interpretive” sociologies, which have been so critical of established sociologies in recent years, have tended to retain the view that social realities are primarily conceptual in form.

While the postmodern and poststructuralist critique has effectively demonstrated the futility of continuing to pursue “scientific” sociology in the traditional Parsonian sense, in treating conceptual constructions as if they were the ultimate reality, the approach leaves little purpose to careful empirical research.

In the context of this crisis, and the failure of mainstream disciplinary practitioners to recognize it, pragmatism has once again emerged as an alternative to complete contingency, as it did in the late nineteenth century. If the possibility of knowledge and meaning cannot be established empirically, then meaning as a result of social consensus presents itself as the best alternative. The pragmatists challenged the positivist attempt to specify empirical reality through the clarification of concepts. According to Alfred North Whitehead, the positivists were caught up in a “fallacy of misplaced concreteness.” They believed that they were dealing in “scientific” terms with concrete empirical reality, when in actuality their arguments were entirely about concepts, and not about empirical reality at all.

This argument is echoed in the postmodern critique of contemporary “scientific sociology.” The discipline has come full circle over the course of the century, returning at the end to those problems and debates that specified the fundamental questions of the new discipline at the beginning.

While it might appear that no progress has been made, however, there is a strand of argument that has developed in opposition to mainstream sociology over
the course of the century that has the potential to break the circle. Beginning with Durkheim's *Division of Labor* in 1983 and *The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life* in 1912, taken up again by Wittgenstein, Mills, and Garfinkel in the 1930s and then later by Goffman, finally articulated at another level of detail by Garfinkel and Sacks in the late 1950s and 1960s, after recording machinery became available as an aid to research, a sociology developed with an insistence on the empirical character of social practices. Garfinkel has emerged as the most important and the most sustained contributor to this developing understanding.

In order to appreciate Garfinkel's contribution to the discipline it is necessary to consider the importance of concrete empirical detail to those classical arguments that defined social forms as an object for study. Over the course of the twentieth century popular interpretations of classical theoretical arguments created a discipline in which direct empirical experience was replaced by carefully defined concepts. Garfinkel pointed out, quite rightly, that scientific sociology reduced reality to concepts. In rejecting this scientific approach, pragmatism and postmodernism threw out reality altogether, leaving only a world of concepts as the subject of sociological examination. Garfinkel again pointed out that local orders of practice were still there in empirically witnessable detail. They did not need to be specified conceptually in order to be witnessed. It was Durkheim who had first pointed out, in arguing with William James, that concrete empirical practices played an essential, even a primary role in the establishment of social facts. Wittgenstein's proposal that conventions of use establish the boundaries of what can be said and meant similarly points toward empirically specifiable conventions of use. Mills, in arguing that institutions live in and through the accounting practices that comprise them, once again pointed toward something that could be seen and heard: accounts as the bedrock of institutional orders.

It was Garfinkel alone, however, who took on the discipline as a whole, arguing that the reduction of the empirical to the conceptual completely loses the phenomenon of social order in each and every case. It was also Garfinkel who connected the problem of intelligibility with the problem of social order. His point was that sociology, as it has been practiced in most prestigious departments of sociology in the twentieth century, has approached the phenomenon of social order in such a way as to render the phenomena of social order invisible. Approaching the problem of social order as a problem of intelligibility, or witnessable coherences, recasts the problem of social order in empirical terms.

Not surprisingly, those who had built their careers on a conceptually specified "scientific" sociology were quick to defend their approach. In a series of what can only be described as "attacks" in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Garfinkel was accused of not doing sociology at all. Ethnomethodology was characterized as a focus on individual and trivial affairs. Sociology was about institutional orders and Ethnomethodology was indifferent to institutional orders as they had conventionally been conceived. Therefore, it followed that it was an individualistic enterprise
and the resulting macro/micro distinction, which is entirely false as applied to Ethnomethodology, has been used as a way of isolating "real" sociology from the criticisms of interpretive sociology and Ethnomethodology.

Of course, none of this is right. Since the mid-twentieth century, "scientific" sociology has demonstrated no real respect for social orders. In the hands of scientific sociology, social orders are respecified with conceptual typifications that are then treated as if they were empirical and real. Whitehead’s claim that such an approach constitutes a "fallacy of misplaced concreteness" remains apt. However, there is a concreteness in social life that must be respected if any understanding of social phenomena is to be achieved. What Garfinkel points out is that the socially real is right in front of us all the time. People do not interact with typifications. They must be able to create and recognize actions as actions of a sort before typifications can be invoked. The question is "how" they do that. How are social phenomena made and recognized as witnessable enterprises? That is an empirical and not a conceptual question.55

It is my argument that interpretive sociologists and pragmatists have, for their part, engaged in a "fallacy of misplaced abstraction."56 In rejecting the conceptual realities of mainstream sociology, they have also rejected the enacted social practices that were the basis for the typifications, and that are the basis for meaningful social life. If one rejects the typifications, however, the practices remain. Somehow this has been overlooked. It is these practices on which Durkheim, Wittgenstein, Mills, and finally and most importantly, Garfinkel, have focused. Theirs is a very different empirically based sociology, not positivist and not conceptual.

It remains clear that social experience has a coherence for participants that challenges postmodern and pragmatist contingency. Garfinkel, throughout his career, has focused on the empirical specification of social coherences. He has sought to restore both the perspective of the actor and the validity of adequate description of the details of social action without falling into either the "fallacy of misplaced concreteness," noted by Whitehead, or the "fallacy of misplaced abstraction," that is characteristic of contemporary cultural, interactional and interpretive sociologies. His position on adequacy, as something that must be witnessably evident and

55. It has been my experience in writing about Garfinkel, or Ethnomethodology, that editors often complain about the word "witnessable." Why use it? They believe they understand the argument and yet complain that the word witnessable is merely a nuisance. My advice to those attempting to understand Ethnomethodology is that witnessable is everything. That actions must being seen and heard (and felt and smelled, etc.) have the property of witnessably recognizable coherences is the key to how they can have meaning. Ethnomethodology cannot be understood without grasping this point.

56. An earlier version of this argument was presented at the 1986 Stone Symposium in Nottingham, U.K. For a much earlier version, see Rawls, "Reply to Gallant and Kleinman on Ethnomethodology vs Symbolic Interaction" (1985). The finished version exists as an unpublished manuscript, "The Fallacy of Misplaced Abstraction," parts of which can be found in the conclusion of my book, Durkheim's Epistemology.
reproducible, allowed Garfinkel to offer a thoroughly and rigorously empirical perspective toward meaning, social order, and intelligibility, that nevertheless takes the problem of interpretation and the actor's point of view seriously.

Garfinkel challenged the prevailing criteria for adequate research: that studies would only be considered scientific if they aggregated numerically across clear conceptual classifications. In so doing he challenged the very notion of technical reason that had become the driving force behind scientific sociology by the 1950s. He believed that the processes of theoretical and mathematical justification, required for acceptance by scientific sociology, were logically incompatible with the phenomena of social order. Scientific sociology, as it had emerged in the 1940s and 1950s at Harvard and Columbia, was, according to Garfinkel, obscuring the understanding of social reality instead of clarifying it.

Garfinkel argued that sociology should be engaged in explaining how phenomena of social order are achieved and recognized by participants in the first place. Instead, it was taking that order for granted. Durkheim had complained in *The Rules of the Sociological Method* that social theorists were ignoring what he referred to as the "objective" character of social facts. Garfinkel has shared Durkheim's interest in remedying this oversight. He argued for the existence of a world in which social order was actual, evident, and witnessable in its details. Therefore, the details of social order should be empirically observable without conceptual or theoretical mediation. While such observations may subsequently be given a conceptual form, the initial observations, or perceptions, are not conceptual in character; they are embodied. The analyst's job is to preserve and convey their embodied character. Garfinkel argued that social order was to be found not in generalizations, however conceptually clear, but in the concrete details of local settings.

Ethnomethodology thus stands as a direct contradiction to the faith in formalism, technical reason, and mathematicized representations of social behavior that came to define postwar sociology. Garfinkel argued that formalism itself depends on the enactment of social practices which remain unexamined. Even engineers and mathematicians do not work in a pure objective or mathematical vacuum. They must speak to one another. They must create conceptual representations of the domain in which they work. Yet that domain must remain recognizable in its physical details; thus Garfinkel's insistence on Ethnomethodological alternates. For every established domain of study, there will be an alternate domain that studies how that domain approaches and respecifies social reality. The activities of formal disciplines involve the use of practices which are in essential respects constitutive of what science, mathematics, and engineering, and so on, will turn out to be. According to Garfinkel, no domain of human endeavor is free from this requirement. Ironically, in Garfinkel's view, in order to succeed at endeavors based in technical reason, endeavors which respecify social reality in "rational," conceptual terms, a detailed mastery of those ordinary practices through which persons regularly achieve recognizable and intelligible social orders is required.
Garfinkel's insistence that the competencies assumed by various technical endeavors must be examined challenges sociologists to treat seriously the taken for granted foundations of formal social practices. Garfinkel's demonstrations of the "taken for granted" constitutive features of what he called "members' methods" have oriented researchers toward the observation of social practice in a deeper and more detailed way. A crisis has emerged in what counts as adequate description, and Garfinkel has played an important role in creating it. This crisis has crossed disciplinary boundaries and students of computing science, engineering, and medicine (among others) have found in Ethnomethodology a way of addressing these concerns. Additionally, many scholars who would not think of themselves as having been interested in Ethnomethodology were nevertheless influenced by Garfinkel's emphasis on member's methods and adequate description.

While Garfinkel was joined by Goffman and others in leading the discipline toward a more detailed look at interaction and the interaction order, it was Garfinkel in the 1930s and 1940s (joined in the 1950s and 1960s by Sacks) who moved beyond the problems of self and interpretation to lead the discipline toward a serious look at the problem of intelligibility at its most fundamental level. Garfinkel's argument that even scientific practices and scientific objects are recognizably constructed social orders inspired studies in the sociology of science. His criticisms of technical reason and formalism in the scientific workplace gave rise to studies of practices in mathematics and engineering and in the application of computers and other technologies in the workplace. Studies of conversation influenced by Garfinkel and Sacks\(^57\) have impacted communication studies, semiotics, linguistics, and studies of communication in applied areas, such as doctor–patient interaction, intercultural communication, legal reasoning, and communication in various institutional and workplace settings.

Studies of institutional accounting practices, inspired by Garfinkel's theory of accounts, have focused on the generation of records during plea-bargaining,\(^58\) on truckdrivers' log-keeping practices,\(^59\) police record-keeping practices,\(^60\) and coroner's decisions with regard to suicide.\(^61\) For those with an interest in social reform, his argument generated an interest in the organizational production of those statistics which are so often offered as representations of the "real" world. If administrators, politicians, and institutional workers all have ongoing organizational reasons, that is, motivated and self-interested reasons, for manipulating the gener-

\(^{57}\) While Sacks, through his relationship with Garfinkel, came to his discoveries about the detailed orderliness of conversation first, he was joined in the articulation of his early work by Emmanuel Schegloff, Gail Jefferson, Anita Pomerantz and Alene Terasaki. Given Sacks' early death in 1975, and the rarity of his publications, it would be fair to say that both the interest in and the articulation of Conversational Analysis would not have gotten far without them.

\(^{58}\) David Sudnow and Douglas Maynard.

\(^{59}\) David Weinstein and Melinda Baccus.

\(^{60}\) Albert Mechan.

\(^{61}\) Harvey Sacks, Garfinkel, and Max Atkinson.
ation of statistics, then surely the generation of statistics should be an important topic for a critical social science.\textsuperscript{62}

Furthermore, the idea that a social institution that is believed to discriminate by class, gender, or race, such as the police, the courts, schools, or a workplace, should be allowed through their own work site practices to generate those statistical accounts that are used to support their own claims not to be discriminating, and further, that those statistical accounts should be taken, by both researchers and the courts, as undeniable "scientific" evidence of social structure is, in Garfinkel's view, unthinkable. Yet today data of this sort is considered the most respectable form of scientific evidence, both within the discipline and by the public and the courts. The vast majority of articles published in the \textit{American Sociological Review}, the journal that plays gatekeeper to the discipline of sociology, are based on secondary statistical data sets generated by motivated institutional accounts. This does not diminish their validity in the eyes of the discipline. On the contrary, they are considered to be "scientific" without question for that very reason.

From Garfinkel's perspective, however, a scientific sociology based on statistics and theorized accounts can never be politically disinterested because of its reliance on both individual and institutional accounts (both of which are motivated phenomena). It can only confirm the prevailing views held within those institutions that generated its data. Furthermore, such a sociology obscures issues of social order and intelligibility that must be understood before social problems can be intelligently addressed. The popularity of Formal Analytic sociology may be precisely that it lends itself to a justification of the status quo.\textsuperscript{63} Ethnomethodology, on the other hand, generally represented as indifferent to issues of structure and politics, is indifferent only to the so-called scientific status of those institutionalized structures of accountability that are employed to maintain the status quo. Ethnomethodology cannot be indifferent to political, ethical, or theoretical critique because that is essentially what it is. Ethnomethodology seeks to reveal the way in which \textit{taken for granted} social practices maintain the appearances of things.

While Garfinkel, as far back as 1940, was working to address fundamental contradictions within the discipline, and has positively impacted qualitative and interpretive sociologies, the discipline as a whole has failed to respond positively to Garfinkel's message, and the problems with scientific sociology have remained. In recent years, an increasing number of sociologists, once again dissatisfied with the

\textsuperscript{62} See Albert Meehan (2000, 2002) for a detailed specification of how police practices, and issues of accountability within the police organization, influence the statistical outcomes that are generally treated by sociologists and the general public as a reflection of "crime." That they are in fact a reflection of internal accounting practices and political relationships to other organizations has significant implications.

\textsuperscript{63} Dorothy Smith stands out as a scholar who has taken an Ethnomethodological approach to exposing various institutional processes for producing social inequalities, particularly inequalities of gender.
discipline's lack of response to these concerns, have turned to poststructural and postmodern alternatives.

Ironically, while the poststructuralists and postmodernists purportedly reject the Parsonian structuralist view, and in the case of poststructuralism take their name from that rejection, they nevertheless tend to view structure in what Garfinkel describes as a Parsons' plenum sort of way. Parsonian structuralism, poststructuralism, and postmodernism all share a conception of structure as more or less "constraining" individual behavior in a particular direction, a view that Garfinkel rejected. They also share Parsons' focus on concepts. For Garfinkel, there are no individuals or structures in the Parsonian or postmodern sense. Nor is social reality conceptual in character. He regards both arguments as reifications resulting from a failure to embed questions about social order and meaning in the social settings in which those meanings and orders are produced.

The problem with both Parsonian structuralism and postmodernism, from Garfinkel's perspective, is that the actor and their social meanings are treated as though they existed outside of the social scenes in which they are enacted. The way in which the social structures themselves are constructed and maintained also remains unexamined. In order for institutional structures to define gender, for instance, persons must collaborate in reproducing those institutional structures. Even the process of rebelling or "breaking out" of structures must occur against a background of meaningful and recognizably reproduced structures. As Garfinkel's tutorials demonstrate, a focus only on the result of social practices renders social order invisible. As a consequence, both Parsonian structuralism and poststructuralism produce the appearance of an inevitable conflict between individual and social structure, and an indeterminacy in the concreteness of things that, it

---

64. See Chapter One for a discussion of Parson's plenum.

65. From Garfinkel's perspective, the popularity of deconstruction as a method is easy to explain. Poststructuralism is another version of theorized reality. While it is in some respects new, it is also very familiar. It promises novelty without requiring changes in the basic theorized assumptions of sociology as a discipline. Whereas EM required real changes in sociological thinking, in the rush to deconstruct, the social world is once again theorized, and the interactional practices which are constitutive of intelligibility are overlooked in favor of an institutional view of meaning. Poststructuralism is, from Garfinkel's viewpoint, merely the flip side of structural functionalism: both posit social order and meaning in terms of a constraining relationship between individuals and conceptual, or theorized, social structures which threaten individual autonomy.

For Garfinkel, on the other hand, the relationship between individual and social structure is only a secondary phenomenon that needs to be seen against the backdrop of the prior achievement of mutual intelligibility and mutually intelligible practices at a more fundamental level. Individuals spend most of their lives as members of populational cohorts, in which capacity they are continually engaged in the reproduction of witnessable and recognizable social orders. Intelligibility is the work of populational cohorts and without intelligibility there would be no self-reflective individuality. While, at one level the individual and society may be in conflict with one another, in the process of the interactional reproduction of social orders, the two are inherently linked.
appears, can only be dealt with through theoretical abstraction and interpretation. But for Garfinkel, this conflict is only a reified appearance, not an actuality. For Garfinkel, individuals inhabit social scenes as populational cohorts, which collaboratively produce social scenes. These populational cohorts are part of social scenes. 66

For Garfinkel, when persons rebel against formal structures, the rebellion is made possible by shared ways of constructing the intelligibility of social action at the local level. In fact, something like what Garfinkel is articulating seems to be the only explanation of how persons can rebel against social structure and yet have their language and activities remain mutually intelligible. There must be a foundation of shared understanding against which differences can be cast. The postmodern critique only succeeds because it takes place against a background of shared order. The local orders that are the research focus of EM are, therefore, a necessary foundation for the deconstruction enterprise of postmodernism. Realizing this not only affects postmodernism theoretically but also entails that postmodern claims about the looseness of methods no longer follow. Coherence is a social production that can be documented in its details.

The continued crisis in modern sociology, and the failure to appreciate Garfinkel’s potential to address the problem, has its origins in two assumptions that have been foundational to twentieth-century sociological theory and research. Garfinkel’s rejection of these two assumptions has rendered his arguments opaque to most traditional sociologists. Postmodernism, on the other hand, is very appealing to those who recognize inherent problems in the pursuit of scientific sociology because it does not question these two fundamental assumptions.

The first assumption stems from the acceptance of Alfred North Whitehead’s dictum that the positivist assumption that reality could be observed in its own right constituted a “fallacy of misplaced concreteness.” As the discipline rejected a positivist attitude toward the concreteness of things, the assumption that all reality, including social reality, was conceptual became one of the unquestioned mainstays of the discipline. The emphasis on the clarification of concepts, and the idea that aggregating individual actions across clear conceptual classifications is the only way to reveal social order, results from a general acceptance of the argument that if reality cannot be perceived in its own right, then the only knowledge that persons can have of reality is conceptual.

66. That formal institutions place hierarchical constraints on individual action that may produce tension and conflict is, for Garfinkel, an issue that is internal to both situations and populational cohorts. It does not exist in some hypothetical space between them. Social structure is produced locally. Institutional orders are maintained through accounting practices and they also, in spite of the tension involved, require the cooperation of populational cohorts. The fact that persons may be required to reproduce the very social forms that oppress them is a much more powerful and frightening vision of tension and inequality than the idea that independent individuals exist in some sort of primeval struggle against society.
In the context of this assumption, Garfinkel's insistence that social order is real and not merely conceptual is interpreted in either of two ways. Either he is taken to be naively positivist, or it is assumed that he is expressing some form of radical contingency. That Garfinkel is neither a positivist nor an advocate of contingency is not an idea that can easily be formulated within the context of current theoretical assumptions. However, from Garfinkel's perspective, the idea that a person who is enacting a recognizable practice with others is doing something primarily conceptual and not concrete is problematic. Persons are obviously *doing things*. Furthermore, when they do not do those things "just so" their actions are not understood. The argument that these sounds and movements are primarily conceptual is wrong from Garfinkel's perspective.

Whitehead's original dictum pointed out that with regard to perceptions of the natural world, there is no such thing as a general idea that can be perceived in its own right. This is a restatement of Hume's problem, that in order to make sense of our perceptions of the natural world we must organize them conceptually. But the natural world and the social world are quite different in character. Natural things exist. Social things, or social facts, as Durkheim referred to them, must be made. Unlike natural things, which have no inherent meaning, the sounds and movements that comprise social action are meaningful creations that get their meaning from the shared social contexts of expectation within which they are enacted. Their significance does not have to be inferred from careful measurements of their physical characteristics. It is intended. Intended meanings, however, can only be shared if they can be successfully displayed before others in expected ways. Intentions must be seen and heard before they can be thought.

With regard to social things, their physical characteristics are essential to their recognizability as social things of a particular sort. In order for actions to carry, or convey, meaning, they must be produced in physically recognizable forms. To treat the social production of meaning as entirely conceptual is to overlook the essential fact that these "concepts" must be produced witnessably before others in a form that others can recognize. The tendency of contemporary sociology to reduce the study of society to the study of concepts reduces the concreteness of things to a conceptual abstraction. Garfinkel has stood essentially alone among contemporary sociologists in his insistence that social orders consist primarily of *things done and 67. While this perspective conflicts with fundamental sociological assumptions since the mid-twentieth century, it is not inconsistent with classical social theory to the same degree. Weber's discussion of motive is instructive in this regard. On page 8 of *Economy and Society* (Berkeley: University of California Press, [1924] 1968), Weber argues that a person does not know what their own motive is until after they have acted in a group. A motive is not an idea in anyone's head. It is, instead, he argues the understanding of the purpose of a social action that can be ascribed to that action after it has been performed before a group, after it has been seen and heard by a company of others, who share the same expectations about the looks and sounds and purposes of social practices.*
recognized, and only secondarily of conceptual orders.\textsuperscript{68} This conflict between his emphasis on concreteness and the general sociological belief that an emphasis on concreteness is evidence of a naively positivist approach has been responsible for the interpretation of Garfinkel as a positivist when concreteness is emphasized and as a pure relativist when "contingencies" are taken to be his emphasis. Neither represents his position.

The \textit{second} assumption, that social order has a formal rule-governed institutional character, has dominated the discipline since the mid-twentieth century, when Parsons popularized an institutional view of social order that left no room for Interaction Order phenomena.\textsuperscript{69} In Parsons' wake, Jeffrey Alexander formalized the basic disciplinary assumptions about institutional order, arguing that either an approach to sociology took a formal institutionalized collective view or it was individualistic and contingent in character.

Prior to Parsons, the discipline did not have such a strong bias in favor of institutional order and aggregated indicators. At the end of the nineteenth century, close observation of situated events still played a central role in social theory and research. While Durkheim and Weber focused a great deal of attention on formal institutions, they continued to examine the details of interactional contexts and were often exhaustive in their description and documentation of the social processes and practices that they were trying to explain. Although there was a tendency to reduce observations to generalizations and ideal types, it was really only in the period after World War I, when sociology, and Durkheim in particular, was coming under fire as idealist and unscientific, that the current situation developed.

Intellectual circles in the 1920s and 1930s were involved in a love affair with positivism and numbers. If sociology came to be considered idealist, it would lose what little institutional support it had been able to achieve. If all reality were considered to be conceptual, how could sociology make any claim to be a science? Parsons took it on himself to save the discipline from the charge of idealism by formulating a sociology that, while still based on concepts, was based on carefully clarified concepts that were amenable to complicated numerical generalizations. The concepts themselves were subjected to a complex and rigorous operationalizing process. The resulting increase in institutional support for the discipline occurred at just the same time that social conditions were creating an interest in arguments and ideas that could properly be said to be sociological. Without Parsons, that interest might have turned to existing departments of political science,

\textsuperscript{68} Durkheim also placed an emphasis on "sounds and movements" and treated concepts as secondary phenomena in \textit{The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life}. However, this aspect of Durkheim's work has been almost completely neglected and therefore, until recently, has offered no support for Garfinkel's view within contemporary sociology. See Rawls, "Durkheim's Treatment of Practice" (\textit{Journal of Classical Sociology}, 2001).

\textsuperscript{69} See Rawls, "The Interaction Order Sui Generis," for an extended discussion of interaction orders and the significance of this idea for social theory.
philosophy, or economics instead of leading to the creation of new departments of sociology all over the United States during the 1950s.

In one sense, then, Parsons rescued sociology. However, once started, the demand for numerical justification and conceptual clarification began to drive the discipline. Sociology went from a concern with documenting the details of social order with careful observational techniques to a concern for becoming more mathematical and generalizable in order to justify itself as a science. Mid-century sociology became quite divorced from earlier concerns for adequate description and the accurate representation of the actor's point of view. The turn of the century concern for the meaning of social actions, and the process through which they were rendered intelligible to others, was almost completely forgotten.

Garfinkel's position preserves those earlier concerns. The difference is that his approach to social order places the emphasis on constitutive local orders where Parsons and classical sociologists had placed the emphasis on institutional orders. Garfinkel's argument is that there is a level of order, below (so to speak) the institutional, or theorized level of order, which constitutes the fundamental intelligibility of social action and language. Garfinkel and Parsons are talking about two different conceptions of social order, interaction orders versus institutional order. For Parsons, only institutional orders and individuals exist, leaving the explanation of social order without any underpinning of fundamental intelligibility. For Garfinkel, both exist in some sense and the interaction order explains essential features of institutional contexts of accountability.

Insisting that interaction orders are fundamental, or indispensable, to sociology has been one of Garfinkel's greatest contributions. As the postmodern crisis

70. The use of the term "interaction order" in connection with Garfinkel's position requires some clarification. Interaction order is a term that originated with Goffman, and Garfinkel does not use it. When using the term, Goffman never intended to indicate the orders of phenomenal detail that for Garfinkel are constitutive of the achievement of intelligibility. In fact, Goffman never seems to have appreciated this level of detail. For Goffman, interaction orders had primarily to do with issues of presentation of self. Intelligibility was a facade of conceptual frames masking a fundamentally disorganized and meaningless underlying reality. Thus, while his argument with regard to self broke new ground, his position on intelligibility was essentially the same as Parsons'. The danger in using the term "interaction order" in referring to Garfinkel's position is that it might lead to a mistaken identification of Garfinkel's position on intelligibility with Goffman's Frame Analysis. Their positions on intelligibility could not be more different. Whereas Garfinkel specified the problem of intelligibility in terms of empirically witnessable practices, Goffman failed to appreciate the problem with typifications and attempted to construct a theory of meaning entirely out of an infinite regress of typifications, or conceptual frames—an approach that was doomed to failure from the outset. In spite of the danger of confusion on this point, however, there are important similarities in what Goffman meant by interaction orders in the context of the presentation of self and what Garfinkel meant by achieved, or local, orders of interaction. Using Goffman's term helps to context Garfinkel's position, because of a more general familiarity with Goffman's work. For an extended discussion of Garfinkel's emphasis on intelligibility versus Goffman's focus on the presentation of self, see Anne Rawls, "Language, Self, and Social Order: A Re-Evaluation of Goffman and Sacks,"
makes clear, without an explanation of underlying intelligibility, social orders cannot be given a valid explanation. Social orders that are entirely conceptual in character are also, of necessity, entirely contingent. Because Parsons neglected to incorporate Interaction Order phenomena and conceived of social order strictly in terms of institutionalized goals and values pursued by individual actors, he had to invent what Garfinkel refers to as the "plenum," in order to display a tendency to orderliness in society. Furthermore, the approach to abstracting and clarifying concepts, that Parsons took in order to avoid both positivism and idealism, further obscured any order that an institutional approach might have revealed. Parsons' plenum therefore consisted of categories and generic representations which had to be generalized across particulars, producing artificially a "likeness" that was not apparent in the original.

In rejecting this view, Garfinkel does not sacrifice the study of social order. He argues that in focusing on the recognizable production of practices he is studying social order. Mainstream scientific sociology, on the other hand, from his perspective, is only studying mathematicized representations of institutionalized typifications, or accounts, of social order, not social order itself. It is mainstream sociology that focuses on individual subjectivity, in the form of operationalized variables, theorized accounts, and individually produced institutional accounts, not Ethnomethodology.

Garfinkel did not give up the actor's point of view, which initially fueled his debate with Parsons. But he transformed it substantially, locating the experiential and contingent features of action, which had originally been thought of as belonging to the actor, in the regularities of social practices. The actor's point of view and the phenomenal field properties of objects were transformed into a concern with what populations did in particular settings to achieve the recognizability of particular practices. According to Garfinkel, a population is constituted not by a set of individuals with something in common but by a set of practices common to particular situations or events: the crowd at the coffee machine, the line at the supermarket, the "gang" at the science lab, and so on.

Garfinkel's approach to objects as oriented features of local orders also led to talk about the phenomenal field properties of objects, instead of the phenomenal properties of experience (concepts). Thus in an important sense the actor's point of view and the achieved meaning of social action no longer had to be thought of as belonging to individual actors. In Garfinkel's view, intelligibility is achieved in and through the enactment of recognizable practices, not through interpretive processes in the minds of individual actors. Therefore, empirical studies of observable practices could reveal the actor's point of view.

---

Critics often argue that the study of local social orders is not sociological because it consists only of a description of what people do and ignores the “real” social (i.e., institutional and conceptual) constraints within which those actions take place. The constraint argument is fundamental to sociology and it is part of the assumption that social order is institutional. The discipline of sociology was, in an important sense, founded on Durkheim’s argument that social facts exist as external constraint, rather than as artifacts of the combined psycho/social or biological impulses of a large number of persons. Therefore, when Garfinkel is thought to have argued against the existence of external constraint, he is also thought to have repudiated the idea of social facts and thus to have rejected sociology as a whole.

But Garfinkel did not argue against external constraint. He also is talking about social facts and, far from repudiating the notion of external constraint, has reconceptualized external constraint so as to avoid the individual versus society dichotomy, and other problems, particularly those regarding the boundaries of concepts, inherent both in the classical theoretical formulation of this issue and in contemporary attempts to reformulate it. External constraint appears in Garfinkel’s work as the need for the recognizability and instructable reproducibility of social action. According to Garfinkel, “The instructably observable achieved coherent detail of the coherence of objects is the fulfillment of Durkheim’s promise that the objective reality of social facts is Sociology’s fundamental principle.”

The meaning of social structure, for Garfinkel, has shifted from formal institutions to local practices. In addition to constraints on instructable reproducibility, Garfinkel offered external constraint in the form of institutional contexts of account-ability. For Garfinkel, structure and order are located primarily in local practices, with formal institutions acting as a constraint in limited and specific ways via constraints on institutionally acceptable accounts. Persons are accountable at the local level for a commitment to a local order of practices for producing local order, and, at what sociology has generally termed the institutional level, they are accountable to what Mills (1940) referred to as a shared “vocabulary of motives.” Mills argued that persons in institutions do not act by following rules; rather, they act by accounting for what they have done in terms of vocabularies of motive and justification that only retrospectively reference the rules.

In Mills’ view, institutional practices bear a peculiar relationship to institutional rules. Mills spoke of the rules as a context of justification for action, rather than as something followed in order to produce the action in the first place. According to Mills, social actors examine the desirability of proposed courses of action by asking themselves what people would say if they did a particular thing, or by considering how they could explain, or account for, a particular course of action. If a satisfactory explanation can be generated within the shared vocabulary of motives, then an action can be considered to be “in accord with the rules,” no matter what form it takes. Therefore, while the rules constrain the practices, in this peculiar way of constraining what will count after the fact as having been a case of following the rules, they are not constitutive of action in its course.
Garfinkel's treatment of accounts goes beyond Mills in proposing a complex network of contexts of accountability at various levels of social organization. In Garfinkel's view persons can be accountable to external institutions, such as government agencies or scientific disciplines, at the same time that they are accountable to the expectations of their colleagues with regard to normal workplace procedures. Persons are constantly accountable for their production of recognizable talk and movements, even while they are managing institutional levels of accountability. Finally, they can also, and at the same time, be accountable to the properties of natural phenomena (as in scientific experiments), which may refuse to cooperate in producing an accountable display for colleagues (a phenomenon that Garfinkel refers to as natural accountability).

In developing a theory of overlapping contexts of accountability Garfinkel was able to consider a wide range of social phenomena. The theoretical line of argument within which Garfinkel's inquiry into "rules" (i.e., instructed action) and accountability developed includes the classic distinction between traditional and modern rational action (Durkheim, Weber, Toennies, Simmel); the seminal argument of Mills with regard to contexts of accountability; organization theorists interested in informal orders; many of the Chicago School studies of organizations and bureaucracies which revealed the paradox of rules, even though they were not usually explicitly engaged in an inquiry into the problem of institutional rule following (and speak rather of informal cultures within organizations); Goffman's study of asylums (1961); a similar study of a prison by Sykes (1958); Labeling Theory, which examines the relationship between institutional behavior, the institutional production of statistics, and the beliefs and practices of the populations which staff those organizations; the distinction in philosophy between constitutive and other rules (John Rawls 1952; Warnock 1958; John Searle 1968); and the extension of this argument into game theory.

Garfinkel's focus on intelligibility also extends a second line of inquiry: early attempts by classical social theorists to frame epistemology and intelligibility sociologically (Durkheim 1915; Weber 1921; see also Rawls 1996). Classical social theorists were philosophers who challenged the limits of their discipline on the issues of epistemology and intelligibility. In the *Elementary Forms of the Religious Life*, Durkheim ([1912] 1915)71 began a line of inquiry that remained neglected until Garfinkel returned the problem of intelligibility to a focus on enacted practices.

---

71. Referencing the dispute between Kant and Hume over the origins of knowledge, Durkheim argued that the categories of the understanding, the concepts—so to speak—that form the basis of human knowledge, have their origins in concrete social settings. He argued that social settings supply the concrete experience of general ideas that Hume found the natural world could not supply and that Kant had argued must be innate. Thus Durkheim located a social origin for the basic categories of the understanding. He argued that even key ideas like time, space, force, and causality have a social and not a natural empirical or a priori origin. As Durkheim realized, these arguments cast the problem of knowledge in an entirely new light. See Rawls 1996 for an extended discussion of Durkheim's epistemological argument.
Garfinkel continues the inquiry into the question of intelligibility raised by Durkheim and extended by Mead, Husserl, Heidegger, Wittgenstein, Mills, and Schutz, but all but forgotten by both mainstream scientific sociology and its postmodern counterpart.

In locating the conditions for intelligibility in the concrete social surroundings of daily life, and in taking the problem of intelligibility as the central problem which sociology must address before constructing a theory of social order, Durkheim stands as a direct precursor of Garfinkel. Garfinkel continues to search for the foundations of human intelligibility—reason and logic—in the details of collective social practice.

Given Garfinkel’s commitment to such foundational sociological issues, the popular characterization of Ethnomethodology as an individualistic “micro” sociology is absurd. The net result of such a characterization has been the widespread belief that Garfinkel could not be addressing any large socioeconomic or political questions. Having accepted a micro/macro dichotomy that locates all significant political and ethical questions exclusively on the macro side of sociology, the discipline tends to view “micro” studies as trivial. “Macro” sociology, on the other hand, is defined in terms of institutional structures and “large” and “important” social issues.

These dichotomies are dangerously misleading. They have allowed one theoretical school of sociology to define the boundaries of the discipline in such a way as to prevent an important debate from occurring. Garfinkel’s work does not fit on either side of this dichotomy. The dichotomy assumes a distinction between institutionalized and individualistic forms of social behavior that Garfinkel has completely rejected. For Garfinkel, as for Durkheim, no recognizably social behavior is individualistic. On the other hand, according to Garfinkel’s view, social institutions only exist as, and are reproduced through, contexts of accountability. They are not constituted by rules and norms of individual behavior. Nor do they exist as concrete or conceptualized structures independently of their ongoing constitution by social actors. Garfinkel does not study either institutions or individuals. His position is neither micro nor macro. What Garfinkel offers is a view of social order that takes seriously the meaning of social action, the adequacy of description, and the constitutive foundations of intelligibility. His is a view of a whole sociology, not a collection of dichotomous parts.

 Critics often ask why Garfinkel has not engaged in clarification with regard to such issues, since they have been so consequential for the reception of his work. I believe that his apparent silence is due to his belief that, as an argument, his position could only be demonstrated theoretically. On Garfinkel’s view, theoretical demonstrations depend hopelessly on imagined orders of affairs. Therefore, his position should not be advanced as an argument, but rather as a demonstration. Thus Garfinkel has consistently met theoretical criticism by attempting to deepen the level
of empirical detail in his research, not via theoretical response.\textsuperscript{72} Garfinkel would say that he has continually responded to critics of his work with better and more careful descriptions of members' methods.

Garfinkel has from the beginning been blessed with a vision of social order that allowed him to see order being produced around him in ordinary events which the rest of us were experiencing as finished products, but which Garfinkel was experiencing as events produced from patterned details over their course. In his first article, "Color Trouble," this is brilliantly evident. We get a picture of Garfinkel as a young student taking a bus home from college. When African American passengers are ordered to the back of the bus and refuse to go, Garfinkel sees something that the rest of us will have missed. As the driver is engaging in his dispute with the black passengers, he is formulating his actions in terms of the excuse he will have to give for being late at the other end of the line. He is accountable not for his morals but to the social institution that employs him for being on time. The longer the dispute takes, the more important will be the acceptability of the account the driver can give, and it will thereby come to pass that color will turn out to be one of the troubles with buses: which account for their lateness on certain southern runs.

Garfinkel's description of this incident is masterful, and the essay won an award as one of the best short stories of 1941. More importantly, however, it demonstrates the continuity of vision, which has characterized Garfinkel's career as a social thinker. We can imagine the young Garfinkel sitting in social theory classes at Harvard being confronted with generic categorizations. He reports that in his first theory class at Harvard the students were told to make up a social theory. The thing was to be purely an invention, an exercise in logic and the generic use of categories. As a young man with a keen sense for the actual unfolding of social order in the everyday world around him, this sort of theorizing, which operated on the assumption that everyday social scenes were not inherently orderly, and that their details were not only irrelevant but generally misleading, rubbed the wrong way. He quickly realized that his vision of a stable constitutive order of practice stood in contradiction to the received and approved methods of what he would come to refer to as formal analytic theorizing. Through more than seven decades of writing, teaching, and research, Garfinkel has remained true to his vision.

\textsuperscript{72} I think this has sometimes been confusing to colleagues who asked Garfinkel a theoretical question and got a detailed description of a social practice in response.
Author’s Introduction

I shall offer remarks by way of calling your attention to what the book has as its heart and soul. First of all, it’s been late in coming to publication. I grant it’s late, but in light of the fact that the company of Ethnomethodological authors have come upon something, there’s a proper answer to these complaints. I learned it from a page of Islamic proverbs: “Haste is for the devil.”

The title of the book is Ethnomethodology’s Program: Working Out Durkheim’s Aphorism. I want to comment on Durkheim’s aphorism. The aphorism is well known to all of us. Our first day of graduate work we were told to take Durkheim’s aphorism to heart. Put it on our door sills. Seeing it there each time bless Durkheim and bless yourself and learn the mantra. According to Durkheim’s aphorism, “The objective reality of social facts is sociology’s fundamental principle.” Sociology’s fundamental principle? There’s the rub.

Durkheim had it beautifully and originally right, but his particular word “principle” was ill advised. It didn’t help that in another version he wrote, “The objective reality of social facts is sociology’s fundamental phenomenon.” For ninety years he was understood to have been speaking on behalf of contemporary detailed formal analytic social sciences. For ninety years it has been understood by the social sciences that Durkheim means by the objective reality of social facts what the contemporary worldwide social science movement takes as its own good work: in descriptions of order in ordinary society that respecify the concreteness of social facts of ordinary activities so that local actual concretely detailed circumstantial workings of immortal ordinary society are absent of orderliness until and only in case concreteness is respecified by the social sciences: displayed in details of orderliness of formal analytic methods and generic representational theories.

With formal analytic methods order in, about, as, inside with, as of, and within ordinary society is respecified from original ignorant provisions in prosaic everyday accounts of orderliness of daily life, lived in their concreteness, tangled in circumstantiality, and presumed to be empty of order. In their place orderliness of ordinary social facts, things, are specified with social science methods. Therein
order phenomena are revealed in occasion after occasion, in real case after real case, with the truth of the matter being at hand and of concern under any and every circumstance.

That is the objective reality of social facts understood in accordance with established methods of the worldwide social science movement, and the corpus status of its researches.

Armies of social analysts, in every administered society in the world, the staffs of a worldwide social science movement, are accountants at work describing lived affairs of ordinary society. Their studies contribute the corpus status of professional warrant, to detailed technical literatures, that describe great recurrent lived order phenomena of ordinary society. These recurrent orderlinesses are specified, in accountably observable production, in details of generically theorized representations.

Those respecified orders and orderlinesses of ordinary society, as exhibited phenomena of order in the details of social science methods and formal analytic lexical devices of generic representational theories, are treated as the objective reality of social facts. In their instructably accountable production and observability of order in ordinary society they are taken to be exhibits of sociology's fundamental principle.

But this is wrong. For ninety years Durkheim was talking about something else even though that something else was distinctly and uniquely sociology's subject matter. Which is what the studies by Ethnomethodology's authors are all about.

Ethnomethodology understands Durkheim's aphorism differently. Ethnomethodology has been respecifying Durkheim's aphorism so that it reads differently. Yes, his aphorism reads, "The objective reality of social facts is sociology's fundamental phenomenon."

Those words are to be read like this. It is the programmatic task of Ethnomethodological studies to specify the naturally accountable work of producing and describing the social facts of immortal, ordinary society. These are the Things of social order—the distinctive order phenomena of ordinary society that Durkheim was actually talking about. Populations, for example. But, whereas formal analytic studies focus on aggregated individuals described demographically as enumerated populations, Ethnomethodology proposes instead that the local, endogenous workings of the phenomenon, the Thing, the social fact—freeway traffic jams, walking together, the exhibited order of service in formatted queues, turn taking in conversation—exhibits among its other details the coherence of its identifying orderlinesses as the population that staffs it.

The achievements of the worldwide social science movement are the distinctive and fundamental topical interests of Ethnomethodological alternate studies of social order. EM's research agendas of alternate studies of social order are topical in the nine chapters of this book. Its chapters are about ordinary society specified Ethnomethodologically in lived discipline—specific, technological, and workplace
specific details of the ordinary society's phenomena of social order. These haecceities of familiar society are the crux of the matter: ordinary society in concreteness, in lived details, its distinctive details, uniquely identifying of ordinary society's orderliness, endogenously produced and accountable, inescapable, and ignored.

In disjunctive contrast to studies of social order that are available in established Literatures as work done by the social science movement through deliberate and carefully administered formal analytic methods, the chapters of this book address ubiquitously exhibited, recurrently produced, unmediated, directly and immediately witnessable, recognized, coherently intelligible, order phenomena of ordinary society. The chapters describe EM's distinctive content-specific focus on these orderlinesses. The chapters identify as EM's distinctive emphasis a unique empirical domain of worldly and real phenomena of social order.

Ethnomethodological investigations have their origins, aims, directions, policies, methods, the corpus status of their methods and results, their clients, and their consequences, in worldly and real work of making Things that Durkheim was talking about discoverable, and making their discovery accountably evident as Things of immortal, ordinary society.

*Working Out Durkheim's Aphorism* Ethnomethodologically is concerned with this work, how it is done, by whom, in various bibliographies, its argued diversity, its center, its consequences, what's in it for Departmentally based sociology, but more consequentially, what's in it for the endless analytic disciplines and sciences of practical action and practical reason. In its central tasks Ethnomethodology is directed to the reform of technical reason, and is doing so with the premier aim of specifying the work of the social sciences and the natural sciences as naturally accountable sciences of practical action and practical reason.

Through deliberate and carefully administered universal jurisdiction of formal analytic methods, the recognized expertise of formal analytic results ranges from phenomena that are amazingly tiny and locally transient, to monumentally organized; from the hesitant pause in conversation that precedes the refusal of an invitation, to the conduct of wars.

Studied Ethnomethodologically these orderlinesses are discipline-specific *alternates* to the phenomena of social order that are described with the social science movement's central, demanded, and identifying methods of formal analysis.¹

Contrary to the commonly accepted interpretations of Durkheim's work, from the beginnings of his writings the objective reality of social facts was Durkheim's provision for sociology's subject matter as a distinctive and unique subject matter. Ethnomethodology took up this neglected initiative. According to Ethnomethod-

¹ [Editor's note: The implication here is that traditional macro studies are not about macro issues, but rather about issues that range in "size" from the smallest to the largest. Similarly, EM, which is usually labeled a "micro" approach, is an alternate way of approaching the same phenomena. It is not the case that EM targets an individual level of analysis. Individuals are only dealt with as members of cohorts that populate social scenes.]
ology's programmatic understanding, the objective reality of social facts was Durkheim's descriptive proxy for every topic of logic, meaning, reason, rational action, method, truth, and order in intellectual history, specified in any actual case as a congregationally produced and naturally accountable, endogenous order production populational cohort's concordantly witnessable and recognized, intelligible empirical phenomenon of immortal ordinary society.

Therein the phenomena of social order consist of lived, immediate, unmediated, congregational practices in their display, in their witnessed recognition, in their intelligibility and their accountability of immortal ordinary Things in the world. For Durkheim of the neglected argument\(^2\) this was quite deliberately and incomparably contrary to the canonical teachings of Western philosophy.

However! Caution! There is no question here that subjects in the literatures of the social sciences are anything but carefully described, adequately and evidently. No irony is involved. None.

Ethnomethodology is not challenging the social science movement's claims of science in social science. Then what about phenomena of social order in ordinary society is there to be concerned about? Just what do formal analytic literature-specific alternate orderlinesses consist of?

I. SEVERAL ORDERLINENESSS

In my remarks in this first part of my introduction I have collected several orderlinesses with comprehensive descriptive headings. I explain these orderlinesses in greater detail in section II of this Introduction.

1. The existence in endless arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason of established Literatures and their discipline-specific alternate phenomena of social order identifies a first orderliness.

2. Ethnomethodology's database, the empirical grounds for EM theorizing, consists of a corpus\(^1\) of tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work. These studies by Ethnomethodology's authors focus upon discovered topics of social order. The corpus status of tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work identifies a second orderliness.

3. From this corpus I have singled out several literature-specific alternate phenomena of social order for particular mention as an identifiable Collection that I shall call the EM Certain Strange Collection. I call them that because the phenomena they exhibit are strange to the social science movement. Their described existence is without precedent in the social sciences. They are massively prevalent. They are also massively ignored. And empirical EM descriptions of them in EM

---


3. The term "corpus" originated with Felix Kaufmann. But his use is not the same as in Ethnomethodology.
tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work are in hand and true. A third orderliness is exhibited as this collection.

(4) Chapters One to Nine of this book, edited by Anne Rawls, bring out from a background of textual foliage that is their source in tub files of documents, central practices of EM's program as the program's incessant concerns with a recurrent figure in that foliage, namely, procedures of order production specified as members' methods. Members' methods in accountable specifics of instructed actions display a fourth orderliness.

(5) Two distinctive policies in Ethnomethodology's research agendas are EM's unique adequacy requirement of methods and EM's requirement that methods be uniquely suited to the phenomena whose production they describe. That these two policies exhibit a distinctive orderliness of ordinary society is evident when the warrant of corpus status that they provide is compared with policies of the social science movement which deliberately and carefully eschews them. The comparisons, described without irony, specify a fifth orderliness.

(6) Many policies of the EM program are known for exhibiting its methods as a distinctive technology. Examples are: The required unique adequacy of methods of production and accountability; their required unique suitability; carrying out empirical descriptions of social facts while exercising Ethnomethodological indifference to the corpus status of established Literatures; eschewing the practices of designing, administering, and interpreting signed objects; treating EM rendering theorems according to the pair properties of instructed actions; eschewing and discarding ironic comparisons of instructions and their implementation, and replacing them with the pair properties of instructed actions.4

The contrasts of EM policies to policies of formal analysis mark the availability to the social science movement of two technologies of social analysis. The technologies are disjunctive and incommensurable. Each technology describes the same phenomena of social order, that the other specifies adequately and evidently, as matters of instructable production and accountable observability, although the two technologies in the corpus status of their Literatures, AND in their workplace and technology materials-specific, discipline-specific practices are disjunctive, incommensurable, and specifically alternate.

The two technologies of social analysis pose as a phenomenon of order in its own right that they are related. How are they related? What do they have to do with each other? That they are related is a sixth orderliness.

(7) How are the two technologies related? Just how, just in any actual case, are the two technologies related? That question is central to EM's interest in Durkheim's aphorism.

Durkheim's aphorism, "The objective reality of social facts is sociology's funda-

4. Eric Livingston's work (1991) on Godel's proof is a specific demonstration of Lebenswelt pairs.
mental principle," is canonically understood in the social science movement to speak on behalf of its literatures, and the formal analytic methods that establish the corpus status of its studies. A company of Ethnomethodologists have been working out the aphorism, doing so with utmost respect for Durkheim’s original intentions, but respecifying Durkheim’s original intentions so as to appropriate them to Ethnomethodology’s understanding, and so, proceeding in this way until the aphorism became an announcement of Ethnomethodological studies. The jobs of working out Durkheim’s aphorism were unavoidably congregational and were inescapably done on the endless occasions of mutual instruction with EM authors.

II. AN EXPLICATED VERSION OF THESE ORDERLINESSES

1. Literatures and Their Alternate Phenomena of Social Order

Chapters One to Nine can be read for background, motives, and exegesis of EM’s distinctive interests in, and treatment of, the problem of social order. The EM studies that the chapters discuss do NOT correspond to order phenomena. They do NOT represent phenomena of social order. They are NOT marks, signs, indicators, or symbols of social order. They are NOT interpretations of indicators, marks, signs, or symbols.

They exhibit social order. They are exhibits of social order. They are phenomena of social order in endogenous figurationally identifying coherent details. Their endogenous figurationally coherent details alone are enough in themselves to establish the empirical existence of a domain of order phenomena. As far as the literatures of the social science movement are concerned, the domain is strange because its phenomena of social order are directly recognized, unmediated, immediately witnessed, in coherent intelligible material contents. The domain is in disjunctive contrast to the phenomena of order that are described in the Literatures of the social science movement.

In the same way that Chapters One to Nine focus on order phenomena in materials’ contents, they are at the same time centrally concerned with how EM’s studies are done. The chapters describe phenomena of social order with EM specific and workplace-specific teachably instructive orders of adequate procedures, for their local production and indispensable accountability. These are disjunctively alternate to the discipline-specific descriptive and pedagogic orders of adequate procedures, that compose as stock in trade and pride of profession the policies, methods, findings, results, and corpus status of the Literatures of the worldwide

5. [Editor’s note: Durkheim’s aphorism refers to a passage on page 45 in the preface to the second edition of The Rules of the Sociological Method, edited by Steven Lukes. See editor’s introduction, note 1.]
social science movement. The EM alternates specify Ethnomethodology's program and research agendas.

2. The Corpus Status of the EM Collection of Order Phenomena

A focus on the exhibited corpus status of their specifying details is carried out with empirical results in hybrid studies of work by EM authors. Therein, the studies by EM authors differ in the substantive real-world domains of their respective empirical focus. They specify these domains in locally witnessed and witnessable details of the empirical phenomena that their investigations, having collected, describe.

The following cases are from the collection of tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work (the underlines highlight their EM-specific properties as alternates to a relevant established literature):

The naturally accountable night's work of the optically discovered pulsar; A formatted queue's congregationally exhibited autochthonous order properties of the apparent line as an order of service;

The demonstrated work of rhythmic clapping in details of rhythmic clapping's autochthonous order properties therein reveals members' lived work — i.e., the by members alone, and only by members, lived work.

Tutorial problems — Exercises with summoning phones are from the EM collection that I call the EM Certain Strange Collection.

Summoning phones exercises are Tutorial Problems whose teachings are certain and strange. What do they teach? What can we learn with their use? They teach, as alternate phenomena of order to those in established Literatures, the incessant methodogenic issues in established social science Literatures wherein "issues" as an abbreviation for work-site phenomena of adequate and evident methods, the decideability of which, because of the intractable incoherence of numerical measures, chronically calls for (further) custom fitted description. These are issues of details, classifications, type and token, comparisons, generality, generalization, details and generality, structure, homogeneity, independence, uniformity, standardization, and demographic populational properties.

Add to these the many phenomenal field Piagetian properties of things — properties such as continuance, permanence, colligation, and endless meteological properties in "groups of data." In that, and just in the way in any actual case that, issues of, say the summoning phone's details and generality, or, say the summoning phone's assembly line properties, consist of members' lived work of locally and endogenously listening to, listening for, and recognizing summoning phones, and the therein lived singularity of recognized congregationally intelligible details' autochthonous indexedly coherent details of summoning phones; and such that in these details, in every actual case the indexical properties of these details alone, only, and entirely determine and make decidable and certain the summoning
phone's observable generality. Moreover, everyone congregationally knows it, knows that it is so, and knows congregationally just how it is so—except for those who, with telling and unavoidable exception, just in any and every actual case, do not know.⁶

3. The EM Certain Strange Collection

Summoning phones is one of a selection of order phenomena from the EM Certain Strange Collection of literature-specific alternate phenomena of social order. That collection exhibits them in details that specify what calling them strange and certain is all about, namely, they are strange, without precedent, massively prevalent, massively ignored, academically neglected, descriptively finished and in hand, instructably observable, and True.

4. Ethnomethodology's Program

The edited topics of EM's program in Chapters One to Nine display as central (facets) (properties) (practices) of EM’s program and research agendas, their incessant concerns with procedures of order production and accountability specified in any actual case as members’ methods. In Chapters One to Nine Rawls has collected, arranged, and displayed my materials on members' methods as the following workplace specific policies:

1) Phenomena of order are identical with procedures for their local endogenous production and accountability.

2) In EM’s program alternates are affiliated to Literatures of formal analysis. In any actual case the affiliated alternate is unavoidable, without remedy, and without alternatives.

3) EM's research agendas are specified with EM's policies and EM's discipline-specific methods. These methods are work-site-specific. They are called members’ methods. By members’ methods is meant that in their workplace enactment and therein with alternately readable descriptive/instructional documentary orders of procedure, that can be disengaged and are transportable from work sites of their embodied use, they are uniquely adequate, and they are uniquely suited to the phenomena whose accountable production they describe.

4) For their witnessable unique adequacy of description and evidence in any actual case, descriptions demand and lend themselves to local, immediately enacted, mis-reading, as instructed actions. "Misreading" does not mean reading descriptions incorrectly! It means reading descriptions at, as, and, as of, the work site, alternately and incommensurably, as embodiedly enacted instructions, and

---

6. Heath and Winter on "amusia" and Lois Meyer on bilingual education.
7. See the discussion of misreading in Chapter One, footnote 36.
these Ethnomethodologically as L-pairs, and even as Lebenswelt pairs, but not according to the commonplace ironic distinction between [Instructions] and their <Implementation>.

(5) It is as members' methods that EM studies describe the corpus status of EM results. Therein, but just in any actual case, they furnish by exhibiting standing topical relevance to the local order producing parties of descriptive adequacy and evidence.

(6) But only endogenously. "Only endogenously" is elaborated with reference to Gurwitsch on "salience of a group of data." Gurwitsch's respecified generics of gestalt theory and principles consisted of generics based on line drawings and lecture and laboratory demonstrations. But the problem of the coherence of objects takes place at the work site and is endogenous. It was to meet this constraint that local, endogenously produced, witnessably observed phenomenal fields of ordered phenomenal details are empirically specified in any actual case.8

(7) And they are uniquely suited to the orderlinesses they describe. "Uniquely suited" is specified with "big issues" in "A Plan of the Argument" for the Galileo Demonstration; e.g., Ethnomethodology and formal analysis are compared on unavoidably adequate and evident provisions for big issues; e.g., (a) details and generality; (b) the workplace-specific meanings of law, in the law of falling bodies; (c) the different FA and EM workplace meanings of the identity: "accountable work IS work": different, disjunctive, incommensurable, asymmetrically alternate. (Consider the possibility that their reconciliation is pointless.)

(8) The availability in all established Literatures in the countless arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason, of a Literature's discipline-specific, work-site-specific Ethnomethodological alternates, identify EM's program. Call these Literatures and their EM-specific alternates "literature pairs." Each literature pair is distinctive, singular to, and uniquely identifies EM's program.

5. Characteristic Recurrent Policies in Ethnomethodology's Research Agendas

Recurrent policies in the EM program of tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work were collected and edited by Anne Warfield Rawls from manuscripts, transcribed lectures, and seminars, conferences, fugitive notes, and publications. The scope of the lived domain of worldly and real phenomena of social order of ordinary society that their use reveals is very large. Their scope is large, but this is not because EM studies of work are done (are EVER done) by administering disengaged generically theorized actions-as-a-rule. Their scope is large because they are done in the wake of the social science movement's results.

The methods of the social science movement assure the coverage for every thing

8. [Editor's note: For more on Gurwitsch, see Chapters One and Nine.]
in the world. The scope of FA results is obtained by the social science movement with its premier policies *sine qua non* of generic representational theorizing. FA's policies are generically suited to the phenomena they describe, specifying these phenomena with extracted essential invariant definitional descriptive adequacy. They are available for use according to their extracted universal jurisdiction. Policies of social analysis of the social science movement are so administered that no affairs of ordinary society need to be excused from that jurisdiction. The policies are assured their empirical adequacy and evidence with privileges of literary transcendental analysis and with the comparable privileges of the universal observer.

In a gist of their comparisons, the Ethnomethodological policy of the unique adequacy of methods and the policy that methods be procedurally suited to producing the phenomena of social order, whose accountable production they describe as instructed actions—these two policies, notably these two policies, are eschewed in the Literatures of the social science movement. Whereas in Ethnomethodological studies of work, in any actual case, phenomena of order are produced and accountable in endogenous figurally contextured phenomenal field properties, as witnessable details of coherent autochthonous order properties. In any actual case that these order phenomena are described with devices of generic formal analytic theorizing, say with formal simulations, with analytic games, with training mock-ups, with formal typologies, with digital computing machines, and of course in the endless living midst of ordinary things, with literatures' lexically generic judgmental exercises in moral and social philosophy, these social facts of specifically ordinary society, the "most ordinary social facts in the world," escape accountability.

Ethnomethodology and formal analysis are related. They are unavoidably related. That does not mean that Ethnomethodology is an ironic discipline. EM alternates are not ironic descriptions of established Literatures. Although EM's studies are often done in the aftermath of established social science Literatures, they are NOT done by EM knowing better, or by EM professing a more scientific science in social science, or with ironic judgmental contrast, or by EM with offers to remedy the social science movement's troubles and embarrassments.

Nevertheless, the Literatures of the worldwide social science movement and their specific EM alternates are related. Just in any actual case of an actual investigation, a literature and its alternate have something certain to do with each other: they are related, unavoidably, without remedies, or alternatives. The edited topics of Chapters One to Nine are exhibits from a domain of real world phenomena of ordinary society. They display just how the literatures of the social science movement and their specific EM alternates are related. How are they related? Just how, just in any actual case? And so what? That is the point of Chapters One to Nine. It is the recurrent point to EM results in case after case.

---

9. Edward Rose should be credited with this idea.
For those who want an introduction to Ethnomethodology, I recommend Eric Livingston's *Making Sense of Ethnomethodology*. Directed to the social sciences, it addresses analytic sociology and provides to the Literatures of the social science movement a descriptive/pedagogic answer to the question "What IS Ethnomethodology?" with a propaedeutic case of the exhibited order of service in formatted queues. By explicating the endogenous production of the formatted queue's order of service *Making Sense* . . . , in the succession of its chapters, makes teachably witnessable, as a propaedeutic case, autochthonous order properties of social facts of ordinary society as sociology's specific subject matter. That subject—autochthonous order properties of social facts of ordinary society—is distinctive, singular, identifying of, and unique to sociology. It is the distinctive, fundamental, astronomically prevalent, seen but unnoticed elephant in the kitchen, a neglected phenomenon of social order. On the countless many issues, on which formal analysis exercises a monopoly on adequate and evident description of order phenomena, the phenomenon is impossible to imagine. It escapes from accountability with the same formal analytic methods that are used to describe it. But once revealed it is wonderful to see.

6. Galileo and EM Studies of Science

I conclude with an orienting comment ABOUT Chapter Nine, an Ethnomethodological study of the work of Galileo's inclined plane demonstration of the real motion of free falling bodies.

Assembled and edited by Anne Rawls from tub files of occasioned documents, transcribed lectures, tape-recorded seminars and telephone conferences, publications, and fugitive notes on discussions with an EM congregation that was concerned to respecify the natural sciences as discovering sciences of practical action—Phil Agre, Melinda Baccus, Beryl Bellman, Egon Bittner, Bennetta Jules-Rossette, Yves LeCerf, Kenneth Liberman, Eric Livingston, Mike Lynch, Doug MacBeth, Jay Meehan, Louis Narens, Christopher Pack, Anita Pomerantz, Albert Robillard, Edward Rose, Harvey Sacks, Friederich Schrecker, Lucy Suchman, Richard Van de Water, John Weiler, David Weinstein, and D. Lawrence Wieder.

As edited by Anne Rawls, Chapter Nine is a deliberate proleptic device. Something like a coherent, necessary order of argument has been constructed that anticipates, on behalf of Galileo's Ethnomethodologically enacted demonstration, described in volume 2, that it is instructably and witnessably both a Durkheimian social fact and therein is a proof of the law of free falling bodies.

The EM embodied demonstration is a Durkheimian thing. The demonstration's work consists in designed particulars of a social fact, and therein the

---

10. This was Phil Agre's observation.
11. Volume 2 is a collection of EM studies of science.
enacted Demonstration is an endogenously produced and accountable sociological phenomenon of social order. Therein it is identical with and interchangeably competent argument in physics, with which to teach just what the work of Galileo's achievement is for physics, and, for the natural sciences, as teachable and witnessable particulars of discovering work of the demonstration's shop floor constituents.

Chapter Nine presents the terms of the proof that are needed in an actual show of the proof's details. These will have been exhibited in the enacted particulars of the Demonstration's work of exhibiting the law of free falling bodies as a sociological phenomenon of social order. Chapter Nine anticipates the argument whose details are described in volume 2, Ethnomethodological Studies of Science.

Harold Garfinkel
Author's Acknowledgments as an Autobiographical Account

My introduction marks the existence of a corpus of Ethnomethodological studies. Foremost of my acknowledgments is the corpus status of studies by EM authors and the collegiality of its authors.

The corpus status of EM studies of order in ordinary society is chained by its details to having developed corpus properties of social order in ordinary society in university departments of sociology. Ethnomethodology's doctrinal sources began to stir in the Department of Sociology of the University of North Carolina with that department's anthropological attention paid to the populational actors' "point of view" and its open welcome to practical applications of social sciences, and in the Harvard Department of Social Relations with its emphasis on empirically motivated general theorizing. Both Departments taught, examined, and encouraged faculty, curriculum, research subjects, and literatures that were hopelessly interdisciplinary.

The early cohorts of Ethnomethodology's authors were sociologists. They began their careers in departments of sociology. Their studies were carried out after their authors were educated under departmental auspices and passed departmental examinations demonstrating technical competence with the received legacy of formal analysis. That competence supported a deliberate, and with an unwavering eye for the animal in the foliage, a carefully administered indifference to teaching and researching the exclusively professional subjects that are certified in literatures of recognized sociological subfields.

The studies by Ethnomethodology's authors are academic enterprises through and through. Despite the variety of empirical subjects of EM studies, whatever their immediately practical consequences and mundane motives, there prevails a concern for university-level professional subjects whose priority of relevance is that they contribute to the renewal of the University.

Such a concern is the corpus status of Literatures and the corpus status of their
specific Ethnomethodological alternates. Intimately tied to that concern for corpus status is the concern that congregational properties of good work in studies by EM authors describe reforms of reason and practical action that are found in the lived work of ordinary society. In their corpus status EM studies exhibit these reforms empirically in massive empirical recurrences of accountable social facts of ordinary society. Of related concern is the collegiality of authors of EM studies. That collegiality marks prevailing priority of relevance to other EM authors of mutual assessments of adequacy and evidence in their studies of work. These relevances are to be found between authors in a developing professional collectivity. After about forty-five years of EM studies, local lineages of authors are now found in many academic settings internationally in almost every industrial country in the world.

The existence of the corpus marks my indebtedness to the company of EM authors. I am a member of that company. I am not the prior author of their studies, but neither am I remarking on a spectacle. I’m an interested party. They’re not family, although many persons in these lineages are dear to me. Most of all, I think we’re onto something. I take that as a truth. I am privileged by that truth to dedicate this book on behalf of the existence of a corpus of Ethnomethodological studies to the concerted achievement of studies by the company of my colleagues. That corpus exhibits in details of real- and this-worldly work of ordinary society congregational properties of good work in the reform of reason. Tied to the corpus is the existence of the real-world collegiality of its authors.

I call the studies in this book Studies in Ethnomethodology: Working Out Durkheim’s Aphorism. Unavoidably, and joyfully because it is a pleasure to relate, my acknowledgments have a personal history.

The work was supported over the years by my being employed in academic institutions. The studies could not have been done without that employment. Starting in 1954, after I finished my Ph.D. in 1952 in the Harvard Department of Social Relations, until I retired in 1987, I was on the faculty of the sociology department at UCLA. I am grateful to UCLA and to my department colleagues: in sociology, Richard Morris, Richard Hill, Melvin Seeman, Ralph Turner, Gerald Shure, Harold Kelley, Melvin Pollner, Robert Emerson, John Heritage, Emanuel Schegloff, Maurice Zeitlin, Oscar Grusky, and Ivan Szelényi; and in anthropology, Harry Hoijer, Joe Birdsell, and Michael Moerman. UCLA’s system of faculty governance assured its faculty extraordinary academic freedom. I was a beneficiary of that system so that from 1954 until I retired I taught and researched just what was on my mind. Studies in Ethnomethodology at UCLA were carried out by my students and me under conditions of encouragement and support much like that of a research institute. After retirement pension dollars were available, made possible by extraordinary expertise on the faculty’s behalf by a succession of faculty welfare committees. Pension money along with faculty senate and departmental privileges, office space, medical and various service benefits, and first of all the
generous, knowledgeable, steadfast, and friendly department staff support: Elizabeth Krown Spellman, Linda Schulman-Metz, Lydia Bomberg, Marlies Dietrich, Judy Greenberg, Mary Jo Johnson, and, when I needed an empty barracks to accommodate the twenty-two-foot board for the Galileo demonstration, the elegant scientific expertise and friendly encouragement of Don Simpson made it possible to continue to work after retirement.

Working out Durkheim's aphorism at UCLA was made materially possible by grants, fellowships, and institutional appointments that I received. Small grants were received from the UCLA Academic Research Committee. These supported costs of supplies and occasional research assistance for a related succession of topics in the work of the natural sciences. Grant Q-2 in 1958 from the research section of the California State Department of Mental Hygiene, of which Dr. Leon Epstein was director, supported a study by Egon Bittner and me of patient selection procedures in the UCLA Psychiatric Outpatient Clinic. From 1957 to 1962 I was employed as a senior research fellow, SF-81, U.S. Public Health Service, National Institutes of Health. I was nominated by Professor Norman Brill, chair, Department of Psychiatry in the UCLA Medical Center. The year 1963–64 was spent with Harvey Sacks; both of us were appointed research fellows and assistants to the coroner of Los Angeles County by Dr. Edwin Shneidman, director of the Center for the Scientific Study of Suicide, Suicide Prevention Center, Los Angeles. For a month during 1973 I was Simon Visiting Professor of Sociology, University of Manchester, busy with lectures and consultations with faculty and students. Wesley Sharrock, E. C. Cuff, John Lee, Rod Watson, Max Atkinson, John Heritage, Jeff Coulter, with the support of department chair Peter Worsley, staffed an early, original, large, vigorous, and lasting program of teaching and research in Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis.

The year 1975–76 was spent as a fellow in the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. There Gerald Holton and I renewed our graduate school acquaintance. Our daily walks, with their long discussions about social studies of work in the natural sciences, provided me precious luxuries of his erudition, encouragement, and friendship.

J. Maxwell Atkinson was responsible for arranging with his colleagues in the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies in Wolfson College, Oxford University, my appointment as Visiting Fellow in the Centre for 1979–80. I offer him deep thanks. I am particularly grateful for his family's generous hospitality in allowing me to live with them in their home while my living arrangements were settled.

In 1996, through the efforts of Robert Dingwall and his colleagues in sociology, I was selected to be awarded the degree of Doctor of Letters honoris causa by the University of Nottingham. I am deeply honored by this recognition for Ethnomethodology, and I shall presume to thank my benefactors on behalf of the authors of Ethnomethodological studies.

Ethnomethodology began with the announcement by Saul Mendlovitz and me
after we finished our studies of audiotaped jury deliberations in the federal district court in Wichita, Kansas. That research was arranged by the Chicago Law School faculty. Edward Shils was the instrumental party with the Ford Foundation and Fred Strrodbeck directed the project. That Strrodbeck chose Mendlovitz and me brought us at the project's end to Ethnomethodology for which I offer my continuing thanks. In our presentation to the annual meetings of the American Sociological Association in 1953 we recommended that there be added to anthropology's guide to the "ethno" sciences, a guide that ran from EthnoAstronomy to EthnoZoology, one more "ethno" side of social science preoccupation with science—Ethno-methodology.

The announcement got me a lot of advice for my own good, a few gifts, a few favors, several energetic and surprisingly vicious adversaries, the blessings of good company, and a file of transcribed juror deliberations with which that to be remembered research setting has served as a constant real-world reminder that the problem of social order consists of lived work. That reminder has lasted a professional lifetime. It has also accumulated many debts.

Debts and good company need to be acknowledged even if they are more than I can ever repay: To my teachers and students; to universities; to not to be forgotten conferences; to weekend fests of early Ethnomethodologists in my home; to frequent very long discussions about Ethnomethodology with Harvey Sacks and Louis Narens; to Harvey Sacks about what was so mutually instructive about Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis; and to Louis Narens, who encouraged the relevance for Ethnomethodological studies of scientists' lived work in coherent real-world exhibits of the competence of mathematicians.

I thank Beryl Bellman for invitations to meetings in 1993 of the World Design Forum at the Western Behavioral Science Institute in San Diego, at the State University of California, San Diego, and at the State University of California, Los Angeles. Most particularly I am indebted to him and to his colleagues for inviting me to their Rockport Conference, "Complexity in Enterprise Design and Development," in June 1994. There and at several seminars afterward I learned from stunning descriptions by his aerospace engineering colleagues of their real-world experience as consultants to McDonnell Douglas of what they called their Shop Floor Problem. Those discussions with Ulf Fagerqvist, Hans Gyllstrom, John Dutton, and Beryl cannot be forgotten or ever properly repaid.

I owe particular thanks to Lucy Suchman and to her colleagues in their section on Studies of Workplace and Technology at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center for inviting me to their workshops and conferences on studies of work. For several marvelous days on several occasions I found myself in the middle of the nonstop analysis of practical action and practical reason, teaching and being taught Ethnomethodology as a practice, by an international company of interdisciplinary scholars of work in, about, as, and as of real-world details.

Added to these conferences were meetings of Lucy Suchman's reading group
at Xeroxparc on hybrid studies of work and instructed action: Lucy Suchman, Randy Trigg, Julian Orr, Jeanette Blomberg, Giti Jordan, and David Levy. For Ethnomethodology the most memorable in the series of conferences for international and interdisciplinary studies of work based at Xeroxparc was the not to be forgotten Work Place and Technology Fest in June 1999 chaired by Lucy Suchman and her colleagues. That meeting offered the occasion to write and distribute the document “Autochthonous Order Properties of Formatted Queues” and to present it as a plenary talk. I dedicate that study to them.

Days-long discussions with Yves LeCerf, who was variously accompanied by Sherril Mulhern, Nancy Raff, Thierry Baffoi, Paul Loubierre, and Charles Huong, in Paris, in Boston, in Montreal, at UCLA, and in my home in Pacific Palisades, and to repeatedly meeting with him for ten years starting in 1986 until weeks before his sudden death of a heart attack. Most memorable was the week of seminars in April 1995 at the invitation of Yves LeCerf’s Degree Program in Ethnomethodology and Computing Science in the Department of Computing Science and the Department of Ethnography of the University of Paris VIII. The seminars were held in the elegant cellars of Hubert de Luze’s home and publishing company.

Our seminar discussions were enriched with visits with his graduate students: the very large number of them. Talking one-on-one made it possible to explore the amazing variety of technical, professional, and academic backgrounds in their employment and academic histories. Equally amazing was the variety in his faculty of Ph.D.’s in mathematics, physics, anthropology, sociology, economics, and computing science. I finished the week of discussions in a large company of new old friends, comrades-in-arms, with several in that splendid company not different from family: Yves LeCerf, Thierry Baffoi, Hubert De Luze, Charles Huong, Robert Jaulin, G. Lapassade, Paul Loubierre, Sherril Mulhern, and Nancy Raff. Without question Yves LeCerf’s degree program in Ethnomethodology was one of the most distinguished in the world.

Graduate students who studied with me for the Ph.D. were mutually my teachers. Some completed the Ph.D. with me: Albert Adato, Melinda Baccus, Beryl Bellman (at UC Irvine), Egon Bittner, Eric Livingston, Mike Lynch (at UC-Irvine), Sheldon Messenger, Lois Meyer, Christopher Pack, Britt Robillard, Walter Stover, Donald Sutherland, D. Lawrence Wieder, and Don Zimmerman.

Some studied for the Ph.D. with me but finished the doctorate with other instructors in sociology at UCLA. Several instructors were in other universities. I was frequently a locally unacknowledged member of a student’s dissertation committee and sometimes the unaccredited chair. The point is that in seminars and tutorials we treated each other as principal parties in their graduate education (in several cases their post-graduate education) in Ethnomethodology on their way to a Ph.D. (for most of them) in sociology: Stacy Burns, Aaron Cicourel, Susan Carroll, Pierce Flynn, Per-Anders Forstorp, Robert Garot, George Girton, David

Several wrote dissertations that contributed discovered topics to Ethnomethodology that collegial practices of EM authors made doctrinal. I regret that their dissertations were never corrected and finished. Trent Eglin began to work out specific comparisons of the lived work of practical action and practical reason in medieval alchemy and in contemporary bench work in industrial chemistry. Mary-Anne Simko wrote original, extensive, and careful descriptions of phenomenal field properties of embodied, specifically ordinary tasks of everyday life. Many of her descriptions were done with the use of inverting lenses. Richard Fauman described with industrial adequacy horizontal properties of filmic narrative reportage and documentation. David Weinstein (at UC-Irvine) compared classically formal analytic descriptions with naturally accountable descriptions of interstate truck driving according to industrially administered provisions for adequacy and evidence of that work's occupational analytic job maxim, which he identified, specified, and compared, classically and Ethnomethodologically as: "Accountable work IS work." To prepare himself for that study, he enrolled in a commercial course to learn to drive eighteen wheelers. His maxim is a center piece in Ethnomethodological studies of work.

The dean of the Business School of the University of Newark (now the Newark Extension of Rutgers University); Lawrence Ackerman, my professor of insurance and theory of accounts at the University of Newark; and Morris Mitchell, self-described "hallway professor" of education at Columbia University, helped me leave Newark and supported my applications for graduate school after World War II.

From 1939 until I entered the army in 1942 I studied sociology at the University of North Carolina. Howard W. Odum, Guy Johnson, and Margaret Hagood were my teachers, by which I mean that they introduced me to professional sociology in its graduate versions. From the start of my graduate work at North Carolina and until he died, Guy Johnson was my mentor, tutor, confident, and friend. From the start of our tutorials he made available to me his doctoral anthropological erudition with endless generosity of scholarly details, his wise counsel, and his personal friendship. By his example he opened to me the seriousness, as an academic lifetime of investigation of sociology's professions of the problem of social order. By his generous example he taught me sociology as lived practice. From our first tutorials he described his experience as an advisor on race affairs to accompany documentary materials and original publications concerned with inter- and intra-racial homicides. These assured the selection of a subject for my master's research, its completion, its presentation at a regional sociological conference, before I left for the army, and early publication of my master's degree in sociology.
Also at North Carolina, in the philosophy department, the phenomenological
philosopher Louis Katsoff in his seminar introduced me to the scholarly texts of
analytic philosophy in the social sciences. He also introduced me to the texts of
transcendental phenomenological philosophy and while doing so emphasized their
distinctive and critical rival relevance for the social sciences. Sigmund Koch and
Alisdair MacIntyre provided tutorial guidance through the publications of gestalt
psychology promoting the new writings of “field theory” by Kurt Lewin and his
associates. It was at North Carolina under the initiatives furnished by texts of
Huysserl’s transcendental phenomenological philosophy and gestalt psychology that
“the problem of meaning” in Ethnomethodology had its origins and early nurtur-
ing as a central subject in sociology. It also became clear at North Carolina that in
the textual depths of sociology’s canonical literatures “the problem of meaning”
was a freely acknowledged ubiquitous nuisance. In sociology’s established bibliog-
raphies “the problem of meaning” was a recurrent subject of endless controversies.
I learned at North Carolina that although “the problem of meaning” was not soci-
oLOGY’s exclusive subject, it was certainly a central subject.

At North Carolina those initiatives were elaborated and encouraged when I
was admitted by graduate students to their local cabal. The cabal dreamed the
newly emerging science of sociology that, according to the cabal, was only to be
found in the writings of social science faculties at Chicago, Columbia, and Har-
vard, and in accord with cabal membership was specifically NOT to be found at
North Carolina. The cabal met as a discreet counterculture to Howard Odum’s
singular vision of eighteen- and nineteenth-century migrant rural English and
Scotch-Irish populations into southern regions, who there composed a nascent leg-
acy and culture carriers of America’s living mores and true society. The cabal’s
members were James Fleming, Myron Lewis, Joan Goldenberg, Russell Dorn,
John Alexander, and Eleanor Sheldon.

James Fleming, the cabal’s leader, spent his time reading everything. He taught
the cabal needed professional esoterica: “Everybody reads Thomas and Zna-
iecki’s *The Polish Peasant* when instead they should read Znaniecki’s *Social
Action*; Everybody reads George Herbert Mead’s *Mind, Self, and Society* (not to say
Charles Horton Cooley) when instead they should read Mead’s *Philosophy of the
Present*; Everybody thinks Merton and Lazarsfeld have the opening and final pro-
phetic word on the match of generic theorizing, methods, meanings, data, con-
creteness, analysis, and first of all the new survey analysis, but before that they
need to read the Chicago economists to learn what surveys are all about, but before
any and all of that they should read Parsons.”

I was discharged from the U.S. Air Force in 1946 and was admitted to graduate
work in the first postwar class of the newly organized Harvard Department of
Social Relations. The problem of meaning as the ubiquitous nuisance for science
in the social sciences and a central subject of the social sciences was at home from
the day I arrived. My teachers were Talcott Parsons, Frederick Mosteller, Samuel
Stouffer, Jerome Bruner, Gordon Allport, Robert Freed Bales, and Pitirim Sorokin.

While enrolled in the Harvard Department of Social Relations, working on my dissertation, I traveled regularly to New York City to spend tutorial evenings with Alfred Schutz. From 1946 until I left Cambridge in 1951, I met with Aron Gurwitsch, who lived in Cambridge. We discussed subjects in phenomenology and sociology. Most particularly we discussed his (at the time) untranslated masterpiece, Field of Consciousness. In 1957, at UCLA, with money from the Senior Research Fellowship, Aaron Cicourel and I hired Arturo Biblarz, a graduate student in sociology, to translate Gurwitsch’s book. That gave both of us early textual access in English to Gurwitsch’s argument on the functional significations and their coherence of figural contexture in its empirical perceptual details. That argument has been a foundational point of departure in all my teaching. It has lasted a long time. It has also been missed as Ethnomethodology’s key resource in identifying Ethnomethodology’s concerns to specify “the problem of meaning” with a program of certain positive empirical researches and instruction in sociology’s identifying “problem of social order.”

The centrality of the problem of meaning in Ethnomethodology’s program was certainly not missed in Emanuel Schegloff’s perspicuous introduction to volume 1 of Harvey Sacks’ Lectures on Conversation, but was highlighted, front and center, for he writes, quoting Sacks, that Sacks was indebted to me for teaching him about “common sense.”* In my meetings with Sacks, one-on-one, in 1961 and 1962 in his visits to me at the UCLA Neuropsychiatric Clinic, when, with his feet propped on the edge of my desk, I read him my notes. Here is what “common sense” covered. Here, too, is what in our long discussions, many of which we taped, we talked about. These are the EM specifics of “the problem of meaning.”

* [Editor’s note: Garfinkel is here referring to the fact that he is only credited with teaching Sacks “common sense” when in fact Sacks met with Garfinkel regularly for a number of years and they discussed, among other things, the subjects on the list that follows.]
• Parsons' interaction paradigm
• Parsons' articles and lectures on the American middle-class family
• Experience with graduate and with voluntary seminars in Ethnomethodology. These were started immediately upon my arrival in 1954 at UCLA. The catalog undergraduate course title, bibliography, term projects, and lectures for "Social Disorganization" were changed to Study of Norms; graduate seminar topics in the problem of social order consisted of functional prerequisites of stable society; methods of Ethnomethodological research; tutorial problem; hybrid studies of work; games-with-rules.
• Plenary talks at Ed Rose's annual world affairs conferences at the University of Colorado
• Frequent visits to Ed Rose at the University of Colorado to specify just how Ethnomethodology and formal analytic studies in the established literatures of the social sciences were related. The Ethnomethodological rendering theorems were a frequent collaborated subject.
• All ongoing projects were also discussed with Sacks.
• Collaborated studies with Robert Boguslaw of RAND and System Development Corporation of games-with-rules, Chess, four-handed chess; and Kriegspiel (double-blind chess) to specify details in practices of "decision making in commonsense situations of choice." These games permitted an alternate focus to that of established Literatures on the lived work of the corpus status in established Literatures of claims for various topics: "rule-governed activities," various topics in the sociology of knowledge in the conduct of professional social scientific inquiry, and the vexed status of social science studies of bench work achievements in the natural sciences. Periodic visits to Toronto and long discussions with John O'Neill, York University, of the relevance of Ethnomethodology and phenomenology for formal analytic sociology were concerned with advice and management of practical professional affairs for Ethnomethodology. Voluntary seminar meetings and discussions were held with Bennetta Jules-Rosette and her graduate students: Pierce Flynn, Sam Combs, and Susan Phanuef. Topics of presentations to her seminars and conference of EM studies at UCLA and UC–Irvine focused on respecifying the natural sciences as discovering sciences of practical action.
• For Ethnomethodology's incessant concern with the problem of meaning, Calvin Mooers' studies of practical action and practical reason was of paramount priority of relevance. Mooers' catalog to respecify practical action and practical reason took second place only to Gurwitsch's respecification of gestalt demonstrations. By comparison with Mooers' reported experience designing, selling, teaching, coaching Zatocoding and the use of his catalog for "small libraries of valuable documents" in engineering firms, Wittgenstein's reflections were distractions to say the least. Their character as lived shop floor work rendered that work in details of the generalities of
social philosophy. I was introduced to Mooers' work on Zatocoding by Anatol Holt in 1951. I met with Mooers several times in 1959.

Invitations to deliver the following plenary talks to conferences were occasions to collect and identify with actual materials coherent backgrounds and directions of further work in Ethnomethodology. I shall remark on several of my favorites:

- In 1986, the conference at the University of California, Santa Barbara, arranged and chaired by Don Zimmerman and his colleagues in the sociology department. My talk was entitled, "Respecifying the Natural Sciences as Discovering Sciences of Practical Action."
- In 1993 the conference at Calgary University, arranged by Richard Heyman and his colleagues: "Two Alternate Technologies of Social Analysis: How Are They Related?"
- In 1995, a week-long series of seminars, at the University of Paris VIII, arranged and chaired by my extraordinary colleague and dear friend, the late Yves LeCerf: "Ethnomethodology: The Disciplinary Work of Specifying Discovered Subjects in the Problem of Social Order"
- In 1996 the Workplace and Technology Fest conference, chaired by Lucy Suchman, Jeanette Blomberg, Gitti Jordan, David Levy, and Julian Orr: "Autochthonous Order Properties of Formatted Queues"

I have been honored by these invitations, and by the company who extended to me the privilege of addressing them about Ethnomethodology as the disciplinary accomplishment of their studies. I dedicate my addresses to them.

To conclude, I want to address and thank several persons, each by name. These are my friends. They are variously and mutually friends, teachers, students, and tutors. They are authors of original studies that they showed me years and months prior to publication. They have taken Ethnomethodology personally. Each, with a corpus of original studies of their own, is rightfully an editorial assistant. Each on the basis of original material sought to tell me what the congregational lot of us were really talking about, without hesitancy, with reassuring generosity in original details, on occasion as invitations to charitable quarrels. The list is unalphabetized, and in no particular order, written down early one morning when I needed to see their names: Egon Bittner, Aaron Cicourel, Joe Bensman, Elliot Mishler, Eleanor Sheldon, Louis Narens, Jay Meehan, Anne Rawls, Lucy Suchman, Harvey Sacks, Yves LeCerf, Nancy Raff, Sherril Mulhern, Beryl Bellman, Ken Liberman, Larry Wieder, Lois Meyer, Ernst Wieltschnigg, Mike Lynch, Eric Livingston, Martin Krieger, Melinda Baccus, Britt Robillard, Divina Robillard, Chris Pack, John O'Neill, Gitti Jordan, Doug MacBeth, Hubert DeLuze, Bob Dingwall, Phil Agre, Trent Eglin, Joan Sacks, Per-Anders Forstorp, Jim Heap, Ed Rose, Richard Heyman, Ben Johnson, Mimi Johnson, John Gumperz, Jennie Gumperz, Bennetta
Jules-Rosette, Murray Leaf, Mike Leaf, Doug Maynard, Mel Pollner, Leah Robin, Walt Stover, Don Sutherland, Pim Techamuanvivit, Steve Bankes, Anita Pomerantz, Dorothy Smith, Dede Boden.

Harold Garfinkel
February 10, 2001
Part One

WHAT IS ETHNOMETHODOLOGY?
Chapter One

The Central Claims Of Ethnomethodology: Working Out Durkheim’s Aphorism

I. WHAT IS ETHNOMETHODOLOGY?

Ethnomethodology gets reintroduced to me in a recurrent episode at the annual meetings of the American Sociological Association. I’m waiting for the elevator. The doors open. I walk in. THE QUESTION is asked. “Garfinkel, what IS Ethnomethodology?” The elevator doors close. We’re on our way to the ninth floor. I’m only able to say, “Ethnomethodology is working out some very preposterous problems.” The elevator doors open.

On the way to my room it occurs to me that I should have said Ethnomethodology is respecifying Durkheim’s lived immortal, ordinary society, evidently, doing so by working out a schedule of preposterous problems. The problems have their sources in the worldwide social science movement. They are motivated by that movement’s ubiquitous commitments to the policies and methods of formal analysis and general representational theorizing and by its unquestionable achievements.

Formal analytic (FA) technology and its results are understood worldwide. Almost unanimously for the armies of social analysts, in endless analytic arts and sciences of practical action, formal analytic procedures assure good work and are accorded the status of good work. It is well known that the countless analytic arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason, with the use of their technology of formal analysis and generic representational theorizing, and with the corpus status of their technical bibliographies, specify and make instructably observable an enormous domain of orderly workings of immortal ordinary society. These are exhibited in formats of necessary argument as formal analytic details of great recurrent things of everyday activities.
Chapter 1

Immortal, ordinary society, the fundamental empirical phenomena of social order that Durkheim was talking about, is made accountable as the professional achievement of the worldwide social science movement with its technology of formal analysis. Thus FA technology exercises universal jurisdiction in targeting phenomena for analysis. Phenomena of order are made instructably observable in formal analytic details of concertedly recurrent achievements of practical action. These range from the conduct of war to the transient pause of hesitation before an invitation is refused. Phenomena made instructably observable in formal analytic details of concerted recurrences of practical actions are so provided for by FA that a phenomenon, whatever the phenomenon, and whatever its scale, is made instructably observable as the work of a population that staffs its production.

Populations are usually treated as straightforward counts of bodies. This population is exhibited by FA in surveyable particulars of body counts and dimensionalized demographics. These are elucidated with variable analysis, quantified arguments, and causal structures. Such analytic descriptions are available in all administered societies contemporary and historical.

By contrast, it is the programmatic task of Ethnomethodological studies to specify the naturally accountable work of making and describing the social facts of immortal, ordinary society. These are the things of social order—the phenomena

1. *Immortal* is borrowed from Durkheim as a metaphor for any witnessable local setting whose parties are doing some human job that can range in scale from a hallway greeting to a freeway traffic jam where there is this to emphasize about them: Their production is staffed by parties to a standing crap game. Of course the jobs are not games, let alone a crap game. Thunk of freeway traffic flow in Los Angeles. For the cohort of drivers there, just this gang of them, driving, making traffic together, are somehow, smoothly and unremarkably,concerting the driving to be at the lived production of the flow’s just thickness: familiar, ordinary, uninterestingly, observably-in-and-as-of-observances, doable and done again, and always, only, entirely in detail for everything that detail could be. In and as of the just thickness (the haecceities) of driving’s details, just this staff are doing again just what in concert with vulgar competence they can do, for each another next first time; and it is this of what they are doing, that makes up the details of just that traffic flow; That although it is of their doing, and as of the flow they are “witnessably oriented by” and “seecably directed to the production of it,” they treat the organizational thing as of their doing, as of their own doing, but not of their very own, singular, distinctive authorship. And further, for just this cohort, it will be that after they exit the freeway others will come after them to do again the same familiar things that they—just they—just these of us as driving doings are in concert doing.

*Immortal* is used to speak of human jobs as of which local members, being in the midst of organizational things, know, of just these organizational things they are in the midst of, that it preceded them and will be there after they leave it. *Immortal* is a metaphor for the great recurrences of ordinary society, staffed, provided for, produced, observed, and observable, locally and naturally accountable in and as of an “assemblage of haecceities.” EM places heavy emphasis on “immortal.” It is a recurrent theme in the catalog of EM investigations and a source of its topics.

of ordinary society that Durkheim was talking about. Whereas FA studies focus on surveyable populations, in Ethnomethodology the proposal is instead that it is the workings of the phenomenon that exhibits among its other details the population that staffs it. EM investigations have their origins, aims, directions, policies, methods, the corpus status of its results, its clients, and its consequences, in worldly and real work of making things that Durkheim was talking about discoverable, and making their discovery accountably evident, as things of immortal, ordinary society.

Working out Durkheim’s aphorism Ethnomethodologically is concerned with this work, how it is done, by whom, its various bibliographies, its argued diversity, its center, its consequences, what’s in it for Departmentally based sociology, but more consequentially, what’s in it for the endless analytic disciplines and sciences of practical action and practical reason. In its central tasks Ethnomethodology is directed to the reform of technical reason, and doing so with the premier aim of specifying the work of the social sciences and the natural sciences as naturally accountable sciences of practical action and practical reason.

Contrary to the commonly accepted interpretations of Durkheim’s work, from the beginning of his writings the objective reality of social facts was Durkheim’s provision for sociology’s distinctive and unique subject matter. Ethnomethodology took up this neglected initiative. According to Ethnomethodology’s programmatic understanding, the objective reality of social facts was Durkheim’s descriptive proxy for every topic of logic, meaning, reason, rational action, method, truth, and order in intellectual history, specified in any actual case as a congregationally produced and naturally accountable, endogenous order production populational cohort’s centeredly witnessable and recognized, intelligible empirical phenomenon of immortal, ordinary society. Therein the phenomena of order consist of lived, immediate, unmediated congregational practices of production, display, witness, recognition, intelligibility, and accountability of immortal ordinary society’s ordinary phenomenon of order, its ordinary things, the most ordinary things in the world. For Durk—

3. It is the workings of the traffic that make its staff available as “typical” drivers, “bad” drivers, “close in” drivers, and anything else that demographers need to have in order to administer a causal account of the driving. Endogenous populations are a subject of recurring Ethnomethodological interest. In order to specify an endogenous population you start with concerted things—traffic flow—not bodies. For Conversation Analysis conversation’s myriad things, massively present, on every hand, exhibits its speakers as typical, recurring, doing it again in the same way, staff.


heim of the neglected argument this was quite deliberately and incommensurably contrary to the canonical teachings of western philosophy.

The principal subject of his book *The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life* ([1912] 1915) is its concern with empirical congregational origins of the received "general categories of the understanding"—time, space, classification, force, causality, and totality—worked out in a deeply reasoned order of argument with the use of ethnographic materials on the religious practices of the Australian aborigines.

Durkheim designated sociology as the discipline to carry out this program. While this was not what sociology yet was, it was what Durkheim believed that sociology should be. When Ethnomethodology is correctly understood, it is taken in that light. It is an heir to Durkheim's neglected legacy. Ethnomethodology has been working out Durkheim's aphorism as a specifically incommensurable, inescapably accompanying alternate to the canonical teachings of the worldwide social science movement. That alternate is affiliated to formal analytic teachings. It accompanies them everywhere.

In any actual case of formal analytic work of making and describing accountable social facts, Durkheim's alternate specifications are essentially affiliated. Therein alternate specifications of the objective reality of social facts are unavoidable, without remedies, and without alternatives on every question of adequacy and evidence.

Working out Durkheim's aphorism Ethnomethodologically consists of topical discussions, readings, demonstrations, first-person hands-on studies, and empirical researches called tutorial problems. These are arranged in something like the following order of argument.

1. A premier practice that defines science in social science of the worldwide social science movement distinguishes concreteness and analyzability of social facts according to the canonical policy "There is no order in the plenum." 

2. Massive evidence to the contrary is found in endless coherences of phenomenal field properties of Durkheim's things. These are phenomenal field properties of Durkheim's neglected things.

3. Phenomenal field properties of Durkheim's neglected things are empirically specified in EM tutorial problems and in hybrid studies of work.

4. Durkheim's things of his neglected argument escape from accountability just in any actual case that methods of formal analytic representational theo-

---

6. Parsons is an exemplary spokesman in teaching that the policy is *sine qua non* to workplace tasks of specifying science in social science. See the discussion of Parsons' plenum in Garfinkel, "Evidence for Locally Produced, Naturally Accountable Phenomena of Order*, Logic, Reason, Meaning, Method, etc. in and as of the Essential Haecceity of Immortal, Ordinary Society," *Sociology Theory* 1 (1988): 103–9.
rizing are used to describe them. Just what escapes? Just how does it escape? These are empirically specified in constituents of the Shop Floor Problem.

(5) The praxeological validity of instructed action: At and as the work site—misreading a description as instructions the work of following which exhibits the phenomenon that the text describes.

(6) Constituents of the Shop Floor Problem describe in embodied congregational workplace-specific details the work of making and describing Durkheim’s social facts. The Shop Floor Problem and its constituents are Ethnomethodology’s discovered topic.

1. There Is Order in the Plenum

According to the worldwide social science movement and the corpus status of its bibliographies there is no order in the concreteness of things. The research enterprises of the social science movement are defeated by the apparently hopelessly circumstantial overwhelming details of everyday activities—the plenum, the plenty, the plenilinium. To get a remedy, the social sciences have worked out policies and methods of formal analysis. These respecify the concrete details of ordinary activities as details of the analyzing devices and of the methods that warrant the use of these devices. They respecify the circumstantiality of ordinary activities so that order can be exhibited analytically. It is essentially an empirical demonstration. The details found in the model reveal the essential recurring invariant features which are FA’s phenomena.

A Catalog of Ethnomethodological Investigations consists of evidence to the contrary. Indeed, there is order in the most ordinary activities of everyday life in their

---

7. I am indebted to discussions with Ulf Fagerquist, Hans Gyllstrom, John Dutton, Peter Kimber, Beryl Bellman, and their colleagues at their five-day Rockport Conference of the World Design Forum, August 7–12, 1994. There, and at our meetings afterward, I learned from them about what they called “the Shop Floor Problem.” I learned that Ethnomethodologists are not the only ones given to preoccupations with worldly, empirically local and specific, unavoidable real constraints of contingent facticities of “shop floor” achievements in designed enterprises that must be done in and as the work of local, order production cohorts whose practices consist in concerted empirical coherent details of “making a course of contractually promised manufactured aircraft good over the ground of its contingencies” and that these somehow escape from accountability with in-house front office certified methods of reportage and theorizing.


9. A Catalog of EM Investigations With Which to Respecify Topics of Logic, Order, Meaning, Method, Reason, Structure, Science, and the Rest, in, about, and as the Workings of Immortal, Ordinary Society Just in Any Actual Case. What Did We Do? What Did We Learn? In A Catalog Statement, briefly annotated themes and topics, in various documents, are arranged in several collections of Ethnomethodological investigations. Formatted as a directed review and understood as steps of an argument, these investigations in several volumes, make up the EM catalog.
full concreteness, and that means in their ongoingly procedurally enacted coherence of substantive, ordered phenomenal details without loss of generality.\textsuperscript{10} And these evidently.

Just in any actual case immortal ordinary society is a wonderful beast. How is it put together evidently and just in any actual case? The principle formal analytic devices currently in hand of paying careful attention to the use, the design, and administration of generic representational theorizing—models for example—get a job done that with the same technical skills in administering them lose the very phenomenon that they profess.

Enacted specifically ordinary organizational phenomena in ordered phenomenal details in structures evidently—these are strange. Immortal, ordinary society is strange.

Strange? In particulars, what’s so strange?

Consider that immortal ordinary society evidently, just in any actual case, is easily done and easily recognized with uniquely adequate competence, vulgar competence, by one and all. Yet, for all that, by one and all it is intractably hard to describe procedurally. Procedurally described just in any actual case it is elusive. Further, it is only discoverable. It is not imaginable. It cannot be imagined but is only actually found out, and just in any actual case. Absent that and God knows how it is put together. More to the point of strange: in God’s silence, formal analysts, by exercising the privileges of the transcendental analyst and the universal observer, do not know, yet still somehow they know they need not hesitate to say.

More on strange. How immortal, ordinary society is put together includes the incarnate work by formal analysts of paying careful attention to the design and administration of generic representational theorizing. It is no news that that work is an enacted detail of the immortal society it learns about and teaches. In the social science movement the jobs of descriptive analysis get done with generic theorizing. The skills with which these jobs are done are everywhere accompanied by curious incongruities. These are well known and are even freely acknowledged.\textsuperscript{11} They include that with the same procedural skills of carrying out these jobs the phenomena they so carefully describe are lost.

\textsuperscript{10} I use generality as synecdoche for various features of lived phenomena that formal analysis collects and describes as structures. Structures are extensively discussed in \textit{Eight Cases with Which to Specify How Phenomenal Fields of Ordinary Activities Are Lost With Engineering Details of Recording Machinery: Leaf Blowers, Airplanes Overhead, and Barking Dogs as Causes for Complaint; Rhythmic Clapping, Summoning Phones, Counting Turns at Talk, Scrubbing the Sink and Other Trivial, Unavoidably Sight-Specific Ordinary Jobs around the House, Traffic Flow, Service Lines, and Computer Supported Real Time Occupations.}

\textsuperscript{11} For example, in 1954 the Chicago Law School sponsored the use of secret recordings of jury deliberations and hired Fred Strodbeek to analyze the tapes. Edward Shils, who hired Strodbeek, complained to him: “I’m sure that if you use Bales’ categories we can learn what about jurors’ deliberations makes them a small group.” “But, what about their deliberations makes them a jury?” Strodbeek replied. “You’re asking the wrong question.” Shils agreed. His agreement marked the incorrectness of his demand. It also marked the unresponsiveness and
Further, the procedure of generic representational theorizing puts in place of the enacted witnessable detail of immortal ordinary society a collection of signs. The FA procedure ignores the enacted, unmediated, directly and immediately witnessable details of immortal ordinary society. Then, analysts have only one option, in order to carry through their analytic enterprises, these being the careful enterprises of description that will permit the demonstration of the corpus status of ordinary actions; in order to do that analysts become interpreters of signs. Following through consistently with this procedure it is then argued that interpretation is unavoidable. It is said that designing and interpreting "marks, indicators, signs, and symbols" is inevitably what sociologists and social scientists must do in order to carry out the corpus status of their studies of ordinary activities.

EM is not in the business of interpreting signs. It is not an interpretive enterprise. Enacted local practices are not texts which symbolize "meanings" or events. They are in detail identical with themselves, and not representative of something else. The witnessably recurrent details of ordinary everyday practices are constitutive of their own reality. They are studied in their unmediated details and not as signed enterprises.

2. Properties of Phenomenal Field

The premier policy of the worldwide social science movement, "There is no order in the plenum," is contradicted by the unique coherence of the things of immortal ordinary society. The coherence of things is that of the phenomenal field properties of figural contexture.

The collection of "sounded doings" provide instances of some hearable properties of phenomenal field. The work involved in the coherence of phenomenal field is massively taken for granted. In tutorial problems the figural contexture of things is specified through various exercises. Let's start with a case in which a Durkheimian thing is given as a simple human job, a classic formal analytic account somehow accompanies it, respectively $\notin \nexists$ and $( )$. Bill Bryant demonstrated a pair of these, $\notin \nexists$ and $( )$, and their relationship with some rhythmic clapping.

unavailability of the analytic technology of worldwide social science. Years later an early Ethnomethodologist, afraid that he was losing his analytic way with familiar literatures, joined Shils' chorus by questioning Kenneth Liberman's EM studies of on-site debates by Nepalese monks of classical Buddhist texts. EM adequacy required that Liberman live with them and win his way in the debates. Said Shils' doppelganger, "A debate is a debate. What's the big deal? Why go to Nepal to study debates?"

12. Within the vocabulary and syntax of rendering theorems, the locally produced, naturally accountable lived phenomenon of order* is referred to with ticked brackets, $\notin \nexists$. While we sometimes use empty ticked brackets, e.g. $\notin \nexists$, we prefer to write ticked brackets with an enclosed text, e.g. $\notin$ freeway traveling wave $\nexists$. The account produced by FA which is a representation that glosses the in vivo achievement of order* is represented with plain brackets, e.g. $( )$. Chapter Three presents an extensive discussion of rendering theorems.
Imagine that I have a metronome. I select a tempo and set it going. At the same time I turn on the microphone to an audiotape recorder. I also start a video recorder whose camera is focused on the metronome and me, and plug in a digital clock which enters a visual time signal on the videotape. The recordings are synchronized. I clap to the beat of the metronome. When I do I hear the metronome beat, I hear it in the speaker, I see it on the video screen, I see me clapping.

Now we ask: suppose we are playing the piano, or suppose we are singing, how does the beating of the metronome and its arithmetic properties, and how do the audio and the video recordings with the arithmetic properties of filmic and audio details recover the lived phenomenal properties of our singing?

From the question we recognize that something is fishy. If we are busied singing, or if we are playing the piano, then, as David Sudnow knows it and teaches it, we are making the time we need. Making the time we need is to be compared with the time that the metronome is marking. The metronome can provide constraints on making the time we need by marking the time that our singing and our playing takes. With the pair we are in the midst of an organizational thing: we can't take all the time in the world to play the prelude.

Bryant's demonstration makes rhythmic clapping procedurally hearable in one electronically recorded stream as two distinct human musical jobs. His demonstration makes it possible to isolate the distinctive and incommensurable properties of two phenomenal streams. With Bryant's demonstration one can alternately listen to and listen for two temporally ordered objects. By recording them electronically these temporally organized things are distinguished by being carefully described as "marking timed clapping" and "making the timed clapping that's needed." That each is carefully accountable, and alternately so, is key.

In two recorded collections two things are hearable alternately. They are hearable in accountably coherent details-in-and-as-of-the-generality of one thing or the other thing. And incommensurably. The demonstration's virtues are these: It makes each hearably the case, and then only by listening to and listening for each; but then only by making each instructably observable for each another next first time; and, in the first place, only in their actual performance; and with clapping's coherence in each case being only locally and endogenously contingently factual.

Bryant's demonstration elucidates each thing in and as of an ongoing course of instructably produced and instructably witnessed endogenously coherent phenomenal field properties. For convenience abbreviate phenomenal field properties as

13. See Chapter Four for an extended discussion of Bryant's demonstration.

14. Careful description, spelled with an * does not speak of academic virtue. I write careful to mean so written as to lend itself to reading alternately as instructed action. Careful is spelled with an asterisk to emphasize the contingent facticity of this alternate reading. Virtually alternate readings are enormously commonplace. Something like actually alternate readings are sought for prize. Both are neglected subjects.
“details.” Each thing in its course—more accurately, each thing in and as of its course—hearably consists of accountable phenomenal-field-properties-in-and-as-of-the-generality of that thing distinctively and uniquely.

Now we have two assemblages of accountable playing’s haecceities. In one case we have playing’s in vivo developingly phenomenal details, a locally produced, locally accountable phenomenon of order*, making the time we need—carried on, however, to satisfy—in this example to satisfy—the beating of a metronome. In the other we have marking time, its incommensurable FA alternate. The escape of the coherence of figural contexture of things is produced, and accountable so, just in any actual case that a thing in-and-as-of-its-course is described “as marking time” with the policies, methods, and corpus status of formal analysis.

15. Sometimes familiar names for phenomena are used, names found in common vernacular or technical terminologies. Some examples from EM studies are instructions; following instructions, detail, structure, or summoning phones. The point: their familiar names are used tendentiously. Familiar names are used with a deliberately abiding, corrective, but concealed tendency. In speaking tendentiously a term is written with its asterisked spelling—e.g., detail*. In that spelling detail* is used knowing that by detail* is meant something other and different than the reader would explain or can explain with any of detail’s many vernacular “straightforward” meanings; thus at the same time knowing that detail* is used as a corrective on the reader’s understanding. By intent, and at times by reason of achievements of previous EM studies, detail* (or any asterisksed term of order* as the case may be) is used as an aim, task, method, or finding according to EM policies and methods, as a radical corrective; knowing, too, that an explanation is being delayed deliberately; doing so on the grounds of later studies; knowing that an explanation will be forthcoming at an appropriate place in the overall argument, although not adequately* particularly in any instant discussion but as the argument develops over actual studies, and not in studies just and only actually not supposedly doable, and actually not supposedly done, by the reader in just and only an actual case. Only and entirely on these grounds detail* (or any other asterisksed phenomenon of order* as the case may be) is used as a radical corrective on the reader’s understandings.

16. Until recently I spoke of quiddity, not haecceity. In my ignorance I didn’t know that quiddity gave the emphasis to exactly the wrong meaning. When Willard Van Orman Quine published Quiddities it was clear that quiddities had nothing at all to do with what EM had uncovered. Most emphatically EM studies did not mean essential detail. EM is not interested in essential in any sense of generic provision for a properly formulated propertied class of things. In their corpus the EM company has been looking at something that is other and different than, that is in contrast to, and is not reconcilable with established studies of order production, something that is incommensurably an alternate interest in, and an alternate provision for, what technical production of the phenomena of order* could be.

EM studies were not looking for quiddities. They were looking for haecceities—just-thisness; just here, just now, with just what is at hand, with just who is here, in just the time that just this local gang of us have, in and with just what the local gang of us can make of just the time we need, and therein, in, about, as, and over the course of the in vivo work, achieving and exhibiting everything that those great achievements of comparability, universality, transcendentality of results, indifference of methods to the local parties who are using them, for what they consisted of looked like, the “missing what” of formal analytic studies of practical action. For any and all of those achievements there was a local company engaged in and as vulgarly competent practices. It was in and as of a company’s smooth concerted doings that those achievements would offer to EM their candidacy for respecification from their current, established, availability
3. Hybrid Studies of Work

Phenomenal field properties are also specified in hybrid studies of work. Ethnomethodology’s concerns in hybrid studies are with properties of work in densely recurrent structures of immortal, ordinary society, not occasionally but systematically, and therein ubiquitously with astronomically massive prevalence. Whereas tutorial problems focus on phenomenal field properties of common occurrences, the focus of hybrid studies is with members’ methods in work’s discipline-specific constituents of the Shop Floor Problem.

These constituents are exhibits of, they are, they exist as, they are identical with logic’s empirically identified workplace busiedness with methods; with what in the world methods could be in making and describing things of Durkheim’s immortal, ordinary society. The constituents are incommensurable with and asymmetrically alternate to what formal analysis and its pragmatic precepts of methodology and philosophy of science in social science does, did, ever did, or can provide in methods for making and describing things of immortal, ordinary society.

The following brief review of several constituents from a collection of hybrid studies of work highlights their criterial property: It is criterial for inclusion in the collection that a constituent is topically relevant to the parties in the actual empirical lived workplace occasions of the work it describes.

Each of the following constituents explains “topical relevance to the parties” by specifying workplace variations on that relevance in and as of lived workplace occasioned, contingently coherent details of the work it provides for.

(1) “Careful* descriptions” are descriptions that being written in just so many words of natural language therein motivate alternate readings in vivo, as instructed actions, without absurd errors and other incongruities.

(2) Logic’s certain subjects: “oriented objects”; “directional and orientational properties of objects.” The point: These subjects—logic’s certain subjects—procedurally specify making and describing the coherence of ordinary things in figurational details. In procedural material contents the coherences of things in figurational details are specifically workplace “equivalents” of necessary argument. I do not mean by workplace “equivalents” of necessary arguments that they are correlates empirically or scenically or in a behavioral environment to propositional structures of necessary argument. I mean they are unavoidable, without remedy, without alternatives, these just in any actual case.

(3) In various texts, hybrid studies of work display as their distinctive concerns with instructed actions the concerns with producing accountably coherent phenomenal field properties in worldly and real appearances of things. These texts, arranged and administered in a hermeneutically scheduled order of argument, provide specifics of adequate analytic ethnography.

---

as received terms of order, as received terms of logic, as terms of meaning, as terms of reason—as these terms of order* are available in received texts of intellectual history.
Central Claims of Ethnomethodology

(4) The coherences of things are encountered in situ in essentially\(^17\) situated assemblages of phenomenal field properties. Their coherences being therein exhibited in workplace-specific material contents consist of figural contexts. Therein their coherences, being contingently factual, are empirical, and endlessly various.

(5) The property of topical relevance to the parties is extensively specified in the shop floor constituent called "the praxeological validity of instructed action."

My remarks about hybrids are addressed to their distinctive and specific properties of adequate analytic ethnography. Hybrids' properties are about competence. Investigations are called hybrid studies to emphasize that methods are Hybrids' disciplinary subject with highest priority of relevance. These are methods in, about, as, and in the midst of the most ordinary things of immortal, ordinary society. These are Durkheim's most ordinary things of immortal, ordinary society.

(*1) Hybrid results—the findings in hybrid studies of work—consist of accountable methods. These are methods that in their topical relevance to the parties that staff the production of things are accountable for the production and careful* description of phenomena of order*. Call them members' methods.

(*2) By members' methods is meant that in the midst of things—i.e., by this I mean for a thing that just in any actual case it can only be found, it is not found otherwise than, and is only witnessable among other things—in short, for ordinary things, in every respect of empirically adequate provision for "descriptive coverage," "descriptive precision," "accuracy," "relevance," "contingent facticities," "the current situation of inquiry," "a project's essential history," "evidence"—descriptions are provided for and "readable" interchangeably as pedagogies.

A members' method is both a careful* description, and, as an incommensurable alternate, and interchangeably, it is situatedally tutorial.\(^18\) It is both, separably, yet interchangeably, (a) a description that can be read alternately as an instructed action, and (b) the in vivo work of following which as instructions makes teachably visible, makes instructably witnessable, exhibits the phenomenon of order*, the thing, as a pair.

(*3) The hybrids' disciplinary jobs are, by empirical investigative design, to

\(^17\) "Essentially" is an abbreviation for shop floor constraints that are unavoidable, without remedies, or alternatives. It has nothing to do with provisions of essentialist philosophy. "Essential" and "essentially" are used as abbreviations for: unavoidable and without remedy or alternative; and every attempt to "escape" uses the identical conditions and practices for which a remedy was sought with which to demonstrate that a remedy has been achieved.

\(^18\) I am indebted to Lucy Suchman and Randy Trigg and their colleagues of the Xeroxparc Work Place and Technology Group. Their discussions established that and just how "pedagogic" was inadequate. After Suchman and Trigg demonstrated their artifact the group discussed their experience with their prototype with Caltrans engineers for the management of whose "local library of documents" in "building" the Oakland Bay Bridge it was designed. "Pedagogic" incorrectly and misleadingly described their experience when say/showing/and/learning from the Caltrans engineers how to use the artifact, and doing so unavoidably in and as of "cooperative participation." "Mutually instructively descriptive" inhabited episodes of actual work.
learn methods of order—production and accountability. These are certain methods. By their certainty I mean to emphasize the property of pairs that they are probabilistically suited to the specific object; and that by their unique adequacy.

(*4) Therein, methods—i.e., pairs—are probabilistically suited to the specific thing’s accountable production as workplace-specific, discipline-specific work in ordered shop floor phenomenal field details in-and-as-of-the-thing’s-generality—and these NOT analytically by explicating lexical generics but contingently analytic, and therein just in any actual case.

(*5) Studies in the collection of hybrid studies of work are written to be read alternately and interchangeably as descriptions and instructions. A study can be made tutorialistically available to staffs of order production as a descriptive/pedagogic order of argument without incongruities, absurdities, without errors of worldliness or facticity, without gaps, omissions, hiding out, faking, or changing the subject; but before everything else, for the work-enhancing edification that the local production staff whose work it describes demands independently of and indifferent to whether staff can prespecific those demands as a condition for making them.

Further, the production staff’s demands are exhibited and witnessably those of an endogenous populational cohort.

(*6) The descriptive/tutorially instructive order of argument puts front and center logic’s certain subjects in their topical relevance to the parties. These are discussed in the Shop Floor Problem.

Constituents of the Shop Floor Problem are specific to an order production staff’s workplace demands upon methods, first, that they be uniquely adequate to phenomena of order, to things, to the unavoidable objectivity of social facts, in workplace specific phenomenal field properties in and as of their generality; and,

---

19. Examples are David Sudnow’s musicianly voiced blues piano chords that he teaches novices to play in cocktail lounge performances after six months of instruction with The Sudnow Method; Melinda Baccus’ instructable safely inflated repaired multipiece truck tire whose inflation is stopped when [enough] is heard; Jay Meehan’s unordered police car coverage of cross streets to assure a safe ambulance run to the hospital with an injured officer.

20. This is a description that answers to the demand for the contingent character of the matters in being described having been findable, observable. The thing that is so resistant is the contingent character of the facticity of the work that they do, finally, to just this machine to get finished in just this day’s allotment of time, that they have to get it done, with the appropriate documentation, with the job then being appropriately documented, that is to say, that a description being given so that the technicians, not the technician, because he’s in a company of others, the technicians, can get it done.

21. An endogenous populational cohort is a group that staffs a social encounter. They are a population by virtue of being such a staff. The situation that they staff is there before they get there and remains after they leave.

22. “Order production staffs” is a gloss for “congregational endogenous populational cohorts.” An order production staff’s workplace demands upon methods are identical with an endogenous populational cohort’s demand and exhibited identifying “properties” as a “population.” The social science movement construes the surveyable result “demographically” as a sociological entity.
second, that therein methods be congregationally exhibited and congregationally witnessable in embodied workplace-specific, discipline-specific details of making and describing things.

4. Escape from Accountability

In the received literatures of the worldwide social science movement the production of Durkheim’s things is made empirically accountable, adequately and evidently, instrucctably, with canonical policies and methods of formal analysis. Therein their accountability is carefully, specifically, reproducibly, and consistently the case. With formal analysis their accountability is demonstrable with provisions for transcendental issues of adequacy and evidence of independent Galilean science while ignore-ant and unmindful of Durkheim’s neglected argument.

In the worldwide social science movement Durkheim’s things are made instructably observable being rendered in details that are exhibited in the first of their two alternate Janus faces of accountability as the objective reality of social facts. In Ethnomethodology Durkheim’s things are things of Durkheim’s neglected legacy, the second of their alternate faces.

The import of the two Janus faces of the objective reality of social facts is this: The literatures of the indefinitely many analytic arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason, by reason of formal analytic procedural definiteness of demonstrated order in things, provide and assure the existence of an observable and instructably witnessable absence of things.

The literatures of the social science movement provide for these things with technologies of formal analysis. They provide the worldly existence of things and real existence of things. These are made accountable adequately and evidently by administering the technology of formal analysis.

However, Durkheim’s things escape from accountability with the technology of formal analysis. They escape with the very same methods that are used to describe them. Their escape occurs just in any actual case that methods of formal analysis are used to describe Durkheim’s things.

For Ethnomethodology their escape is not interestingly the result of poor work. Nor does their escape call upon Ethnomethodology for a remedy. Nor can it.

There is a large prize to be won. The prize is not remediation. And it is certainly not debates drawn up in academic venues of advice and criticisms exchanged by rival claimants to science in social science. The prize is altogether other than these.

The prize is this: Their escape identifies a phenomenon of immortal ordinary

---

23. Their observable absence was detailed in discussions with the aerospace engineering group Fagerquist, Gyllstrom, Dutton, Kimber, Bellman et al. "There is no information."

24. See the work on survey research by Doug Maynard and Nora Schaeffer.
society. The prize is one for both technologies that ties both technologies, and that
neither technology can have by itself. It ties them in that they are incommensura-
tible alternates. To win the prize not only requires the competence of both, but each
requires the competence of the other for itself. And then the phenomenon is only
revealed in empirical workplace specifics in related collaborated work-site competen-
tce of both.25

The phenomena are only revealed in situ, and are only discoverably the case.
They are revealed in identifying collaborative interdisciplinary details that permit
each technology to describe, and with their use to recognize in [cogent] identifying
discipline-specific workplace-details the work of producing accountable things
(episodes) in workplace episodes of immortal, ordinary society. Absent the collabor-
ation they are unavailable.

Almost four decades of Ethnomethodological investigations provide evidence
that a domain of things escapes from accountability with the same methods of
technical formal analytic reason that are used to describe them adequately and
evidently. The domain of things that escape from FA accountability is astronomi-
cally massive in size and range.

Procedurally accountable organizational things of this domain are hopelessly
interdisciplinary across the endlessly various analytic arts and sciences of practical
action and practical reason. The domain includes the transient, only locally and
only endogenously noticeable absence of a reply to a greeting26 (languages and
applied linguistics); the night's work of the optically discovered pulsar27 (astro-
physics); the vulgar collaborated practices of exhibiting as the apparent line in for-
matted queues a transcendental order of service28 (management science); the
production of traveling waves in freeway traffic jams (traffic engineering); the
escape from cost performance accountability of assembly line shop floor skills
(aerospace industrial engineering), and so on.

These are Durkheim's things.

Consider again that their accountability is Janus faced. In the received hundred-
year-old Durkheim scholarship they are the accountable objective reality of social
facts whose instructable production and observability in any actual empirical case
are made accountable—adequately and evidently—with policies, methods, and
corpus status of formal analysis and generic representational theorizing.

Alternately and incommensurably these are things from an astronomically large

25. Lynch and Jordan; Maynard and Schaeffer; Burns; Suchman, Trigg, and Blomberg;
Meehan.

26. Harvey Sacks, Lectures on Conversational Analysis (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1992); Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson, "A Simplest Systematics for the Organization of

Science Constrained with Materials from the Optically Discovered Pulsar," Philosophy of Social

28. See the work of Garfinkel, Livingston, Goffman, and others on queues.
domain of social facts that escaped from accountability through formal analysis. They were lost to, missed by, and unavailable to formal analysis. But they are made accountable in Durkheim's neglected argument. They are things of Durkheim's neglected argument. According to that neglected argument they are instructably observable and accountable in an incommensurable and asymmetrically alternate analytic technology, and therein in material, content-specific, coherent workplace details of instructed actions.

5. The Praxeological Validity of Instructed Action

EM does not deny FA's achievements. Without denying FA's achievements, the investigations of the EM catalog of radical phenomena of order* repeatedly pose the empirical question: What more is there to instructions and instructed actions than FA does, did, ever did, or can provide?

Distinctive investigations in the EM catalog of achieved radical phenomena of order* bear particularly and uniquely on instructions and instructed actions. Cases of instructed actions from the EM catalog have been described in games-with-rules; in a game-with-rules the completeness of its collection of basic rules; in any case of rule governed actions, the completeness of a collection of rules; the Moer-sian catalog; formatting in queues; the local, occasioned, endogeneously achieved properties of logic, reason, method, and structure of occasion maps; EM pairs; Lebenswelt pairs; and the praxeological validity of instructed actions. In the EM catalog these are propaedeutic cases with which to emphasize with studies of instructed actions the enormously prevalent and commonplace skill of praxeologi- zing descriptive accounts.

In endlessly many disciplines, as local occasion demands, practitioners are required to read descriptive accounts alternately as instructions. They do so occupationally, as a skilled matter of course, as vulgarly competent specifically ordinary and unremarkable work-site-specific practices. These are chained bodily and chiasmically to places, spaces, architectures, equipment, instruments, and timing. Within a discipline practitioners require that competence of each other, not exclusively but centrally just in any actual case, and then unavoidably and without remedy, passing, evasion, or postponement. When occasion calls for a division of work, practitioners can be found to concert their efforts to assure a praxeological reading its recurrent, smooth, uninterrupted achievement by the culturally and organizationally local staff of its production.

The EM catalog examines as astronomically, massively prevalent work, various ways that an account that is readably descriptive, say diagrammatically, or as freeway signing, or wall announcements, or in the prose of declarative sentences—can be read alternatively so that the reading provides for a phenomenon in two constituent segments of a pair: (a) the-first-segment-of-a-pair that consists of a collection
of instructions; and (b) the work, just in any actual case of following which somehow turns the first segment into a description of the pair.\footnote{I emphasize of the pair. This is in contrast to a use that would read this passage like this: following instructions somehow turns them—i.e., the disengaged and disengage-able instructions—into a description of following them. Cf. Eric Livingston, The Ethnomethodological Foundations of Mathematics (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1986).}

Call (b) the-second-segment-of-a-pair. Call the pair an instructed action, and call the work of reading a descriptive account as related constituents of an instructed action "praxeologizing descriptive accounts."

For both technologies of social analysis—for the administered policies, methods, and corpus of formal analysis (FA) and for those of Ethnomethodology (EM)—somehow is key. Both FA and EM are preoccupied with and as their technical jobs of empirically specifying praxeologizing's work. Both seek to replace somehow with an instructably observable just how.

Each does so with distinctive policies and methods of analysis in distinctive analytic formats.

Characteristically, FA does the specifying job by designing and administering generically theorized formats. Instructions \(< \>\) and instructions-in-use [ ] are described in generically represented relations of correspondence. The analysis furnishes empirical descriptions of \(< \>\), and [ ], in one or another of their relations. With these, the pair's actual adequate correspondence is made decidable in any actual empirical case.

EM does the specifying job differently. In EM's early interests \(< \>\) and [ ] in technically achieved relations, were described as achievements of "interpretive work" such as "etcetera" and the documentary method of interpretation in ordinary fact-finding. Later studies examined locally produced, endogenously achieved, naturally accountable coherent haecceities that compose as coherent instructed actions the phenomenal fields of ordinary human "jobs." These studies examined the two segments of docile instructions and their implementation when in vivo they are distinguished and with the distinction they are provided for in vivo in formal analytically and other classically specified, remedially sought relations of adequate description, adequate facticity, adequate followability and adequate completeness of instructions, and so on. Since 1972 EM studies of work in the professions and sciences added to these previous EM focusings that instructions \(< \>\) and instructions-in-use [ ] are related as EM asymmetrical alternates or EM pairs, as Lebenswelt pairs, and as the praxeological validity of instructed actions.

It is with these later interests and with these later analytic formats that topics and themes of instructed actions are collected and come to focus in EM studies respecifying the natural sciences as discovering sciences of practical action.

Conditions of adequacy in EM investigations are used in each of these to respecify FA's formats, \(< \>\), and [ ], and their relations. By adequacy conditions is
meant that EM investigations, in each of the groups ask "What did we do? What did we learn?":

That is other than what FA does, did, ever did, or can provide? That FA recognizes as massively and unavoidably prevalent and available to FA in work-site-specific details?
That FA depends upon the existence of for FA’s work-site-specific achievements, for FA’s pride of profession and technical stock in trade of instructably observable adequate professions of worldliness and reality, and for the instructably observable corpus status of its bibliographies?
That FA uses and recognizes everywhere in and as its in vivo work-site-specific practices?
These are practices that FA practitioners just in any actual case know and recognize are unavoidable, without remedy, and without alternatives. The practices are indispensable to practitioners and practitioners demand them. Just in any actual case the practices identify FA practitioners’ work, they are known to FA’s practitioners and are recognized by them to be that.
In all these respects the practices are specifically uninteresting to practitioners and are ignored.
Known to practitioners and recognized by them in all these respects the practices are known to and recognized by them categorically. And, FA practitioners, being deeply careful in endless enterprises that for FA’s various disciplinary reasons must make the adequacies of their achieved professions of worldliness and reality instructably observable in generically theorized structures of practical action, wherein practitioners do not know what to do with these practices.

EM catalog investigations resspecify FA’s analytic formats. Each of the different groups of studies does so distinctively with its particular investigations. In each group of studies the practices that are specified EM-wise are known to and recognized by FA practitioners; their existence is demanded by them and depended upon; their existence is specified and made instructably observable in, about, as, and, in established languages, as of work-site-specific competent practices of shop work and shop talk; for FA’s practitioners they are unavoidable, without remedy, without alternatives; they identify FA competent accounting practices in work-site-specific witnessable detail. And in work-site-specific detail they are, specifically uninteresting and ignored.

EM asks: What in the world is so obstinately and relevantly omnipresent? What in the world is so unanimously known and recognized by FA practitioners? Where in the world is it found? And how?

The issue is this: In the entirety of FA’s corpus “What More” is nowhere specified or specifiable. Nor can “What More” to instructions and instructed action be
found with FA's methods. Then just what in the world is being looked for? Just what is to be found? Just where? Just how?

The investigations in the EM catalog offer selected answers to these questions. The answers cover selected perspicuous settings from the EM catalog. What did we do? What did we learn? What can we do? And what can we learn? EM investigations, along with their accompanying EM policies and methods compose a catalog of tutorial problems. Their epistemological and ontological status is that of a catalog of tutorial problems. These are grounds in EM investigations for replies to these queries.

6. The Shop Floor Problem

In its technical practices of working out Durkheim's aphorism, Ethnomethodology is identifyingly busied with the Shop Floor Problem. For their adequacy these practices are constrained by the same premier constraint on good work that marks the identifying commitment of the technology of formal analysis in the worldwide social science movement. Both technologies agree: all workplace issues of descriptive adequacy and evidence are to be empirically accountable issues of "details in structures." In each technology this constraint identifies the technology's premier task in its priority of relevance. This constraint identifies each technology's distinctive policies, methods, and corpus status of bibliographies by specifying as instructed procedures just how these are carried out and just what is done in workplace-specific jobs in situ of the day's work.

However, the Shop Floor Problem's solutions to this constraint are distinctive and specific alternates to those of formal analysis (FA).

FA's central policy demands the design and administration of devices of generic representational theorizing. Characteristic devices are general lexicons, classification schemes, coding schemes, numerical descriptions, mock-ups, simulating games, ideal types, models, ironic ideals, decision trees, computational prototypes, and the like. Exercising universal jurisdiction over everyday activities, devices of generic representational theorizing render everyday activities so as to exhibit them, in any actual empirical case, in details of independent Galilean objects. These "details in structures" correspond to objects as transcendental knowledge of objects with instructably transcendental measures of error.

The Shop Floor Problem's solutions to the disciplinary demand that ordinary things be exhibited as "details in structures" are incommensurably alternate in their contrast to the solutions of formal analysis. The Shop Floor Problem in its

---

30 "Details in structures" stands proxy for independent Galilean objects, not the lived in vivo achieved things of immortal ordinary society. Galilean objects are things independently of the work of achieving them. For an in-depth account, see Chapter Nine on Galileo's inclined plane demonstration.
constituents does not correspond to Durkheim’s things; it exhibits Durkheim’s things as achievements. In its constituents the Shop Floor Problem is not knowledge of Durkheim’s things. Its constituents exhibit Durkheim’s things in directly witnessed immediacies of autochthonously coherent phenomenal field properties.31 These phenomenal field properties are the things’ coherent empirical workplace-specific details-in-and-as-of-their-generality.

Their “generality” is a proxy and an abbreviation for the great recurrences of things—for exhibited worldly and real production and accountable coherent immediacies-of-details-in-and-as-of-their-generality. Social facts exhibited in-and-as-of their-comparability, their-classification, their-sameness, their type and token, their reproduction, their uniformity, standardization, homogeneity, and interchangeability. Their “generality” is a convenient abbreviation for the worldly and real production and accountability of Durkheim’s social facts in and as of their details-in-structures.

The Shop Floor Problem provides distinctively for phenomena of structure in empirical exhibits of them. Its constituents exhibit structures but make no use of policies, methods, and corpus status of generic representational theories of the social science movement. Its constituents are not generic representational theories of acts, say, or actors, action, activities, agency, activity, interaction, culture, signs, discourses, knowledge, cognitive faculties, goal-directed activities, purposes, consciousness, or intentionalities of formal analytic consciousness.

To the contrary, and incommensurably alternate to things that are specified with devices of extractable lexically generic representational theorizing, the Shop Floor Problem comes alive in embodied specifics of congregationally commonplace workplace practices/jobs.

The Shop Floor Problem makes its appearances congregationally as logic’s perennially rediscovered worldly and real material concerns with making and describing the coherences of things of immortal, ordinary society. The Shop Floor Problem is, i.e., it is identical with, it is the same as, it exists as a matter of empirical theorizing in exhibits of logic’s material work-site busiedness with making and describing, producing and making accountable the coherences of things of immortal, ordinary society.

Here are several specifics:

(1) Constituents of the Shop Floor Problem are workplace practices in congregationally embodied and congregationally witnessable coherent phenomenal field properties of making and exhibiting accountable things, and these just in any actual case, and in just this actual case, singularly, just here, with just what is at hand and with just who is at hand, in just the time that a clock can mark is available in which to make a time that’s needed. For convenience call these practices haecceities.

31. For an extended discussion of autochthonous order properties, see Chapter Eight.
(2) The constituents consist polythetically of descriptions that are alternately and interchangeably pedagogically ordered of argument. They consist with congregationally witnessable accord of situated descriptive orders of argument that are unavoidably and simultaneously instructed actions.

(3) Shop floor descriptions are, as enormously commonplace end-products, so written in just so many words of a natural language as to consist hand-in-glove of occasioned alternate reading in vivo as instructed actions without incongruities, gaps, fabulousness, or absurd mistakes.

(4) Shop floor descriptions make up the praxeological validity of instructed actions. This constituent is discussed later.

(5) The Shop Floor Problem is home place for logic's certain subjects of methods of making accountable things. These certain subjects are workplace-specific evidently apparent certain subjects that are to be compared in their certain availability with the certain subjects of mathematics. I do not mean they are subjects in mathematics. I do not mean that mathematicizing them provides them their certainty. I mean that when they are compared with mathematics' certain subjects, they are logic's certain subjects.

To emphasize their property of "ongoing accomplishment" logic's certain subjects are perhaps more accurately described as logic's certain labors. Consider two subjects: "oriented objects" and "directional and orientational properties of social facts." These are illustrated in the document, "18 Or So Descriptive Characterizations of the Phenomenal Field Properties of $\uparrow \downarrow$, Durkheim's Neglected Things of Immortal, Ordinary Society."33

We observe in each of these FA proxy descriptions that their intelligibility and recognition is situated in embodied congregational workplace-specific enterprises. Therein we observe in each that they are "made good" and are accountable "over the ground" of their contingent factivities. We observe in each that their intelligibility and recognition is vulgarly and uninterestingly familiar to one and all.

With practical unanimity among populational cohorts of parties to making and describing things, logic's certain subjects are familiar news from nowhere. With practical unanimity34 they are specifically uninteresting. Logic's certain subjects are the most ordinary things in the world.

In Ethnomethodology the same subjects are discovered topics. Accordingly they have new names. "Oriented objects"; "directional and orientational properties of social facts"; "the right looking adumbrational passing appearances of things"; "the coherence in figurational contexts of endless assemblages of phenomenal field properties of things"; "the autochthonous coherences of things"; "tacit

32. I mean by "certain" certainty. I do not mean selected or selectively pointed out.
33. Garfinkel, unpublished manuscript.
34. With practical unanimity, within as well as between populational cohorts, of parties to making and describing things.
demands by populational cohorts of production staffs for adequacy and evidence of advisory expertise."

Production, noticings, accountability, intelligibility, and recognitions are entirely and exclusively matters of shop floor certainty. With utmost vulgarity in production, logic's certain subjects are "practically primordial." They are notably absent from encyclopedias of academic lexicons, and they have little standing as topics of generic academic theorizing.

The Shop Floor Problem, described with the analytic gist of its constituents, consists of logic's material concerns with methods. These are concerns of logic in empirical workplace-specific material resemblances to necessary argument. I use necessary arguments as a metaphor to suggest properties that are to be found in real worldly specifics of methods. Its properties are something like real-world situated material equivalents of necessary arguments.

By their equivalents to necessary argument I mean that in substantive material contents of workplace-specific coherence of phenomenal field properties they are unavoidable; without remedies; without alternatives; without substitutes. They do not permit passing, hiding, or time out. They preclude the use of proxies. They are without the possibility that indicators can stand for them or that indicators can be interpreted to exhibit their contents.

These are not the familiar received concerns of logic with lexical propositional generics. To the contrary, logic's concerns with material methods are specifically and incommensurably alternate to concerns with lexical propositional generics. Logic's concerns with constituents of the Shop Floor Problem are concerns with worldly and real chiasmically embodied congregationally workplace-specific contingent facticitics of making and describing the material coherences of things.

Here are several critical properties:

(1) Constituents of the Shop Floor Problem cannot be learned or taught by imagining them. They are not imaginable. They can only be empirically found out. It should be entertained from the field notes of anthropologists, who have returned from working in culturally strange societies, that they are only teachably matters of first person witness.

Constituents of the Shop Floor Problem are alternately empirically researachable to the analytic technology of formal analysis. In any actual case it is a workplace-specific constraint on the truth of the matter that the constituents are only empirically researcachable.

(2) Alternate and incommensurable contrasts are found in ubiquitous practices of the social science movement's formal analytic technology. In FA technology concerns with Shop Floor Problem constituents are worked out and specified with lexical generically theorized representations of things. For example, this is done with great frequency, and as pride of profession, by designing and interpreting indicators which are taken as empirically described recurrent structures of work. Thereby the constituents escape formal analytic accountability. They escape with
the same formal analytic methods that are used to describe them.\textsuperscript{35} They escape just in any actual case. They escape specifically, distinctively, and entirely, and they cannot be recovered.

(3) Constituents of the Shop Floor Problem are empirically specified adequately and evidently in an interdisciplinary collection of hybrid studies of work.\textsuperscript{36}

II. THREE ADVISORIES

Advisories in EM studies of work are also available for use as ethnographic detailing devices. These are now found in various lists by various authors as one or another agenda. In the seminars at UCLA advisories were developed to deliberately provide for and exhibit the relevance of uniquely adequate competence to the described work of its practitioners who are also its analysts. Their descriptions were written by design to be read praxeologically—i.e., to be misread—as worksite-specific instructions for their observability, followability, completeness, sufficiency, their bodily/equipmental intertwining, their in-course evolving elaboration, their autochthonous coherence, their autonomous criticism, and the rest in procedurally enacted coherent details of structures.

I offer three examples of such specifically EM advisories: (1) the uses by practitioners/analysts of an "et cetera clause"; (2) their uses of the interpretive gloss described by Mannheim as the documentary method of interpretation, and (3) their uses of the properties of indexical expressions.

(1) It was early news that and just how an "et cetera clause" can be used to provide according to local occasion, for completeness and generalizability in a collection of rules. It can also be used to provide for other properties of rules—e.g. followability, sufficiency, ideality of meaning, factual adequacy, universality, necessity, and any of the rest.

(2) Another advisory is the documentary method of interpretation. The reader

\textsuperscript{35} The design and interpretation of indicators is characteristic of the social science movement. The practice is widely recognized by its practitioners. This is parallel to the notably absent discussion of the second segment of Lebenswelt pairs in Galileo's demonstration of the real motion of free falling bodies. See Chapter Nine for an extended discussion of the Galileo demonstration.

\textsuperscript{36} I want to say that a description can be—I call it misread. Manny Schegloff warns that anyone reading "misread" will understand as a first reading that misread means read incorrectly. No, I don't mean by misread, read incorrectly. I mean read \textit{alternately} so that the reading, the second reading, if directions are available in the first reading, then in a second reading, in an alternate reading, that the readings are incommensurable. They don't translate point for point. But, instead they go together. If you can find one you can always find the other. I'm calling the second reading an instruction, or an instructed action. Now I want you to start with the first one and do what the (direction) can be read instructionally as the instructed course of doing. Here's a direction the work of following which \textit{exhibits} the phenomenon that the direction might as well be a description of.
need only recall the vexed jobs of reading and writing careful, empirically ade-
quate descriptions of work. The documentary method of interpretation is a conve-
nient gloss for the work of local, retrospective-prospective, proactively evolving
ordered phenomenal details of seriality, sequence, repetition, comparison, generali-
ity, and other structures. The gloss is convenient and somehow convincing. It is
also very powerful in its coverage; too powerful. It gets everything in the world
for practitioner/analysts. Its shortcomings are notorious: In any actual case it is
undiscriminating; and just in any actual case it is absurdly wrong.

(3) From the beginning of EM studies the well-known properties of indexical
expressions offered and continue to offer less heroic possibilities. The properties
of indexical expressions are only locally and endogenously witnessable. This is
known to one and all. Therein they are known and are available to one and all
in that they consist of practitioners' vulgarly competent skills. The properties are
ubiquitous. They are essentially unavoidable and without remedy or alternative.
They are also specifically ordinary and uninteresting, and in both of these respects
in assuring as achieved phenomena coherent sense, reference, and correspondence
to objects, they do so achievedly in uniquely adequate details. *These are uniquely
adequate details of structures.* By that is meant these phenomena exhibit their locally
staffed production as the commonplace work in details of populations.

These properties mark their observability as phenomena *sine qua non* in EM
studies of work. Their existence is demonstrable—their existence is both instruc-
tably observable and instructably reproducible—in all studies of work. Their ade-
quate observability is staff-specific, work-site-specific, discipline-specific.

These properties of indexical expressions are unique to incarnate investigations
of immortal, ordinary society. They are not properly used as cognitive functions.
They are improperly used as transcendentalized intentionalities of analytic con-
sciousness. The phenomena that the devices are used to elucidate cannot be found
or recovered if the devices are interpreted psychologically or if the ethnographic
descriptions are explicited as psychologized activities. And, in any case where they
are administered as predescribed codes the result can be lucid, perfectly clear ana-
lytic ethnographic description, but the description will have missed the subject
matter, its probity, and the point of the description, with no accompanying sign
that they are misunderstood.

The lessons are clear: In order to lose the phenomena that the devices describe
give them over to the intentionalities of consciousness. And in order to assure their
loss in any actual case do so with the methods of generic representational theo-

In deliberately careful*37 descriptions of their work EM practitioner/analysts
provided for the procedural presence of indexical expressions with respect to per-

---

37. See Chapter Four, section entitled “Two Propaedeutic Cases,” for a discussion of
careful*.
sons, biographies, identities, settings, equipment, costumes, gestures, architecture, and language, vernacular and technical, in unavoidable relevancies to the parties. By attention to these, practitioner/analysts in careful* descriptive exposition make instructably observable work's uniquely coherent definiteness of details, their clarity, consistency, coherence and the rest of work's observable properties of logic, meaning, reason, and method. Their studies of work describe, specify, make instructably observable, satisfy, and are exhibits of the unique adequacy requirement of methods; the uniquely adequate competence of analyst/practitioners who can be taken seriously by local companies and by "our shops" of practitioners whose work the analyst describes; the observable in-course, ongoing carrying out of descriptions in empirical instructably observable details of structures while exercising Ethnomethodological indifference to the policies, methods, and corpus status of formal analytic investigations, making no use of the privileges of transcendental analysis and the universal observer, and without bowdlerizing issues of structure, while at every point satisfying the demands of empirical adequacy for claims of corpus.

III. TWO ALTERNATE ASYMMETRICAL TECHNOLOGIES OF ANALYSIS

Is it then that Ethnomethodology in its concerns with "What More" is critical of formal analytic investigations? Is it that Ethnomethodology is one more in a familiar line of academic sociology's in-house critics, stirring the waters the better to fish therein? There have been authors of Ethnomethodological studies whose reputations were promoted by offering to the members of the worldwide social science movement ways of upgrading their craft. "Your science is cockeyed. We need to sit down and diagnose for you just where you're going wrong." However, Ethnomethodology has yet to deliver promised repairs to formal analytic social scientific enterprises without losing its own phenomena.

Ethnomethodology is not critical of formal analytic investigations. But neither is it the case that EM, and that means A Catalog of EM Investigations, has no concern with a remedial expertise and has nothing to promise or deliver. Ethnomethodology is applied Ethnomethodology. However, its remedial transactions are distinctive to EM expertise.

That expertise is offered for phenomena whose local, endogenous production is troubled in ordered phenomenal details of structures. EM does not offer a remedial expertise that is transcendental to these phenomena. In these the generality of EM's remedial expertise is indifferent to the use of policies of generic representational theorizing and methods of constructive analysis to specify the generality of remedial expertise. That is, it is independent of their use.

Having been found out EM's findings are described with the questions: "What
did we do? What did we learn?" More to the point, what did we learn, but only in and as lived doings, that we can teach? And how can we teach it? EM's findings are tutorial problems. They are situatedly tutorial. They were learned in settings in which teaching and learning being done in concert with practitioners, were locally and endogenously witnessable by and "topically relevant to the parties."38 In these respects they were essentially unavoidable and without remedy.

That EM's findings are tutorial, or pedagogical, has an obvious focus in Ethnomethodological studies of work and occupations. Its findings are found there in the phenomena of two constituents of the Shop Floor Problem: (1) shop floor achievements and their accompanying careful* descriptions, and (2) shop floor theorizing. They are found there also, and everywhere else, in careful* descriptions; in the praxeological validity of instructed actions;39 and in one of EM's distinctive results and its central phenomenon: the praxeological validity of instructed action is the phenomenon, i.e., the praxeological validity of instructed actions exists as, it is identical with, it is the same as the phenomenon. These results are collected in EM studies of work in the professions and sciences.

Flatly, none of EM's questions are concerned with who is ahead in a contest between rival claims to adequate science in the social sciences. Instead, and just as flatly, the two disciplines, FA and EM, are both and simultaneously incommensurably different and unavoidably related. What do the two technologies have to do with each other? This is EM's prevailing question. This question is the center of EM's bibliographies.

The question is explicated in a collection of literatures of formal analytic investigations and their Ethnomethodological alternates.

A collection of EM investigations establishes and specifies by making instructably observable a territory of new organizational phenomena. These consist of the paired achievements: (1) topical literatures of formal analytic investigations and theorizing, (2) accompanied by their Ethnomethodological alternates. The collect-

38. The emphasis on "topical relevance to the parties" and its contrast with "relevance to the parties" in conversation analysis is explained in later discussions of way finding journeys with occasion maps. The emphasis is also explained in the section on hybrid EM studies of work. Credit to Florian Znaniecki's (1937) Social Actions is long overdue for early and deep explication of this priority. I am indebted to James Fleming, my mentor and friend in the sociology department at the University of North Carolina, for insistently teaching it in 1939 as an acknowledged and central relevance in discipline-specific literatures of social science theorizing.

Sacks and Schegloff incorporated a version of priority of relevance to the parties as a central methodological policy in analyzing transcribed conversation. The felicitous phrase is theirs. The EM explication of "relevance to the parties" is found in hybrid Ethnomethodological studies of work and occupations. The EM use and the CA use resemble each other but have little in common in material contents.

39. For the time being, "the praxeological validity of instructed action" should be understood like this: At and as the work site, misreading a description as instructions, the work of following which exhibits the phenomenon that the text describes.
tion's empirical specifics are the work of an international company of authors of books, articles, dissertations, master's essays, seminar papers, and occasional notes.

In the pairs that compose the collection, EM alternates to FA literatures are alternates not alternatives. Case by case they are specific alternates. Members of a pair make demonstrably disjunct provisions for the corpus status of the ordinary activities that a pair describes. The EM alternates are incommensurable, asymmetrically alternate phenomena of order.

The achievements of formal analytic theorizing and investigations are always accompanied by Ethnomethodological alternates, and they are accompanied everywhere. Wherever in an actual investigation one is found the other is also found. Wherever the ground is analytically trampled its specific Ethnomethodological alternate is findable. The more heavily the ground has been trampled, and wherever it has been trampled for the longest time, the more certainly will its EM alternate be findable. Upon finding it, the more curious is its prior absence in mainstream literatures for its absence is a positive phenomenon and an accomplishment of immortal ordinary society not less than are those described by FA investigations.40

In order to describe FA literatures and their EM alternates I have appropriated the term coeval;41 where one arises the other arises alongside and with it. Coeval brings to center stage and underlines Ethnomethodology's premier questions: What do FA literatures and their EM alternates consist of in any actual case? Just in any actual case? For example, what do they consist of at the work site, as the work site, first time through?

FA investigations and EM studies are both and simultaneously incommensurably different and specifically related. EM knows this to be so, empirically and demonstrably, via A Catalog of EM Investigations. EM knows this in intractable ways that FA does not have empirical access to and that it CANNOT get access to. EM has the unavoidable task of explaining these claims and demonstrating them. Do FA literatures and EM alternates arise together? Are they related? Then how do they arise together? How are they related?

Just what do they have to do with each other? But not as thought-full theory writing with which a theory writer, not being required to know at first hand or to be constrained by just what in its procedurally42 ordered phenomenal details he is talking about empirically, can have it in the way he can imagine and however

40. In an aspect of their curious absence EM alternates are buried by the work of mainstreaming them. Like any other procedurally specified phenomena of order the work of mainstreaming is done as details-in-structures.


42. By way of a reminder, in Ethnomethodology procedural means labor of a certain incarnate methodological sort: At the work site progressively and developingly coming upon the phenomenon via the work in and as of the unmediated, immediately and directly observed phenomenal field details of producing it.
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it is needed, is merely needed, is merely necessary, and is available in a Borgesian cafeteria of theories to choose whatever adds to a literature of topical controversies.

Durkheim’s aphorism is taught to graduate students from the first day of graduate work. “The objective reality of social facts is sociology’s fundamental principle.” The aphorism is taken very seriously in both programs of investigations and by both technologies of analysis, FA and EM. Their takes on the aphorism, however, are different; they are incommensurably different. Nevertheless they are inextricably related. For one thing—one organizational thing, and a social fact in its own right—they are asymmetrically alternate.43

That means you can use Ethnomethodology to recover in ordered phenomenal details the accountable work that makes up, in and as its work sites the design, administration, and carrying off of investigations with the use of formal analytic practices. These are recovered as the phenomenal field properties of the investigation’s procedurally accountable ordered appearances. You can’t do it the other way around. That is to say, you can’t use the methods of formal analysis to recover the work and the findings that Ethnomethodology is coming up with. So EM’s takes on Durkheim’s aphorism indeed are not only alternate; they are asymmetrically alternate. And that they are asymmetrically related is itself a social fact.

In the contemporary worldwide social science movement “The objective reality of social facts is sociology’s fundamental principle” is understood procedurally, although not as procedurally is understood in Ethnomethodology. In the countless analytic arts and sciences of practical action of the worldwide social science movement the aphorism in substantively explicated details consists of, and is demonstrated in, the corpus status of investigations carried out with the policies, methods, and results of formal analytic technology. Therein, too, the aphorism is variously understood according to need and occasion as FA’s aim, tasks, work, procedural demands, achievement, and fundamental phenomenon.

EM also accords the aphorism heavy procedural emphasis, but distinctively so. Ethnomethodologically the aphorism is understood like this. From the outset of its investigations EM addressed various settings of immortal ordinary society whose particular staffs so concerted their activities as to exhibit topics of order* as their activities’ achieved phenomena of order* in and as real-world settings, in real time,44 and therein as the most ordinary achieved organizational things in the world. Any

44. Various tutorial problems in the EM catalog empirically respecify several meanings of standard time and various established literary meanings. Sudnow’s work is particularly rich with respecified EM meanings of time.
and all topics of order* are taken to be eligible for Ethnomethodological respecification as achieved phenomena of order*, commonplace achievements, seen but unnoticed, specifically uninteresting, and specifically unremarkable "work of the streets."

It is Ethnomethodological about EM studies that they show for immortal ordinary society's substantive events in material contents just and only in any actual case, that and just how vulgarly competent members concert their activities to produce and display, to demonstrate, to make observably the case, locally, naturally accountable phenomena of logic and order, of cause, classification, temporality, coherence, consistency, and analysis, of details, of details in structures, of meaning, mistakes, errors, accidents, coincidence, facticity, reason, truth, and methods, in and as of the unremarkable embodiedly ordered details of their ordinary lives together.

From time to time, in one publication or another, their relevance for sociology would be summarized with a restatement of Durkheim's aphorism. For its investigations Ethnomethodology took this to mean the objective reality of social facts, in that and just how it is every society's locally, endogenously produced, naturally organized, naturally accountable, ongoing, practical achievement, being everywhere, always, only, exactly and entirely members' work, with no time out, and with no possibility of evasion, hiding out, passing, postponement, or buyouts, is thereby sociology's fundamental phenomenon.46

45. Spelled with an asterisk, order* is a collector and a proxy for any and every topic of logic, meaning, method, reason, and order. We ask that order* be read as a proxy for any topic of reason, logic, meaning, proof, uniformity, generalization, universal, comparability, clarity, consistency, coherence, objectivity, objective knowledge, observation, detail, structure, and the rest. Topics from any list of these topics will do.

Do not think, however, that Ethnomethodology seeks out these creatures in order to settle with them as topics of order*. Nothing of the sort. Rather, EM seeks to respecify them as locally produced, naturally accountable phenomena of order*. In the corpus of EM studies some of these topics are available as phenomena of order* having been respecified in studies that were done with the use of EM's policies and craft. Any and all topics of order* are candidates for EM study and respecification. More pointedly, any and all topics of order* are candidates, Ethnomethodologically, for the question: What more, other, different, unavoidable, without remedy, depended upon, ignored, yet identifying of a candidate is there to it as a phenomenon of order* than classic methods do, did, ever did, or can provide.

We shall understand any of the topics of order* as locally produced, naturally accountable phenomena, searched for, findable, found, only discoverably the case, consisting in and as "work of the streets." Some topics of order* have been respecified and are available in the corpus of EM studies. Other topics are available in various "guises" of candidacy. But with whatever "guise" of candidacy a topic of order* is presented, it is respecifiable only as discoverably and inspectibly the case. This requirement inhabits EM studies. Its omnipresence is revealed in our use of the various terms of order* when we say we shall understand them either tendentiously or with strange names for new phenomena.

46. I understand this restatement of Durkheim's aphorism to be EM's center. I understand this restatement and teach it as EM's distinctive and central statement of its aims, tasks, program, policies, methods, results, and teachings. It has been a recurrent theme in my courses and
EM took it that the workings of immortal, ordinary society are the origins, sources, destinations, locus, and settings of phenomena of order. Provisions for achievements of order, whether these provisions are vernacular or technical, lay or professional, begin, have their course, and finish in the midst of these ordinary workings.

EM takes it that immortal ordinary society exists as, it consists of, it is identical with procedurally exhibited phenomena of logic, meaning, method, reason, rational action, truth, evidence, science, Kant’s basic categories, or Hume’s, or the primordials of anyone else, any of which is a lot of territory inasmuch as General Ideas of the Universal Observer are commonly used in the social sciences and humanities to topological and justify valid knowledge of every possible thing in any possible world.

The EM understanding of the objective reality of social facts is contrary to the understanding that currently prevails. The EM understanding accords with Durkheim’s neglected insistence. The principal subject of his legacy is specified and made instructably observable as Ethnomethodology’s understanding that the objective reality of social facts is sociology’s fundamental phenomenon. That phenomenon is an astronomically massive domain of phenomena of social order. The domain is Ethnomethodology’s central and fundamental phenomenon.

Durkheim’s aphorism “The objective reality of social facts is sociology’s fundamental principle” is specified in the investigations of the EM Catalog. In the Catalog’s investigations the objective reality of the social facts is made instructably observable and instructably reproducible in and as the most ordinary and familiar organizational things in the world.

The different takes on Durkheim’s aphorism by the formal analytic arts and sciences of the worldwide social science movement and Ethnomethodology are

seminars at UCLA since 1954 and in conferences at various universities. It is the explicit subject of various publications, e.g., Sociological Theory, 1988; chapter 10 of Text in Context, ed. Graham Watson and Robert M. Seiler (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage, 1992). It is explicitly thematic in dissertations for which I was chair at UCLA and UC–Irvine, or on which I served there or elsewhere. It is specified in themes and topics throughout the EM catalog of investigations.

47. Took it beyond hermeneutics, beyond interpretive sociology, certainly beyond Husserl’s Lebenswelt or the matters debated by Schutz and Gurswitz, beyond writers of theory such as Parsons, Coleman, Foucault, or Merleau-Ponty (see Chapter Five). Possibly and most promisingly more than any of these, took it beyond Durkheim’s socioempirical epistemology as recently elucidated by Anne Rawls (1996).

48. My allusion has its source in Anne Rawls’ series of Durkheim studies that begin with her article, “Durkheim’s Epistemology: The Neglected Argument,” American Journal of Sociology, September 1996. Rawls shows Durkheim to have been the original author of that understanding and of its research program. She shows in the detailed texts of The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, as the book’s principal project, that this was Durkheim’s program; that the book’s argument continues the program of his corpus; that he named sociology as the program’s disciplinary source; and that project and legacy have been neglected by over ninety years of Durkheimian scholarship.
incommensurably different but nevertheless they are inextricably related. Just in case the members of a pair are compared procedurally they present to EM a preposterous problem.

The preposterous problem: The phenomenon of interest to EM is NOT that the FA Literatures and their EM alternates make up a collection and its properties. The phenomenon of interest is this: The phenomenon of interest is the preposterous problem: Namely, case by case, for each pair, for a Literature and its alternate, the phenomenon of interest is the disjunct corpus status of the pair’s respective bibliographies.

This is an initial preposterous problem. Further preposterous problems flow from that. Case by case, the LITALT\textsuperscript{49} pairs are preposterous problems.

\footnote{LITALT refers to FA Literatures and their EM alternates.}
Chapter Two

EM Studies and Their Formal Analytic Alternates

I. CONCERNING "CONCRETENESS"
AND "ANALYZABILITY" OF IMMORTAL,
ORDINARY SOCIETY

I intend to invite you into a sociological discipline. I call this discipline Ethnomethodology. I shall compare several research policies of the social science movement and Ethnomethodology. The policies are premier policies in the two disciplines. Each discipline accords them highest priority of relevance. They specify sine qua non their respective discipline-specific investigations.

Ethnomethodology is NOT a corrective enterprise. It is NOT a rival science in the worldwide social science movement. EM does not offer a rival social science to the established methods of carrying on analytic studies of what, following Durkheim, EM addresses as immortal, ordinary society.¹

Ethnomethodology's interest in the social science movement is the following phenomenon. The social science movement carries out its work, at its work sites, with highest priority of attention to methods. Many of its methods are deliberately designed. In the practical burdens of their use they are carefully administered to meet empirically worldly and real contingencies of accuracy, efficacy, standardization, uniform repetition and instructability in detecting, collecting, analysis, and demonstrating surveyable society in its endless recurrences. These recurrences are found on every scale, and there in inexhaustible details-in-structures.

The social science movement's careful² methods are everywhere accompanied

¹. Durkheim's immortal, ordinary society is explained in Chapter One, footnote 1. The authors of Ethnomethodological studies and the armies of analysts in the social science movement are eye-to-eye that immortal society is their fundamental phenomenon sine qua non.

². Careful, and carefully described. (See Chapter One, footnote 14 and 45, and Chapter Four, footnote 1 for the EM use of "careful.") From now on in order to distinguish EM's usage, careful will be spelled with an asterisk, e.g., careful*.
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by incongruities. They are unavoidably accompanied by incongruities, curious* incongruities. These incongruities point to the existence of an alternate order. The incongruities exhibit the existence of an alternate order in the same ordinary affairs that are the technical subjects of formal analytic disciplines. Ethnomethodology is obsessed with that alternate order.3

It is the point of comparing them that EM investigations are working out Durkheim's aphorism. Durkheim's aphorism is common currency in the social science movement just as it is for Ethnomethodology: "The objective reality of social facts is sociology's fundamental principle." I shall dwell on it.

II. TWO ASYMMETRICALLY ALTERNATE FORMS OF ANALYSIS

The policies, methods, and corpus status of formal analysis render the objectivity of social facts in instructably observable details of generic representational theorizing. These are professionally accredited achievements of the worldwide social science movement and are ubiquitously done in all administered societies. They are pointless to dispute.

That FA’s achievements are unquestionable is assured by being subordinated to FA’s premier achievement, the corpus status of its bibliographies. By corpus I mean (1) its investigations, always accompanied by textual accounts that describe them, specify, make instructably observable, satisfy, and are exhibits of, adequate grounds of further inference and action;4 (2) these are adequacies of an investigation's origins, problem specification, the problem's essential history, descriptive coverage, facticity, relevance, and, as contingencies in an actual occasion of inquiry may have required, any of the rest; (3) the adequacies are instructably reproducible; (4) the foregoing are satisfied in actual work-site achievements; (5) investigations at all levels of findings in these respects can be taken on these grounds seriously to define a current situation of inquiry.

Ethnomethodology (EM) is proposing and working out "What More" there is to the unquestionable corpus status of formal analytic investigations than formal analysis does, did, ever did, or can provide. EM does not dispute those achievements. Without disputing those achievements as unquestionably demonstrable achievements5

3. [Editor's note: EM by contrast does not have methods. It is not a methodology but rather a study of methodology.]

4. Felix Kaufmana is the original author of the concept of corpus.

5. If this claim is read as irony, it will be read incorrectly. To read it without irony, recall the scene in Ionesco's Rhinoceros. The last man and his girlfriend, Daisy, are looking out into the street below filled with rhinoceroses. Daisy exclaims, "Oh look, they're dancing." The last man: "You call that dancing!" Daisy: "That's the way they dance."

Similarly, no disrespect is involved for FA's demand that its investigations be worldly work of finding out and specifying real order, evidently. Real order, not cockamamie real order. Real
EM asks, "What More" is there that users of formal analysis know and demand the existence of, that FA depends upon the existence of for FA's work-site-specific achievements in carefully instructed procedures that FA uses and recognizes everywhere in and as its lived work-site-specific practices.

There are practices that FA practitioners just in any actual case know and recognize are unavoidable, without remedy or alternatives. The practices are indispensible to practitioners. Just in any actual case the practices specify practitioner's work and make it instructably observable.

"What More" has centrally (and perhaps entirely) to do with procedures. I have given procedural EM's emphasis on work. By procedural EM does not mean "process." Procedural means labor. That emphasis is exemplified in probative descriptions by David Sudnow. At the work-site-playing hearably improvised jazz at the piano keyboard; typing watchably thoughtful words at the keyboard; enactedly solving the problem at the computer console of getting a high score in Breakout, the video game—progressively and developingly coming upon the phenomenon via the work in and as of the unmediated details of producing it.

The central obsession in Ethnomethodological studies is to provide for what the alternate procedural descriptions of phenomena of order—methods—could be without sacrificing issues of structure. That means without sacrificing the things of immortal, ordinary society in their ubiquitousness; the great describable recognizable recurrences, of generality, and of comparability of these productions of ordinary things—things that exhibit not only the endogenously recognizable populations that staff their production, but together with their recognition the interchangeability and survey ability of those populations.

This is not an indifference to structures, and generality of things. This is a concern with structure as a methodically produced phenomenon of order; only discoverable, and therein a specifying phenomenon of order.

EM is concerned with what in the world does immortal, ordinary society consist

order is FA's achievement without question. EM is not claiming to know better. But neither is EM proposing to institute and carry out EM investigations of ordinary society while being in the midst of organizational things and therein knowing nothing. Rather, we'll proceed without having to decide or even to know how to proceed while knowing nothing. Instead, by [beginning], by [carrying on], by [finding our bearings again] by [completing an investigation] we'll land ourselves in the midst of things. Procedurally we know something. We're not agnostic. EM's commitments are the same as those of FA in worldwide analytic studies of practical action and practical reason, viz., in the midst of its endless things we'll study the work as of which immortal ordinary society consists. We'll see.

6. [Editor's note: I take "process" here to mean something like rules for proceeding, and labor to refer to something like "enactedly developingly coming upon the phenomenon" via the work. The point is that Garfinkel argues that comprehending the relevance of embodied work substantively changes one's understanding of what process could be.]

of? "What in the world More" of familiar, ordinary activities does immortal, ordinary society consist as the locus and the origin and setting of every topic of order, every topic of logic, of meaning, of method respecified and respecifiable as the most ordinary Durkheimian things in the world?

Ethnomethodology’s fundamental phenomenon and its standing technical preoccupation in its studies is to find, collect, specify, and make instructably observable the local endogenous production and natural accountability of immortal familiar society’s most ordinary organizational things in the world, and to provide for them both and simultaneously, as objects, and procedurally, as alternate methods.

The identity of objects and methods is key. These methods are incarnate in familiar society. Therein they are uniquely adequate to the phenomena whose production they describe substantively, in material details. The competence of their production staffs consists of the unique adequacy of methods. The competence of their production staffs is, it exists as, it is identical with, the unique adequacy of methods.8

EM addresses these provisions as empirically adequate descriptions. It carries them out by eschewing the methods of formal analysis. This is done without loss or sacrifice of issues of structure, and without bowdlerizing or ignoring issues of structure or changing the subject.

Without sacrificing issues of structure or changing the subject? That means without sacrificing the ubiquitousness in everyday life of recognizable and accountable, observable recurrences of practical actions and practical reasoning in coherent ordered uniquely adequate details of generality, of comparability, of classification, of typicality, of uniformity, of standardization. These are recurrences in productions of immortal, ordinary things—traffic jams, service lines, summoning phones, blackboard notes, jazz piano in a cocktail lounge, talking chemistry in lecture format, police protection of an ambulance run, good work in Tibetan Buddhist debates9—phenomena that exhibit along with their other endogenously accountable details, endogenously accountable populations that staff their production.

What in the world do these things consist of? Where in the world are they found? How in the world are they found? What in the world of commonplace, local, endogenous haecceities of daily life does immortal, ordinary society consist of as the origin and the setting of every topic of order, of logic, of meaning, of method, reason, rationality, science, truth . . . respecified and respecifiable as the most ordinary concerted lived organizationally enacted phenomena in the world?

---


9. Examples are from the Collection of (EM) Hybrid Ethnomethodological Studies of Work.
III. A COLLECTION OF FA LITERATURES AND THEIR EM ALTERNATES

EM alternates are specific alternates to the FA literatures with which they are paired. They are demonstrably alternate provisions for the corpus status of the ordinary activities that an FA literature describes. This claim is critical to the collection. A literature is ordinarily read for familiarly probative studies of its subjects. When its studies are read for that the reading is apt to be looking in studies at hand to a well-known past, the reader's included, reviewing, collecting, and deepening established studies, promoting a tradition, renewing it by singling out a line of studies to find what next in line might look like and perhaps so attaching a next study to the line as to continue the structure that was used to find what "next" could be and should be.

The EM reading is incommensurably different in material details in that instead of renewing a tradition, a literature is deliberately searched for news to carry further EM's previously uncovered and established markers of strangely new organizational phenomena in what nevertheless remains FA's familiar territory. The EM search is for "What More?" does the territory offer up in language to describe it as a literature's very own subject but in its matters that can't be imagined but are only to be found out and are even only discoverable. The EM reader having caught on to something wouldn't want only to stipulate or imagine it. New directions would have already been taken so why would one want to? And so on, and so forth.

[Examples: Well-known subjects of discipline-specific Literatures: the et cetera clause, the documentary method of interpretation, indexical expressions and their essential ubiquity, reflexive body/world relations, details in structures, tacit knowledge, the essential mundaneity of reason and calculative rationality, and oracular reasoning and its endless cognates.] [Various EM authors (respecified) (described) these as work-site-specific, discipline-specific, procedural enactments.]

These subjects had their start in 1952 after I learned about the work of Calvin Mooers. Graduate studies with the use of Mooers' "Zatocoding" and "catalog" began at UCLA in 1954. They were developed in Ph.D. dissertations at UCLA, and later by faculty and students at other universities: UC–Santa Barbara, Irvine, San Diego, York, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Manchester, Boston, and elsewhere. They remain standing subjects for EM authors.

Another subject is familiar and prevalent in formal analytic literatures: the accomplished transparency and specifically unremarkable smoothness of concerted skills of "equipmentally affiliated" shop work and shoptalk. These are respecified Ethnomethodologically with "Heideggerian uses" of handicaps, illnesses, disability, their affiliated equipmental "aids to independent living," as well as with

10. By demonstrable I mean instructable observable. See Chapter Six on instructed action.
inverting lenses and other bodily, characterological, organizational, and procedural "troubleshooters." With these "troubleshooters" work's incarnate social organizational details are revealed by overcoming their transparency in their topically ordinary concerted recurrences of ongoingly developing phenomenal fields of ordered details of generality, uniformity, interchangeable populations, and the rest, i.e., in ordered details of structures.

Studies of many and various subjects concerned with the workings of organizational things, with or without their availability in FA literatures, were done while eschewing the policies and methods of formal analysis.

Each investigation, for its empirical adequacy, described practices that are recognized by practitioners as doable, done, true, "relevant to the parties,"[11] "and even verisimilitudinous."[12] EM studies deliberately abstained from the use of mental mechanisms, psychologized actions, clinical psychological biographies, signed objects, and hermeneutics. They are concerned with practices that are chiasmically chained embodied to the environment of ongoingly ordered phenomenal details. Descriptively provided for, these are above all commonplace, notably unremarkable, in specifics that are uninteresting but indispensable, and, somehow—and this is critically of interest—they are specifically unmentioned in established descriptions.

A very strong collection of studies was done with deliberate, clear, and targeted emphasis on Ethnomethodological discipline-specific "hybrid" results. By "hybrid" I mean studies of work in which the analyst is uniquely and adequately competent to teach practitioners the production and natural accountability of the phenomenon, the coherent uniquely adequate details of which his descriptions can be misread instructionally, as and at a work site, to exhibit. Among EM hybrids David Sudnow's studies, particularly of improvisation in jazz piano playing and piano pedagogy, are sine qua non. Hybrid studies also come into strong focus in EM studies of discovering work in the natural sciences.[13]

Hybrid studies established, among analytically familiar literatures of instructed actions, their EM alternate, "the praxeological validity of instructed action." At and as the work-site misreading a descriptive account instructionally, the work of following which exhibits the phenomenon that the text describes. This alternate, original with Britt Robillard and Christopher Pack, was proposed and elaborately developed by them from 1973 to 1984 in their joint program of research, curricu-

[11] Credit is long overdue to Florian Znaniecki's Social Actions for early and deep explication of this insistence. I thank James Fleming, my mentor and friend in the sociology department of the University of North Carolina, for insistently teaching it in 1939 as an acknowledged and central relevance in discipline specific literatures of social science theorizing. Sacks and Scheglof incorporated it as a central methodological policy in conversational analysis. The felicitous phrase is theirs.

[12] Borrowed from Martin Krieger's studies of physicists' work.

lum design, medical pedagogy, and evaluation of medical staff and student competence in the Pediatrics Department of Michigan State University.

Their program was notable for working out and demonstrating the condition of EM adequacy that the analyst's Ethnomethodological findings be taken seriously in the FA discipline that was studied. By being taken seriously I mean that at the work site practitioners will demand of EM findings just as they demand of FA findings that they satisfy the work-site-specific, discipline-specific corpus status of FA investigations and that EM findings be incorporated in FA work at hand or reasons be given for not doing so.

IV. A COLLECTION OF PAIRS

The following is a list of FA/EM pairs that consist of topical literatures of formal analytic studies of work and their specific Ethnomethodological alternates. An enumerated list of briefly annotated subjects of formal analytic literatures <light text> and their Ethnomethodological alternates [bold text] follows.

<1> The premier achievement of FA studies of work is the generality of work and occupations, not in occupations' aesthetics but as labor described in their generically represented details of structure: e.g., in their details of generality and comparability, staffed by populations, by interchangeable and surveyable populations, descriptions being responsive across occupations, disciplines, and literatures to inductive inference without incoherence, etc. These are demonstrated with studies that are carried out with the policies of generic representational theorizing and methods of constructive analysis. Among the most powerful of these are the well-known and widely practiced analytic privileges of the transcendental analyst and universal observer. Their evident use provides to FA cases that describe achieved details of generality and other structures of work and occupations their guarantee of adequate description and valid knowledge.

[1] Stacy Burns provides a specific Ethnomethodological alternate. She describes the gap in conventional studies of lawyers' work in law school training. After reviewing well-known social science studies of law school training she writes: "These conventional studies broadly outline, but are ultimately independent of, the detailed orderliness of how actual pedagogic interchange unfolds in real time, in real space and in the first place in the law school classroom. They are unable to specify what connection, if any, there may be between the observable detail and contingent ordering of pedagogic tasks in the law classroom and the skills identifying of professionally competent legal practice . . . Hence the lived and local orderliness identifying of pedagogy in the law school classroom remains predominantly unexplored analytic territory. What is reported in the social scientific, educational, and jurisprudential literature leaves largely unaddressed many matters of central practical concern, relevance, and consequentiality to law profes-
sors and their students . . ."14 To conclude her point Burns adds "... As Heritage describes it" this gap "consists of all the missing descriptions of what occupational activities consist of and all the missing analyses of how practitioners manage the tasks which, for them, are matters of serious and pressing significance . . ."15

<2> Practical action and practical reason are vastly worked subjects. They range in technicality from the alchemically arcane to the commonplaces of pop technologies. Subjects are centered academically in canonical investigations of Wittgenstein, Dewey, Simon, Schutz, Evans-Pritchard, and, most interestingly, in the ethnodisciplines in anthropology, e.g., ethnoastronomy, ethnobotany, etc. In these literatures recurrences of practical action and practical reason are made instructably observable and exhibited just in any actual case in the coherence of generically theorized, formal analytic details of structures. Elaborate but separate topical literatures of practical action are identifying mainstays of the separate university departments of psychology and sociology.

[2] Calvin Mooers's "Zatocoding" and "catalogs" respify descriptions, rules, definitions, glossaries, schemas, instructions, instructed actions, actions as a rule, purposive actions, ends-means schemata, procedural accounts, operational definitions, context, science, oracular reason, divination . . .

In 1952 Calvin Mooers, at the time a recent graduate of MIT, had designed and needed to sell to engineering firms and service his "catalog" and "Zatocoding" system for the storage and retrieval of small libraries of valuable documents. He described, with illuminating delicacy of experiential specifics gathered from his jobs of selling and installing his system and helping members of client firms to make it work, that and just how context, practical action, categorizing phrases, reasons, search prescriptions, relevance, identity, definitions, glosses, and glossaries were renegade topics.

Mooers' clients were engineers. "Context" was an omnipresent renegade topic in their in-house discussions about the "Zatocoding" system and in, about, and as their actual in-course work of naming documents, describing, filing, searching, for relevant texts but not being able to or wanting to prespecific what it would have to look like before it was found; or finding just what they needed and discarding garbage; or so naming, filing, searching, and recovering documents that their company library in any of these ways of operating in it and with it would to their work satisfaction have incorporated their developing and changing interests.

A user of the dictionary would select an itemized string of descriptors as a search prescription. Upon the completion of a search the documents that dropped


had to be examined to learn what grammatik readings the items could be found to have. The examinable coherence of a first collection was often deliberately temporary, undertaken just to see where it would lead. Was the document relevantly a document that the prescription had been directed to find? These and densely affiliated other "relevancies" could not be prespecified. Context as a locally occasioned, instructably achieved, repeatedly and collaboratively achieved and achievable local phenomenon by and for a firm's particular gang was indispensable to assure the locally occasioned locally achieved efficacy as instructably reproducible recurrences of work-site practices in details of storage, numbers of documents, the "catalog," all together with the "Zatocoding" procedure—as an in vivo work-site achievement, just in any actual case.

From 1952 until 1976 the Mooersian catalog was used to add and procedurally specify rules, rule governed activities, indexical expressions, objective expressions, rational decision making in common sense situations of choice, glossing as a way to talk plain English, methods, schemes of details, propertied classes of objects, and structure—structure in the way its use collects and seeks to exhibit about practical action details in patterns, generality, comparability, typicality, standardization, uniformity, coherence in accordance with the logic of inductive inference, and the existence copula "is" in the senses "There exists . . ." and "Is identical with."

<3> Among the subjects of formal analysis are occasion maps16 of way-finding journeys and their cognates—repair manuals, models, mock-ups, tour guides, assembly instructions, freeway signing, contractors' path descriptions, medical decision trees, directions, rules, norms, games-with-rules, blueprints, musical scores, analytical cartography . . . occasion maps and the occasioned use of maps are analytic cartography's stepchildren. Formal analysts don't know what to do with them. Occasioned uses of maps are treated as mentalisms and turned into features of the perceiver. Territorial events are turned into perceived features of a territory. For FA occasion maps are questionably adequate. Rendered merely perceived, by being made subjective they are useless by contrast to the technical descriptive achievements of analytic cartography.

[3] Occasion maps are low-cost, high-production gold mines. Whole libraries of analytic cartographical maps and their cognates offer in specific EM alternates the locally occasioned, endogenously achieved properties of logic, order, meaning, method, reason, rationality, effective procedure, followability, completeness, sufficiency, and the rest of occasion maps. These are the endlessly analyzed topics of intellectual history.

16. In order to specify the literatures, groups 1 and 3 of the eight sections of text in Cartographical Innovations, edited by Helen M. Wallis and Arthur H. Robinson, is a splendid source and guide. Additionally, Norman Thrower's classic on maps is indispensable, as is the canonical textbook of Arthur Robinson.
It is not possible to read from the map the work of following the map in a way finding journey. The traveler's work of consulting the map is an unavoidable detail in the lived, ongoingly, in-its-course, first time through, traveling body's way-finding journey that the map is consulted to get done. Under that work-site condition the map's consulted, inspectable, relevant-to-the-user properties of logic, order, meaning, factual adequacy, followability, completeness of instructions, sufficiency of instructions, notational clarity, analyzable format, methodic procedure, and the rest, are embedded in the territorially and equipmentally affiliated practices of the traveling. Being so embedded they are salient, problematic, topical, unavoidable, and [Identifying] of traveling's practices in relentlessly chiasmically embodied details of those practices. The map's properties of order* are exhibited in and as directly and unmediatedly observed territorial organizational things. These are the map's very own territorial organizational things. As territorial objects in a phenomenal field the map's properties of order* are chiasmically chained to the traveling body's way-finding practices; they are made available to those practices, as those practices.

The map library at UCLA has a list of sketch maps that the Department of Defense publishes called landing maps, approach maps, horizon maps, etc. From the point of view of embodied traveling they must put in the hands of the troops ways of recognizing an actual shoreline so that they minimize their casualties. The maps have this occasioned character not because they are faulted but because they are used.

Occasion maps are analytic cartography's stepchildren. Formal analytic studies of occasion maps have missed these phenomena entirely. With the same careful technical policies and methods that formal analytic studies have described occasion maps these phenomena are lost.

<4> Formal analytic literatures of science teaching are dense with various subjects of effective and convincing formal analytic pedagogy such as scientific demonstrations of Galileo's inclined plane demonstration of the real motion of free falling bodies. The literatures also include subjects of models and analogies in the natural sciences, such as Rasmussen's use of maps to describe the development of methods in electron microscopy and studies of work in the natural sciences.


18. "Identifying" is misleading. I'm using it as a collector for other members of its family that are also misleading for EM studies, e.g., definitional, essential, genetically essential, paradigmatic, criterial, primitive, primordial, primary, schema, ideal, ideal type, Uhr-this-and-that, etc. "Identifying" is a temporary placeholder for the work it describes when it is respecified Ethnomethodologically. For the time being I am using it as a natural language descriptor. It alludes to the work it is used in vivo to describe. No one needs to be inevitably misled.

19. See Niklas Rasmussen's book and also his dissertation and articles.
The phenomenal field properties of Galileo's inclined plane demonstration of the [real motion] of free falling bodies. The achieved coherence of objects has very much to do with naturally accountable work. Also, Louis Narens' "right hand" and "left hand" paths from instructions to the demonstrated [real motion] of free falling bodies, described as $s/t^2 = k$.

"There's a gap in the literature" in science libraries. I made inquiries first to several librarians in the physics library at UCLA, and when they couldn't help, to the library director. Were there descriptive materials available whose adequate pedagogic relevance consists in that and in the way that they specify the first and second segments of Lebenswelt pairs? These would be materials that are pedagogically relevant to teaching's work sites in physics. Were any materials available? Could any be found for any of physics teaching's work sites, from introductory labs for undergraduates to arcane settings of collaborating professional faculty? After he showed me several volumes and described several others, and after he listened to my reasons for their not being what I was looking for, the director replied: "There's a gap in the literature."

Gestalt phenomena: themes, topics, subjects, demonstrations, in gestalt psychology comprise an important FA literature. Gestalt illusions; figural alternates in experimental perception (e.g., "ambiguities"); CAD models and modeling. A classic FA study was that of Heider and Simmel (1944), who in order to study the psychology of person perception developed a moving picture film of two and one half minutes duration with various geometric figures (including a large triangle, a small triangle, and a circle) that moved around a space also occupied by a stationary rectangle. They asked subjects to view the film and answer questions such as "What kind of person is the big triangle (little triangle, circle)." And they asked subjects to tell the story of the movie in a few sentences. In their analysis of subject's answers Heider and Simmel proposed that subjects saw the figures in the movie in terms of distal stimuli that were mediated according to more proximal features of the field in which those stimuli were embedded. In his own book Heider argues that these mediating features were stages in intervening variables of various sorts. There are comparable examples and elaborations in various subjects and demonstrations for example in studies of gestalt illusions, in figural alternates.

Visual horizons are perspicuous settings with which EM topics of figurations of detail, phenomenal fields, chiasmatic relations of body/world pairs, rendering theorems, transcendental data (and the rest) are made instructably observable.

20. Square brackets in bold [ ] mark off an EM procedural account of the phenomenon that is described with the name in the enclosed brackets.
21. See my study of the phenomenal field properties of Galileo's inclined plane demonstration in Chapter Nine.
23. Also architecture; industrial engineering; urban planning; police work.
as achieved phenomena just in any actual case. By pointing out the social gestaltists, Heider and Lewin, Doug Maynard lets a jinni out of the bottle. "With their film Heider and Simmel ‘come so, so close’ and lose the phenomenon."24 His study is a propaedeutic25 case for a collection of FA investigations that come "so, so close" and lose the phenomenon. Maynard suggests that "within Heider's account are indications of how subjects actually perceive, not according to relatively inert and extra sensuous stages and variables that accord stimuli some transcendental meaning, but, according to in situ, sensuously produced, functional significations formed between the geometric figures, their part, and additional constituents whose presentation unfolds in time as time itself is produced through the procedures of actors. Subjects see one thing preceding another and the other succeeding the one, thereby assembling a chronology out of an inextricably inner or endogenous order that then informs and is informed by just what a geometric figure might be as a type of person."26

<6> Phenomena made instructably observable in formal analytic details of concertedly recurrent achievements of practical actions are so provided for by FA that a phenomenon, whatever the phenomenon, and whatever its scale, is made instructably observable as the work of a population that staffs its production. An instant population is surveyable. It is exhibited in surveyable particulars of body counts and dimensionalized demographics. These are elucidated with variable analysis, quantified arguments, and causal structures. Analytic descriptions of populations inhabit the literatures of demography, the U.S. Census, the survey industry, university based social sciences, professional schools, and the rest.

[6] Endogenous populations are specific EM alternates. An instant phenomenon of order—freeway traveling waves, service lines, conversational greetings—along with endogenously exhibiting its other details such as [unmotivated slowing ahead] in traveling waves, [the apparent line that exhibits an order of service] in formatted queues, [the hearable absence of a greeting in return] in conversational greetings—exhibits as another detail its staff as a population that produces it. More, the phenomenon exhibits its staff as an interchangeable population. More, it exhibits its staff as a surveyable population. The work of a phenomenon's production exhibits its staff as a population.

<7> The Dictionary of Occupational Titles is a premier collection of formal analytic studies of work, and an extraordinary achievement in the social sciences. In formal analytic studies of work, entries in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) on the one hand and analytic ethnographies of work on the other, can be adequately read and understood interchangeably as either synopses or as elabora-

25. Propaedeutic is defined as "preliminary instruction. That in which it is necessary to be instructed in order to study with advantage the subject itself" (Oxford English Dictionary).
tions of each other. Their interchangeability is therein the subject of a massive literature in bibliographies of social analysis for in that relation they specify, satisfy, and are exhibits of the corpus status of their details of structure.

Therein, DOT entries are sources for well-known advisories that serve across studies of work and occupations as analytic ethnographic detailing devices: e.g., "goal oriented behaviors," "context-dependence," "rational problem solving," "local settings," "tacit knowledge," "skills," "the village versus the city." Course bibliographies offer technical guides to their existence and correct use in established topics of University Departments and professional Schools.

[7] Various university departments teach Ethnomethodological expertise in studies of work and occupations. Their required emphasis is on ineradicable, unavoidable indexical properties of adequate descriptions of work, etc. They require that attention be paid to the uniquely adequate competence of the analyst/practitioner as a requirement for describing methods of work. This involves indifference to the transcendental analyst, and eschewing the universal observer. "Ethnographic descriptions" are accounts of work-site-specific "relevances" that consist in-course of occupation-specific, instructably observable, instructably reproducible coherence of ordered phenomenal details of structures. Remedial expertise is directed to elucidating as its targets generic representational theorizing, replacing it with the phenomenon as the origin and source of trouble.

CONCLUSION

Our pedagogic prize is a specifying phenomenon of social order of immortal ordinary society. The phenomenon is this: An astronomically massive collection of phenomena escape from accountability of the great recurrences of ordinary activity. They escape whenever and wherever formal analysis is used to describe them. They escape just in any actual case that formal analysis is used to describe them. They do not escape because poor descriptive methods are used. To the contrary, the same careful methods of formal analysis that are used to describe them are the means of their escape.

The phenomena that escape are empirically the case and empirically researchable. Their escape cannot be imagined. They escape from carefully designed and carefully administered empirically grounded social analytic theory. That they escape and just how they escape are instructably observable and instructably reproducible. Just what escapes and just how they escape are phenomena of immortal, ordinary society. Their escape is socially systematic. The phenomena that escape specify Durkheim's immortal, ordinary society. Not exclusively, but probatively, unavoidably and without remedies oralternatives.

The phenomena that escape are the principal subjects of *A Catalog of EM Investigations*. A selection of these phenomena are described in this book: "formatted
queues" (service lines); freeway traveling waves; indigenous methods of native ocean navigation and seamanship; the logical properties of occasion maps; the vulgar praxeological validity of instructed actions; and the complaints by residents of Pacific Palisades about the noise of leaf blowers, airplanes overhead, and barking dogs when, in order to make their complaints actionable by city agencies residents were required to so describe what they were complaining about that their complaints could be contested in court. Residents encountered intractable difficulties in making the case. For none of the matters they complained about could they make the case.27

27. [Editor's note: Noisy assemblages include things like leaf blowers with regard to which the nuisance level, as experienced by residents, that is, their embodied experience, cannot be measured on a noise meter.]
Chapter Three

Rendering Theorems

I. \([-\ ]- \rightarrow (\ )\) AND \(\neq \neq\) EXPLAINED

I shall write \([-\ ]- \rightarrow (\ )\) for a premier policy of formal analytic (FA) studies: "There is no orderliness in the concreteness of lived everyday activities." No matter with what phenomena its studies are concerned, the worldwide social science movement, in every occasion of an actual research, administers a distinction between the "concreteness" of everyday activities and the "analyzability" of those activities. Analysts, with practical unanimity, accord this policy priority of relevance. The policy is ubiquitously administered wherever FA studies are done. Graduate students are introduced to that distinction on their first day of graduate work, and they will not be permitted to forget that distinction if they are to exhibit evidently, to professional sociologists, their own mastery as well as their mentors' mastery of thinking like a sociologist.

1. Rendering and rendered are not to be identified with representation. Edward Rose originated their Ethnomethodological study as phenomena, based on his art as a painter.

2. [Editor's note: Rendering theorems are used throughout EM writings to refer both to EM phenomena and to the distinction between EM and FA studies. Rendering theorems specify various relationships between the phenomenal field properties of things, methods of formal analysis and signed objects. In earlier writings square brackets without tick marks at the sides \([-\ ]\) were used to render phenomenal field properties of EM phenomena. These were referred to as "bracketed" phenomena. The contents of square brackets are also referred to as functional significations. In later writings brackets used to refer to EM phenomena have either \(-\) or \(=\) at their sides. However, square brackets without ticks are still sometimes used. The contrast between EM and FA became important and rendering theorems are used to render the difference between them. At this point empty brackets, either square \([\ ]\) or round \(\()\) are used to render the signed objects that are the end result of the application of formal analytic methods. Empty brackets are used to render this relationship because the signed objects refer to notions of the phenomenal field details of things. The change is an important one because in early articles \([-\ ]\) represented the bracketed phenomenal thing that was a subject for EM investigation. In later articles \([-\ ]\) and \(\()\) represent the signed objects of FA and \(\neq \neq\) and \([-\ ]\) represent phenomenal field objects. The use of square and round brackets is not consistent. However, in later articles the use of empty versus ticked brackets is more consistent.]
Thinking like a sociologist involves a commitment to the belief that there is no orderliness in the concreteness of everyday life. To find, collect, and analyze empirical cases of orderliness in everyday activities; above all, to be able to see it and find it, over and over again; to make it instructably observable—to your professional colleagues, of course—but even more seriously, because their concern is with the demonstrable truth of things and because the demonstration must be available to the autonomous criticism of a congregation of professional colleagues—so if your task is to make orderliness in everyday activities instructably observable, to one and all, and make them instructably so with descriptions and pedagogies that are objective, universal, necessary, probative orders of argument, you cannot hope to find them in the concreteness of ordinary activities. They cannot be found in the concreteness of ordinary activities.

Instead you will be required to design and administer a generically theorized representation of the particular orderliness in substantive and material details. You will be required to do so because in the worldwide social science movement it is held to be unavoidable that only a generically theorized representation of the instant orderliness will reveal it in coherent substantive and material details that are comparable across recurrences of the orderliness. The animal is the recurrences in described empirical details of their generality. Only with the use of a generically theorized representation will the required contingency be satisfied that coherence is demonstrably satisfied across the followable, witnessable steps of the description as an order of argument.

That representation is not any imaginative thing that can occur to you. It is a generic representational specification of the object found as worldly stuff. Concreteness, worldly and real stuff, actual not supposed, things in and as their haecceities—from freeway traveling waves to Japanese calligraphy—that it is your research task to so make observable that it is instructably observable and even instructably reproducible.

You want to be able to describe the thing you are up against in such a fashion as to make the phenomenon observable in worldly and real details of its recurrence. You won’t want to allude to it. You will not be taken seriously by describing it with allusion. Rather, in incommensurable contrast, and just in any actual case, on repeated occasions, you will want to so describe it that the description will correspond to the phenomenon with some transcendental measures of error, correctness, truth, adequacy, objectivity, and evidence.

Let me represent what I’m talking about.

-[- ]- → ( )

I’ll call this -[- ]- “the plenum.” Plenum is an academically educated word for concreteness. It means the plenitude; the plenty of it; the more than you or anyone can say or can hope to say; the endless chaotic circumstantiality of lived, living,
lebend, uhr, um, etcetera, and etcetera. In addition to plenum Webster mentions plenary and plenilunium.

Here's the idea:

The methodic work of formal analysis accords premier priority of relevance to the policy: There is no orderliness in the plenum.

Instead, in the social science movement, worldwide, methods are specifically designed and administered to respecify whatever is the worldliness and reality of the matters you are up against in that you have a (designed)\(^3\) enterprise of research to carry out. What shall we call these "matters"? Concreteness? The Concrete? Plenum? Firstness? The original? Primordiality? Lived? Lebenswelt? Blooming, buzzing confusion? Umwelt? Um? Uhr?

I'll write → for methods that I'm going to call methods of formal analysis. These are methods of formal analysis distinctively. They are well-known. Without at this time dwelling on them, permit me to characterize a few so that you might have confidence that you are hearing correctly what I am saying, whether or not you agree.

A well-known method, widely demanded, is that you design and use generic representations, definitions, models, typologies, maps and that these be so administered in and as actual work sites as to respecify what you are actually encountering here, -[ ]-, so that it is exhibited as generic representations of that setting in witnessable details. These details are the details of the orderly properties of your device—for example, the properties of your classifications and numerical measurements.

So you are exploiting the device and you know how to exploit the device with which to exhibit in this setting -[ ]-, and make observable in this setting -[ ]-, what is orderly about this setting -[ ]-, in these established terms ( ) whose warrant is provided with these methods →. These methods → warrant claims in this device ( ).

→ ( )

These are established achievements of formal analysis. They are unavoidably serious.\(^4\) The social science movement means to describe the worldliness of immortal, ordinary society, in great recurrences of ordinary society, as real society, actually not supposedly, with methods that are uniquely adequate to the jobs of description, and before any of these, leading any of these with priority of relevance, evidently.

"There is no order in the plenum" is a premier policy of formal analysis.

---

3. [Editor's note: Enterprises are designed in that there are formal methodological requirements that create their own orders rather than search for members' methods for enacting the social orders that are the object of study.]

4. "Taking these achievements, → ( ), seriously" is explained in hybrid EM studies of work.
ously the slogan's indexical expressions are relativized by analysts to actual work sites for their definiteness of sense and reference, and for their correspondence to environment things. Thus "There is no order in the plenum" in the aspect of implementation and at work sites speaks not only of policies, but of methods, advice, norms, rules, tasks, achievements, results, findings, brags, troubles, arguments, aesthetics, and good work.

What is Ethnomethodology? What Ethnomethodology proposes is represented with ticked brackets: € Ș

Ticked brackets speak of the more there is to the studied recurrences of ordinary activities. Just What More is there to the studied recurrences of immortal, ordinary activities than methods of formal analysis do, did, ever did, or can provide?

Ethnomethodology's claims consist of a developing forty-year research experience that is contrary to this policy, -[ ]- → ( ). An interim summary of that experience is reported in A Catalog of Ethnomethodological Investigations.

Studies from the catalog describe a technical collection of worldly things. These are Durkheim's things. 5

The studies in the Ethnomethodological collection are contrary to the policy -[ ]- → ( ). For case after case of the collection's studies in real details of Durkheimian things the plenum is demonstrably and evidently not chaos incarnate. In a weak statement of the collection's results there is orderliness in the plenum. In the articles in this book the interest is in the strong case. The collection's studies demonstrate the strong case: Orderlinesses in the plenum are interchangeably orderlinesses as the plenum. More than that, in any actual case the plenum is neither specifiably nor demonstrably the loss in the circumstantiality and haecceities of ordinary activities of its orderlinesses.

More, and certainly, orderlinesses in and as the plenum do not depend for production, observably, witnessability, recognition, and elucidation upon the mastery of generically theorized societies; or upon assurances in lineages of essential philosophies; or of phenomenological philosophy; or of idealist or empiricist specifications of real worldliness—and now comes a Borgesian library of technical occupations in social sciences, philosophy, and intellectual history exhibiting the escape from accountability of the phenomena they describe, lost with the methods that are so carefully used to describe them.

The concrets of generic representational theorizing are eschewed in the studies of the EM collection. They are replaced with the discipline-specific workplace question: How, in starting with everyday activities, being unavoidably and without remedy or alternatives in the midst of ordinary activities, not knowing nothing

5. [Editor's note: "Social facts" are enactedly produced worldly things that must be continuously made and remade and about which, for both Durkheim and Garfinkel, the question of how they are made is crucial.]
and certainly not knowing how to proceed knowing nothing. But to the contrary being answerable to the contingent facticities of produced everyday things, just how and just in any actual case, is the coherence of those ordinary things made? How in the unavoidable midst of immortal, ordinary society, and therein just in any actual case is the congregationally witnessable coherence of the most ordinary things in the world made in the details in and as of their empirical generality? In the details of their generality how is their coherence made accountable? How are they made demonstrable? How are they made examinable and researchable?

How? Just how? But not how in any which way and not with a golden ring that someone once snatched once around on a carousel. But just in any actual case just how is the made coherence of those things accountable? Just how is the made coherence of those things demonstrable, and studiable once an accountable arrangement for a thing's production, a description and pedagogy is at hand with which to start and evolve a search, to carry specifications of that coherence to indefinite depths of "unending exploration of inexhaustible details," without incoherence, errors, mistakes, incongruities, or absurdities, just in any actual case, and, with dominating priority of relevance, without escape from contingencies "in the truth of the matter" of making order. How without evasion, postponement, hiding out, stipulation, lexical generics, descriptive characterizations, theatrical impressions, promissory notes, airy debates, changing the subject, or cheery talk.

Well, then, in its first policy, Ethnomethodology is pursuing a preposterous problem. I don't mean by "preposterous" to be cute. I'm not chatting it up. I'm not making talk to pass the time of day in good company, being no end of agreeable about what's so preposterous after all about ethno-shmethno.

Preposterous is what practitioners, by making use of formal analysis, bear witness for each other about Ethnomethodology. Preposterous is what practitioners with their use of formal analysis can find and demonstrate to be the case in Ethnomethodology's fundamental phenomenon and central claim—namely, that there is endless orderliness in the plenum; that this orderliness is found in the curious things that methods could possibly be; let alone what details could be; let alone what the coherence of things could be if the unavoidable way to provide for that made coherence of things and the only way is that it is the workings of immortal, ordinary society, and it is done without remedy or alternatives as the things the territory consists of. That immortal society isn't anything other than—not the achieved coherence of activities—but the familiar coherence of ordinary things.

Ticked brackets \( \notin \) provide a convenient abbreviation for case materials. \( \notin \) \( \notin \) is used to speak of EM studies in a collection that composes, case after case, in empirical specifications, EM's fundamental phenomenon and central claim.

\( \notin \) \( \notin \) specifies that claim with materials that Ethnomethodology learned and teaches with the use of tutorial problems. Some of these are discussed in this book.

---

6. These are Durkheim's neglected things.
As preunderstandings, and until we get to them, let it be the case that there is something to what authors of Ethnomethodological investigations have described: Ticked brackets are not this claim -[ ]- $\rightarrow$ ( ). Nor are they this device $\rightarrow$ ( ) that by being repeatedly administered recurrently assures comparable findings from one empirical occasion of research to another.

The accountable $\left[ \right]$ is indifferent to the policies, methods, and corpus status of formal analysis. $\left[ \right]$ is nevertheless described and the work of its production and accountability is taught as an order of argument that specifies a thing; specifically, a Durkheimian thing.

The unfailing concerns of accountable $\left[ \right]$ are with empirical adequacy and evidence. Concerns with these are unavoidable.

May I remind the reader of these concerns of accountable $\left[ \right]$ by referring again to the collection of studies from A Catalog of EM Investigations and A Collection of EM Studies of Work.

What did we do and what did we learn with the studies in the EM collection?

In unavoidable concerns with empirical adequacy and evidence we learned this: A thing, $\left[ \right]$, is empirical, real, worldly, recurrent, and procedurally accountable. It is answerable and responsive to real-world demands. It cannot be fabulous, it cannot be journalistic reportage, it cannot be theater, whimsy, entertainment, or aesthetics. It cannot be specified without language. Nevertheless there is nothing in the words. In the words there is nothing of the thing in the procedural coherence of details-in-generality. The thing cannot be specified by coding its properties or by interpreting signed objects. Finally, and to be sure, the identification of generic things is the prize, but that prize is not one of knowledge and beliefs; it is one of recognitions. So generic things cannot be lexical.

Instead $\left[ \right]$ must be responsive to the demands made by the social science movement’s community of practice7 (practitioners)8 upon methods for the things’ production and accountability. These are demands that things be empirically demonstrable in procedural specifics, that they be instructably observably the case, and that they be teachably so to workplace-specific, discipline-specific staffs of their production and accountability without incongruities, or errors, and with exhibited regard for the contingent facticity of claims.

Meeting those constraints is what ticked brackets are about. Descriptive/pedagogic orders of argument are not about the phenomena of order; they are the phenomena.

They are not about Durkheim’s things; they are Durkheim’s things.

---

7. Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger are the original authors of community of practice.
8. See Lucy Suchman; David Lewis on oceanic navigators; and authors of hybrid EM studies, for the practitioners they are answerable to.
III. PERSPICUOUS SETTINGS

The following are several perspicuous settings with which to learn about and teach the locally produced, naturally accountable lived orderliness of a phenomenon of order*. Within the vocabulary and syntax of the rendering theorems, the locally produced, naturally accountable lived phenomenon of order* is referred to with ticked brackets, \( \langle \rangle \).

While we sometimes use empty ticked brackets, e.g \( \langle \rangle \), we prefer to write ticked brackets with an enclosed text, e.g. \( \langle \text{freeway traveling wave} \rangle \). With ticked brackets we refer to the lived equipmentally affiliated in vivo, in-courseness of the work that is being spoken of, the work about which, and of course, at times, as of which, the enclosed text is a way to speak. The matter that is being “talked” with a text enclosed in ticked brackets is always particular freeway traveling waves.

An arrow, \( \rightarrow \), is used to refer to professional social analysts’ skilled use of methodic procedures. Accounts, \( ( ) \), are specified by analysis with \( \rightarrow \). This specifying is done on the grounds of analysts' careful, technical, skillful administration of \( \rightarrow \). With \( \rightarrow \), warrant is provided for accounts of phenomena that \( \rightarrow \) are used to find, collect, specify, make topically reasoned, make observable, and the rest.

These matters, \( \langle \rangle \), \( \rightarrow \), and \( ( ) \) are written in three positions.

Matters found in this third position, \( ( ) \), are signed objects. By a signed object we mean that the object, \( ( ) \), consists of a collection of signs.

Perspicuous settings serve as case studies with which we can identity and relate \( \langle \rangle \), \( \rightarrow \), and \( ( ) \). The availability of \( \langle \rangle \), \( \rightarrow \), and \( ( ) \) in one or another of several specifying relationships are noted as rendering theorems.

IV. EM AND FA CONTRASTED

(1) \( [ ] \rightarrow ( ) \) is a visionary proposal in the worldwide social science movement. Parsons is an emblematic interdisciplinary spokesman for that visionary claim. On behalf of the social science movement, he wrote about and taught the distinction between concreteness and analyzability of empirical society.

Parsons wrote about the distinction and taught it by way of definition, celebration, recognition, aims, tasks, norms, and achievements of science in social science: If you are to have science in social science, you must get analytic. You must get past society’s things in their concreteness. You must get past this stuff, \( [ ] \). To do that you cannot assume a priori, but you must find out what adequacies of methods and of evidence can consist of. You must learn this by finding out what worldly and real adequacy can consist of for descriptive coverage, for facticity, relevance, generic representations, for the essential history of a problem, for the current state of a problem, for descriptions read at and as a workplace as
instructions, for completeness of instructions, for sufficiency of instructions, and for these, and, as actual workplace occasions of inquiry might have required, any of the rest, as warrantedly adequate grounds of further inference and action.

On these grounds alone the vision is monumental in its consequences.

(2) Durkheim's aphorism goes: "The objective reality of social facts is sociology's fundamental principle."9 The prevailing take by the worldwide social science movement is a canonical understanding: What Durkheim meant by the objective reality of social facts is epitomized in the policy: \([-[[ ] \rightarrow ( )\), "There is no order in the plenum."

Ethnomethodology comes down on the contradiction. "No. There is order in the concreteness of things." A research experience is collected in the corpus status of *A Catalog of Ethnomethodological Investigations*. Among these are the studies in *Working Out Durkheim's Aphorism*.

With that research experience, Ethnomethodology is respecifying Durkheim's immortal, ordinary society evidently. It is doing so by working out a collection of preposterous problems. The collection has properties of a schedule.

A first preposterous problem collects the following results. These are grounded in the empirical investigations of the EM Collection. Therein they are general results.

(a) Wherever in the teachings by the social science movement of the workings of immortal, ordinary society the plenum is provided for, wherever the plenum is an operational constituent of formal analytic policies, or methods, or the corpus status of findings and teachings, and wherever recurrent things having been described with formal analytic procedures are therein teachably so; wherever in the procedural description of a research or demonstrable findings the plenum \([-[[ ]\) is indispensable to the demonstrable empirical adequacy of the corpus status of \(\rightarrow ( )\), \([-[[ ]\) can be replaced with \(\xi \not\in\).

(b) (An EM finding) (And a preposterous problem): Wherever in the procedural description of a research or demonstrable findings the plenum \([-[[ ]\) is indispensable to the demonstrable adequacy of the corpus status of \(\rightarrow ( )\), \([-[[ ]\) can be replaced with \(\xi \not\in\).

\[\xi \not\in \rightarrow ( )\]

Call the revision the curious* seriousness of professional sociology. Meaning:

In the first position are orderlinesses that are lost if *this* procedure \([-[[ ]\) is used to describe them. "Lost" is operationally vague. Specifically, *this* orderliness, \(\xi \not\in\), escapes from accountability just in any case that *this* procedure, \(\rightarrow ( )\), is used to describe it.

(c) That \(\xi \not\in\) escapes from accountability by describing \(\xi \not\in\) with \(\rightarrow ( )\) estab-

---

lishes $\mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{P} \rightarrow (\ )$ as an orderliness of immortal, ordinary society. The phenomenon is provided for in the corpus status of Ethnomethodological investigations.

(d) It is the empirical proposal, also accorded corpus status in EM investigations, that formal analysis goes about its analytic business in this way: Formal analysis proposes about this orderliness $\mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{P}$ that this ( ) is the definition of it; and this $\rightarrow$ is its warrant. That claim is absurdly wrong in detail.

(e) There is a curious seriousness of formal analysis. By that is meant: This device $\rightarrow (\ )$ provides for what Felix Kaufmann, the author of the original meaning of corpus, described as “adequate grounds of further inference and action.” At the same time, Ethnomethodology proposes, about the same concrete settings, in the corpus status of its researches, and not as a good idea—very early in the game it was a good idea; early seminars joked it might even be true—but now it is asserted on the grounds of the collection of EM studies that the two claims of FA literatures, $\mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{P} \rightarrow (\ )$, and $-[\ ]- \rightarrow (\ )$, just in any actual case are absurdly wrong in detail.

(f) Ethnomethodologists learned that wherever $\mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{P} \rightarrow (\ )$ is administered in an actual case, in any actual case, and just in any actual case, it exhibits Merleau-Ponty’s general observation about “real thing” as its distinctive and unique property. (Call the property Merleau-Ponty’s property.)

(g) That $\mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{P} \rightarrow (\ )$ exhibits Merleau-Ponty’s property—the facticity of $\mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{P} \rightarrow (\ )$—is called “the curious* seriousness of professional sociology.” Curious* collects the following properties of its facticity.

(h) When I speak about the curious* seriousness of professional sociology, I mean that this $\mathfrak{E} \mathfrak{P}$ is supporting this part $\rightarrow (\ )$ of the formal analytic movement’s corpus of adequately demonstrated features of the great recurrences of immortal, ordinary society, i.e., of Durkheim’s immortal, ordinary society, i.e., the society that is there prior to and independent of the methods and discourse for describing it.

(i) The great recurrences of immortal, ordinary society

(ii) Durkheim’s immortal, ordinary society

(iii) The society that is there (the that) “prior to and independent of the methods and discourse for describing it”

(iv) The objectivity of things (the social facts according to the prevailing take on Durkheim’s aporia in the social science movement)

It is visionary about the social science movement’s investigations that they will not be restricted to traffic jams. Or to just this phenomenon that the local expertise of its instant production staff and/or its watchers knows.

10. Felix Kaufmann should be credited with the original meaning. Following Kaufmann, Melvin Pollner uses a summary descriptive characterization of Kaufmann’s claims.


12. Professional sociology is a placeholder for the analytic arts and science of practical action.
The animals in the foliage are [traffic jams] recurrently, done over and over again. And not that the [traffic jams] are done in general in their accordance with a formulaic version of generality, but "in practices." (The animal in the foliage is a very big beast. The trick is to postpone impatience and exasperation.)

The thing that assures the generality of [traffic jams] is the coherence of its details. The made coherence of [traffic jam's] details-in-generality.

The social science movement recognizes that proposal but does not know what to do with it. I'm not being critical of the social science movement. It is a matter of the movement's canonical policy that to get access to details-in-structures—to describe details-in-structures the details in (of) structures are found with this apparatus -[ ]- \rightarrow ( ).

With that policy it is demonstrable that no endogenous procedures have anything seriously to do with the phenomena done witnessably, demonstrably, over and over again, in and as of their details-in-generality, methodically.

The policy -[ ]- \rightarrow ( ) is not only misleading, it is absurdly wrong in detail.

The corpus status of EM tutorial phenomena, in descriptive/pedagegic orders of argument, demonstrate evidently that the phenomena #, done witnessably, recurrently, etc., are coherent in details-in-generality prior to [ ] \rightarrow ( ), independently of its use, and indifferent to it.

EM's question: How in the world is that proposal made into a research program? And that is what Ethnomethodology is about.

That is Ethnomethodology's first policy.
Chapter Four

Tutorial Problems

I. A DESCRIPTIVE/PEDAGOGIC ORDER OF ARGUMENT

In describing a phenomenon of order, and therein unavoidably meeting teaching's jobs, in order to make the work of the phenomenon's production and accountability instructably observable, EM "performatively" ties description and pedagogy. Ordinarily description and pedagogy are specified separately as two constituents of an accountable thing. For Ethnomethodology, they are intertwined as if they were one. Ethnomethodology administers description and pedagogy simultaneously, writing-and-teaching them as a single order of argument.

But not as any order of argument. Certainly not as an order of argument generally speaking. But as an order of argument that is distinctive to the corpus status of EM investigations. Call it an alternately descriptive/pedagogic order of argument.

Authors of EM studies are required to motivate their texts as well as their readings of texts by other EM authors with "hands-on" data from investigations of their own. Thereby, in any actual case, issues of empirical adequacy and evidence are unavoidable to EM studies as distinctive orders of argument. In that light a descriptive/pedagogic order of argument calls for explanation.

The collection of EM studies consists of studies of work. Its studies are directed to adequate analytic ethnographic studies of work.

I call their investigations tutorial problems. I call them that to put forward with unmistakable emphasis that their results are members' discipline-specific procedures. Their results are sought, obtained, received, acknowledged, and credited as mutually reciprocal tutorials. In the actual occasions of their investigations EM analysts exercise the "anthropologist's gloss." The analysts and their "informants" administer a requirement of mutual tutorial adequacy: In and as of workplace material say/shown ordered phenomenal details, "tell me what I'm talking about."

Therein, for the empirical adequacies of analysts' studies in every respect of "descriptive coverage," "relevance," "facticity," "a problem's essential history,"
"evidence," analysts' studies are alternately descriptions and pedagogies, and unavoidably. For all issues of adequacy as workplace stuff descriptions are readable alternately as instructions.

EM's jobs are by investigative design to learn from "clients" and teach to "clients" production methods that are probatively suited by the uniquely adequate competence of the analyst to the methods of producing the specific thing and making it witnessably observable.

The collection of studies are cases in which the work of reading* the analyst's text at work site, just in any actual case, does not correspond to the phenomenon it describes; it exhibits the phenomenon it describes. It exhibits the thing for which the text being misread2 as instructions might as well be the phenomenon's adequate description.

The collection consists of studies of work. This is work in which a study's author is uniquely and adequately competent, NOT necessarily to produce the things described, but certainly to describe and instruct practitioners who staff the

---

1. The following is a note on speaking tendentiously* and using strange names for new phenomena of order* as aims, tasks, methods, and findings of Ethnographic studies in EM studies phenomena of order*—different phenomena—are discussed in two quite different ways.

   (1) For some, "the language of everyday life" is used to speak of them with their familiar names, names found in common vernacular or technical terminologies, but in any actual case as received lingo. Some examples from EM studies are instructions; following instructions, detail, structure, or summoning phones. The point: their familiar names are used tendentiously. Familiar names are used with a deliberately abiding, corrective, but concealed tendency. In speaking tendentiously a term is written with its asterisked spelling—e.g., detail*. In that spelling detail* is used knowing that by detail* is meant something other and different than the reader would explain or can explain with any of detail's many vernacular "straightforward" meanings; thus at the same time knowing that detail* is used as a corrective on the reader's understanding. By intent, and at times by reason of achievements of previous EM studies, detail* (or any asterisked term of order* as the case may be) is used as an aim, task, method, or finding according to EM policies and methods, as a radical corrective; knowing, too, that an explanation is being delayed deliberately; doing so on the grounds of later studies; knowing that an explanation will be forthcoming at an appropriate place in the overall argument, although not adequately* particularly in any instant discussion but as the argument develops over actual studies, and not in studies just and only actually not supposedly doable, and actually not supposedly done, by the reader in just and only an actual case. Only and entirely on these grounds detail* (or any other asterisked phenomenon of order* as the case may be) is used as a radical corrective on the reader's understandings.

   (2) Other phenomena of order* are named with strange names and phrases. Examples are Lebenswelt pair; signed object; the properties of a phenomenon's local, endogenous production; that the properties of local production include the endogenous achievement's natural accountability; the praxeological validity of instructed action. These phenomena are spoken of with the names by which they are known in EM studies of the radical phenomena of order* production.

2. Misread does not mean read incorrectly. It means read alternately so that the reading, the second reading, is incommensurable with a first reading. They don't translate point for point. They go together. Wherever you find one you find the other. For an extended discussion, see Chapter One, footnote 36.
phenomenon's production and accountability. The EM analysts' texts can be competently and with unique adequacy in details misread instructionally to exhibit the thing—without incongruities, errors, absurdities, changing the subject, "trading up resemblances," faking, passing, or hiding out.

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the phenomenal field of ordered details of structure as a discovered topic in the problem of social order. The chapter presents five tutorial problems with which to specify how phenomenal fields of ordinary activities are lost with engineering details of recording machinery, rhythmic clapping, summoning phones, traffic flow, service lines, and computer-supported real-time occupations.

Phenomenal fields can also be lost with a certain approach to the text. A certain way to lose the phenomenon that EM texts, as instructions for doing real-world jobs, would get you, is to read the text and not do the work that it describes.

Suppose you want to go about deliberately not understanding just what Ethnomethodology is all about, but nevertheless being able to read these texts of EM investigations so that you get a clear, lucid, coherent, cogent reading. You find from your reading that everything makes perfect sense. Except for one thing: you will have wasted your time. There is a way that you can lose the point of the article. Lose its aim. Lose the thing that in reading it the reading teaches.

There is a certain way of reading the text as instructions. If you don't read the text instructionally, but instead you read the text straight-out, say, as a description of a procedure that was done, and with that procedure what was found out, then you will not fail to get it as a sense. In the way that you get it as a sense, you will fail to get what is to be done and what is to be learned when the text is read as instructions for doing what the text describes—doing in an actual case; just in an actual case; just in any actual case.3

The point of teaching tutorial problems is to require it of students that they do what the text describes. I can't require it of the reader. But EM studies require it. Tutorial problems teach a way of reading the text that is required for EM studies. To teach this reading I shall first describe Bryant's demonstration and summoning phones. By asking about each, "What did we do?" and "What did we learn?" offering them as propaedeutic cases. I shall then extend what was learned with Bryant's demonstration and summoning phones to three further cases.

In each of the five cases my aims are twofold. My first aim is to specify empirically and to make instructionally observable and instructably reproducible that and how a phenomenal field's exhibited and exhibitable details of structure are lost with the use of formal analytic technology. These are work-wise ordered details, i.e., work-site-specific, discipline-specific, uniquely adequate details.

---

3. [Editor's note: The cases cannot only be read as a description. In order to understand what is to be done concretely, so as to be able to reproduce it, the exercises must also be done. The tutorial aspect of EM is not optional.]
The aim is to specify the loss of phenomenal field details of structure in actual, ordinary activities of traveling waves, formatted queues, and episodes of computer supported shop floor enterprises. In each of these cases the phenomenal field of directional, orientational, and other phenomenal details of specific organizational things in their coherent, apparent details of structure is somehow lost. How? Just how?

My second aim is to specify in each case, for each phenomenon singularly, uniquely, and distinctively, what lost is all about. What is called lost? Just what? Just what in the world does lost describe?

What is lost in rhythmic clapping? What is lost in summoning phones? After these, three further cases are examined: Robert Herman's problem with traveling waves in freeway traffic; Martin Liebowitz' generic representation of formatted queues; and commonplace user dissatisfactions with the loss of trivial but indispensable directional, orientational, and other phenomenal field details in, at, and as real-time work sites of computer supported cooperative work.

In order to zero in on the richness of empirical specifics I'm proposing that the phenomenal details are respecified and exhibited in engineered details of recording machinery—photographic, filmic, audio, audiovisual, electronic, computational, and the rest. Hence I need to collect and examine recordings in which phenomena in engineered details of recording machinery are made to replace witnessed phenomena in shop floor specific local endogenous achieved details of generality, comparability, sameness, uniformity, productions of interchangeable staffs, exhibited as the work of producing staffs as populations, etc.—i.e., in details of structure.

Each of the five cases develops the real-world existence of a domain of phenomena. The domain consists of topics of order* respecified in and as achieved phenomena of order* of immortal ordinary society. Each phenomenon is specified and made instructably observable and instructably reproducible as a phenomenal field of ordered details of structure.

Audiovisual documents are premier resources. Documents will be sought from the experience with shop floor accounting practices. Of course I shall make documents of my own.

The cases demonstrate the work of listening/looking to and listening/looking for the various organizational things that persons are hearably and seeably doing. With each case an ordinary organizational phenomenon (e.g., rhythmic clapping and the hearably different sounded doings)—that is, of summoning phones—is

4. Spelled with an asterisk, order* is a collector and a proxy for any and every topic of logic, meaning, method, reason, and order. It stands in for any and all the marvelous topics that are available in received lingoese and received studies in intellectual history. See Chapter One, footnote 45.

5. I am indebted to David Sudnow for his discussions of "sounded doings." He is well aware of the illuminating and simplifying power of this analytic description and of its cognates in
made instructably observable and instructably reproducible as a locally and endo-
genously achieved, naturally accountable phenomenal field of ordered details of
structure.

II. TWO PROPAEDEUTIC CASES

Each of the first two propaedeutic cases, Bryant’s demonstration and summoning
phones, is a careful* descriptive account. “Careful description” doesn’t speak of
scholarly virtue. By careful* I mean that the description can be read alternately—it
can be “mis”read—as instructions. It can be praxeologized,6 deliberately. I spell
careful* with an asterisk to mark its distinctive meaning.

That each account is a careful* description is critical. If this article is to be cor-
rectly understood it is not enough to read these cases as literary arguments.7 If I
could command the reader I would: avoid reading the text for issues of adequacy,
finding issues of adequacy, making issues of adequacy decidable and deciding
them without leaving the pages. No matter how thoughtfully it is done that read-
ing is inadequate. With that reading the reader is certain to lose the point of read-
ing the text.

Instead each case must be deliberately misread by praxeologizing it. In the
“lived”8 course of being read as a praxeologized account9 the work of reading
exhibits the ordinary phenomenon that the text describes. Just and only in case
the article is actually read, reread, misread, praxeologized, read praxeologically, as
instructions in and as a real-time work-site job the reading (the misreading) exhib-
its the ordinary phenomenon that the text describes. Then, and only then, it makes
instructably observable and instructably reproducible the ordinary phenomenon
that the text describes when it is read alternately. Then, and only then, each case
makes its phenomenon instructably observable and instructably reproducible in and as
the phenomenal field’s exhibitable10 ordered details of structure.

In this section two cases are examined in which a topic of order* is respecified
other sensory modalities and in sensory synaesthesias. His books, Ways of the Hand (1978), Talk’s
Body (1979), and Pilgrim in a Microworld (1983) are handbooks of the phenomenon’s deep topical
relevance.

6. The praxeological validity of instructed action should be understood to mean that at and
as the work site, misreading a descriptive account as instructions, the work of following which
exhibits the phenomenon that the text describes.

7. [Editor’s note: The cases cannot only be read. They must also be done in order for their
phenomenal field details to be experienced.]

8. “Lived” is a temporary placeholder for technical specifics that are collected with the ques-
tions: “What did we do? What did we learn?” with and about the EM catalog’s tutorial prob-
lems just in any actual case. There is a more extended discussion at the end of this chapter.

9. Praxeologizing descriptive accounts is discussed in Chapters One and Six.

10. For the time being, exhibitable, witnessable, demonstrable, and observable can be read
interchangeably. Later we shall have need for distinctions.
as a locally produced, naturally accountable \textit{phenomenon} of order*. With two cases the argument is sketched that whenever they occur, but just in any actual case \textit{in vivo}, the respecified phenomenon of order* demonstrably consists of two incommensurable, asymmetrically alternate technologies in and as of the particular phenomenon's production, observability, recognition, accountability, demonstrability, etc. The paired technologies and their relationships are unavoidable, irremediable details of the particular phenomenon of order*.

Ethnomethodology's fundamental phenomenon consists of the neglected phenomenal field details of phenomena of order* of Durkheim's immortal, ordinary society. This is EM's central subject and its distinctive result. Just in any actual case, and then in case after case, these phenomena are specified in ordered phenomenal details of their production and accountability with two technologies of social analysis: EM, \( \notin \; \parallel \) and FA, \( \rightarrow ( ) \). The two technologies are incommensurable and asymmetrically alternate.

In this section we will describe two pairs and their relationships. In the next section we'll mention several other pairs. Each pair, described or mentioned, is a case of a phenomenon of order* in its own right. The two described pairs, Bryant's clapping demonstration and collecting tape recordings of summoning phones, and their relationships are collected and summarized as the first rendering theorem.

In each case two incommensurable alternate descriptions, designated \( \notin \; \parallel \) and \( \rightarrow ( ) \), while unavoidably related, are simultaneously carried out.

In each case—(the cases are also called tutorial problems)—phenomenal field properties of \( \notin \; \parallel \) are procedurally described and instructably observable as answers to the analyst/practitioners' workplace-specific hands-on questions: What did we do? What did we learn? In each case answers are distinctive, singular, and unique to the particular tutorial problem that is their empirically adequate exhibition.

1. Bill Bryant's Demonstration

Let's start with a case in which a Durkheimian thing is given as a simple human job, a classic formal analytic account \textit{somehow} accompanies it, respectively \( \notin \; \parallel \) and \( ( ) \). \textit{In vivo} musical performances offer a gold mine of these pairs.

Bryant demonstrated a pair of these, \( \notin \; \parallel \) and \( ( ) \) and their relationship with some rhythmic clapping. We can sharpen the points to be made by loading his demonstration with recording machinery.\textsuperscript{11}

Imagine that I have a metronome. I select a tempo and set it going. At the same time I turn on the microphone to an audiotape recorder. I also start a video recorder whose camera is focused on the metronome and me, and plug in a digital

\textsuperscript{11} Bill Bryant's demonstration was done in Sociology 218AB, Methods of Ethnomethodological Research, UCLA, 1974.
clock which enters a visual time signal on the videotape. The pieces of apparatus are now furnishing the beats per minute for the metronome; the speed of the tapes; the audible, and separately, the visual lapsed time of travel of the two tapes between record and playback heads; the recorded frames per second of the camera; the speed and detail of the clock display; etc. I fiddle with the machinery until the recordings are synchronized. To try out the whole thing I clap to the beat of the metronome. When I do I hear the metronome beat, I hear it in the speaker, I see it on the videoscreen, I see me clapping, I take note of the registered time values of the metronome arm’s travel, etc., etc.

We’ll write $\rightarrow$ for any or all of the various recording procedures that the equipment provides; write ( ) for any or all of the recordings; and write $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$ for an actual episode of clapping, some examples of which would be $\leftarrow \ldots \Rightarrow$; $\leftarrow \ldots ; \leftarrow$ $\ldots \Rightarrow$; $\leftarrow \ldots \Rightarrow$ $\ldots \Rightarrow$ $\leftarrow$

Some observations:

Via a particular recording procedure, $\rightarrow$ each of the recordings respects a performed clapping, $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$, as filmic, or audio, or metronomic, etc. details ( ). These details are specific to the recording procedure.

Each and any of the different recordings of $\leftarrow \ldots \Rightarrow$, $\leftarrow \ldots \Rightarrow$ etc. can be specified definitely and clearly with the arithmetic properties of clock time. Each of the different recordings is dense with arithmetic properties to indefinite depths of specifying details.

Each recording of $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$ respecifics it as a formal scheme of $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$’s arithmetic properties, i.e. ( ).

Each recording of $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$ renders it as details that consist of $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$’s arithmetic properties, i.e. ( ).

The formal scheme of $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$’s arithmetic properties, i.e. ( ), exhibits the analyzability of $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$ as formal descriptive facts of ( ). Warrant for the formally described facticity of $\leftarrow \Rightarrow$ is furnished by $\rightarrow$.

Now we ask: suppose we are playing the piano, or suppose we are singing, how does the beating of the metronome and its arithmetic properties, and how do the audio and the video recordings with the arithmetic properties of their filmic and audio details, recover the lived phenomenal properties of our singing?

From the question we recognize that something is fishy. If we are busied singing, or if we are playing the piano, then, as David Sudnow knows it and teaches it, we are making the time we need.\textsuperscript{12} Making the time we need is to be compared with the time that the metronome is marking. The metronome can provide con-

\textsuperscript{12} We are indebted to David Sudnow for “sounded doings," and we use sounded doings as he elucidates them in his work on conversation, talking, typing, gestural improvisation, teaching improvised and classic piano playing, playing jazz piano in professional ensembles, problem solving in video games, and various phenomena of dementia.
straints on *making* the time we need by *marking* the time that our singing or our playing takes. With the pair we are in the midst of an organizational thing: we can’t take all the time in the world to play the prelude.

Now we have two assemblages of accountable playing’s haecceities. In one case we have playing’s *in vivo* developingly phenomenal details, a locally produced, locally accountable phenomenon of order*, making the time we need—carried on, however, to satisfy—in this example to satisfy—the beating of the metronome under the piano teacher’s complaining instruction, “For crying out loud you’ll never get to be a piano player. You never change from one chord to the next. Don’t think a song can be played in any damned time it takes you to go through the piece. You have to get it done from beginning to end, so that others—and even you—can hear that you’re playing, and certainly before everybody dies of boredom.”

More. Just in any actual case of an *in vivo* musical performance we can always find the pair. Whenever we find the pair, but just and only in any actual case, both are available *together as in vivo*, in-course revealed details of a witnessable and examinable demonstration.

With the following demonstration—call it Bryant’s demonstration—Bryant made observable how the pair can be involved with each other—and as we shall see later technically, as work, and to that work’s inexhaustible depths of further observable phenomenal details.

Set a metronome beating. Then clap to the metronome’s beat in such a fashion that you can’t hear the metronome. Also make a tape recording so that later you can discriminate the rhythmic clapping from the metronome’s beat. Now, if you can’t hear the beat from the metronome, then it is at least questionable to claim that the metronome is cuing you. So the rhythmic beat is the achievement of another course of work. On these grounds Bryant posed the question: What more does the endogenously achieved coherence of pulsed details consist of, if the clapping isn’t cued, but nevertheless comes out metronomically right? Bryant pointed out that nothing is instructably reproducible by calling the achievement “rhythm.” Talk of rhythm only made a vexed problem worse. The mocking question remains unaddressed: What could rhythm possibly be, this “rhythm” that can’t be found as locally, endogenously produced orderliness, but neither can it be gotten by allowing, “Some persons have rhythm.” Nonetheless, the synchronous pulsing is massively and easily done, and easily mimicked and recognized. Withal, as David Sudnow points out, pedagogies for musical performances have never lacked analytic descriptions of musical achievements of phrasing, pace, duration, emphasis,

13. Michael Lynch, in his article “Ordinary and Scientific Measurement as Ethnomethodological Phenomena” (which I was privileged to read prior to publication), speaks with brilliant and deep pointedness for Ethnomethodological studies of the ontological production of objects in the natural sciences of “assemblages of haecceities.”
rhythms. But in the absence of local apprenticeships these pedagogies remain intractable to instructably reproducible achievement.  

That is a first case of a pair. Just in any actual case, by doing it we learn: There are two; they are tied; they have to do with each other, unavoidably and without remedy; they have to do with each other by way of the locally embodied workplace equipmentally affiliated “production” of the two; the separate work of their “production” consists specifically, distinctively, and uniquely of making the time and of marking the time, in witnessably and instructably observable coherent details of each of various organizational things. The locally embodied production of the two things specifies a hearable course of rhythmic pulses as an only developingly coherent “sounded doing.”

The sounded doing’s coherence is found and provided for; (1) in an endogenous, followably accountable “making,” i.e., in an endogenous logic; (2) in its immediately in-hand intelligibility of a world “not yet” reflected upon; (3) with form “emerging” endogenously and ongoingly revealed as contents rather than form consisting of “pure forms” as an abstraction from contents and then theorized as “imposing order properties” on circumstantial or experiential flux; and (4) nowhere is there relevantly and “with stability of meaning” organizational things “in evidence.” Instead, just and only in an actual case and then entirely, there is the organizational thing actually, really, these unremarkably, and ordinarily, and these evidently, i.e., “probative,” “settles the issue,” “pointless to question.”

2. Summoning Phones

I’m fond of another exercise that I have used with undergraduates and graduates. I offer you the privilege of hearing the exercise from beginning to end without being required to do it as a condition for hearing more from me beyond my insistence that you do what I ask.

The exercise involves finding, collecting, tape-recording, analyzing, and demonstrating various organizational objects—social facts, things—that ringing phones consist of, by competently listening to and listening for what they are hearably doing just in any actual case.

14. The idea that phenomenal fields remain intractable in the absence of local pedagogies does not at all indicate that there are generic specifications that must be satisfied. I have argued that the relationship between the in vivo experience and the pedagogy is “essentially unavoidable and without remedy or alternative.” We must caution the reader, however, that nothing of “essential” or “essence” as these are commonly understood in analytic and phenomenological philosophies is meant. It does not mean that the phenomena has generic essential attributes that cannot be specified adequately. On the contrary. We use “essential” to emphasize that every attempt to remedy or to avoid the haecceity of whatever matters haecceity modifies—e.g., details or immortal society—preserves, in the material practices with which the demonstration assures that the matter has been avoided or remedied, the identical matters that were cause for complaint.
I'll speak to you in the present hypothetical tense as if you were a member of the class. Here's what I would ask you to do. Here's what you would have done. Here's what we would do after you had done what I asked, before we came together and as a condition for our coming together. At that time you would have brought your tapes and your notes that described what you had done. I too would have made several tapes. From your notes and mine I would show you what we had done and what was to be learned—for your autonomous assessment based on your materials.

The assignment. Here is what I want you to do.

After class, and before our next meeting, get the following things on tape.

First, tape-record five episodes of a phone that is hearably summoning you, hearably just you, nobody else, and hearably everybody knows it.

I'm talking about hearable details. I'm asking you to get five tape recordings in hearable details of a phone hearably summoning just you. Get five episodes of that on tape.

With each of the five tape-recorded episodes keep notes. For each taped episode write in your notebook just what you had to do, where you went? why there? who said what? what was easy about it? what was troublesome? who were you with? when was it done: date, time of day, when did you begin? when did you stop? Be thorough; be good reporters; cover who, what, when, where, what happened then, what happened after that? For each episode.

Second, get five tape-recorded episodes of a phone that is hearably summoning someone else, hearably not you, and hearably anybody knows it. Get five episodes on tape. You must get five tape-recorded episodes. And for each episode you must keep notes.

Third, collect five episodes of a phone that is hearably simulating a phone hearably summoning you. And for each keep notes. By simulating we'll understand that I'm asking for five episodes of a phone that hearably deliberately and by your design resembles a phone hearably summoning just you. For each episode keep careful notes.

Fourth, tape-record five episodes of a phone that hearably deliberately and by your design resembles a phone hearably summoning someone else, a phone simulating a phone certainly not summoning you, and hearably anyone knows it. For each episode keep careful notes.

Fifth, tape-record five episodes of a phone hearably ringing. Just ringing. It is hearably not summoning, at all. Hearably it's just ringing. For each episode keep notes.

Still speaking in the present hypothetical tense, I would urge that you find time during the next few days to collect those taped episodes and that you keep notes that describe what you did to get each taped episode.

Then we would meet. I would play the tape that I had made. I would preface the playback by telling you I thought you'd want to hear a tape recording of a
phone hearably summoning me because should you have to recall what it *sounds* like from having heard it so many times, that would still leave the remembered and recognized details beyond recovery. But when they were *told* you could be surprised, and you would agree.

You would all know what would be in the record. It would be pretty much as you imagined: br-r-r-r br-r-r-r. That's one *tape recording* of a phone hearably summoning me. Next we have a tape recording of a phone hearably summoning someone else, certainly not summoning me. Then we hear a simulation of the phone summoning me. Next—and so on until we hear an episode of a phone hearably just ringing. Now we need a board display.

Let's list the following. In the first column: "A phone summoning me", 5 episodes, numbered 1 to 5; "A phone summons you", 5 episodes, numbered 6 to 10; "A simulation of a phone summoning me", 5 episodes, numbered 11 to 15;

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>Phone Summoning Me ≠</td>
<td>(−, ^^) (R)</td>
<td>(−−−−−−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>Phone Summoning You ≠</td>
<td>(−, ^^) (R)</td>
<td>(−−−−−−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>Simulation of a Phone Summoning me ≠</td>
<td>(−, ^^) (R)</td>
<td>(−−−−−−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>Simulation of a Phone Summoning you ≠</td>
<td>(−, ^^) (R)</td>
<td>(−−−−−−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td>A Ringing Phone ≠</td>
<td>(−, ^^) (R)</td>
<td>(−−−−−−)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>≠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A simulation of a phone summoning you, 5 episodes, numbered 16 to 20; A ringing phone, 5 episodes, numbered 21 to 25.

We'll write in the second column: a methodic procedure with which to specify and analyze the 25 episodes, five collections of five episodes each, which are the phones in the first column.

In the third column we'll write the account that we get when we administer a methodic procedure to each taped episode of a phone in the first column that is hearably summoning me; to each episode of a phone that is hearably summoning someone else, not me; and so on.

To specify this methodic procedure we'll use a set that consists of a line, —, and a squiggle, ^^^; and a collection of rules for administering them as follows: We'll play the tape. As long as we hear a silence we'll continue to draw a line; as long as we hear a ringing we'll make and continue a squiggle. Call these the set of rules, (R).

In the third column we'll write the account we get when we administer (—, ^^^) according to the set of rules (R), to each of the tape-recorded episodes.

After we had come together for our next meeting I would insert the tape I had made, saying to you, "I made several tapes. Let me play one, since its possible you have never heard a phone summoning me, but not you." I start the tape, and start drawing a line along the board for the silence. The phone rings and I draw a squiggle. I continue across the board, back and forth several times, for several cycles of silence and rings. The board looks like this:

\[ \text{Hello} \]

I ask the class, no one in particular, did any of you get taped calls that sound like mine, and that would look like that? Some students nod. They're wary. They don't see the point. I ask them to consult their ethnographic notes.

Via the ethnographies we come upon some findings in each episode, for each taped collection of five. The requirement that five episodes be tape-recorded of a phone hearably summoning just you drew complaints, denunciations, refusals, bewilderment. For example: "I really didn't know when I should turn on the tape recorder because I didn't know what—you wanted me to do. Was I to simply turn it on until I got an episode of the phone ringing? I went into the living room, from the bedroom. My husband was asleep. I turned on the tape recorder. I turned it off. I didn't know what you wanted. How long was I supposed to wait? I know I wasn't supposed to call anyone to set it up—to ask them—because
that wouldn’t be the phone that is hearably summoning just me. That would be a phone summoning by arrangement—” (SV).

Another student wrote: “Later that day L and I are sitting around in my apartment still thinking about this weird . . . assignment. The phone rings. We scream our delight, another episode, and not a staged one!” (LM & BR).

I would then go to the board diagram (Figure 3) and point to the first very long line, the line that has coded the first tape-recorded silence. I would call your attention to your bewilderment, your anger, your charges that the assignment is pointless, impossible, I’m stupid, you don’t have all the time in the world to get one of these let alone five, and for what?

At the board I would list other details. I would call them “functional significations,” and write each one in square brackets: ¶the first ring ¶is hearably ¶followed by ¶an interval ¶the interval separates ¶the first ring ¶from ¶a second ring ¶with ¶both rings joined ¶and ¶therein are hearably directed to timed places ahead ¶if they continue ¶hearably they will not continue indefinitely ¶.

Then I would point out that this first silence, this long silence for the phone that is hearably summoning you isn’t heard until ¶the first ring ¶is heard, whereupon ¶the first ring ¶is heard ¶coming out of a silence that just preceded it ¶. And ¶the ringing that is now being heard ¶is ¶now being heard ¶in what the phenomenologists call its relationship to the ¶silence out of which it came ¶as a dependent content. By this is meant, not until you hear ¶the phone ringing ¶do you hear ¶the silence out of which it came ¶. Further, they are so constituent details of that hearably ¶the first ring ¶that you can’t disengage them without “changing the phenomenon”—i.e., “Losing ¶the first ring ¶of-the-phone-summoning-just-you, or turning the phone summoning you into another phenomenon, say, the phone ringing in resemblance of a phone summoning you.

In the five episodes of the phone that hearably simulates a phone summoning me the functional significations differ dramatically from those of phones hearably summoning me. For several years, each time I needed a tape for a class I would call our department secretary. “Linda, I need to make that tape again. Do me the favor. I’ll hang up. Wait for about fifteen seconds and then phone me. I’ll let it ring four or five times and then answer.” “Okay.”

While talking to her, I’ve been tape-recording my request. Before I phoned her I turned on my recorder, then I called her, then I was busied arranging with her to call, then I hung up. After about ten seconds she calls, I answer by thanking her, hang up, and turn off the machine.

When I play the tape for the students I start the tape after I have talked with Linda so they don’t hear Linda and me arranging for her to call, and thus I can claim that I taped a phone summoning me. Is that right? Of course not. The students are not brain injured. Those who actually did the exercise had been busied with the trouble of getting even one episode on tape before the first ring, without
arranging it. They had been differently busied, and untroubled, getting tape-recorded resemblances. So for them, "He's up to something. But what?" For my part, I say, "I'm going to play you a phone ringing. I think you might not have listened carefully to what it sounds like." Which is tendentiously true.

Now we ask: Just what really, actually, evidently, and these ordinarily distinguishes (the phone hearably summoning me) from (the phone hearably summoning someone else, hearably definitely not me) from (the phone simulating a phone hearably summoning me) from (a phone hearably just ringing)?

As soon as the students hear that I made an arrangement with Linda, this silence:

\[
\text{becomes (waiting for the first-ring-according-to-the-agreement).}
\]

So, that phenomenal detail—that functional signification—and its affiliated contexture of phenomenal details—just that phenomenal detail, in just how it is locally in and as of an in vivo endogenous coherence of functional significations—i.e., of details—just that phenomenal field property of the concerted human job, (the phone hearably summoning me) definitely, distinctively, massively, reliably, validly, verifiability, uniquely, generally, and therein just in any actual case distinguishes these objects, these episodes, (phone summoning me) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 from each of the other twenty episodes.

More. I would offer to set off the (first silence) of the in vivo silence against the coded silence of the taped silence that I had played for you in class. When I played the tape in class that silence on the tape is now listened to, and never mind how I got it on tape. Hearably, it lasts. Hearably, it precedes the first ring that is being listened for, (a ring you are waiting for). But, in contrast, in your living room Your phone's silence—the silence you could listen to, tonight, now that you can listen to hear the phone, (your phone that is silent), and figure on an indefinitely long lasting silence, you are watching the phone that rings only when your mother calls. And that silence lends itself in endless "contextures" of imagined and imaginable details—a silence-in-and-as-of-objects galore!

Further. The (initial silence) of (first ring) of the phone that is hearably summoning someone else is similar to the (initial silence) of the (first ring) of the phone summoning you. But the first ring of each is differently affiliated to the listened for direction of the ring. Experimental perception studies are thick with demonstrations that the direction from which a sound is heard is a detail with which the listened to sound is recognized and identified as a sounded doing.

The sound-of-the-coherent-object; the coherence-of-details-developingly-and-ongoingly-listened-to-and-listened for.
In our exercise, although the phone summoning someone else is hearably ringing somewhere, it hearably need not be ringing singularly and distinctly just there—i.e., hearably ḍ in my office ḍ. “Is that my phone?” As compared with the accompanying inquiry of ḍlistening for my phone ḍ, and ḍafter an intervening interval ḍ ḍthe interval and next ring ḍ is hearably what I’m listening to.

What did we learn? If we do the exercise again what can we learn?

This. We see, we can see, the following. We offer the following as observably the case:

In our exercise we have five [things/objects] distinctively.
These distinct objects were searched for, located, recognized, and tape-recorded in distinctive collections of five successive episodes each, for 25 distinctive episodes.
Each episode is given, is only given, and is then entirely available in an “assemblage” of unavoidable haecceities—singular haecceities.¹⁵
Each episode in an “assemblage” of singular haecceities is therein given and available with full general comparability.
Each of the foregoing claims is demonstrably the case but just and only in any actual case that we are present to the lived in vivo coherence of phenomenal details as of which the object in the phenomenal field properties of its local production and natural accountability consisted.

We see that it does not make any difference whether we are talking about this object, ḍ1 ḍ or that one, ḍ2 ḍ. The same method holds. We use the line for a silence, a squiggle for a ringing, and we administer the set, (line, squiggle) according to a set of rules of procedure (R): whenever we hear a silence, write a line; when we hear a ringing, write a squiggle. That holds for the roster of objects in Column 1. For each episode in each of five collections of different episodes we get this account:

Signed objects. (——^—— ^^ —) is what I mean by a signed object. It is identical with a collection of signs.

A formal analytic methodic procedure has rendered the in vivo achieved coherence of objects in Position 1. It warrantly exhibits each of those coherent “assemblages” of haecceities as the details of signed objects.

The formal analytic accountability of the summoning phones. The accounts of each summoning phone in Column 3, (——^—— ———), obtained with the methodic procedure → in Column 2 in the way that it specifies and warrants these accounts, render the work of each episode of a summoning phone in Column 1 ← so that

¹⁵ Until recently I spoke of quiddity, not haecceity. They are not the same. For an extended discussion see Chapter One, footnote 16.
in providing for the analyzability of each episode in Column 1 the accounts exhibit the episode as the analyzable details of a signed object. The signed object, speaking on behalf of the original in Column 1, exhibits the observability of the episode in Column 1 as a publicly verifiable object. It exhibits the episode's topical elaboration and exhibits what the episode's proper topics could be. It exhibits reasoned discourse about the episode. It exhibits the episode's observable, detectable, demonstrable, discoursable rational properties—i.e., its calculability, its strategic efficacy, just what about it is available to the consequences of its occurrence, its predictability, its reproducibility, etc.

A signed object is always found in the third column on the diagram.

That a signed object is always found in the third column has several consequences:

With this collection of (signs/indications), which was obtained with these procedures, →, which thereby gave the collection of (signs/indications) their warrant. The warrant secure, one is nevertheless describing, speaking of this phenomenon, ≠ ⊨.

With this collection of indications ( ) one is specifying this phenomenon, ≠ ⊨ [for its demonstrably essential, real structures]; [for its demonstrably essential invariant features]; [for its demonstrably real constituent features; [for its demonstrably worldly features]; [and for its relationship of demonstrable primordiality] with respect to ≠ ⊨.

The signed objects in column 3 do not distinguish one recognized object in column 1 from another. All the tasks of column, →( ) are achieved by giving each of the signed objects ( ) an interpreted significance.

The analyst of columns 2 and 3 is committed to the work of interpretation. I use committed to make observable that the analyst's work of interpretation is essentially unavoidable, and essentially without either remedy or alternatives; and that the analyst's work of interpretation—i.e., of finding and reading signs—contrasts with the incommensurable and irreconcilable EM alternate of specifying object production in and as of the haecceities of the object, which is identical with an in vivo work site.

The EM analyst is not committed to the work of interpretation here, ≠ ⊨; the FA analyst is committed here, →( ).

---

**Figure 4.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≠ ⊨</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The signed object provides for FA what the episode's topics as matters of rational discourse could consist of. It provides for the episode's topics specified as data. It exhibits in the foregoing practical aspects the episode's transcendental orderliness. It exhibits the foregoing in established terms for competent members in a natural language.

The signed object provides for very much more than is found in the foregoing list. Just what more, and how much more, and of course, just what in large consequentially more, the signed object provides, can be appreciated if we consider that the signed object exhibits the episode really, actually, and evidently as the signed object's details, these warranted details of corpus membership.

I shall collect these provisions as phenomena of $\not\ni$ that $\to(\ )$ exhibits as analyzably connected observables of $\not\ni\not\ni$. These analyzably connected observables of $\not\ni\not\ni$ are specified as the details of $(\ )$. These analyzably connected observables are the premier achievements of formal analytic social sciences. I collect those achievements by using their sense as the data of $(\ )$ to abbreviate them. The matters of $\not\ni\not\ni$ that are made analyzably observable as the details of $(\ )$ consist of the educated data of formal analytic lingoes.

In incommensurably alternate contrast are the properties of local endogenous production, which include their natural accountability. Those are the focus of EM studies.

Several issues summarize what we have learned:

(1) One of the technologies of FA social analysis is this: $\to(\ )$. Here is the other, $\not\ni\not\ni$. This technology of EM social analysis, $\not\ni\not\ni$ looks like the adequate, vulgarly competent achievement of the phenomenon as an in vivo endogenously in-course achievement of ordered coherent phenomenal details.

(2) Just in any actual case of $\not\ni\not\ni$, EM "social analysis" is a collecting gloss for local production, local and natural accountability, and coherence of phenomenal details, i.e., the phenomenal field properties of the object endogenously made explicit in equipmentally affiliated concerted practices as of which its staff come upon, find, and make the organizational object for each another next first time.

(3) Nowhere here, $\not\ni\not\ni$, are we talking of (signs/indications/markers/codes/symbols).

(4) When, in the first rendering theorem, $\not\ni\not\ni\to(\ )$, we come upon and examine this, $\to(\ )$ we see that it consists of a second method of social analysis. It is not the case, however, that the second method is an ironic version of the first method, $\not\ni\not\ni$. Rather, we see that the second method $\to(\ )$ offers a demonstration of what this $\not\ni\not\ni$ consists of, and it does so by specifying it here $\to(\ )$ as an interpreted, interpretable collection of signs. It makes available to us this phenomenon, $\not\ni\not\ni$, in these established terms, $\to(\ )$.

(5) Afterward, when we ask, "What does the phenomenon of order* consist of as competent production and recognition?" FA looks to this apparatus, $\to(\ )$ to turn the object into the demonstrable aims, tasks, data, findings, rules, troubles,
and other stock in trade of the social science movement: into educated data of, for
example, experimental social psychology.\footnote{16}

(6) In their studies of structures (on whatever scale) the social sciences have as
their stock in trade the design, administration, explication, and interpretation of
signed objects. EM on the other hand is committed to \( 
\notin \ni \) as an intractable
observable order of affairs.

## III. THREE FURTHER CASES

The results that were obtained with rhythmic clapping and summoning phones
are extended by examining three further cases. We learn, each case specifies, just
how [an organizational thing] [a phenomenon], that is, that is identical with, that
consists of, that exists as, a phenomenal field of ordered details of structures is \textit{lost}
with the use of formal analytic technology. Each case describes that and how the
phenomenon is lost with the same technical skills and the same careful design and
administration of formal analytic policies and methods of generic representational
theorizing that are used to describe and exhibit ordinary phenomena of practical
action in formal analytic details of structures.\footnote{17}

### 1. Traffic Waves

Robert Herman’s problem\footnote{18} was to describe vehicular traffic in the Hudson Tun-
nel just in any actual case: Could the rate of flow be sufficiently increased so that
another tunnel would not be needed? Herman’s group found a recurrent accor-
dion wave and were able to demonstrate that its existence in an in-course line of
traffic was productive of critical statistics of the traffic stream. The accordion wave
provided them with a very strong causal structure. It was their take on the prob-
lem that they needed to produce the wave in repeated actual instances of the
wave’s generically theorized essential features—the wave in general.

Speaking Ethnomethodologically in disjunctive contrast, their problem was
\textit{NOT} this. Any solution to this problem would lose the phenomenon. The prob-
lem was instead to produce the accordion wave \textit{just in any actual case} and therein
repeatedly to \textit{make} the accordion wave \textit{in general}. The accordion wave just in any
actual case and therein the wave in general consisted of the accordion wave’s
uniquely adequate ordered details of structure.

\footnote{16. \textit{Editor’s note: But \( \rightarrow \) cannot recover the work of \( \notin \ni \).}}
\footnote{17. The phenomena are astronomical in variety and prevalence. Thus, \textit{Trust in Numbers} (New York: Princeton University Press, 1995) by Theodore Porter, dealing “only” with quantification, is a handbook of leads to endless topics.}
They needed to be able to find and demonstrate the accordion wave in a line of traffic. But they needed as well to make the produced traffic jam instructably reproducible inside-with the local, endogenously produced flow’s procedurally adequate, uniquely adequate, coherent, content-specific details of the accordion wave.

This was the problem of achieving the accordion wave’s uniquely adequate ordered details of structure. This problem required that they achieve the accordion wave’s uniquely adequate ordered details as members of the stream’s production staff in each next actual case of the traveling wave, in any actual case; and in each actual case in its witnessable details of the interchangeability of its staffs as the wave’s producing populations; the surveyability of its various staffs’ productive work and results; the wave’s availability in and as its work-site-specifically-competent and concerted production to chains of analytic inference that preserved relevance, truth, procedural adequacy, followability of instructions, sufficiency of instructions, definiteness of the wave’s accountable sense, reference, and correspondence to objects in descriptive [texts]; the details of the wave’s sameness; of its generality; of its repetition; of its comparability; of its uniformity; of its typicality; of its reproduction; and the rest.

Herman and his colleagues used elegant formal analytic procedures to record and analyze flow data. They were able to specify the traveling wave as a causal structure of the traffic stream’s rate of flow. With it they could specify other consequential structures of the wave and the traffic stream. But they were not able to make the concertedly achieved phenomenon of traveling waves instructably reproducible in needed details. They could not find or specify the details they needed. "From the helicopter" (literally and figuratively) they could find and demonstrate the wave as a causal structure. Indeed they were best able to locate and demonstrate the accordion wave, being outside the stream, from the helicopter, with photographs taken from the helicopter.

But they needed as well to make it instructably reproducible in and as its local, endogenously achieved, procedurally adequate, coherent details as a great recurrence of an in-course line of traffic. They had to do so in each next actual case, in each case for a next first time, just in any actual case.

They were not able to do this, so they did something else. They decided upon generic indicators of the traffic jam’s mechanism; they gave their indicators a needed interpreted significance, merely needed; merely necessary; they counted these interpretations as their findings; and accordingly, somehow, mysteriously...

19. Lois Meyer’s dissertation develops the descriptor “inside-with” instead of “within.”

20. “And the rest” as it specifies [provisions for] [concerns with] structure in the analytic arts and sciences of practical action.

21. Which is to say that contingencies in detail could not be avoided. These were contingencies just in any actual case of what was needed of the traveling wave, with which to “increase the rate of flow.”
somewhat, they designed operational advice for traffic officers: “Count cars into platoons and send them through in separate platoons.” With that advice they got a beneficial increase.

Question: What did they lose? They lost the phenomenon of a traveling wave as endogenously achieved details of structure. That traveling wave could have been described in its achieved coherence as a phenomenal field of ordered details. But that traveling wave would consist of the wave’s only locally and endogenously produced and only therein witnessed and witnessable and exhibitably uniquely coherent phenomenal details of structure. These would only be produced and would only be observable inside-with the stream. Therein they would only be available to [the concerted work of] [the phenomenon of] [the traffic stream] [freeway driving consisting of] ?locally historicized? developingly in course ordered details of structure.

Question: Are these the same as ordered details of a structure?

Details of a structure is facile. It begs the question. The first and critical analytic job is to show what the engineered details make instructably observable and instructably reproducible and therein do not and cannot [demonstrate, show, reveal, exhibit . . . ]. They describe something else instead. They are curiously* serious descriptions of the traveling wave.

Then (i.e., after that), it needs to be shown that a traveling wave that consisted of such an achieved phenomenal field of details of structure (cannot be described)

22. Two uses: (1) 'Locally historicized'? spelled with shriek marks is a temporary placemark and an abbreviating descriptor for the “observed and observable retrospective-prospective-co-evolving existence of an object that as it was produced and accountable according to one technology, arose as the same object produced and accountable to an incommensurable, asymmetrically alternate technology. (2) Alternative: ?Locally historicized? is a temporary placemark and an abbreviating descriptor for the “observed and observable retrospective-prospective-co-evolving existence of an object.”

23. A structure? I take this possibility from a suggestion by Rom Enke in his note in 218B, 3/95 in which he generalizes his descriptions of several problem solving jobs as “details of a structure.” His suggestion is an illuminating case of reification.

Are ordered details of structure the same as ordered details of a structure? No. Details of structure is sufficient. A structure reifies these achievements. A structure by reifying them in a formulaic description risks the loss of the praxeological validity of the formula. The risk is that the description cannot be praxeologized. The risk is that it cannot be read as instructions the work-site-specific following of which exhibits the phenomenon that the text is used to describe. The description can be disengaged from the phenomenon but it cannot be disengaged from the instructed action. Not only is it that the description cannot be disengaged from the instructed action but the instructed action is the phenomenon.

It comes to this: Reify is not a confirmed sin of loss. It only risks a loss of the phenomenon by putting a name in its place and operating the name. The work of praxeologized description is the heart of the matter. Because of this reification only risks the loss.

Moreover, because the work of praxeologizing descriptions is the heart of the matter, and, in light of the fact that the praxeological validity of instructed action is the phenomenon. FA’s achievements are entirely reifications. So practitioners of formal analysis are able to assure careers to theorists who specialize in reification by not having to produce the phenomena they describe.
(could not have been described) while remaining faithful to the methods of formal analytic technology without the phenomenon being lost with the very same methods that are used to assure its adequate description. The same formal analytic skills that describe the traveling wave would be just how the phenomenon (is) (was) lost. The animal is the traveling wave just in any actual case, i.e., ≠the traveling wave≠.

2. Formatted Queues

Liebowitz’ generically theorized representation of a service line provides a simplifying and powerful formal ethnographic detailing device with which to describe formatted queues.

With the use of Liebowitz’s model of formatted queues: They can be repeatedly found; correctly described in any and every actual case; for all possible cases in the world; available to every and any particular analyst; true for one and all. Any actual case of adequate description (is warranted as the work of the universal observer) (is warranted with the devices of the universal observer). That work is made teachable and writable in the textual voice of the transcendental analyst.

The Liebowitz’ queue is not an aesthetic enterprise. Neither is it a literary argument. The Liebowitz queue specifies actual formatted queues. It demonstrates actual formatted queues by making them instructably observable as the detailed work of accountably empirical populations that staff them in any actual case.

Then what more in the world is there that an analyst could be concerned with? What in the world more is there to be concerned with about a queue really, actually, and evidently? And, for what remains, who needs it? Not that it’s not needed; but who would have what need for what remains? For confirmed users of formal analysis, lay and professional, not much.

Liebowitz’ (representation) (model) (definition) of formatted queues, with its very same clarity and perspicuity, with the lucid definiteness in its classically accountable details, the line is in every detail empirically absurd. The lost phenomenon is the apparent line’s natural accountability.

In some queues, not in all, parties so arrange their places in line and so concert their activities as to exhibit in and as the apparent line the observable existence of an order of service in details of structure. Materials on formatted queues are very strong for specifying ordered details of structure; and particularly for specifying a phenomenal field of ordered details of structure. The real line, the competent line that appears as their designed enterprise, is richly detailed and deep.

It is critical to specifying the loss that the apparent line that exhibits the existence of an order of service is a designed enterprise.

An in-course achievement of an endogenously produced coherent phenomenal field of details specifies the line that appears—i.e., the observable existence of an

order of service—such as “first come first served,” “need comes first,” or whatever. Consider [specifying] events of apparent lines: [head of the line], [last in line], [next], [prompting], [we’re together] [waiting]. These are notorious for being “thick” in, are “thick” with, phenomenal details. The existence of an order of service is indefinitely dense in phenomenal details; they are uniquely adequate. Apparent lines are notoriously intractable to formal analytic specification. They are elusive to specification with formal analytic technology.

An “extrinsic” description that Liebowitz’ scheme provides would ignore the endogenous embodied historicity of that achievement. No matter that description was carefully done the ignore-ances would consist of doing and using careful description in generically theorized accounts of theorized phenomena. There would remain unexamined instructably reproducible and instructably observable work by the line’s transient staffs. This work would specify their endogenous achievement recurrently and evidently in details of structure. It would specify that achievement by consisting of it.

3. Computer-Supported Cooperative Work

The Proceedings of the Association of Computing Machinery Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work in 1988, 1990, and 1992 are richly specific with litanies of empirical dissatisfactions. These are reported from many different actual work sites of many real-time occupations. Accounts of the design, description, administration, coping practices, and remedies of local, designed enterprises are topically dense with contingencies and work-site-specific shop floor dissatisfactions with computer-supported cooperative work. The CSCW Proceedings describe and furnish documentary exhibits of incongruities that emerge from unavoidable details of needlessly smooth, concertedly routinized achievements of commonplace jobs—specifically ordinary jobs—done and doable without interruption from beginning to end.

Ordinary jobs somehow escape untroubled computerized accountability in and as observable work-site-specific coherent locally, endogenously produced, naturally accountable, specifically ordinary concerted shop floor details of structure. Instead, to cite just one widely known topic of recurrent episodes in architectural firms, coding practices are ubiquitous, massively prevalent, unavoidable, and intractably resistant to remedies or alternatives.

25. Not “thick” à la Clifford Geertz. Return the metaphor for its adequacy to Gurwitsch’s transcendental phenomenological description of the functional significations and their relations of contexture. Geertz uses these without mention. Examine “thick” as academically privileged, interpretive, cultural, so that by reason of its constituencies has no need to know what it is talking about.
CONCLUSION

With their studies of radical phenomena Ethnomethodologists have come upon the in vivo work of producing the naturally accountable phenomena of relevance, consistency, coherence, of these two, ⇔, and →( ).

In order to read these studies, however, it is necessary to treat them as tutorials. Tutorial problems can be worked out from any studies of asymmetrically alternate indispensably valuable rivals to EM investigations of radical phenomena of order*.

The writings of Aron Gurwitsch, for instance, Field of Consciousness, and "Outlines of a Theory of Essentially Occasional Expressions," provide such an alternate. His demonstrations take on their relevance and consequences as EM rivals, as well as their cogency for Gurwitsch, when they are brought into actual tutorial problems and are examined there for their probativeness. If you don't do these tutorial problems you will have to imagine just what he could be talking about. You need not fail thereby to find the phenomena that Gurwitsch describes, since Gurwitsch obtains his results by using the methods of transcendental Phenomenology to examine the researches of Gestalt psychology. 26 But you will miss entirely the phenomena that the EM tutorial specifies.

My purpose, by deliberately misreading Gurwitsch, is to appropriate to the interests of EM investigations and its policies and methods, the topics and themes of gestalt phenomena that Gurwitsch describes as the achievements of his investigations. Accordingly I'll give an EM name to the phenomena he is talking about: "a figuration of details." But it won't make any sense worth walking across the street for you to settle for what you can read in Gurwitsch's texts, or in my texts. However, you can't do anything unless you do read his texts.

Maurice Merleau-Ponty is another author whose investigations offer EM investigations indispensably valuable rivals. His chapter "The Phenomenal Field" 27 is the origin of heavy sloganeering in EM. But only if you do the investigations will the appropriated pointedness of the discussions of phenomenal field begin to come through. Again, it is a case where what phenomenal field could be talking about with definiteness and usability of sense and reference, of correspondence to objects, and the rest, is weakly foreshadowed by reading the text; only weakly foreshadowed. What the text speaks of will be simultaneously relevant and vague.

The investigations described in the text must be treated as tutorial problems.

26. Aron Gurwitsch, Field of Consciousness (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1964). Garfinkel learned about them in discussions with Gurwitsch in 1946 when Garfinkel was at Harvard. Gurwitsch, living in Cambridge and on the faculty at Brandeis, was writing his book for a second time. He lost the first manuscript when he fled from France to Morocco to escape the Nazis.

There is no way in the world that you can learn the craft of Ethnomethodological inquiries that are directed to respecifying topics of order, as achievements of ordinary society, just by reading about the results of EM studies. You must take on a problem and over a course of weeks work on it. The investigations are not optional. You needn't feel that because I'm telling you about them that you need not do them. To see what they are about you are obliged to do them.

It could be that in the specified details of two incommensurable technologies that EM studies have uncovered, Ethnomethodologists have come upon an organizational thing in and as of ordinary society, and with it a vast domain of new organizational phenomena, namely, the design, availability, work site administration and presence of careful, skillful, analytic methods—classic studies—which are organizational details of ordinary society, furnish members reasoned Justifications to dismiss as uninteresting and pointless the lived, concerted, unavoidably embodied, smoothly achieved work in content-specific detail that make up making the most ordinary organizational things in the world.

These achieved most ordinary organizational phenomena in the world are every possible topic of logic, meaning, reason, method, and order. All of them are to be found again and respecified as local endogenously made and naturally accountable phenomena of logic, reason, meaning, method, etc. As Egon Bittner observed, after the Greeks these marvelous topics went to college and came back educated. Now, all of them are to be found again and respecified as the workings of the most ordinary things in the world.

Specifics are "lived," endogenously produced, naturally accountable, and therein, and just and only therein, are (witnessable) (observable) details, the observably achieved work of a population. "Lived" is key. It is a convenient placeholder for the particulars that it collects by marking organizational phenomena of order in the aspect of doings just in any actual case. These are such particulars of a phenomenon done just in any actual case of rhythmic clapping, or just in any actual case of collecting tape recordings of summoning phones, or just in any actual case of a traveling wave in freeway traffic—done first time through, or in witnessed details in vivo of serial production, or in designed enterprises.

It is Ethnomethodological about EM studies that they show for ordinary society's substantive events, in material contents, just and only in any actual case, that and just how vulgarly competent members concert their activities to produce and show, exhibit, make observably the case, demonstrate, etc., coherence, cogency, analysis, detail, structure, consistency, order, meaning, mistakes, errors, coincidence, facticity, reason, methods—locally, reflexively, naturally accountable phenomena—in and as of the haecceities of their ordinary lives together.
Chapter Five

Ethnomethodological Policies and Methods

I. ABOUT ETHNOMETHODOLOGICAL METHODS AND POLICIES

What are these methods? Since EM's methods are discoverable phenomena of order* in their own right, they are not methods as methods are "straightforwardly" understood. The fact that EM's methods are discoverable phenomena of order* in their own right is not, however, a mere nicety, convenience, or simply an automatic EM response to any topic, problem, or issue. The fact that EM's methods are discoverable phenomena of order* in their own right is central to EM's treatment of methodogenesis, the relation of EM methods to EM knowledge, its position on phenomena of order* as prior to and independent of their EM study, the place of competence as a reflexive constituent of the "work" to which that competence is addressed, and more. These features are partially expressed in the unique adequacy requirement of EM methods and in EM's use of perspicuous settings. They begin with the idea of phenomenal fields.

Ethnomethodology's fundamental phenomenon consists of the neglected phenomenal field details of phenomena of order* of Durkheim's immortal, ordinary society. This is EM's central subject and its distinctive result. Just in any actual case, and then in case after case, these phenomena are specified in ordered phenomenal details of their production and accountability as the phenomenal field property of procedurally accountable ordered appearances. The corpus of EM studies offers evidence for locally produced, naturally accountable phenomena of order*, logic, reason, meaning, method, etc. in and as of the unavoidable and irremediable haecceities of immortal, ordinary society.

Distinctive emphases on the production and accountability of order*, in and as ordinary activities, identify Ethnomethodological studies of order* and set them in contrast to classic formal analytic studies as an incommensurably alternate technology of social analysis.

Ethnomethodologically, every topic of order*—every topic of order, logic,
meaning, reason, and method—is eligible to be found as a *phenomenon* of order*. Every *topic* of order* offers to Ethnomethodological study its candidacy to a search for a *phenomenon* of order* as an achievement in and as of practical action. Every topic of order* will offer itself to the craft of Ethnomethodology as an achieved phenomenon of order*, to finding the topic as a phenomenon of order*, finding it with the use of EM policies and methods, finding the phenomenon as an only discoverable achieved phenomenon of order*. Or to collecting, examining, describing, indicating, respecifying, or teaching a topic of order* as a phenomenon of order*. Any of the indefinitely many topics of order* are eligible for discovery.

The technical, distinctive jobs of EM, the *craft* of EM, consists of *in vivo*¹ tasks of discovering phenomena of order* as instructable achievements in and as of their coherent details. EM's results are identical with radical phenomena of order*.

Its maxims, policies, instructions, and methods are singular to and distinctive of EM studies. They are incommensurable and asymmetrically alternate to the *corpus* of policies and methods of classic studies. They furnish the sole grounds for explicating EM findings. With their use EM findings are to be treated as corrigeable claims written as sketch accounts. They are to be read praxeologically as first segments of Lebenswelt pairs. And they had to be found out. They are only empirically discoverable and cannot be imagined.

## II. ETHNOMETHODOLOGICAL INDIFFERENCE

Ethnomethodological indifference is a policy that has been consistently misunderstood. Generally misunderstood as referring to an indifference to aspects of society, such as matters of structure and social order, the policy in fact refers to an indifference to the policies and methods of formal analysis.

A characteristic EM policy consists of administering Ethnomethodological indifference over the exigencies of formal analytic inquiry and argument. From the day it was announced, Ethnomethodological indifference was commonly understood as naughty advice. Many persons complain that it is one more inside cheap shot in professional sociology's history of writings that denigrate the skills and achievements of its social science discipline.

As a work-site detail, the policy is the first segment of an instructed action. We insist, the policy has nothing to do with skepticism. It is a procedure of not *needing* to consult the corpus of classic methods and findings with which to carry out the tasks of EM research. For this time being we'll carry out the tasks of our research while abstaining from the use of the classic corpus of findings, policies, methods,

---

¹ *In vivo* is a favorite phrase. Occasionally I speak of *lived* phenomena of order, but I dread the recognition it draws as unacknowledged vestiges of Dilthey. I need to assure you. No. *In vivo* doesn't have to do with Dilthey.
and the rest. The policy does not advocate the abandonment of established studies. It is a research practice. One does it as an observance. Something like driving in traffic effectively and correctly, one learns to observe it as a skill. Administering Ethnomethodological indifference is an instructable way to work in such a fashion as specifically and deliberately, over actual exigencies of the research, to pay no ontical judgmental attention to the established corpus of social science. Not to decide in advance what the phenomenon consists of on the basis of prior formal analytic studies.

EM methods are more methods of avoiding formal analysis than methods of research. But they do place requirements on the researcher. The policy requires that the tasks of inquiry and argument provide for the practical objectivity and the practical observability of structures of practical action and practical reason, in and as of ordinary activities, while exercising an indifference to the policies of natural theorizing, withholding the corpus status of formal analytic descriptive facts, avoiding the design and administration of generic representations and their methodolized dopes, and in related ways making no use of the methods of constructive analysis.

III. ORDER AND DESCRIPTIVE PRECISION

Professional sociology and EM agree that the animal they are hunting is the production and accountability of order* in and as immortal, ordinary society. Not any old immortal, ordinary society, but immortal ordinary society really and not imaginably; actually and not supposedly; and these evidently, distinctively, and in detail. For both, every topic of order, reason, logic, meaning, and method is to be discovered as the workings of immortal ordinary society.

To carry out this program both disciplines construe the endless topics of order* as phenomena of order*. Both do so by adding to a topic of order* the suffix: in-about-and-as-immortal-ordinary-society. For example, the topic, rational action, becomes the candidate phenomenon, rational-action-in-about-and-as-immortal-ordinary-society. The same is done for rules, signs, production, causes, inquiry, evidence, proof, knowledge, consciousness, reason, practical action, comparability, uniformity, reliability, validity, objectivity, observability, detail, and structure. For both disciplines no terms of order* are excepted or need to be excepted.

Further, both insist that a certain emphasis be incorporated into the technical work of respecification. For both the emphasis is that in actual inquiries, and not otherwise, the production and accountability of order*, in and as the workings of ordinary society, be worked out to accord with the commitments of professional sociology and the social sciences to the problem of social order. We understand by these commitments that professional social analysts are required, as the day's work, seriously to specify the production and the accountability of the phenomena
of order* in and as immortal, ordinary society, while requiring that the practical objectivity and the practical observability of immortal, ordinary society, which are vexed issues, be consulted just because these are vexed issues, to settle all issues of adequacy. Among these issues is the omnipresent and controlling issue of descriptive precision.

Both understand by descriptive precision that their overriding concerns for adequacy contain the probativeness of social analysis. Both descriptions insist on that. By probativeness is meant that an issue can get settled. Straightforward cases of probativeness are found in the natural sciences, in physics, for example.

There is unanimous agreement in both disciplines, classic studies of ordinary activities and EM studies, and in the social sciences, that wherever issues of adequacy are of concern, the issue of descriptive precision is primordial, and unavoidably so.

It would look like classic studies and EM studies agree, and entirely. It is true that they have very much to do with each other, and this is the case wherever the work of one or the other is done, as we hope to show. Nevertheless, they do not agree.

Distinctive emphasis on the production and accountability of order* in and as ordinary activities identify Ethnomethodological studies of order* and set them in contrast to classic studies as an incommensurably alternate technology of social analysis. We use the expression classic studies of order* to speak of essentially incarnate inquiries — i.e., inquiries that in the work of being carried out are locally produced and locally managed and accountable details of the setting’s phenomena they have under examination — but which remain indifferent to those locally produced details. Such inquiries make up the technical goods of the indefinitely many arts and sciences of practical action: budget analysis, arbitration law, operations research, management science, sociology and the social sciences, artificial intelligence, histories of this and that, industrial engineering, clinical psychiatry, laboratory methodologies in the natural sciences.

Classic sociological inquiries make use of the lived work of order* production; they make use of the orderlinesses that are found in the lived work of order* production. They know of its existence. They depend upon its existence as grounds for their own demonstrable adequacy. But as a research topic they are indifferent to this orderliness. And in all these respects, and in just these respects, their inquiries, being unavoidably and without remedy incarnate, are nonetheless conducted (1) as naturally theoretic inquiries, (2) with the policies and methods of constructive analysis, (3) and for all questions of adequate accountability of the phenomena of practical action use established theories of logic to make them decidable as issues of truth and correctness.

So, for example, an inquirer’s privileged use of a transcendental analyst can provide for the real worldliness of the phenomena under examination as being prior to, indifferent to, and independent of, the methods that are used to obtain
access to them. Another privileged use provides for what talking, speaking, recording, reading, writing, diagramming, counting, representing could possibly be doing that makes up the achievement of instructable production and adequate accountability of real world phenomena of practical action and practical reasoning. These are two of many privileges that can be exercised by an enquirer's use of one or another transcendental analyst as a device.

IV. CLASSICAL VERSUS NATURAL ACCOUNTABILITY

A recurrent distinction in accounting practices between classical accountability of organizational objects and natural accountability of organizational things is an achieved detail of organizational objects. The distinction is an in vivo achieved phenomenon of order. The distinction is unavoidable and without remedy or alternatives. It is instructably observable just in any actual case. It occurs ubiquitously. It is massively observable. The work of populations, the distinction is done easily, smoothly, without interruption, with vulgar competence. It is everywhere available in real time detail to vulgar competence.

The distinction, a phenomenon of practical action, is a phenomenon of immortal, ordinary society. To accompany its ubiquitous availability the distinction is intractably difficult to describe. The distinction escapes classic accounting practices. So, for example, the distinction is not available to the accounting methods and the corpus of FA. It is available to the policies and methods of EM investigations of radical phenomenon of order* and is specified in the EM catalog as an autonomous domain.

The coeval existence of accounting practices of classic accountability of organizational things and those of natural accountability of organizational things as well as immensely many distinctions between them are topical phenomena throughout the EM catalog. From the beginning of Ethnomethodological investigations they offered research topics and they continue to do so. They are not criticisms or remedies of the social science movement.

EM studies of distinctions, case* by case*, each case* with its distinctive descriptive emphasis on natural accountability, inhabit the EM catalog. A large collection

---

2. [Editor's note: This distinction between natural and classical accountability is very important, but generally misunderstood. Members involved in the production of social orders are always accountable for what they do and how they do it. But there are different levels of accountability: accountability to the populational cohort and the scene in which one does something; accountability to the populational cohort to which one reports a description of what has been done. Formal analysis attends only to the second, which Garfinkel calls classical accountability, whereas Ethnomethodology attends also to the first. EM's attention to the second is also distinctly different in not recognizing formal methods for legitimating the description.]

3. Several chapters in this volume, by presenting natural accountability in case* specifics, are evident exhibits of variety in distinctions between the two technologies of accounting practices.
of empirical EM investigations, the work of a large company of Ethnomethodologists, established the coeval existence of these accounting practices as achieved details of distinctive organizational things. Their studies specify these distinctions as a domain of organizational phenomena.

From their start EM investigations caught on to the distinctions between classic and natural accountability of organizational things as achievedly recurrent phenomena of immortal, ordinary society. Not by imagining, or by stipulating their properties, but by work-site examination their properties were learned. Here is what was learned: Their existence is coeval (they arise together, if one arises the other arises with it); the two are simultaneously given and available; every organizational object is possessed of both; their distinctions and their relations are phenomena of ordinary society; the properties of these relations—i.e., what in any actual case the two have to do with each other—are ubiquitously available to vulgar competence, and elusive—i.e., easy to do and recognize, and intractably difficult to make intractably observable.

The distinctions are staffed by populations as their ordinary work, being done easily, smoothly, without interruption, with vulgar competence. The distinctions are everywhere available to a population’s vulgar competence in real-time detail. The distinctions are phenomena of practical action and therein are standing achievements of immortal, ordinary society.

Along with their ubiquitous availability the distinctions are intractably difficult to describe. If policies of natural theorizing and methods of constructive analysis of classic accounting practices are used to describe them the distinctions escape. The distinctions cannot be found, let alone picked out of an assemblage of practices, nor can they be identified, specified, collected, or made intractably examinable with classic accounting practices, or as FA’s corpus results.

It belongs to the distinctions that they are available to the policies and methods of EM investigations of radical phenomena of order*. They are intractably observable in the perspicuous settings of the EM catalog. The distinctions are found in the EM catalog along with other organizational things. And, like other organizational things in the catalog, the distinctions are endogenously achieved phenomena in an autonomous domain of organizational phenomena of achievedly coherent practical actions.

Formal analysis also describes two accounting technologies. It provides for them as rival disjunctive claimants to empirical adequacy, and to FA’s professions of worldliness and real, that are specified by FA with the use of its policies of natural theorizing, its methods of constructive analysis, and by using established theories of logic to find and decide questionable issues of adequacy. In FA’s analytic register the two technologies are related in contrasts of irony, in remedies and correctives for demonstrations of truth, correctness, effective practices. In FA’s register contrasts extend to FA’s warranted privileges of designing and administering transcendental analysis, for use at work site, to furnish justifications for removing the nuisances of practical action and practical reasoning.
Their relations are further provided for by FA in specifics of its liberalisms. Rivals, such as those collected in the investigations of Azande witchcraft, laboratory alchemy, native oceanic navigation, and native medicines are in occasional and restricted measure sensible after all; or God knows why or how they come out right but they do; or they offer puzzles to their "betrers"; or they offer something to their "betrers," but not much. EM is the unhappy beneficiary of this liberalism. With the recent widespread mainstreaming of EM's topics EM is noticeably understood as, but not forgiven for, having elevated ignorance, errors, sloppy work, and nonsense to the status of a lesser science.\footnote{Editor's note: There has been a serious barrier to the recognition of EM as serious sociology. The discipline has defined adequate sociological description in terms of methods. Hence Garfinkel's reference to Evans-Pritchard's study of the Azande. Because they did not produce accounts of action in the accepted Western form, the Azande were said to be using circular logic. It is now understood that scientific argument often makes use of a similar logic. In challenging classical sociological views, EM has also challenged the criteria for good research. Yet, because the discipline only respects research that has been done according to this criteria, the results of EM studies have been treated as bad or sloppy sociology. They are not. What is required is something of a "scientific revolution" in sociological thought such that what people actually do in achieving the meaning and orderliness of society is considered a valid objective of sociological analysis. At present validity is generally measured by the ability to manipulate methods, rather than by the adequacy of the rendering to the lived experience of members.]}

The distinctions between classic and natural accountability of organizational objects are topical for EM but not in a register of remedy or rivalry as it is for FA. That register loses a very big animal in the familiar foliage of ordinary society. The register is that of the two technologies, available in instructably observable relationships, not imaginal but only discoverably the case, specifying hopelessly unavoidable ordinary society.

The distinctions, their relations, their adequacy, that they specify topics of analysis of ordinary society as phenomena for inquiry, are motivated by the EM catalog of investigations and its policies and methods. These are not the technology of a rival science of practical action. Rather, they offer the policies of a pan-disciplinary technology of analysis [of practical action].

V. THE UNIQUE ADEQUACY
REQUIREMENT OF METHODS

This policy accompanies the policy that a phenomenon of order\footnote{Editor's note: There has been a serious barrier to the recognition of EM as serious sociology. The discipline has defined adequate sociological description in terms of methods. Hence Garfinkel's reference to Evans-Pritchard's study of the Azande. Because they did not produce accounts of action in the accepted Western form, the Azande were said to be using circular logic. It is now understood that scientific argument often makes use of a similar logic. In challenging classical sociological views, EM has also challenged the criteria for good research. Yet, because the discipline only respects research that has been done according to this criteria, the results of EM studies have been treated as bad or sloppy sociology. They are not. What is required is something of a "scientific revolution" in sociological thought such that what people actually do in achieving the meaning and orderliness of society is considered a valid objective of sociological analysis. At present validity is generally measured by the ability to manipulate methods, rather than by the adequacy of the rendering to the lived experience of members.]} is only available in the lived in-courseness of its local production and natural accountability.

(1) In its weak use the unique adequacy requirement of methods is identical with the requirement that for the analyst to recognize, or identify, or follow the development of, or describe phenomena of order\footnote{Editor's note: There has been a serious barrier to the recognition of EM as serious sociology. The discipline has defined adequate sociological description in terms of methods. Hence Garfinkel's reference to Evans-Pritchard's study of the Azande. Because they did not produce accounts of action in the accepted Western form, the Azande were said to be using circular logic. It is now understood that scientific argument often makes use of a similar logic. In challenging classical sociological views, EM has also challenged the criteria for good research. Yet, because the discipline only respects research that has been done according to this criteria, the results of EM studies have been treated as bad or sloppy sociology. They are not. What is required is something of a "scientific revolution" in sociological thought such that what people actually do in achieving the meaning and orderliness of society is considered a valid objective of sociological analysis. At present validity is generally measured by the ability to manipulate methods, rather than by the adequacy of the rendering to the lived experience of members.]} in local production of coherent detail the analyst must be vulgarly competent to the local production and reflex-
ively natural accountability of the phenomenon of order\* he is "studying." We'll replace the abbreviation "studying" with the specific requirement that the analyst be, with others, in a concerted competence of methods with which to recognize, identify, follow, display, describe, etc., phenomena of order\* in local productions of coherent detail. These methods are uniquely possessed in, and as of, the object's endogenous local production and natural accountability.

(2) In its strong use the unique adequacy requirement of methods is identical with the following corpus-specific finding of EM studies. Available to EM research, the finding is used and administered locally as an instruction: just in any actual case a phenomenon of order\* already possesses whatever as methods methods could be of [finding it] if [methods for finding it] are at issue. Comparably, a phenomenon of order\* already possesses whatever as methods methods could be of [observing], of [recognizing], of [counting], of [collecting], of [topicalizing], of [describing] it, etc., in and as of the in vivo lived local production and natural accountability of the phenomenon, if [observing], [recognizing], [counting], [collecting], [topicalizing], or [describing] it is at issue.

Ethnomethodology is concerned to locate and examine the concerted vulgar uniquely adequate competencies of order\* production. 5

VI. ABOUT PHENOMENAL FIELDS OF ORDERED DETAILS OF STRUCTURE

Two policies use findings by Aron Gurwitsch of the functional significations and their properties. These were the result of his transcendental phenomenological examination and respecification of the Gestalt theory of form. For Ethnomethodology, the indispensable achievement of his study consists in his having provided for the achieved coherence of objects with the properties of functional significance.

Gurwitsch reported as well as a finding the endogenous relevance to a developing contexture of recognizable constituent significations entirely from within the stream of perception. For the distinctive conduct of EM research his findings are radical and seminal, and have remained so over the years. They were among Ethnomethodology's earliest appropriations from phenomenological studies.

The following is a summary of initiatives with which phenomenal fields of ordered details of structure are developed as a central phenomenon of the EM Catalog of investigations.

(1) In Aron Gurwitsch's Field of Consciousness, and "Outlines of a Theory of Essentially Occasional Expressions," the functional significations and their relations of contexture offer a theory of the achieved coherence of organizational objects.

5. [Editor's note: As a consequence EM researchers spend much time in the field developing competence in the things that they write about.]
(2) EM deliberately misreads⁶ Gurwitsch’s theory of the coherence of objects so as to provide for the concertedly achieved coherence of sociology’s organizational things. His demonstrations take on their relevance and consequences as EM rivals, as well as their cogency for Gurwitsch, when they are brought into actual tutorial problems and are examined there for their probativeness.

Maurice Merleau-Ponty is another author whose investigations offer EM investigations indispensably valuable rivals. His chapter, “The Phenomenal Field,” is the origin of the terminology “phenomenal field.” What phenomenal field could be talking about with definiteness and usability of sense and reference, of correspondence to objects, and the rest, is weakly and only weakly foreshadowed by the reading of the text.

(1) As a formal analytic enterprise what Merleau-Ponty could be talking about is only weakly foreshadowed in the text. What the text speaks of remains simultaneously relevant and vague. There is no cure in the text for talking EM, or for talking phenomenal field. There is no cure for talking jargon. You’ll cut your brains out if you stop talking jargon. But, you don’t want to trust the jargon you’re talking. Because there is still something more.

(2) EM deliberately misreads Merleau-Ponty as instructions. If you do the studies the jargon will take on another point to reading and speaking it. We move from talking “about” phenomenal field and figural contexture to say/showing phenomenal field just in any actual case.

(3) My purpose, by deliberately misreading Gurwitsch and Merleau-Ponty, is to appropriate to the interests of EM investigations and its policies and methods, the topics and themes of gestalt phenomena that Gurwitsch and Merleau-Ponty describe as the achievements of their investigations. I give them the EM name: “a figuration of details.”

(4) With the use of (1) and (2) as research policies, EM examines the relentless pursuit by the worldwide formal analytic arts and sciences of practical action of the corpus status of FA’s studies of ordinary society, while incorporating in its claims of corpus the unavoidable relevance of worldliness, really, actually, evidently, and these ordinarily.⁸

(5) Each technology, distinctively, reconciles analysts’ demands upon work-site-specific practices and investigations’ results with demonstrably achieved and

---

⁶ See note on misreads, Chapter One, footnote 36.
⁸ By corpus I mean that its investigations, accompanied by textual accounts that describe them satisfy, specify, and exhibit adequate grounds of further inference and action. These are adequacies of origins, of problem specification and the problem’s essential history, of facticity, of relevance, of descriptive coverage, and, as the contingencies in actual occasions required, any of the rest. The adequacies are instructably reproducible. The foregoing are demonstrably satisfied in actual work-site achievements. Investigations at all levels of findings in these respects can be taken on these grounds seriously to define a current situation of inquiry.
demonstrably observable phenomena of order* in the simultaneity of their observed details and their generality. Each does so distinctly at its investigations’ “lived”9 work sites.

(6) The distinctions between FA and EM technologies as well as their relations are collected in a coherent positive phenomenon: work-site-specific, discipline-specific demonstrations of the corpus status of their investigations are disjunct, incommensurable, and asymmetrically alternate.

(7) These relations are described in the rendering theorems.

(8) Their relations that are described in the rendering theorems are themselves collected as coherent phenomena of immortal ordinary society. They come to strong focus in the shop floor achievements of industrial manufacturing, engineering, and discovering work in the natural sciences.

Misreading texts as instructions is the key to exhibiting the “achieved” phenomenal field details of practical action. If you try that kind of alternate reading simply by confining your attention to the particular direction, alternately read instructionally as a text, you can find yourself up a tree, you can find yourself in something of a cul-de-sac. Meaning you must not only read the text. You must do what the text can be read instructionally as the instructed course of doing.

Phenomenal field details are exhibited by the work of treating descriptions as instructions. Start with the first reading and then do what the (direction) can be read instructionally as the instructed course of doing. Here’s a direction, the work of following which exhibits the phenomenon, that the direction might as well be the description of. It’s not that it is the description of; it might as well be the description of. Because it is the work of following that turns it into the phenomenal field object. [The walk from parking structure 5 to the Fowler museum] when, my enterprise, the thing that I’m doing is [finding my way to the Fowler Museum]. And I’m looking to the [pointing finger] as a constituent detail of that enterprise.

The [pointing finger] is a very nifty detail because it is a phenomenal detail. It is part of my walking to the Fowler Museum, consulting the pointing finger, finding from the point of view of this: Here, I’m on my way, which way, there, ahead, consulting the pointing finger to find that the pointing finger had the property of a directional point. It’s an oriented point. And I am in a “field” of oriented objects, picking out the way I’ll go from here. The way from which I came, to be here to find the more there is to; the next there is to, that makes up the way. And now I see a stairway, pointed to, ahead.

What I am proposing then about these instructed actions is that there’s the work of following, which the phenomenon exhibits. The description does not correspond to a phenomenon that is otherwise differently or monodically available. Instead it’s an exhibiting “achievement” that is going on. It is in that, in the way that I’m at work, that the phenomenon is exhibited. It does not exist otherwise.

---

9. See the conclusion to Chapter Four for an explanation of “lived.”
Now, I want to propose about that distinction—about instructed actions—that the attempt to satisfy the requirement that the adequacy of descriptions is made decidable with some measure of error, in correspondence to a phenomenon that is independent of, transcendental to, the phenomenal field achievement of the object; that this is a priority for FA studies, but for EM studies of work it is a distraction.

VII. ORIENTED OBJECTS

If you want to learn what oriented objects are, then try following a map, for a first time to a destination, where you've never done that route before. And where the doing of it is sight-specific. You can't close your eyes and get there.

We went on such a trip at Lucy Suchman's conference. The driver had a map. But he didn't need a map. He "remembered" the instructions he had been given. It didn't make any difference that he forgot whether it was one street name or another street name. He was more or less confidently on the way, starting into or off the route that took him to the place where the turnoff started. It was dead night. Dark! It's a black hill. No street lights. No houses. He is making his way. Where, remembering the description as something you could take seriously, meaning you weren't making a joke, you weren't deliberately leading us up an endless trail, so that finally at the end we would be lost on top of what otherwise is an utterly familiar mountain during daylight.

Lucy is NOWHERE IN SIGHT. LUCY IS EVERYWHERE LOOKED FOR AND NOWHERE TO BE FOUND. In the places where THERE was to be searched for Lucy's house, Lucy is witnessably, visibly, lookably, watchably NOT-THERE. That's a phenomenal feature. It's in the place where Lucy's house should be. There is this endless winding road, and a lake. So there is more of the phenomenal details of traveling to Lucy's house, as the enterprise, that having been described, its coherent, factual, contingent factual exposition via the driving—is available in no other way because the rest of us are holding onto our seats.

More than that. Because the road, I learn later, produces mild nausea. In case after case. Last night it was producing it for me. And I'm afraid I'm getting ill. I'm not thirty-two years old. They'll carry me out of here in a coffin. I'm waiting for the first portent. There's a feeling of mild nausea. What happens next? And again we're talking about the phenomenal field details of The Trip to Lucy's House. That's the enterprise. That's the object. That is Durkheim's thing. The coherence of the thing is what we're up to as [the work of driving there]. The work of driving there is accountable. It's accountable according to the description the driver was given; according to the recall of the one thing after another, and he can't bring them into their observable—thereness? That's a goofy way to talk. It's not the observable thereness. It's "Where the Hell is the Entrance to Her House." And that is what the search is a search for.
So what I'm proposing is that instructed action and oriented objects are a name for the problems in the back of the car. I'm on the [right side]. The car is [pointed ahead]. The road, traveling [over the road], [rushes under the car], [approaching from ahead with fixed illumination that travels with us] [leaving darkness behind us]. [Bushes on the side are only characteristically bushes]; [they move past].

Now I want to propose about left, right, up, down, ahead, behind—NOT generally speaking, but here, in the occasion in which, of that enterprise, of traveling to Lucy's house ahead, leaving behind the misery of a possible mistake made early on, that is now no longer available to correction, that's a property of the thing that we've just been witnessing. The driver is uneasy. He is apologizing. He's taking more time than he should. We're not forgiving.

Once upon a time Hallowell suggested that it be called behavioral environmental stuff. But it's of no use. You're still going to have to come to terms with this: Well, over the road, in and as of the course of the traveling, the coherence of its appearances unfold, emerge. Yes, they emerge. What we want in these descriptions is to be held to the phenomenon that the doing exhibits as worldly things.

It was Husserl himself who said "Euclidean geometry is natural geometry." I propose to you that Husserl was absurdly wrong. There's no such thing. You can't find the Euclidean properties of that journey to Lucy's house. What you do find are these endless, inexhaustibly coherent details making up the facticity of the route accountably available as, "Okay, we've got it. We're on the way. Now. For sure."

That means, again returning to the emphasis on the importance of the contingencies—the contingent and achieved character of that facticity. That means, you can't simply with good talk, with talk alone, with clever description, make provision for it. Yeah, you can make provision for it. Then it's a docile object. Whatever you want of it, it will give you. If you want it for amusement? For entertainment? Any way you like. But the thing we are up against, the thing that we were up against last night, was finding the route actually, not imaginably; factually, meaning by factually so that it could be elaborated—the accountability, as we came then, as an instructed procedure, to exhibit the thing that we were doing. We were watching the road. And we're finding [we're not there yet]. And we see in the road's way [we're not there yet].

Talk of oriented objects is a way of insisting on the importance of the appearances of things. If you're going to rely on what's in your head to decide the factual adequacy of what you are doing; of what facticity could be; what doing it actually not imaginably could consist of as worldly stuff, then if you look in heads you can only—the best you'll do is find these hieroglyphics. You can go consulting neurologists and what they'll tell you will not help one damned bit. You're still going to have to come to terms with the looks of things.

The insistence of EM is this. If it's not in the looks of things, then where in the world do you think you're going to find it? And if it's going to be in the looks of
things, then you're going to have to get very respectful of what this preoccupation with the appearances of things is all about. Get respectful of just how the enterprises get done, just in any actual case.

So, what I'm urging with the coherence of the phenomenal field properties of these enterprises is not that it turns us into the behaviorists of the 1920s. Instead, it demands of us what practitioners want more than anything in the world to know, but as far as I can make out, don't know how to ask, or what to ask for. Which is not the efficacy of the enterprises. But the worldliness of the enterprises. We're not dreaming. None of us were dreaming on that route last night. If we were going to be dreaming, it would be doing different work entirely. If it was going to be entertainment from beginning to end, we would have been doing different work entirely. We needed to get to Lucy's house, really.

VIII. ABOUT PERSPICUOUS SETTINGS

A perspicuous setting has nothing to do with Webster on perspicacity or with places of geography and architecture. The term collects the policies and methods of EM research for an actual, in vivo occasion of inquiry. We have found it useful to explain "perspicuous setting" by saying that Ethnomethodological studies are "embedded" in a local culture—e.g., law school teaching, mathematics, pick-up basketball, the islands of the Pacific Trust Territory—and under that condition the analyst examines various objects in that culture—respectively, e.g., classroom cases in civil procedure, Godel's theorem, "following" in basketball, and how federal programs in medical and mental health fail in Oceania.

When this synopsis is read as instructions, it offers this advice to researchers: "Embedded" is used synonymously and interchangeably with phenomena of order* that are provided for just in any actual case and only then by administering EM's policies and with the use of EM methods. With these policies and methods our questions are specified: What did we do? and What did we learn? A perspicuous setting makes available, in that it consists of, material disclosures of practices of local production and natural accountability in technical details with which to find, examine, elucidate, learn of, show, and teach the organizational object as an in vivo work site.

Finding perspicuous settings by using Sacks' gloss. Many procedures have been used to find perspicuous settings. One of them consists of searching for, recognizing, selecting, collecting, deciding upon, etc., a perspicuous setting by using Sacks' gloss. It can be used repeatedly, and quite deliberately. Its particular virtue is that its use teaches what "embedding" consists of as actual, work-site-specific EM analytic practices.

In 1963 Harvey Sacks and I were at the Los Angeles Suicide Prevention Center. One day he came into my office: "Harold, I have a distinction." It is relevant to
this story that Sacks had finished Yale Law School two years before, because the distinction at first sounds very legalistic. "I have a distinction between 'possessables' and 'possessivitives.' By a possessable I'll mean this; I might as well mean this; I'll mean this for the time being with which to learn from others, by having them teach me, just what I'm really talking about: You're walking down the street; you see something; it looks attractive; you'd like to have it; and you see of the thing that you'd like to have that you can have it. You see that of the thing. As compared with: You're in the street; you see something attractive; you'd like to have it, but seeing the thing you'd like to have you see about it that you can't have it. You see it belongs to somebody. I'll call that a 'possessitive.'"

"Now, Harold, what do I mean by that distinction? That is what I want to find out. I don't want you to tell me. I don't want to settle it like that. I could go to the UCLA law library; I know how to use the library. I could find discussions that would bear on what I might as well mean, but that's not the way I want to learn what I mean." He trusted himself to write definitions, "but I don't want to write definitions; and I don't want to consult authorities. Instead, I want to find a work group, somewhere, perhaps in Los Angeles, who, as their day's work, and because they know it as their day's work, will be able to teach me what I could be talking about as they know it as the day's work."

One day he came in with a great grin; he'd found such a group. In the Los Angeles Police Department are police who, in riding around their territories, as part of their work, spot cars that have been abandoned. Other cars look equally bad, but it could be found out that they were not abandoned. They are "possessivitives." You call the tow truck for one of these cars; the other you ticket. As their day's work the police must make this distinction; make it fast; make it subject to supervisory review for the truth, correctness, and other adequacies of the recognition; make it in each particular case; do so within the bureaucratically organized Los Angeles Police Department; and having among its consequences that various parties, who as members of populations can properly become involved, become forensically interested parties to issues of truth and correctness.

To find a perspicuous setting the EM policy provides that the analyst looks to find, as of the haccities of some local gang's work affairs, the organizational thing that they are up against and that they can be brought to teach the analyst what he needs to learn and to know from them, with which, by learning from them, to teach them what their affairs consist of as locally produced, locally occasioned, and locally ordered, locally described, locally questionable, counted, recorded, observed, etc., phenomena of order*, in and as of their in vivo accountably doable coherent and cogent detail for each another next first time.

The standing talk in finding perspicuous settings is to administer Sacks' gloss in and as of the search, doing so over the in situ vicissitudes of the search.
Ethnomethodology specifies the local order production staff in its exhibited work properties as a reincarnation of the demographic populational cohort, an endogenous populational cohort, the congregational populational cohort of us, of the local just these of us, in this actual case, doing just what we are accountably doing, and doing just that accountable social fact, that thing, in just accountably this case and therein just in any actual case observably and evidently.

The topic of population is one of EM's critical breaks. Current demographic specifications of populations barely begin to exploit the deep topic of order that populations pose. Two hints to that depth are:

(1) In any FA social science investigation the study is concerned with populations. Analysts credit its relevance as unavoidable and irremediable. They credit its relevance for the surveyability of the phenomenon's various staffs as the phenomenon's producing populations. Available via thought experiments: They credit its unavoidable relevance for inferential statistics; as well as for the pursuit of quantification; as well as for the convincingness (probativeness) of quantification in careful* descriptions and in proofs; as well as for probativeness (convincingness) of experiments in the natural sciences.

(2) The EM topic of endogenous populations is a road into the topics of social epistemologies and social ontologies, e.g., Durkheim's socioepistemology; Mannheim's sociology of knowledge; Parsons' interactional paradigm, Schutz' multiple realities, anthropology and sociology's "ethno" disciplines, which includes scientific ethnology, but setting them right side up by respecting valid knowledge.

The topic of population is one of the specifics that are collected by speaking of structures. Population is a renegade topic of order* of long standing in analytic social sciences. Its respecification opens a discovered topic in the problem of social order. Current demographic specifications of populations hardly begin to exploit the deep achievements of order that populations pose.\(^{10}\)

(1) Actual work-site-specific social science investigations being required to profess the adequate facticity of their descriptions are ubiquitously concerned with the equivalence of objectivity and populations. (Only rarely) (Maybe not at all?) have they been concerned with endogenous populations [as a priority] in exhibiting this equivalence.

(2) Phenomena of order* the work of whose production endogenously exhibits the production's staff as its details of populations—e.g., rhythmic clapping, service

---

10. Caution! Read the following as hypotheticals. They are written as if they are the empirical results. That format helps reveal what it can take to make them investigateable proposals about endogenous populations. At this point the properties of endogenous populations are not known with stronger than reasoned and documented arguments.
lines, and freeway traveling waves are examples from the EM catalog—promise entry to an enormous territory.

Endogenously exhibited populations are intuitively natural roads into arcane academic topics of social epistemologies and social ontologies such as those found in Durkheim's socioempirical epistemology; Mannheim's sociology of knowledge; Schutz' multiple realities; Parsons' interactional paradigm; Merleau-Ponty's philosophy of embodied action; anthropology's "ethno" disciplines; and sociology's adequate ethnologies, which recently include adequate scientific ethnology. The topic of endogenous populations promises to set these topics right side up. They respecify valid knowledge in the achieved, directly perceived coherent appearances of immortal, ordinary society's endogenous populations that staff its production. Cornucopias of researchables are found in the vexed problem of standardization in the survey industry; in accounting practices in commercial and manufacturing settings; and in Porter's conjectures on the convincingness of quantification in and as "the pursuit of objectivity in science and public life."

Is there uneasiness among sociologists with the promise that endogenous populations might set these topics right side up? We need only recall the neglect by the entire professional Durkheim scholarship of Durkheim's socioempirical epistemology. Recall Durkheim's exasperation with the failure of philosophy and generic social theorizing to explain the real world origins of "basic categories" and "general ideas."

On various occasions I have discussed endogenous populations with novices* to radical EM investigations, students and professionals, in various social science disciplines, it being a professional commonplace across the countless social science disciplines that populations are ubiquitously relevant. When I use actual materials to respecify populations as endogenous achievements—e.g., with photographs, graphics, tabular materials, and other visual stuff—the conjectures draw recognitional nodding and furthering remarks.

The topic of population is one of the specifics that are collected by speaking of structures.

Structures are provisions in the worldwide social science movement for the worldly workings of immortal, ordinary society, its real workings, these actually, and evidently.

It is an analytic commonplace that the production staffs of rhythmic clapping are specified by body counts and dimensionalized demographics. I am NOT saying that.

I AM saying, for example, that rhythmic clapping, the phenomenon of rhythmic clapping, in its "lived" course just in any actual case as a sounded doing, along with exhibiting its other details, such as synchronous sounding, stable tempo, and similarly accented successive measures, exhibits its staff distinctively, singularly, and uniquely as a population.
Points:

(1) It's not that the phenomenon of rhythmic clapping is staffed by a population. The phenomenon exhibits its staff as a population.

(2) Similarly for traveling waves in freeway traffic; for conversational turns at talk; for service lines; for walking together. If we are to take Durkheim's socio-empirical epistemology seriously, then similarly for tribal rites of the Australian aborigines. They are massively numerous and ubiquitously prevalent. They can be compared. But they are not the same. Most certainly they are not interchangeable by stipulated features, by definitions, by general theorizing, by analogy . . . without LOSS of comparability, uniformity, typicality.

The use of formal analysis to make these phenomena instructably observable as details of structure loses the phenomenon. These phenomena are LOST with the same careful technical methods that are used to describe them.

That the two synoptic descriptions are descriptions of adequate grounds is the critical point. Here is what's critical: They do not correspond to the phenomena they describe. Instead, they are to be understood as descriptions that can be praxeologized. They are to be read in and as a work site as praxeologized descriptions. Thus their adequacy consists in this: They exhibit the phenomena with the text that describes them. In that they are praxeologized, i.e., in that they are read in and as a work site they are first segments of a praxeologically valid instructed action.

Bryant's demonstration and summoning phones are propaedeutic cases. Each teaches, each can be used to learn Ethnomethodology's central phenomenon; EM's center: The praxeological validity of an instructed action is the phenomenon.

X. THE PRAXEOLOGICAL VALIDITY OF INSTRUCTED ACTION

I don't think the phenomenal field details of phenomena of order* are made available for description. I think they are made available for instruction. I think they are come upon as an only teachable matter. That therein, what endogenous work of order* production could consist of, for just what is being posed, or proposed, or promised, as instructably reproducibly the case, will be found. So for example, David Sudnow's work on the phenomenology of jazz piano playing has tied to it, hopelessly, a pedagogy. A way of teaching novices over something like a month.

So what he makes available as the phenomenology—as the phenomenologically achievable details of work at the piano of playing jazz, improvised jazz, does not have the "truth of the matter" as constraints on its discovery or demonstrability, its availability as revealed details of a witnessable demonstration. It has the praxeologized...
logical effectiveness of the pedagogy—the praxeological validity of instructed action. Can he teach it over and over again? Now let's take another step.

Here's a recent, promising but only conjectural possibility that several of us, in our concerns with the natural sciences, have been entertaining. Suppose we put aside for the time being as a matter of only high diction, self-celebrating, self-praising ways of talking, that they speak of their work as adequately scientific; they speak of it as inquiry. Suppose we put that aside. We'll remain indifferent to classic ways of speaking (of accounting) in such a dignified way of local work. Let's entertain as a possibility, here is what's going on in labs: To indefinitely dense depths they are engaged, hopelessly and without the possibility of avoiding it, they are engaged in working out what we'll call "teaching's work sites."

That the labs are heavily, they are densely, they consist of teaching's work sites in and as of the only locally available to the local gang of us, here, in and as of the ways in this place, with this vernacular, we do things here. And it is in the availability of that that methods will travel between labs. Because the local gang will custom fit the methods to make of the methods available the sense the local gang comes to turn them into what is teachably the case. And just and only the case. And not arguably "the case," but instructably reproducibly the case.

The case is this of the phenomenon that was available instructionally from Chicago. That it is custom fitted, this thing we read in the text, to the just how we work here in the tasks of teaching each other. That is what we are doing. And that poses a curious thing that teaching could possibly consist of. We went looking for any study that had been made of teaching's work sites—where are teaching's work sites? In any lab that has ever been studied with that as the question. There's a Gap in the literature.

The example was given of Sacks' gloss in using his initial distinction between "possessives" and "possessables" to find the LA police and permit them to teach him what he was talking about. Sacks proposed that that was the way in which that distinction was to be subject to its—what?—its clarification? Call it that. It was to be learned via the occasioned character of the work groups who would teach the ethnographer what he was talking about—really, actually, evidently, and in the first place. And where it would be done without prejudice. That is to say, it would be done without administering the analyst's privileged knowledge of the practitioners affairs as a condition for deciding the adequacy of the analyst's account.

The very fact that Sacks came upon the LA police was itself grounds on which to understand the sheer hopeless relativizing that is going on once you take on the EM task of looking to the practitioners to teach you what you're talking about. Yet that is a standing condition of work in Ethnomethodology. Particularly if you're going to be looking for radical phenomena,—for these phenomena that are unavoidable, unremarkable, they are standing achievements, they make up achieved, immortal ordinary society, they specify only inspectible, only discover-
able issues of the problem of order, and they are lost—that is to say, they are over-
looked, they are ignored, they are brushed off, they are uninteresting, there is no
access to them using the most technical, imaginative, careful, designed administra-
tion of generic representations.

XI. A SYNOPTIC ACCOUNT OF
LEBENSWELT PAIRS

Eric Livingston’s book\textsuperscript{12} is concerned with the lived work of proving Godel’s theo-
rem. His achievement consists in having discovered and specified the identity:
Godel’s theorem, which consists of a schedule of thirty-seven theorems and their
proof accounts, is identical with the lived work of proving that schedule. Living-
ston specifies that identity as a \textit{Lebenswelt pair}.

In the hands of a practitioner, Godel’s schedule of theorems and their proofs is
read as hierarchically arranged instructions. At the local work site the schedule of
theorems and proofs, in and as the unavoidably and irremediably relevant work-
site details\textsuperscript{*} of working out the schedule, becomes precisely descriptive of the work
of following it. In metaphoric characterization, the schedule is “attached” to the
lived work of following it. It is “attached” without possibility of remedy or alter-
native.

Just how in the haecceity of revealed details\textsuperscript{*} of a witnessed demonstration each
theorem and/or each proof account becomes precisely descriptive of the work of
following it is what a practitioner has to do at a work site. It is only, exactly,
entirely, and just what a prover has to do at a work site.

Only locally achieved and only locally occasioned, and naturally accountable, the
“just what a prover has to do,” the lived work of proving Godel’s theorem, is (i.e.,
is identical with) the \textit{Lebenswelt pair}, Godel’s theorem.

1. The Constituent Segments of a Lebenswelt Pair

We shall write pair as an abbreviation for: (A theorem and/or proof account/the
way of working to which it is unavoidably and irremediably tied). We offer the
following observations:

(1) A pair is composed of constituent segments.

(2) The parentheses exhibit the evidential proof of Godel’s theorem; the pair,
as the lived work of proving it. Its constituents are (a) a first-segment-of-the-pair,
i.e., in the case of Godel’s theorem, the schedule of thirty-seven theorems and their
proofs; and (b) an affiliated second-segment-of-a-pair, i.e., in the case of Godel’s the-
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orem the-way-of-working-to-the-schedule-to-which-the-schedule-is-irremediably-
and-avoidably-tied.

(3) A pair of constituent segments specify Godel's theorem in and as the lived
work of proving it.

(4) The pair specifies Godel's theorem as an evidential proof.

(5) The pair specifies Godel's theorem.

(6) The pair specifies Godel's theorem as a mathematical object.

(7) The pair specifies Godel's theorem as a lived organizational thing. The pair
specifies Godel's theorem as the practices of proving it.

We shall use "praxis," or "a practice," to gloss Godel's theorem specified as a
pair.

2. Five Required Features of Lebenswelt Pairs

When, in order to collect cases of pairs, we restrict the requirements for Lebens-
welt pairs to pairs with features found in mathematics' pairs, we observe the fol-
lowing features of Lebenswelt pairs.

(1) The first segment is only discovered, and is only discoverable. It cannot be
imagined or stipulated. It cannot be "recovered" as properties of a signed object.

(2) As a discovery the first segment consists in its material details* of this: it pre-
cisely describes* the pair.

(3) The pair is classically accountable.

(4) The first segment is a classic account of the pair. That means, the first segment
is a classic account of the "lived" work-site practices—"the work"—of proving the
theorem. The first segment speaks on behalf of the proof-as-a-practical-action. The
first segment renders the lived work of proving as the properties of that work's
classical accountability. So the first segment ignores the reflexive accountability
of the work of proving. It ignores the details* of the proof; it ignores the reflexively,
naturally accountable details* of the proof which are only reflexively naturally
accountable details* of the proof. You cannot find the work of the proof, and you
cannot teach the work of the proof, you cannot teach the evidential proof, if you
address only the first segment to do so. To find or specify the work of the proof you
must "recover" the pair.

(5) The pair specifies the details* of an evidential proof.

(6) The pair cannot be read off the page no matter how talented a reader the
mathematician is. Nor can it be imagined, no matter how talented a mathemati-
cian the reader is. There remains the work of seeing/showing, in and as of the
work site, as the local synaesthesias of proving's phenomenal fields, of just how a
theorem consists of the instructed action of a pair—of just only distinctively and
entirely how a theorem consists of the work of proving in that, and as, the in situ
synaesthesias are unavoidably relevant and unremarkable details* of practices
whereby the theorem becomes a precise description* of the pair, really, actually, and
evidently. Godel’s proof is for us an emblematic case of that because just *that* is provided in the schedule of thirty-seven theorems and their proof accounts: the first segment of the Lebenswelt pair. The structure of detail*(*) provides for endless further exploration of the pair in inexhaustible detail*(*) of the pair, and without loss of the coherence and the cogency of the pair (i.e., really); these details* are only available in the “lived doing”, (i.e., actually); and only in detail* really and actually are they available to autonomous criticism (i.e., and only therein, evidently).

A prover can only work out the proof in that there comes a point when, embodied, with paper and pencil as a work site, the prover must write it out notationally. That is because only in and as the embodied-course-of-writing *does* the prover and *can* the prover overcome the abbreviations so as to be able to see/show in and as the notational followability just what they are doing that makes up the locally seeable, followable structures of the argument as its material details*—details* that are developingly and endogenously coming to be described precisely*.

(7) The domain of Lebenswelt pairs in mathematics is identical with what mathematics, as the coherence of unavoidably and irremediably relevant and unremarkable details* really, actually, and evidently, and these as the-most-ordinary-organizational-things-in-the-world, consists of as the day’s work.

(8) We have recommended a mathematical proof as a precise description of a mathematical object, distinctively and in mathematical particulars. The idea of precise description is this: Disputing the matter that is described, i.e., in and as the disputed matter’s “followability,” in and as revealed details of a locally historicized witnessable demonstration the disputed matter exhibits itself in the specific pointlessness of the dispute as the disputed matter’s unavoidably relevant detail*.

(9) Livingston’s findings include that their properties of local production and natural accountability are essentially unavoidable and without remedy or alternative, and from the point of view of classically accountable mathematical proving they are uninteresting—that is to say, for the practical demonstrability and followability of a course of mathematical proving their existence is depended upon, made use of, and ignored. They are “seen but unnoticed.”

By the properties of their local production is meant that the work-site practices of an evidential proof are not available by adhering to prespecified procedures. Rather, for their cogency and coherence the specifics are locally occasioned. For their cogency and coherence they are “hidden” in and as their apt and familiar efficacy. They are only available to practitioners in and as of embodied work-site equipmentally affiliated “skills.” They are only available to practitioners, and only to their vulgar competence. They are done unwittingly. They are developingly objective and developingly accountable. In any actual case they are unavailable to “situationally” disengaged, let alone to *a priori*, analytically reasoned reflection. Nor in any actual case are they available to introspection, to ethnographic reportage, to the analysis of ethnographic documentation or to documented arguments except, and at best, as documented conjectures. They are done in detail* and they
consist of what detail* could be in technical, material contents. They are real worldly. They are only discoverable: they cannot be imagined. And they are naturally accountable.

The natural accountability of provings' practices of Godel's theorem is the crux of the lived work of mathematically proving Godel's theorem. That work's natural accountability permits Livingston to specify the lived work of proving Godel's theorem as a real worldly phenomenon in and as mathematics. Via its natural accountability that work permits him to claim on behalf of mathematics what in the world—what practical action—Godel discovered that made up an "object" of mathematicians' technical competence and achievement.

XII. AUTOCHTHONOUS ORDER PROPERTIES

Autochthonous is not a misspelling of autonomous. Autochthonous does not mean autonomous, endogenous, essential in any of its meanings in essentialist philosophies, essential invariants, models, definitions, dimensions, parameters, ideal constructions, or any other cognates that are available as familiar philosophy.

Autochthonous order properties are empirically observable properties of the congregational work of producing social facts. EM studies, in their central concerns, examine the congregational work of ordinary things. In its central claims EM teaches that autochthonous order properties of social facts are available in ordinary activities with ubiquitous prevalence. They are observable in obvious places. They are observable by one and all. By one and all they are depended upon and demanded, even while they are seen but unnoticed. They inhabit the enterprises of the streets as well as the privacy of bedtime talk. They are available in service lines, entering a freeway traffic stream, street crossings by pedestrian crowds, walking together.

Durkheim alluded to the existence of autochthonous properties of social facts in the misunderstood things of his neglected legacy. The social facts of Durkheim's neglected legacy that are taken up in Ethnomethodology's tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work directly address the autochthonous properties of order. Social facts described Ethnomethodologically have properties of order such that all of what order consists of in, about, as, or, as of, these social facts is locally produced and naturally accountable by the local cohort that is engaged, in and as of, the vulgarly competent, uninteresting enterprises of their production and accountability.

Currently it is ubiquitous practice in the social science movement that an analysis of social facts introduces into the analysis of a thing—into a service line, for example—What More is needed, just What More is needed, just What More is necessary with which to find, or recognize what is orderly about a service line.

Ethnomethodologically, the contrary is demonstrable with tutorial problems.
Nothing needs to be introduced to the production and accountability of social facts.

Service lines will serve our argument as its propaedeutic case in point. Nothing needs to be introduced or should be introduced because parties to the apparent service line produce as the existence of an exhibited order of service's autochthonous properties of order not merely what is orderly about a service line, but just in any actual case, just and only what is orderly about a service line. In the work of lining up for service everything that order consists of, or does consist of, or did, ever did, could, or could possibly consist of in details, with nothing left out and nothing left over, is found and this to indefinitely further and inexhaustible depths of contingent empirical details without fabulousness, faking, make believe, errors, or absurdities.

Autochthonous properties of order deal with exhibited details in and as of the lived work of producing the social fact's orderliness by its local staff, its local order production cohort.

CONCLUSION

With their studies of radical phenomena Ethnomethodologists have come upon the *in vivo* work of producing the naturally accountable phenomena of relevance, consistency, coherence, of these two \( \neq \) and \( \rightarrow \).

It is Ethnomethodological about EM studies that they show for ordinary society's substantive events, in material contents, just and only in any actual case, that and just how vulgarly competent members concert their activities to produce and show, exhibit, make observably the case*, demonstrate, etc., coherence, cogency, analysis, detail, structure, consistency, order, meaning, mistakes, errors, coincidence, facticity, reason, methods—locally, reflexively, naturally accountable phenomena—in and as of the haecceities of their ordinary lives together.

In order to compare classic studies of order* with Ethnomethodological studies, consider the distinguishing emphasis of each on demonstrable structures as a topic of order*.

Both classic studies of order and Ethnomethodological studies are preoccupied with structures in, about, and as ordinary activities, albeit each one in its distinctive way. Both assign to studies of structure exclusive priority of seriousness, relevance, importance, and value. Both understand claims about structure to claim, in technical details that are exclusively available to specifiable methodic procedures, the demonstrable objectivity and the demonstrable observability of ordinary society. Both seek to recommend as empirically corrigeble claims just what adequate analysis of ordinary society could be. Each, via its interests in structure, claims to find and to make available in the details of inquiries, and in the details of instructions for carrying them out, ordinary society, its production, its causal accountabil-
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ity, its recognition, its analyzability, its understanding, that it is understood, that it is understandable, that it consists of and can be demonstrated to consist of efficacious practices as of which its events consist. And in these terms each claims to know and to demonstrate ordinary society really, actually, evidently, and in identifying organizational details. For each the preoccupation with structure is distinctively identifying of its disciplinary aims and achievements, of its research policies, or its problems and methods, of its practices, or its researchables, of its findings, of its news, and of its troubles. And each, on the serious occasions that it needs to specify the contents of that preoccupation, in the same words of these specifics speaks of the seriousness, the relevance, the value, and the importance of its studies.

It is the point of these comparisons that each in its distinctive ways is preoccupied with studies of structure in order to claim just what real-worldly ordinary society is, just what adequate analysis of it could be, and just what real ordinary society and its adequate analysis have to do with each other. But it is their point, too, that in the material particulars of that preoccupation, they differ profoundly and without the possibility of reconciliation. On every topic in sociology's many visions of the problem of social order they are irreconcilably (rival?) claimants to what ordinary society and its analysis could be. Thus, they differ on the nature of "immortal" society; on the work of its production and reproduction; on its objectivity and observability; on its "account-ability"; that "it sits in judgement on every account of itself" on its status as source and grounds of effective practices, objective knowledge, reasoned discourse, or rational action; on its intelligibility; on its exhibitable analyzability in and as distinctive and technical detail, and on what detail, let alone on what such detail could possibly be.

Further, for the endless topics of order, reason, logic, meaning, and method they "agree" that what these topics consist of as phenomena is posed by ordinary society as the origins and grounds for their production, observability, objectivity, and accountability. Similarly, only in their distinctive and different ways of speaking tendentiously of these topics of order*, and only by conflating each other's lingoes, do they "agree" on the availability "in, about, and as" ordinary society of its awesomely massive and consequential, local achievements of these phenomena.

They do not agree. Of course they do not agree. Not only do they not agree, but in their differing treatments of these phenomena each exhibits itself as a distinct technical preoccupation with these phenomena, and incommensurable with the other. The preoccupation of each with the phenomena of order* in, about, and as ordinary society identifies classic versus Ethnomethodological studies of order* as an incommensurable, asymmetrically alternate technology of social analysis.

But merely to call attention to their differences distracts us from attending their differences as a positive phenomenon of ordinary society and thereby misses the point to the distinctions: that the identifying task of Ethnomethodological studies of order* is to furnish to the phenomena of order* production their genetic origins
in and as immortal ordinary society; that every received topic of order* without exception is a candidate for these interests; that these topics include classic accounts of the phenomena of order* production and classic accounting technologies; that because of this inclusion, classic studies of order* and Ethnomethodological studies are asymmetrically related alternate technologies for the analysis and demonstration of the production of order*; that their incommensurable asymmetric alternativity is an order* phenomenon in its own right; and because this is so their reconciliation is pointless.
Part Two

INSTRUCTED ACTION
Chapter Six

Instructions and Instructed Actions

I.

I want to talk in a loose way about instructions and instructed actions. Permit me to begin with a guide to the argument. It’s not any old thing about instructions and following instructions that I want to tell you about. Instead, it’s something I’ll call my tendentious use of instructions, and my tendentious use of following instructions.

That I’ll be speaking tendentiously is critical in my discussion. By tendentious I mean that I want to talk about them with an abiding and hidden tendency. More, I’m going to know what I’m talking about long before I reveal to you just what I’m talking about. And I would hope that finally we’ll come to a point, after I’ve gone through some materials, that you will have seen, with some surprise, that in fact this thing that I had in mind all along, being in the end revealed, is in fact what you had in mind all along as well, except that I had a rival version of what you might have in mind, and more than that: you would see that I mean to be talking to what you really mean, before you’re able to say it, and that I mean to be talking to the point of a revealing corrective on what you might have in mind, and even a radical corrective.

I want to be talking about what instructions and following instructions could consist of where there is more, other, and different to these marvelous topics, and ignored, and possibly identifying of instructions and instructed actions than classic studies take into account, do or ever have taken into account, but, I’m going to offer as the possibility, or that they can take into account.

When instructions and instructed actions offer themselves to our inquiries under those auspices, by which I mean when they are not only talked about but are specified tendentiously, I’ll speak of them as radical phenomena. For the time being I’ll use radical to mean what more, other, different, ignored, yet identifying, unremarkable, and not available to the most thoughtful, technical, careful methods
in classic studies with which to bring them under examination. And to make them instuctably observable.

That's what I'm up to.

Let me sketch the steps of my argument.

I'll begin by recommending a familiar distinction between instructions and following instructions; instructions and instructed actions, instructions and their affiliated instructed actions. I'll use square brackets [instructions] and <following instructions> to mark off the commonplace recognitions that set each off topically and that provide for their distinction.

I'll use that way of speaking to the fact of their availability to classic methods and to endless vernacular ways of speaking of instructions—the availability to us of their separate character, of the distinction between them, and thereby of their posing interesting phenomena for classic examination.

I'll refer to the distinction as a vernacularly available distinction: You don't have to go to college to learn it. You may come upon educated versions of these separate items, [rules of inquiry], [rules-in-use], but educated or otherwise, the distinction is with overwhelming frequency a vernacular distinction.

I'm going to propose about [instructions] and <following instructions> that it can happen—frequently it is simply a matter of the analyst's preoccupation—and I'm not talking about the academic analyst, I'm not talking about lawyers or engineers, I'm not talking about professional analysts—I'm talking about whosoever has reason in consulting instructions to entertain in the way they are being consulted, to entertain about the instructions that when they are embedded in the local work of having to follow them that they can thereby pose, topically, for the analyst problems of clarity, or consistency, or completeness, or followability, or factual adequacy, and that under those circumstances these instructions and the work of following them come up with, that is they offer, they are the occasion of, they exhibit for the analyst certain properties. After I describe some of these properties, I'll mark them off as curious properties.

They are hints that there is something about instructions and following instructions that is such that when, topically, they offer to the user their problematic character with respect to say completeness or followability or definiteness of sense or reference that they thereby furnish hints that there is something more, other, strange, different, to them than classic studies are able to deal with or get access to.

I am going to propose that, in encountering these curious properties, instructions and following them show on the occasions that classic methods are used to deal with their topical virtues and vices of clarity, univocality, equivocality, completeness—i.e., the countless virtues and vices of logic, meaning, order, methods, reason, or rationality with none of the topics that these marvelous rubrics collect being excused from eligibility—we're going to ask the question: What did we do, Ethnomethodologically? What studies did we do? And from these studies what
did we learn that makes up cause for wonder. There’s more to it than we could have imagined by using the most careful, respectable, technical, required classic studies. Like, for example, the classic method of not beginning our study, or carrying it very far before we had earned our rights to continue by offering a list of definitions of terms: “By instructions we shall mean . . . ” or by designing generic representations of the practices and the work that make up following instructions.

I want to take you through five or six settings, “perspicuous settings,” promising settings in which we did something Ethnomethodological. Settings in which we embedded the policies and methods of Ethnomethodology, and with the embedded Ethnomethodology examined some of the setting’s objects.

Then I’ll ask the question: Is there some way we can put these curious properties together with the cases—the perspicuous settings, the things that we did—with which there were matters to learn.

What does it consist of, to “put curious properties and cases together”? And suppose we put them together? So what?

I want to propose that the So What? consists of radical phenomena. These radical phenomena are given in perspicuous settings; in no other ways, and in no other places.

Then I want to conclude by asking: So, there are radical phenomena. So? What’s in it for us? What’s to be done? What are some consequences of coming upon these radical phenomena?

II. PERSPICUOUS SETTINGS: A FAMILY OF TERMS

I’ll start by explaining my refusal to begin with definitions. Instead of beginning with definitions, I’ll recite a family of terms. I propose that no one in his right mind needs to be flustered by the fact that I’m not starting with a definition of instructions. I’m recommending instead that we’ll do the Heideggerian trick. When he began his course in metaphysics he was supposed to have said: Instead of starting with a definition of metaphysics, instead of asking, “What is metaphysics?” so that we would then begin by talking about metaphysics, we’ll instead ask a metaphysical question and thereby land ourselves in the midst of metaphysics.

I’ll begin with the Heideggerian trick. I’ll propose that the family of instructions, the members of this family, that each of these vernacular terms reminds us that it is a member that includes the resemblances—norms, directives, regulations, laws, commands, order, rules, standards, plans, programs, budgets, maps, manuals—and these are available in disengageable texts, i.e., [norms], [instructions], [maps], [diagrammed how-to-do-its]. These are one way they are available. When one or another is available as a disengageable text we’ll call it the “product” version of instructions, or the “docile” version. We’ll use [instructions] as a collector and reminder that there is such a family.
In contrast there is something, also known in the vernacular as <following instructions>. The idea is: while you can read [instructions] with no thought of what they might look like in the occasions when you’re going to have to follow them, they also can be embedded in settings in which, in being followed, you have them taking on a different and lively sense. So in the social sciences the differences, taken for granted, are very familiar differences, between what rules consist of if you are reading rules of a game, say on the back of the game board, and what the collection consists of when the game board is in front of you and you’re going to have to play the game that following the rules promises.

So, we have the distinctions: product/process; rules/implementation of the rules; rules/rule-in-use; budget/budgetary process. I want to propose about that distinction that it can happen that these rules, these instructions, can be available to someone—we’ll speak of an analyst—in this way: that the rules are somehow or other details of a setting in, about, and as of which following them makes up the practical, local, occasioned work that turns the rules into a description, (a descriptive account) of the in-course, in vivo work of following them.

To see what I’m talking about, consult Exhibit 1.

It is a page of instructions. They fell out of a box I lugged home from Builder’s Emporium. The box contained the parts of a chair. They were on my living room floor waiting for me to assemble them. The distinction is straightforward: There is Exhibit 1 as it falls out of the box, before I see anything of what’s in the box. When I look at the page I see: Oh yes, diagrams 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . to be read serially; the diagram of 2 is examinably a first next after 1; after a series that follows, diagram 8 is readably a terminal. Readably before that a cover is being slipped over a metal frame—and so on. That’s a docile text. The text has a readable beginning; an in-course serial arrangement of steps; an aimed for terminal step. And so on.

That’s a docile text.

Now the rest of the parts fall out, and my wife warns me: Please finish that thing before this evening; we’re having company. Now I understand that the sheet of stuff is itself a detail of the work I take up in which I’m picking over the parts and beginning on the thing to find, with these instructions, not only what “first” looks like but the first that is going to look like the thing that I’m making it happen that it looks like.

Thus, I’m looking for this connecting piece in frame one. As soon as I see frame one I have the problem of getting on the page at frame one. Getting on the page? At frame one? DO I HAVE ALL THE PARTS? Nowhere on this sheet does it say: Before you begin, count the parts. Nor does it advise me to identify the parts. Nor does it say what count and identify for what it consists of, is, arrived at as a correct count, that looks like correctly arrived at, consists-of. Yes, I’m tallying parts, but I’m also matching-in-order-to-be-finished-with-each-next-thing-tallied.

Now you see what I’m talking about when I propose “the work of following instructions” and propose that embedded as a detail of the work of following it I
now find the strange properties that this sheet of instructions has topically. How much has been shown? Does it show enough? Does the cloth seat fit over the frame before the seat frame is fastened to the feet?

Consider the work of coming to see that the diagrammed opening in the cover will be seen to have been complete and factually correct only when I come to that question in the course of the assembly as the questionable just-here just-how do I fasten the rails through the cover? The hands-on seeable answer as the chair's very own diagramed detail is: You don't. The fasteners go through the rails in the opening in the cloth that only appears when the rails line up IF, AND NOW THAT, the cloth with no room to spare is correctly and properly fitted over the seating rail.

Factual adequacy, completeness, ambiguity of expression, followability, effective procedure, unique correspondence of representation and object—these topics, and all the topics that I encounter in addition to these, are available to me under the condition that the topicality poses the practical problem in vivo in which I am going to have to take up and deal with not only "Are the instructions complete?" but given the material organizational things I'm up against by getting it done before the company comes, what does completeness, followability, sequence, correct sequence, local historicity (and the rest) come to look like.

And that's an Ethnomethodological question.

1. Properties of the Page of Instructions

Under those circumstances I now encounter certain properties of the page of instructions.

A first. Ethnomethodology has become notorious for insisting on the hopelessly "situated" character of expressions. That's a shibboleth. The idea is—where this page of their stuff is concerned—that for me to deal with the question, seeably, in vivo, of whether these instructions are complete, I now find that I'm making use of what we came to call "the et cetera provision." Here is the page of instructions: there are this and this many parts, and they can be read as an assembly, in this serial way, from left to right, from right to left, and so forth. Meaning: when and if it should happen that reading it off the page to find in vivo on the page, provided by the page, in and as the strewn parts' material appearances, the diagram's very own significant details, and thereby reading it off the page to find what I am doing in following the diagram, to bring it to a description of the chair that will have been assembled, by following the diagrammed instructions to do so—that when and if I encounter an equivocality of the diagram I can wait for something later to happen with which I will possibly have seen what it was diagramming that was relevantly there to be seen all along and was seeably there in the first place—glossed as "willingness to wait." Glossed again as "Here I am on the living room floor, producing a history of that project and borrowing on that same local history
that I am making with which to find in the course of working it prospectively what the present sense and relevance is of the depicted-chair-in-the-course-of-its-assembly."

We have then, as a recitation of properties, of organizational things that we came to speak of as the properties of indexical expressions—like the property of allowing that an expression is going to have the definiteness of its sense and its reference according to where it occurred, or just where it occurred, or just when, in an ongoing in-vivo, in-courseness of a project, or of a personal history, of a personal interest, of a mutual biography with others, and so on and so on.

By entering those specifications for an expression, e.g., "Sit over there," we get for just the case of the instruction "Sit over there" a countless litany of indexical expressions.

We collected a number of properties that instructions could have in vivo that were such that we would speak of their—of dealing with them—or in the practices of using them or following them—that we would treat that—what shall we call that?—Let's call them what? Generalities. The et cetera provision is such a generality. Not that the et cetera provision is without sense or definiteness of reference. But it’s that you don’t know, even with et cetera, what the devil you are ever talking about at the work site for what it looks like until you are up against it, let alone what it looks like “really,” “actually,” “evidently,” and these “ordinarily,” any of which bring in the emphasis of in vivo achieved coherence of objects. Nevertheless et cetera has done magnificent service.

2. Reflexivity as an Embedded In Vivo Phenomenon

The documentary method of interpretation makes similar provisions for a practice of following instructions, where the in vivo search with the document in hand is for the pattern that underlies the details, the pattern that is definitely there, where the pattern that is definitely there is a detail of that pattern, and the work of searching with the document is anticipating or building the pattern, “using” the pattern to explicate the detail as the detail-of-the-pattern. You can speak either of seeing the detail-in-the-pattern or the pattern-in-the-detail. You can talk descriptively of seeing the move-in-the-game or seeing the game-in-the-move. It becomes an arbitrary matter: which do you prefer?

The documentary method was a way of calling attention to in vivo practices by speaking in generalities. Indexicality generally speaking and the documentary method of interpretation generally speaking traveled in a company of generalities. Reflexivity generally speaking was a companion. Many academic lives were lost or were cut off as cases of arrested development by careful attempts to provide for reflexivity as the name for a general phenomenon.

But, what could reflexivity generally speaking possibly consist of? You weren’t interested in the general thing of reflexivity. You were interested in just the ways
in which an instruction, in and as of the in vivo details of following it, thereby took on its sense, or its reference, or its correspondence to objects, definitely, of making the work of following it accountable—e.g., of finding, or disclosing, or describing the work of following it. So the way the instruction was being made to come out, and not like that, but as that, was everything that the term, reflexivity, had to mean. You didn’t want to be speaking of reflexive generally speaking. You wanted to know, how say, as instruction, was it hopelessly embedded in the lived work of following it, and in that arrangement, what work is getting done? So a term that in vivo is doing the work of describing is thereby said, in the way in vivo it is doing the work of describing, to be reflexive on the setting as a descriptive term.

3. Objective versus Occasioned Expressions

I want to call attention to several other properties. In situ the distinction is forever being attempted and made between objective and indexical expressions. On the living room floor I would be looking for just what on that page has a definite sense that is indifferent to the fact that it’s on that page, let alone that on that page I come upon it on my living room floor. I would want something like the transcendentalized sense and reference of the instructions findable there. That sense which I would be looking for has nothing to do with me; it has nothing to do with the engineer who drew the dopey diagram. I’m looking for, I would be searching for, the clarity, and the consistency, the empirical truth and correctness, or any of the rest of the topics of logic, meaning, reason, order, or method, of these instructions generally speaking. I would be looking for a general method for making individual cases decidable for their adequacy on any of these counts, and such that the displayed particulars of this diagram are analyzable cases in the general method’s certain terms.

So, I have an in vivo job; one job of many; would I be able to? could I? assign to those fixed expressions a sense that was governed by rules of interpretation such that it could be distinguished in the notational particulars of that diagram from the sense that its locally occasioned character required that it be chained to?

In addition to the distinction between occasioned and objective expressions we called attention, early on, to the provision for the substitutability of objective for indexical expressions. We proposed to examine the lived work of what it was to insist on that substitutability. The proposal was found, characteristically in the natural sciences, but also in the social sciences, that wherever indexical expressions occurred an objective expression could be substituted for it without altering, degrading, or evading the transcendentalized sense and reference of the expression.

I’m proposing that on that living room floor was posed, but only as the possibility, that substitutability was a witnessably achievable proposal. I could not just in
any actual case make the substitution and make it demonstrably the case that the substitution, having been provided for, had been achieved. So, here I was with the distinction, and having to provide for that distinction, and having also to provide for the substitutability, having to provide for it in the name of getting the chair assembled by five o'clock; and coming upon the obstinacy of this page of stuff that promised something I could not deliver in the work on that floor.

4. The In Vivo Properties of [Instructions]

I'll mention several more with the idea of finishing a recitation of what I'll call the properties that instructions have when, in vivo, we are busied topically with the practical issues of locally and endogenously achieved completeness, consistency, followability, empirical correctness, univocality, definiteness of sense and reference, temporal and logical sequence, identity, notational uniformity, comparability, and the rest, and carry out our concerns with the use of classic methods. I use the rubric "classic methods" to collect policies of natural theorizing, methods of constructive analysis, and the use of established theories of logic with which issues of questionable adequacy are made decidable and are decided for their "truth" and "correctness."

Maps and manuals have a marvelously incongruous property that users can come upon as cause for complaint. Thus some complaints to software hotlines can run: "I can't find what I'm doing wrong." "The manual doesn't discuss my problem." "I can't tell what the manual is talking about." And examples of offered remedies: "You can't tell just by reading, and it's practically impossible to tell you." "You have to have hands-on experience." "Don't just read the manual. Read it at the console while you're working out what it's talking about."

Complaints will go to the manual's incompleteness, ambiguity, equivocality, errors, mistakes, gaps, omissions, the recalcitrant teacher, sloppy craft, metaphoric description, lies, and the rest of endless whatnot.

Recurrently, in vivo, maps and manuals present their users the in vivo witnessed incompetence of the text. In vivo the manual offers a reader anything but just what is needed. The way the text fails you, just the thing that you want from it, which you must have, now, just here, just where you are in your project—of that trouble it is guaranteed that it will be there waiting for you, but there is no way in the world of prespecifying the conditions under which it is going to intrude upon your local island of order. That means that you have to be in the course of the action, and just there, just because, and just in the way you need more than anything in the world just this from the text, and it is in that, and in the way you want it and need it, that you cannot have it.

I'm going to speak of those properties as curious properties. I use curious as a collector. I mean first that these properties are massively available. It's not that once upon a time, long ago, under a rock, in India, if you looked in just the right
place when the light was right you would catch a glimpse. No. Instead, these properties are ubiquitously prevalent. Wheresoever you are engaged in vivo in finding and following instructions, THAT is where these properties will be given. THAT is where you will find actually and not supposedly, really, and evidently, and these ordinarily, here is what it consists of to be up against the work of recognizing and following instructions.

So, we'll say: In the first place, they occur massively. Massively is too weak. We need something in the order of the heavens’ multitude, and then beyond numerosity, because, the organizational thing Ethnomethodologically that is of interest is that these properties are unavoidable, without remedy, and they are unremarkable.

These properties are ordinary. We need to appreciate that. They are ordinary. They are vulgar in the way in which competence in the streets is a vulgar competence. The competence is nothing special; it is nothing you can be called upon to celebrate or brag about; it's nothing uniquely and singularly of your authorship, and of all things, everyone knows it. You don't have to be a particular person who has gone to the university and now you are able to see that. But instead, if this is what you're up against, then this is what you know of instructions and the work of following them.

So I want to point to their massive occurrence, and that they are unavoidable and without remedy. They are done, doable, and given without hiding places, passing them up, postponement, evasion, or time out, and they are available in vulgar competence. I'll collect them with the term, curious.

There is more to these properties that I'm using curious to collect.

On the occasions when you might be bold enough to call to your instructor's attention that instructions and following instructions have these properties, in every case here's what you'll encounter. I'm talking flatly. I'm not saying maybe. I'm not talking actuarially. I'm not proposing, there is a probability. I'm not saying it frequently happens. I'm not remarking on a disposition. I'm proposing: In every actual case without fail, should you press to ask about these properties, "Sir, would you mind paying attention to this about them.” Then at that point you'll encounter what Melinda Baccus identified as: "Oh, well, yes, not here, not now, not yet, wait a little longer." And that is not a criticism. I'm not speaking ironically. I'm not mocking. I'm not saying, "See the fakery in studies of instructions." But instead I mean to be talking about something awesome and beautiful, which is what I take it that Merleau-Ponty spoke of as the familiar miracles of ordinary society.1 And here we are coming upon a familiar miracle. Obviously it's a miracle, a miracle being: Well, yeah, it happens like that. Don't ask me, I don't know. Nobody knows, it just happens like that. It's that kind of appreciation of the givenness of it.

So we have the further property that it is given that in these respects of these

properties instructions are problematic. Meaning, they offer themselves for the projects of clarification, of elucidation, of elaboration of all the great enterprises that inquiry promises to be done with instructions and to them. And in all those enterprises, in all those promises, they are not only problematic; they are intractably problematic. They don’t lend themselves to what you want of them in your inquiries. Just because you are so bright, or because you have the right friends, or money, or because you need it by Friday. So they are intractably problematic.

It's not only that they are unavoidable and unremarkable, but they are essentially so. Every attempt to provide a remedy, every attempt to avoid them, will make use of the same features that are used to demonstrate that they have been remedied or avoided.

III. [INSTRUCTIONS] AS AN EM TOPIC

Given these properties of instructions and following instructions, and given that these properties are curious properties on the occasions that these properties are posed to the user as problematic, as topical in the way I have proposed; is there something Ethnomethodologically that we can do? Are there settings that we can examine with which to find the more, other, different, ignored, and yet identifying about instructions and following them, than the most thoughtful, technical, carefully and skillfully used classic methods make available? Can we take up these curious properties and find real world settings with which, or in and as of which, to learn what more there is to instructions than classic methods do provide, have ever provided, or can provide.

1. Inverting Lenses

Inverting lenses made available as revealed details of witnessable and inspectable demonstrations the phenomenal fields of ordinary human jobs. With them we came upon the properties of lived, phenomenal details of instructions and instructed actions, and that these details are chained to the hopeless embodiment of the parties to that setting.

The lenses made it possible to examine these jobs in and as chiasmically, stable, unremarkably achieved, cogent and coherent details of practical action.

The lenses were embedded in garbage pails that were then worn upside down as masks. The lenses were also mounted and worn in welder's masks, as shown in the photographs.

The pail sits on the shoulders; the prisms are positioned at gaze level. In that position the scene is inverted. While wearing the masks the students are trying to get done ordinary, even trivial, tasks. For example, I sent a crowd into the women's room and the men's room where there are sinks. Each student has a styrofoam
cup. Each is to get the cup filled. They are to see, for themselves, tracking their
own "doings," and with or without the mask, watching each other "being busied"
with getting the cup filled.

In the photo Maryann has the mask on. She and Jerry are in a backyard; the
low wall is alongside them. Jerry has said to her, "Maryann sit over there." He
does this gesture (points), "Maryann sit over there." Maryann, with the lenses on,
reports, "I can see Jerry, but I don’t know where he is."

In the photo she is alongside the wall; after Jerry says this she turns to the wall,
and she is doing this (pats wall): she asks as she pats the wall, "Here?", he says,
"No." She pats, "Here?" "No." She is not looking at him. She pats, "Here?"
"Yes." She is trying to find by patting the wall what she cannot find when she
goes looking to find Jerry and to see Jerry pointing to the place where she should
sit. So, here we have a first thing that comes up about what it is to be finding the
intelligibility, and by looking for and looking at something listened to and heard,
to find the followability of an instruction as the most ordinary thing in the world.

So, you come to the party, the hostess greets you, "Please sit down," and there’s
the welcoming gesture. What Maryann cannot see is what Jerry is doing with his
eyes that makes up seeably when she looks for it the fact that his eyes in an exami-
nable gazing have a destination. Also, she cannot see when he points that the
pointing is a gesture such that she is trying to pick it out of an assemblage of phe-
nomenal details that can be examined to find the direction of the point, and that
the direction itself has a followable and findable destination. She cannot see from
where she is standing that a wall alongside her finds Jerry positioned in a place at
the end of it and there he is seeably facing her relative to the wall that runs along-
side her to her right, alongside him to his left. With the lenses use we come upon
here, this collection of what? We’ll gloss them as directional and orientational
properties—of path, wall, furniture, bodies, heads, faces, arms, "sounded doings,"
hands fingers, gaze—glossed and thereby not seen or seeable again as the "garden
setting." These are not Euclidian properties. They are details of a phenomenal
field. To get at them, you have to have persons embodied there and embodied
engaged in ordinary jobs. Those properties have escaped the insistence of formal
analysis: "After all, what are the invariant structures of those properties? We want
not to be swamped by a collection that makes up the circumstantiality of ordinary
activities."

But the inverting lenses promise that indeed there is an invariant. There is a
structure in those phenomenal details. There are constancies. But they are not to
be found by introducing generic representations into the in vivo stream of prac-
tices. Instead, they are endogenously provided for by the local parties who staff
the achieved phenomenon. And because they are so provided for, they are some-
how, by us, to be found, endogenously.

Is that our speculation? We’ll call it that for the moment. The speculation is
overcome when we ask, "What do the lenses do?" "What are the lenses good for?"
The lenses undermine, they destroy, they make utterly unavailable the achieved cogency and the achieved coherence of phenomenal details. Here’s the way to see that. When you put the lenses to your eyes the scene looks like, “Okay, so what? It’s the same familiar room except that its upside down.” But, when you try to do something with the scene that looks so familiar you find that you are inept. You find that the scene, the jobs that the familiar scene “solicits” are intractable. It’s not that you can’t somehow treat your upside-down littered desk as a territorial problem to be solved. But, in getting that done you will be engaged in coding familiar but only upside-down litter so as to respecify it in the interests of whatever say of finding a place to sit before the litter and doing so in such a fashion that for you and for Anyone the litter’s availability to the right hand’s privileged access to the pile that contains but does not hide the letter that the hand goes to is burdened by its unavoidable and now only inspectable “technique-al” course.

So, a first collection of things we learn with them is the massive relevance of the achieved coherence of phenomenal details of embodied jobs. These are practical activities. Think of these as jobs of bodies—not anatomists’ bodies, or biologists’ bodies, but work’s bodies. The bodies of practices. These bodies have eyes that are skills; eyes that are skills in the ways that eyes do looking’s work. Where seeing is something more, other and different than formal analytically describable positioning the orbs to assure certain retinal registration of a perceptual field, let alone a visual field.

With the lenses we learn about achieved coherences of a phenomenal field, of the details of positions and placement—the positioning work of body parts like fingers, eyes, feet, heads, lips, chins. The lenses are resources that by undermining the transparently achieved coherent detail of indispensable jobs give us what we need of our enterprise which is to become strange again with the ways of practical action as worldly stuff.

2. Playing Chess with Inverting Lenses

Another collection of organizational things can be picked up with inverting lenses. We learned from playing chess with inverting lenses that the witnessably reasoned places-, placements-, pieces-in-the-game, couldn’t be seen by knowing the rules of the game. Instead in the places where the game was witnessably available as a phenomenal field of pieces, you there see the reasons-for-a-piece, and the reason-in-the-pieces. The lenses make it impossible to see that and do that in the time that was provided for the work of that recognition in and as the time that made up and that was provided for as a witnessable move-in-the-game. You didn’t have all the time in the world to figure out in the coding exercise just what you were going to do next. More, you couldn’t address let alone make available what a next, for what a move-in-and-as-the-game, for what it consisted of, could in a move’s coherent detail have been brought to look like. The time that it took to get to the
piece, in a quick gesture, to move it from here to there, became a constituent feature of the propriety of the move: that the move was legal; that in doing it you thereby offered witnessably this: of the move you knew what you were doing. It could be seen that you knew what you were doing.

One player doesn’t go into the head of the other. Instead, he sees on face of the gesture everything that sense, aim, purpose, plan, and having something in mind, plainly or equivocally, for consisting of could look like. Using inverting lenses, because phenomenal details are lost, all of that gets lost. One has instead a sense of the present state of the game; a sense of a possible move in the game, a sense of phenomenal detail, a sense of phenomenal field, but not the lived present state of the game, the lived possible move, the lived phenomenal detail—i.e. the move, the real move, actually, evidently, and these ordinarily.

The main loss means it now becomes available for our inspectable examination. The use of inverting lenses furnishes us a perspective by incongruity. (The phrase is borrowed from Kenneth Burke.²) They introduce a Heideggerian troublemaker into ordinary human jobs. Practices that have become embodied transparent in their familiarity—in the familiarity of a skill—now become examinable again. The inverting lenses as troublemakers are immensely instructive on that score.

They do not pose the problem for Ethnomethodology, and they are of no interest to Ethnomethodology as posing the problem of whether persons can solve the troubles they introduce. To use them for that is little more than Mickey Mouse experimental psychology. We use inverting lenses as a way of doing analysis, Ethnomethodologically. The lenses are used to zero in on the endogenously produced coherent appearances of Things. The idea is this: worldly objects, as of the cogency and the cohesion of details, are available in the looks of organizational Things. If not, then where else in the world are you going to find them? Ethnomethodologically, they are available in an instructably observable arrangement, of apparent details—of details in and as their coherence productively provided for.

The idea is not to look for them in somebody’s head. There’s nothing in heads but brains. If you look in heads you’re no further along. You’re still in the enterprise of inventing see-ers, inventing players, inventing actors, inventing readers, inventing children, when that is not what you require and that’s not what you want to do. What you want to do is to find yourself in the midst of their lived activities and under those auspices proceed to disclose, to elucidate, to illuminate and to make instructably observable as the revealed details of their local demonstrations, their witnessable demonstration: just what they are doing that is inspectably so. And inspectably so in this case, that the transcendental sociologist, transcendental communications expert who has an eye at the keyhole: ‘Don’t ask me; I know nothing. I’m just watching.’ It’s not that. It’s something quite curi-

ously different than that. Which is that it’s already that you’re a witness to these affairs in the very way in which you are competent to engage in their practices. And that is a distinctive policy of Ethnomethodological research. To recommend as a work procedure, as a work maxim, the policy in the work that you must be competent with regard to the practices that you are examining if there is to be any chance at all that you could come up with the cogent, inspectably, instructably reproducible phenomena that witnessing consists of.

IV. SIGHT IMPAIRMENT AS A PERSPICUOUS SETTING

1. Helen’s Kitchen

A few more cases can give you a better idea of what perspicuous settings are all about as EM topics. I’ve had several students who were afflicted in one way or another with blindness.

Exhibit 3 is a photo of my student Helen’s kitchen wall. It was taken of her kitchen at the end of a summer when she was to be married in the fall and was preparing for her husband, a normally sighted person, to move into her apartment. In anticipation of the recipes that she was preparing to please him she had to spend the summer, taking up one recipe after another, and for each working out for pots, utensils, ingredients, stuff in the fridge and cupboards just where item by item, a next needed item in a developing sequence would be found, and where being found it would be picked up, transported to a collecting area, and within the holding area so placed that she could zero in on each for the last steps that made up the achieved recipe.

Helen was afflicted with congenital night blindness. If you make a tight ring of your first finger against the joint of your thumb and hold that circle up to the wall opposite you the small spot of light is what Helen had as a useable field of vision. That meant Helen was doing a lot of scanning. She never finished with the scanning. If she had to go to the fridge it wasn’t as though she could see in a glance what was there and where it was. But what was there for what was available that she could reach and find. She had to be doing this (moving head back and forth) so as to register the interior, and its placed contents. Helen’s problem was: How does she take a dozen recipes and prepare to do them as dishes that consist in vivo of an instructed course of getting them done, where the instructed course was of this sort: she had to achieve the transparency of embodied work. The transparency meant that over the summer she had to bring to achievement, this: for spaghetti, placing herself to assure symmetrical reach for both arms so that reaching hands were thoughtlessly directed into placed ingredients that were oriented as easily reachable to distanced reached arrangements to front and sides, first fetching this
pot and this package from this shelf, with timed transport so as to land them side by side, spaghetti on her left, the pot available for an easy swing under the spigot after the spaghetti sticks were grabbed, lifted, and broken into the pot, and so on. And this with only a "normally thoughtless" tally and serializing, but without scanning. So that she reserves her stamina for contingencies that evade the local seriality and occasional excursions of omission, innovation, improvisation, substitution.

You see on this wall a residue account of the summer's work. For one recipe after the next Helen turned the dishes into transparently achieved, embodied, customized, locally analyzable, locally historicized, rule-governed activities. Each of these was a dish. In the case of spaghetti, for example, all of these are given as spaghetti, concrete spaghetti, spaghetti in and as of chiasmically cogent and coherent details. Helen teaches us that.

Persons who see that wall will sometimes point out the neatness of the arrangement. Which is of course, for Ethnomethodology, news from nowhere. It doesn't bear at all on what that wall is about. Nor can that wall be demonstrated, let alone reproduced, by a classic analysis of that wall—e.g. Giddens, semiotics, Genensky's manual, human factors, etc.

You don't know what is going on with that wall until and unless, and only, and just in the actual case that Helen is up against preparing bacon and eggs for her
husband. That's for the instructable thing that blindness can be as a perspicuous setting. Helen's kitchen wall is a case of what we did and what we learned. It is a case of methods in Ethnomethodological inquiry. It is a case of "embedding Ethnomethodology in the local culture of Helen's kitchen, and from within that culture examining several of that culture's objects."

2. The Sight Impaired as Instructors to Sighted Persons

Another blind student, married, ran several parties in her home, which she discussed with me, and for one party made a tape recording of the entire evening, starting before the first guest arrived, and turning off the machine after the last one left.

One of the things she recorded, that she said was repeated at her parties: While standing at the door when guests arrived she would say, "I don't want you in my kitchen Please stay out of my kitchen." A strange greeting, perhaps, and a hearably emphatic instruction. The idea: Sighted persons coming into the place where she has to be at work would move things around, helping her by serving themselves, being embodied skilled and normally thoughtless. I'm speaking of phenomenal details. Claire comes in, she's thirsty, she opens the cabinet, where are the glasses, here, pick up the glass, turn the spigot, drink, and put the glass down. After a while, Sherry, who can't see, comes upon the glass in a gesture that brushes the glass into the sink. It shatters, and she can spend two and three weeks finding the remnants. She comes upon them as splinters.

Here's what she is up against. If persons coming to her apartment have never been there before, she can find she is required to teach them by telling them: "Please do not come into my kitchen. It's impossible and tiresome to tell you why. There will be no end to it. Once I start you could create for the next three or four weeks a hell on earth. I'll lose stuff. It will be there in plain sight. Except that nothing is in plain sight. And if you move it from the place it occupies you assure that I have a project of having to find it: Where the hell is the salt shaker?" And so she is not prepared to treat her guests as if they are novice blind people, to teach them what blindness could be in the workplaces where she has to carry out her enterprises.

Sherry's expertise as an ethnographer and as an analyst of her affairs consists of this: Via the party and via the uses of her kitchen, she turned her enterprises into hopelessly instructed actions. Therein we found mysterious things that instructions could consist of. An example is an addressed glance to her from across the room which she does not see. Later she is told of hurt feelings for the slight of an ordered drink that was never delivered. Our questions: What are the local origins of the fancied hurt? Why claim that the hurt was fancied? So Sherry became an instructor.
3. The Coffee Machine

At the coffee urn of the north campus cafeteria Helen taught us what Merleau-Ponty might as well have been talking about in *The Visible and the Invisible* when he spoke of "wild Being . . . and its relation with . . . Gebilde, with the 'Logic' that we produce."³

At the noon break there is a crush around the coffee urn. Helen avoided that area, and we could not persuade her to accompany us for coffee. "Please go with us so that we can see the thing that is so dreadful." "Absolutely not!" What was so dreadful?

At the coffee urn you get a "local interactional crush." Persons are crowded around the urn. Question: How is it being arranged that "Next" to be served the coffee is achieved in and as a turn, smoothly, promptly, reckonably, without accidents, bumping, spilling, contest, or conflict.

Helen taught us to see and examine the organizational contrasts between the local interactional crush as a serving procedure and the work of a formatted queue. In a formatted queue you have a serving place and, "with respect to the server," persons so arrange themselves as to exhibit in their positioning that there exists an order of service. The order of service is available in the apparent line.

But at the coffee urn there was no such standing achievement as the exhibited existence of an order of service. Nevertheless, an order of service was being achieved: consistently, recurrently, uniformly, stably, despite turnover of immediate staff, over all persons who had been parties to the crush.

Just how?

For Helen, because of her congenital night blindness, the question was not *some* how? But in and as of the local, embodied, *in vivo* detail of positions, bodily orientations, placement, rhythmic and synchronous reaching, etc., just *what* how? In each actual case, just how did it work of a next one served?

She pointed out that only as you got in close, so that *there* you could become part of the exchange of subtle body changes and synchronous glances without a word being uttered, and thereby there was established a locally confined and only locally available historicity, with which, by being a party to that history you could see just who was up, just who was next, who after that, where was I? That required that you be able to see without saying. Because if you had to say, all kinds of "incongruous" "untoward" motives were immediately found, disclosed, and revealed in and as of the request.

Because of her impairment Helen could only get into the outskirts of the crush, because the outskirts were nowhere near the local "places" where those histories were being produced and in, about, and as of which those histories, *observably visibly, witnessably* consisted. Only in that Helen was a party to their production

---

could she be assured of what a Next "in line" could look like given that there was no exhibited line. There was no line to be seen. Though there nevertheless was an observable (witnessable) order of service, that was identical with an observably (witnessably) produced and administered order of service.

Helen told us that anytime she had ever done it she would come away humiliated. Persons would reprimand her: What are you jostling for? Or, Somebody wants that coffee awfully bad. Or, I'm before you. And that was because her eyes would not permit the delicacies of—not pressing bodies, but close to pressing bodies. If you pressed then that introduced cause for notice.

She would tell us: "What was I to do? Explain? I don't look blind but I am. I'm legally blind. I don't have peripheral vision. I have to keep up with the crowd by scanning, and it's not enough."

V. WE CAN DO IT AGAIN: FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS AS THE ACHIEVABLE FAMILIARITY OF DETAIL

In each of these cases there was something to do and something to learn. The thing to be learned bore on, illuminated, disclosed something in and as of instructions and following instructions in vivo as detail, as work in detail. That wasn't available in any other fashion than in and as of achieved coherence of doing just that in detail. Not in principle, not by rule, not as actors, not to satisfy the theorist's privilege that they be engaged with a theoretically important empirical phenomenon, not to solve for the analyst a theoretically important empirical problem. But in just this place, in just this kitchen, at just this coffee urn, in just this garden. When I say "in detail" I want to come down very hard on it. It's not only "in detail." It's in the achievable familiarity of detail, available for the embodied achievement, for again, for another each next first time, in the achieved phenomenon's full and unavoidable haecceity and with its contingencies, and done so as to illuminate and to make problematic this incredible organizational thing that the transparent embodied achievement consists of: the unremarkable "We can do it again." Not just me, but us. And accountably so. And not just the unremarkable we can do it again and accountably, but instructably.

This incredible achieved familiarity of the project, available in and as the locally achieved, in-courseness, in vivo body of action witnessably (observably) done to accord with its observably (witnessably) instructed character. Of that let me make a recent proposal that some of the company doing Ethnomethodological studies have begun to pay attention to, particularly in studies of the natural sciences. And that proposal is: By and large, the marvelous achievement, the technical achievement in the social sciences, and its stock in trade, is that in their preoccupation with ordinary actions the goal, the achievement, the ideal, the stock in trade is to
be able to deliver the essential invariant properties of those actions—let's say, to provide for the generic representations of those actions with which to find in the actual occasion what is observably the case and recurrently demonstrably so. This is stock in trade and achievement: the formal analytic, essential invariant properties of ordinary action are available by designing and administering generic representations of those activities—whatever the activities might be. Universal jurisdiction is claimed. Not unfairly, and not unmindfully. And not without delivering findings under the auspices of scientifically observed, empirical goods.

Ethnomethodological investigations have come upon worldly achievements of ordinary actions. These phenomena are not to be had in generic representations. Instead, in and over the in-courseness of the stream of work, and without leaving the endogenousness of the stream of work, everything that generic, and transcendental, and reproducible, and comparable could consist of would be found therein as the achievable what it is made to look like.

Parties at the coffee urn can "administer" an analyzable dispensing of each next cup disclosing in vivo the endogenous in-course existence of an order of service in and as of a coherence and cogency of detail. Suppose any and all the gorgeous topics of order that we have inherited in our social sciences in received assurances in intellectual history—i.e., the topics of logic, meaning, method, reason, rational action, order, temporality, space, place, placement, consciousness, evidence, observation, proof, demonstration, collection, comparison—suppose that those topics are to be found in and as of the local workings of ordinary organizational things: the coffee urn, the formatted queue, crossing the street, playing chess, the availability on the street in a quick gesture: "Where's the bakery?" (With a pointing chin.) "Over there."

Further, suppose that the generality, the availability of the achieved great generic properties of everyday activities are found in vivo in and as the endogenous character of that course of action being done again, in and as of such familiarity of its detail as to provide therein for everything that the generic representations have ever claimed as victories and achievements of the work of the natural sciences.

Let's take it a step further. Suppose in the labs where the natural sciences are getting done the marvelous achievements of, say, methods that are indifferent to and independent of the practitioners; the transcendental character of natural science results is such as to find its "grounds," its "foundations," that is to say, to find its inspectable and instructable character in this: Here, in just this place, with just this equipment, with just the local group of us we'll custom fit the machinery and the published reports so as to assure locally that just this local group of us, in our shop, will make the phenomenon happen again.

Allowing these suppositions, then it could be that ethnomethodologists have come upon a really gorgeous issue that the natural sciences—let alone the social sciences—have too quickly, perhaps, settled with the devices that we'll call the
pride of general theorizing. That what they could have come upon are the great issues that are posed by putting together what detail could possibly be in its ties to structure. It's known in the natural sciences that you can't have one without the other. The question is: but just how in the work places is that tie being made so that detail and generality, embodied action, craft, findings, and results in their relevance for each other are hopelessly tied together as local achievements.

That would be a possible So what? As you come on the so-called radical character of instructions, that is, of what there might be to instructions that classic methods do not get access to and have not gotten access to. They have not posed as cause for wonder. Sociologists however, and others in the social sciences, have come upon that as cause for wonder. The cause for wonder is nothing less than the familiar society. The miracles of the familiar society as the local work consisting of this: persons living the ordinary lives they do are therein achieving everything that the magnificent topics of logic, meaning, method, order, world, real, and evidence have ever purported to be about.

It's possible, as Egon Bittner once suggested, that the Greeks got hold of rational action and reason very early in the game, and from then on all these achievements were lost sight of. Suppose persons live like this. Suppose the ordinary society is of this sort: in the ordinary ways persons live their lives together they are engaged in the endogenous production of these phenomena of order, meaning, method, evidence, proof, clear discourse, and so on in and as the only locally available competence of the most ordinary organizational objects in the world, the vulgar, familiar achievements of their ordinary lives together.

To specify those suppositions in a catalog of real world investigations is what Ethnomethodology is up to and can be up to.
Chapter Seven

A Study of the Work of Teaching Undergraduate Chemistry in Lecture Format

I. DOCUMENTED CONJECTURES ABOUT AN IGNORED ORDERLINESS OF LECTURES AS UNIVERSITY-SPECIFIC WORK

The authors observed and described the local endogenous events that make up teaching chemistry in lecture format to a class of undergraduates. The authors did not know the chemistry they were witnessing, although both are university lecturers. Therefore the research does not fulfill the unique adequacy requirement of methods. The results are documented conjectures about an ignored, content-specific, massive orderliness of lectures as university-specific work.

The reader is urged to attend a lecture in a technical subject that the reader has little knowledge of. In that setting read the article’s descriptions of the lecture hall’s doings as instructions with which to find them, locate, recognize, follow, further observe, and the rest.

When the described doings of the article’s texts are read in this way they make the work of lecturing instructably observable as concerted and endogenously produced, naturally accountable ordinary activities. When the article is read in that way, the article is about "Lecturing’s work". The article then consists of a collection of tutorial problems. It reveals events of lecturing’s work in the aspect of their achievedly coherent production just in any actual case.

1. What Is Meant by Speaking of These Remarks as Documented Conjectures?

During the summer of 1972 a compendium of observed performance features of lectures was collected by David Sudnow and myself. We attended an introductory lecture in chemistry at the University of California, Irvine. Afterward we tape-
recorded our discussion of our notes. During the year 1973–1974 the compendium and its accompanying reflections were added to materials collected from lectures in chemistry, history, and sociology at UCLA by Melinda Baccus and myself, and by her interviews with instructors in several professional schools and academic departments. In these interviews with instructors and students in different professions she collected the problems they encounter when the local, endogenously recognizable work of a profession is taught in a profession’s introductory courses in its methods.

Performance features of lectures provided “candidate phenomena” that were examined in a search for lecture-specific orderliness. Studies of conversational work by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson were a principal source of suggestions about lecture-specific interactional phenomena. Their studies made it realistic to think of the work of lectures comparatively.

The performance features of lectures have been arranged in the following chronological rendering of their sequential organization: (The lecture hasn’t begun), (Taking and holding places), (Seeing the room start to fill up), (Late), ( Interruption), ( Paying attention), (He erases the board), ( “You will remember from the last lecture that . . .”), ( Normally thoughtless listening), ( Pace), ( Seeing the lecturer’s preparation), ( Topical organization), ( Exhibiting understanding: questions). (An audience in detail) completes the chronological rendering: ( Audience restiveness as the end of the lecture approaches), ( Audience buzzing: the noisy assemblage), ( Closing the meeting).

This rendering was done as a matter of method in order to facilitate their presentation and analysis and as a first step toward arriving at their character as organizational items. That “first step” is not very much, but it is as far as the materials permit us to go, in that for the following technical reasons the sequence is irreparably weak.

(1) The sequence is grounded in observational materials of a minimally adequate amount and type. They are entirely ethnographic, whereas the need is for analyzable audio and video documents. Production issues of structure can be suggested with the use of ethnographic materials, or they can be characterized, but they cannot be settled. They cannot seriously be identified, formulated, or solved with ethnographic materials.

(2) The sequence was assembled after the observational stuff had been gathered and discussed. Even then the arrangement was sought as a device with which to organize the observational stuff for written presentation. Thus the sequence was done as a construction and was made available because it was needed. It should instead have been described as a phenomenon in its own right. Indeed it is only, and properly, a phenomenon for discovery.

(3) The “component” events of the sequence were encountered and developed as topics for written reportage, or were worked up in researchers’ shop talk as explication, constructions, and the like. Much of what is interesting in them was obtained by operating our recall, by hanging on the words of our own stories, and in the course of writing, by “shoving words around.” By contrast, records (of) naturally accountable detail and only such records permit, Ethnomethodologically, an examination of performance features as organizational items. Limited funds made it impossible to collect such records. For these reasons, too, an analysis of constituent events of the sequence as a competent system of naturally organized activities was out of the question.

(4) The unique adequacy requirement of methods was not met. Therefore, while our findings are documented conjectures, without knowledge of chemistry, and of the work of teaching chemistry, they fall short of what a competent chemist might be able to make of the materials.

2. An Explanation of “Conjectured Orderliness”

Lecturing’s work, discussed in section II, is conjectural in several distinctive respects. Each provides different technical access to lecturing’s work, as its researchable detail.

(1) For a first thing, the conjectured work of lectures consists of the fragile candidacy for the status of lecturing’s identifying details that the observable stuff offers. I speak of “fragile candidacy” because most of the observational stuff consists of descriptive blurbs and suggestive commentary.

(2) The observational stuff is ethnographic, and on these grounds offers candidates for the status of local order-production phenomena. But by their studies of conversation, Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson demonstrated and settled the matter that where technical order production phenomena are concerned, no issues of the work of conversational orderliness can be adequately identified by an analysis of reportage, and none can be formulated or solved. Only a sense of structure can be obtained from such materials.

Thus, with the use of this observational stuff no claim for the structures of lecturing’s work as order-production phenomena can be advanced that are stronger than reasoned conjecture or documented conjecture.

Just what about lectures is conjectured as technical order-production phenomena? This: naturally accountable lecturing’s work, really.

(3) In Part II of this chapter the possibility is continually being entertained that the practical objectivity and the practical observability of lecturing’s work, for the work’s endless details consists of the work’s natural accountability. But this possibility is entertained on the weak grounds of the descriptive blurbs.

---

2. See footnote 15 in Chapter One for a discussion of details.
Thus the identity that is formulated in the Ethnomethodological research maxim, "the natural accountability of work is work," is constrained in its relevance by the fact that the findings are not stronger than reasoned conjecture, and cannot by any further work of reading and writing about them be made stronger.

(4) A fourth facet of the conjectured orderliness concerns the status of an orderliness of lecturing as an ignored orderliness. To be interesting to Ethnomethodological inquiry, not any orderliness that is a demonstrable orderliness of lecturing will do. For example, not any of the orderliness of lecturing that can be found and demonstrated with the use of methods of constructive analytic inquiry will do. Nor does it matter that an orderliness in point is evidently one that lecturers ignore.

Instead, the ignored orderliness must satisfy the properties of a radical phenomenon. By this is meant that in its identifying detail as an ignored orderliness the orderliness consists of a discovered topic. Thus, among other things, it must be an orderliness of lecturing that the technical practices of theorizing and inquiry in social studies of lecturing, lay and professional, that are directed to specifying lecturing's work really, depend on, use, and completely and essentially ignore. Moreover, the ignore-ance is a done ignore-ance. It consists of a positive phenomenon. The ignore-ance is guaranteed by the technical practices of naturally theoretic social studies. For practitioners, the ignore-ant practices are identifying details of their practices.

The details of lecturing's work that are described in Part II are presumed details. They are conjectural in that they are candidates for the status of radical phenomena.

(5) In order to obtain a fifth facet of just what of lecturing's work is being conjectured, the work of lectures is brought under the jurisdiction of one of the identifying issues of the problem of social order*. This is done by taking the ignored orderliness of lectures to consist of the natural accountability of lecturing's work.

The natural accountability of work has been studied for many kinds of work. For example, making, marking, and reading photographic records in electron microscopy in a psychobiology laboratory that comprises the work of detecting, distinguishing, and demonstrating fact and artifact in making the electron microscopy case for axion sprouting (Mike Lynch). Designing and using social indicators as visibility criteria of organized activities in social analysis (Melinda Baccus). Starting up and continuing positional displays in queues of the existence of an order of service (Garfinkel). The availability to players during a play of a game-with-rules (e.g., poker, chess) of the completeness of the collection, "All the basic rules of play" (Garfinkel).

These studies of naturally organized activities describe the natural accountability of work by explicating the "identity maxim" of Ethnomethodological research. Consider the material studies of formatting in queues. The research maxim, "The natural accountability of work identifies work," on the grounds of material studies and in affiliation to them "is used" to explicate the work of formatting in queues.
The natural accountability of formatting is an identifying detail of formatting's work.

In some studies the researcher used the identity maxim to explicate the work he studied; in other studies, the identity maxim was found by the researcher to explicate the work. The difference is between (1) relating actual materials and maxim by explicating the maxim by building a documented argument; and (2) relating actual materials and maxim by explicating the maxim, where the relationship of explication consists of the work of the "witches' promises."

We shall entertain the possibility that just as the identity maxim was "used" (in one or the other way) in other cases to explicate the natural accountability of work, it may be "used" to explicate the work of lectures. The conjectured phenomenon is this: We entertain the possibility that the natural accountability of lecturing is an identifying detail of lecturing's work.

(6) Issues may be located, identified, collected, formulated, and analyzed (first) as reasoned conjectures; (second) as documented conjectures via ethnographic reportage (a) where the analyst uses his own materials and (b) where the analyst uses the materials of others; (third) as documented conjectures via "topical definition"; (fourth) as a compendium of descriptively analyzed: organizational items; and (fifth) by the achieved descriptive analyses of a competent system of naturally organized activities that is identifying of the system.

Findings are encountered in and as these five distinguishable practices of inquiry. They develop in their strength and can be arranged according to this progression. By their "strength" of findings is meant their status as demonstrably radical phenomena.

The progression specifies five distinguishable meanings of the phrase, "the discovery of naturally organized activities." The strongest studies deliver news. By "news" I mean specific descriptive analyses of order-productive work not only in its detail, but incorporating in the analysis all of what its detail could be.

Weak studies, including this chapter, deliver news of order-productive work as documented arguments. Their "weakness" speaks of several matters: (First) A documented argument is a no-fail, can't-lose enterprise. (Second) Only a sense of order-productive work is obtainable by operating on ethnographic and topical materials to formulate and solve order production issues, whereas the local, endogenous audiovisuality of the object's work is sine qua non. (Third) By systematically omitting the order-productive work's audiovisuality, the argument provides for the continuity, cogency, etc., of its analysis as a feature of the analysis and without reference to, or being in any way answerable to, actual materials at hand. By this systematic omission the argument is literary, and its claims, in re: the specifics of the work of order production, are unavoidably about that work. (Fourth) The order-productive work's audiovisuality is locally available: only, entirely, and exclusively. A documented argument is essentially (e-wise) an inadequate analog to this local availability. It renders the conditions of the phenomenon's availability as the analyst's ignore-ances.
II. PERFORMANCE FEATURES OF LECTURES UNDERSTOOD AS EMBODIED PRACTICES OF THE LOCAL ORDER-PRODUCTION COHORT

1. «The Lecture Hasn’t Begun»

Ten minutes before the lecture in general chemistry is scheduled to begin, the researchers (DS and HG) walk into the science lecture hall. A steep amphitheater that holds an audience of four hundred is a third full. Across the front are three banks of blackboards, each bank made up of three square boards. The instructor is preparing the last of the boards in the left-hand bank. The other two banks are empty. The center section of seats is about two-thirds filled; the two side sections are almost empty. Persons coming down both aisles are taking seats in the side sections. The course is introductory, with required laboratory sections, in the seventh of a ten-week quarter. Neither DS nor HG had college chemistry.

(1) The first note that I write is: “The lecture hasn’t begun.” Later, when we are going over the lecture, I propose it to DS in formulated format, «The lecture hasn’t begun», which means that I offer it for our discussion as an event in and as of the «Assembled class». Is «The lecture hasn’t begun» a “noticeable” that was oriented to by the assemblage? We wonder if that is something that parties present are attentive to, and agree that without more information we can’t say. It can be that upon coming into the hall the parties see the lecture has not yet begun. That suggests an issue: that they are able to see that the lecture has not begun may not be a problem for them, and so we consider that there are ways in this course (and in others) that it could be a problem.

We ask if, for the lecturer, the lecture has begun, and again we hesitate to propose that it has begun. Our hesitancy doesn’t have to do with skepticism about the word “begun.” Instead, and to the point of what we are doing, we want to provide for the social fact that he has a preparation time in which to write stuff on the board and we are uncertain about the kind of relevance that has a retrospectively fitted “part” to ensuing segments—such “segments” as his turning from the board with a “finishing wave of chalk,” walking to the lectern with his open notebook which he places on the lectern and then «Begins to speak». «Begins to speak?» Most certainly he is not doing “beginning to speak.” He is not “communicating”; he is not just “talking.” He is talking chemistry. And because he is talking chemistry, and because neither of us knows any chemistry, we are already out of everything but words to push around. Because neither of us knows chemistry we are at a loss to do more than write down his opening lines, which we hear as his way of lecturing as we already know about lecturing. Both of us lecture. But of course we do not simply lecture; we lecture on topics in sociology. When we watch him, we hear him lecture, and we hear it to be about chemistry. But that we hear it to be about chemistry is not because we can hear the chemistry as what he says. In fact,
at first I'm writing notes without giving chemistry a second thought. Very soon this becomes misleading or worse. Consider whether the undecidability resides for us in whether the lecture has begun. That the lecture has begun is undecidable in and as of what he has been doing at the board, and in and as of what he says in the openers, and in and as of what the students are doing copying the notes he has written on the board, etc., etc., all of it having to do with chemistry's particulars in and as of just that lecturing's places, in and as of just lecture's work in this Lecture hall.

It has to do with the “situated” work and “situated” events of the lecture place, of beginning, of closing, of audience composition, of topics, of paying attention, of board notes, of his lecture notes, of students' lecture notes, and so on.

We're stuck with merely appreciating the work in chemistry that is going on before us. We can't do the work so we can't see into it. Never mind see into it. We can't see it. We can't see him working. We can't, by a way of listening, hear just and only what he is doing in talking chemistry. He writes unintelligible expressions on the board. Then, when he speaks and points to them, we are unable to watch what he says. We try to provide the relevance to his “delivery” that he spent time at the board in preparation for, but because we do not know chemistry we do not know how to provide for the work by lecturer and class of locally composing the lecture as the most ordinary thing in the world, the real thing, available in dense detail, in normally thoughtless ways, as chemistry. Instead we can and do describe his delivery “formally.” We describe it as some profile of specific values of parameters of The Lecture—for example, he talks clearly, in short sentences, walking to the board to point to this and that expression, pausing occasionally to consult his notes, looking frequently at the audience. But in their very lucidity and definiteness these are generic matters of fact and thus they are wrong in detail about what specifically of lecturing work its facts consist as the practical objectivity and observability—the “understandability”—of the work's own identifying property's organizational details.

(2) Whether the lecture begins when he walks into that room is to be compared for the kind of thing—the organizational thing—he is doing when he is lecturing, with what someone else is doing when there is no preparation of his board display, or when there are other preparations, like reading a film projector He is preparing in that he knows how he is going to be using the display. Do the students know how he is going to be using it? They may not know how, but they know that it will be used. Those who can read what is on the blackboard can see, before the class begins, that the lecture will be on that topic. The place is alive with that recognition and its different “local careers.” Observably, it is happening on every side, common enterprises in different phases of getting done. Thus, some are examining the board, some are writing, some are finished and waiting. However, others are reading newspapers or visiting, and in no way seem oriented to the instructor’s preparation of board displays as preparatory events for a coming
performance. And not only is it that instead of copying the board they are reading newspapers and doing whatever else, but they continue reading when later the instructor calls attention to the board display, tells them the board notes' topical relevance, describes the board notes by giving the displayed expressions their names, etc. We think that that has to be a massively present feature of lecturing's work. Lecturers and students know that "part of the sequence" like they know the backs of their hands.

Yes, but "So what?"

(3) Our question, "So what?" as it concerns The lecture hasn't begun is directed to The lecture hasn't begun as real-worldly phenomenon. Which is to say "So what?" is directed to the system-specific relevance of The lecture hasn't begun. We try to address the system-specific relevance substantively, but we are ignorant of the occasioned orderliness of lectures so there is nothing we can do with that "So what?") The parties assembling for the meeting, in that they are assembling, and in the intrinsic arrangements of local events that "they are producing," i.e., that their practices are productive constituents of, they are providing for that Begin together with the radically "situated" ways of understanding being intrinsic details of the meeting's beginning (and of other events) that the parties, exhibitably and witnessably, among those able and entitled to see the meeting begin, can be seen to understand. In these ways they have come together for the meeting. Better, in these ways, "seriously" they have come together for the meeting.

Work out the import of "seriously." Consider the comparisons: (a) seriously as actual theater (cf. video show, like UCLA at Work for UCLA Public Relations); (b) seriously as an actual confidence game; (c) thought of as a Goffmanesque scenario, they have come together seriously for the meeting; etc.

Considerations of empirical production, or more accurately, of material production are at issue. Only these are at issue, and only these are on our minds when we ask of the lecture: When does the lecture begin? It is not to be taken that the lecture begins when they walk into the place. That is because the notion of the "place" has taken on its specific, objective, and observable characteristics as the meeting place for just this meeting over the local cohort's work of assembling for just today's meeting. The use of a modeled meeting, the meeting generally speaking, misses the orderliness of lecturing's meeting place particularly. To point out that this is a lecture hall is therefore not banal talk because the technical phenomenon Lecture hall is intended. But of course much more needs to be known,

3. Some of Moerman's work on preliminaries to a Thai meeting may apply. A Thai meeting, like lecturing, can properly be said to begin. Each has a naturally accountable detail that it begins. Each is properly accountable as having a beginning.
learned, discovered, so as to provide for the kind of organizational thing(s) as of which the socially factual hall unfolds when the ¶Lecture has obviously begun¶.

(4) Who is to recognize that the lecture has begun? Is that even a question with which to understand the achievement ¶The lecture has begun¶? Indeed it is a question, for that place. To ask if ¶The lecture has begun¶ is warranted you must find ¶Interested parties¶ as part of the action for which that description is a reflexive feature. You must find parties. Not only that you need to; you ought to go looking for parties. And not only that you ought to go looking for parties. In the ways and only in the ways that the ¶Parties¶ are constituents of the action as of which the description is a reflexive feature are they ¶Interested¶. That they are really or actually interested, not imaginably interested, and that they are ¶interested¶ are equivalently warranted only, entirely, and exclusively by the structure of lectures as practical achievements.

(5) A variety of interested parties reckon with the possibility that ¶The lecture has begun¶ is an event that is being put together just there, in the science lecture hall, at that scheduled hour, with just the local personnel, and so on. But of course lecturers and students provide only one collaborated occasion of recognition. Other occasions of recognition are provided in the work of the registrar's office, the departmental office, the accounting office, the Sacramento legislature, and so on.

If we are to discover the kind of thing lecturing is as a system-specific event, we have to provide for it because essential provision is made for it as an accountable object within the system that has an interest in doing it, in recognizing it, in recording and tabulating it, in providing different systematic ways of naming it and of thereby elucidating its further properties—that are, as well and in turn, system-specific. In queues, similarly, queue-specific accounts, the operations on these accounts, the properties of these accounts that the operations bring out, etc., are queue-specific events just as "members-of-a-line," "place-in-line," or "waiting" are queue-specific events.

(6) In allowing for the interests in lectures of the Registrar's office, of the lecturer's Department, and of other university agencies and populations we are cataloging several versions-of-a-lecture. Not any versions-of-a-lecture, and not even consistent versions. They are versions whose consistency is a reflexively accountable feature of the system that includes the lectures, that provides for versions-of-lectures, that provides for their consistency, that provides for observing and demonstrating their consistency, that provides for what observed consistency could be, and that provides for all these as contingent productions.

(7) Once more: Consider as a phenomenon ¶The lecture hasn't yet begun¶ in that place. By that we do not mean that ten minutes have passed while he is at the board and now there remains only some amount of time. Instead, we mean that the lecturer stood up from stooping to write on the board. He is finished at the board. The phenomenon that ¶The lecture has begun¶ would have to do with the way in which the audience accommodates to the social fact that there being a
thing in the world like The lecture begins care will have to be taken, now that he is finished at the board, to make interactionally audiovisually observable and reportable Attention-being-paid has to be a critical orderliness. Further, the local endogenously available Attention-being-paid has to be a critical orderliness. For one thing it provides for the placement and possibility of the lecturer’s Irritation with two students up front.

2. Attention Taking and Holding Places

(1) Persons coming in are in that place in the way in which it is prior to the lecture. Those persons come to hear the lecture. There is a particular place they go, and in taking places the places they take have the property that they are positionally arranged so that all of them face the front. Rich Frankel points out about a classroom that the “ecology” of it is such as to Direct the attention. Meaning, if you have a question and you want to see who is looking at what, you can see in the way they can be, and are, properly positioned what they would have to be looking at. A Field of vision is provided as a social fact. The field of vision is also a directed field—to mention only two properties, but potent ones. Because of the social facticity of the Field of vision, A looker’s glance is seeable as a thing a looker could see if, say, he wanted to see just where, and at just what, others are looking so that he, too, could be looking. Some placement structures provide someone “in place” a local “mechanism” with which to recognize who is paying attention. We think—at least for now, and because the consequences of thinking it to be so are interesting—that lectures have to provide for that. Some consequences: (a) We can imagine other schooling arrangements where that would be specifically problematic, e.g., persons at a seminar who are looking out the window are observably paying attention. (b) That there is such a lecture-specific arrangement would have a relevant and corrective bearing on the commonplace claim of lay and professional “sociological” analysis that the materials of a lecture, comprehensively described, provide the thematic content of a particular meeting. Consider that the work of attending, of hearing, and of seeing what is being said is positionally displayed work of the local order-production cohort’s membership. Then that claim, despite the fact that it is so immensely prevalent and is so important for its claimants to make, would not be accurate, nor could it ever be adequately demonstrated.

Make more, make a lot, of demonstrated; especially a < formatting in queues, where the positional display by exhibiting the arrangement of places permits the demonstration of the existence of an order of service.4

(2) To say that they are taking their "Places" makes noticeable ¥They do not wander around in going to places¥. How much is to be made of the familiarity of places that are taken from one meeting of the class to the next? In a hall like that, although it doesn’t seem that that could be an issue, we expect that it is an issue. Students take the "Same places" or they sit in the "Same areas". They arrange themselves to compose neighborhoods. For example, they sit "Up front" or they sit where ¥"It doesn’t matter where I sit"¥. We think it is broken down finely and deeply into the composition of the audience, and that compositional characteristics for persons there are such that they recognize each other: the brains, fraternity types, or persons who can be seen to staff race issues, e.g., that black students sit in a visible collection of "Together". Others are sitting with reference to good note takers, where that they are writing tells you to write.

3. ¥ Seeing the Room Starting to Fill Up ¥

(1) Seeing the room starting to fill up consists of a ¥Seeing the room starting to fill up¥, rather than being in the presence of a coming and going. People are not coming and going, although we can imagine that there are lecture scenes before the lecture begins where indeed there is a coming and going. But in this lecture scene they are not. Instead it is almost a one way flow. Persons enter and move along unfolded trajectories to find places. The phenomenon is being constituted by their ways of coming in. Coming in is not at all—or, better, more accurately, for the research, for what we know at this point, is not—apparent as an "in itself." Instead, we want to call it a "casual noticeable." We expect it is specifically un-remark-on-able. We mean by this, were you to point out, were you to "offer it" that "people are coming in," the response would be, "Yeah, so?" It has this character: if you are taking notice, what are you taking notice of? The scenes of coming in, being in ¥Preparation for the lecture¥ permit, as do other things, recognition for the kind of thing that could be, and permit the recognition too, that it is not a definite thing except as it is, as the occasion, a preliminary to the lecture. It does not have a finalizing character to it, except as a contingent "dependent content."

(2) We think of the lecture hall with its available places, and of the persons coming in, as the way in which an activity of place-finding provides for itself as a self-serving distribution of a service. However, the service that is being distributed is not that of—or is not interestingly that of—matching available places to a repeating and aggregate demand.

To analyze the local work of place-taking as an economy, as a matching procedure, or as a queue at least à la operations research, would be merely sensible, merely clear, merely coherent, etc. It would miss completely the work as self-specifying and self-detailing. Instead, the service consists of entering persons collaboratively providing an uninterrupted flow to places. We are struck by the collaborative ways in which seat taking is concertedly managed as a serially changing
object—a sequentially organized object that involves such devices as these: people do «Shiftings over»; or they do «Spacing»; or, if the row is empty, they do not sit in the aisle seat, not only in the expectation that if others come in they might interrupt the view, but do the locating so as to provide for others being easily brought into the row. The work might profitably be compared with the ways drivers in freeway traffic collaborate to provide each other the service of uninterrupted passage.

4. «Late»

What is it to be late? Is it to arrive at the lecture after it has begun? What can we do with that as an issue? We shall assume the existence of a phenomenon: after a certain collection of chemistry's lecture events have occurred, very few persons arrive. Assume that that certain collection of events is available to all parties as a Durkheimian matter. Now, if we are speaking of lectures generally, that there is such a collection of events for lectures and even though the collection is known, is useless. Whereas that there is such a collection for lectures-in-and-as-a-discipline—lectures-in-and-as-chemistry, for example—is critical. The parties would have available as a Durkheimian matter the certain collection of such events for chemistry, or the certain distinctive collection for sociology, or for mathematics, and the collections would not be comparable. In and as of «Today's lecture» parties would have to know «When I'm so late to chemistry class I can't go». They have to know «I'm ten minutes late, forget it». There might even be a way of reckoning «Late» by the clock. But not knowing chemistry, we can't say.

5. «Interruption»

There is an «Interruption». That is to say, the lecturer finds, and then he brings out the presence of, and then in just so many words he identifies, an interruption—someone else's, not his. He begins the enterprise of developing the interruption when he «Stops lecturing» (Just how he «Stops» we do not know.) Not having video we only notice it after it happens. He walks twenty feet to stand in front of two students who are talking. He speaks to them so that all can hear: "If you two gentlemen are not going to pay attention to the lecture, you may as well leave." Then he returns to the lectern and resumes his lecture.

What is to be done with interruptions of that sort? What kinds of events—what organizational things—are in the family of events: "interruptions," "pauses," "unfilled silences," "coughs," "sounds," "talk sounds that are hearably discontinuous with, not part of, 'out of the frame of' the performance?" They could be an insolence or an impudence with respect to the lecture. The lecture is seen in their perspective to be a "built up" unity, a transient and developing "island of order" of impressive vulnerability, and such that only within that developing island of
order is it possible to call attention to an interruption. The occurrence—i.e., the
production and witnessing (cf. Alene Terasaki)—of (Interruption) is a critical,
perhaps even identifying, event of lecturing. We mean by identifying that (Interruption),
and perhaps the other family members, in that, and in the ways, they
are lecture-specific, have to be illustrative of what lecture-specific continuity can
possibly consist of.5

The apparently essential relevance and essential delicacy of placement furnishes
this hunch its grounds. (Interruptions) promise to contrast with other performance
features where such matters are “attended” differently—more accurately, are
differently present. Thus the solo musician in concert would not get up and scold
a member of the audience for coughing. Further, there is the matter of noises in
the lecture in John Cage’s sense of silences as “unintended” sounds. As Cage
mindfully demonstrates, silences are very peculiar things because they are filled
with sounds. From which we take it that (Interruptions) and other things of its
“family” have to do with such structures as figure and ground, with this-after
that, with common boundaries, and other “Gestalt themes” as practical objects
and thereby with the various and peculiar organizational things—not the mental
faculty—that (Attending) can be for which (Attending) is a gloss. We don’t
want to make the real worldliness of lecturing’s events matters that turn on
attending, where attending is a psychological function or a matter of mindedness.
Instead, attending means for the music to be heard doing whatever music does, or
for talking to be heard for the orderliness of really talking, etc.

On these grounds it is noteworthy to us that lectures permit dealing with
(Interruptions) the way the lecturer did, whereas other talking activities do not.
Once other types of performances have begun they are done to completion without
insertion-interruptions of the sort this lecturer did. That this lecturer was able to
do that, or felt compelled to do that, may be tied to lecturing as a variant on other
ways of talking—say, lecturing compared with conversational activity.

6. (Paying Attention)

The lecturer complained to the audience about the audience’s own behavior. He
walked over to two students in the second row up and said, “If you gentlemen are
not going to pay attention to the lecture, you may as well leave.” It is a special way
of (Paying attention) that he is engaged with. Our reasons for claiming this are
as follows: (1) He can’t be checking on everyone’s paying attention. (2) There are
many ways of not paying attention that he couldn’t have ways to call one down
on. (3) He can’t be systematically monitoring that issue. Instead, when a possible
violation strikes him in some noticeable way then it is commentable on, as against

5. For comparisons, consider studies of things like gift exchange, question answering, offers/
receipts, adjacency pairs, etc.
other procedures of talking where you are checking up on them all the time. It had an incongruous character in other respects too. It wasn't fitting in a lecture room of that size. Also, imagine Edward Teller giving the lecture; you can't see him doing that. Also, it is hard to imagine a visiting lecturer doing that. Which adds up to what? That it is his class?—is that the "finding"? It is notable that he has those rights over the members of the audience and that he chooses to remind them of it. It promises to be consequential for finding lecturing's self-identifying properties if it is true that a lecturer who comes in to give a talk to somebody else's class recognizably does not have those rights. What is so promising? This: the lecturer's rights to the class, i.e., to his class, do not have to do with contractual rights of access to and control of the audience provided as a term of employment. They have to do with professional autonomy.

7. ★ He Erases the Board ★

He erases the board. What is that? Is it that he makes more space? Of course, but then there is the matter of who has the rights to erase the board just then? Because what he does is to turn with a gesture, "Got it?" But he does not wait for a reply; although it is clear that some do not have it written down. He could ask all stop and ask if there is anyone who doesn't have this down to the last letter. But that he erases the board is not doing that. Instead, in the way that, and in the place of, the lecture when he is erasing, he is showing them what the ★Pace★ should consist of. Erasing may be showing them how they have to be keeping up. There is also the matter of ★Partially erasing the board★ and thereby providing for a ★Notational residue★. But for what? For the record? What, then, is he doing? Without our being able to see the chemistry in what he is doing at and with the board displays, it is utterly gratuitous to say.

He provides them with what they need; is that it? But he could also just hand out stuff so that he would never need to use the board. Thus, that the stuff is transiently displayed may have some peculiar system-specific properties. We imagine—for the example—it would have to do with some performance characteristics, like: "Why don't you write it all out for them and save yourself the trouble?" But were he to do so, that might provide a way of losing their hearing over its course. That would be tied to an attentional structure, and thereby to the kind of performance we are dealing with.6

8. ★ “You Will Remember from the Last Lecture That…” ★

We hear him say, "I argued it before and I don't have time to argue it again." We tag that as one of a family of devices, other members of which are: "As I told you

6. [Editor's note: This is like Harvey Sacks' hearing and listening obligations that are ensured by indexicality and the need to tie utterances to prior utterances. Here in order to hear the lecture you have to be writing the stuff down at a pace and listening. Daydreaming is not possible.]
before . . .” “You will remember . . .” “As so and so wrote . . .” or “In the last assignment . . .” We could speak of it as a tying procedure, delivered as a prefatory statement to whatever they are being called on to remember, that points out the present instance as a document of the history to which they are held responsible. The procedure is specifically visible. It is a specific object.

That they have done it is perhaps less interesting than the following. On the occasion that he calls it up for them it is seen by them that they could have done such a thing in their course work as the presence of the course work’s continuity and coherence. The object has the following additional property: that the tying procedure is available to them only by what they are now doing, turns into the organizational object that can be claimed for it as a lecture-specific event like, “We have been talking about . . .”

Given these, there can be someone in the audience who does not see that that is so at all. He is in trouble, and he knows by reference to that object—and by reason of its knowable but unavailable, constituent, materially particular contents of the lectures-as-chemistry as of which the object’s “coherence” and “continuity” entirely consists—that he is in trouble. Obviously, comparison with course work as sociology is called for. It could be a way, too, of dealing with otherwise difficult ways for the lecturer to assure that they are keeping up, to test to see if they are keeping up, etc.

9. *Normally Thoughtless* Listening*

I find that unwittingly I am listening to chemistry’s details and I am finding them interesting. I hadn’t thought I needed chemistry, yet I am being “filled.” My wife is a biochemist. In praise of orderliness as the empirical truth of enzyme chains, I find myself thinking, “What a lovely science she has!” DS and HG decide to speak of this listening as normally thoughtless listening, meaning something like this: I’m finding its virtues, for myself, and finding them that interesting. I’m going native.

Is it that the lecturing, in that it consists of the work in chemistry, in that lecturing “in” chemistry is identical to doing chemistry, includes, as a property of that work, love of it. If so, then it has to do with chemistry that the students will be enchanted, and will arrange for their own enchantment, say, in the way I’m providing for mine. Further, in that I become enchanted I become a natural theorist about chemistry’s materials. Indeed, my enchantment consists of this: I become a chemist, an analytic chemist, an analytically present chemist, an analytically available chemist. I begin to live as the praxis of analytic chemistry.

I begin to live as the praxis of chemistry?

No! Some nots. Not, “I begin to live as the praxis of chemistry.” Not, “I begin to live the praxis of chemistry.” Not, most emphatically and most certainly not
“Metaphorically speaking, I begin to live the practice of chemistry.” Not, “I begin to live in the work of chemistry.”

Instead, and literally: I am the living truth of chemistry’s praxis. (Obviously and emphatically not as an ego, and not in an ego or via an ego.) I mean by this that the practices, in their productivity of chemistry’s events, include in these events everything that could motivate the demonstrable me-among-them.

(1) The practices of conversational turn taking include everything that could motivate the demonstrable conversationalist-among-the-practices-of-taking-turns-at-talk. (For the demonstration of this, as well as via the demonstration to see what such a demonstration could be, consult and make use of the Moereman and Sacks paper, “On the Analysis of Natural Conversation.”)

Similarly, the practices of formatting in queues include everything that could motivate the demonstrable queuer-among-the-practices-of-exhibiting-the-accountable-arrangement-and-thereby-I-demonstrating-and-making-demonstrable-the-existence-of-an-order-of-service-which-is-this-(e.g., first-come-first-served).

(2) In the light of this proposal take up and set on its feet Ed Rose’s suggestion to revise the Cartesian cogito: “We think, therefore I am.” We enact practices together, “we think,” therefore I am. The “we think” is the, consists of, is a weak name for, lived orderliness of ordinary practices.7

(3) Dispel the “mysticism” bugaboo in this way of talking.

(4) Reread Wittgenstein’s concluding pages of the Tractatus. Examine them with the following proposal: In the body of the Tractatus he carries through a natural analytic of practical reasoning. At the end of the Tractatus he marks out the mysteries of practical reason that are propounded by a natural analytic. In his subsequent studies he continues this enterprise by considering the work of practical reasoning, using the mysteries that natural analytic philosophy of practices unavoidably propounds as his resources with which he can do various things in his inquiries, like find and specify a topic, set off a figure against the shrubbery, “delineate a boundary” (which would have to be a kind of Escherian “drawing,” etc. for his work of producing other “gestalt” themes—i.e., other themes of “contexture” re: the praxis of practical theorizing.

10. ¶ Pace ¶

(1) We heard in his pace the lecturer’s attention to what the students can handle, i.e., “What they can handle, given what we have to cover for this course.” We heard things like the lecturer’s attention to the following: If, in this lecture, I get

7. [Editor’s note: This is Durkheimian in the sense that Durkheim argues that the individual rational consciousness only becomes possible because, and in the midst, of the assembled practices of the group.]
to this point, then, at the next meeting, the place that I'll have to go back to in order to recall where we were, will be under my control. He had a notebook in front of him. The notebook consisted of the course's lectures. He needs to deliver this package in today's fifty minutes, and it is given to him as the that-and-how he knows what he is doing in lecturing-as-chemistry, that he can deliver each of the packages as he has them organized in fifty minutes each, and that he runs out of packages after seventeen lectures. He, therefore, has to be providing in lecturing's work as chemistry that the packages as they are prepared and organized coincide with the packages he is delivering. The features of pacing are heavy with their promise of lectures-as-chemistry's specific events, "sequentially organized." If pacing is a thing that we are able to find ways of making accessible to us in some interesting procedures, we could then talk to the whole collection of relevancies which the pacing turns on, such as matters on which he can allow himself to be interrupted, or matters which he can allow himself to go into detail on. For example, he off-handedly proposed that you have to think of chemistry as involving "three dimensions." That could easily have been for him the occasion for a ten-minute discussion on the problems with chemistry in textbooks. He can't allow that and allow for the corpus of the course to proceed in the fashion where he can be doing it on each occasion as "Recall what we were..." And of course all those features—of pacing, of topical arrangement, etc.—are to be treated as system-specific, objective, and observable orientations to a \( \text{Course} \).

(2) The chemistry lecture was timed for the whole presentation to come off so as to produce at a "just the right place" a "right amount of time": \( \text{Three minutes of questions and then we leave} \). It permits us to pose the problem of how to \( \text{see} \) in a lecturer's performance his organizational position in a university by reference to such things as: Has he taught the course before? How many times has he taught it before? Specifically, he would have to know how much time he will have to spend on each board formula. He will have to know what sorts of questions might arise. His magnificent pacing strikes us as the kind of thing professional performers of all sorts are technical experts with. They have very deep orientations to how long it takes their "bits" to be done.

11. \( \text{Seeing the Lecturer's Preparation} \)

With respect to the matter of demonstrating that the lecturer has satisfied the requirement of an hour's lecture, it occurs to us that it was not apparent how this man could have been spending his time in preparation. We are unable to imagine the work of his preparation. For example: "he decides among topics," as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles might say it. But that will not do. He is deciding among topics by knowing for a certain topic that he would have to proceed from one step to another "in detail," but "in detail" in this sense: that only where the
steps as *material contents* come in to organize temporally what details *could* be would the topic reside.

More here especially re: topics *as* detail. Then consider "speaking generally" and what *that* work looks like *as* detail. ("Speaking generally"; "suggestions"; the *rare* moratorium on competence and factual correctness. Include the phenomenon of ≈Bullshit≈).

It must be that there is a *something like that*. But when we need to say how it could be a certain something for him, we cannot say it in what he was *observably* and thereby evidently doing, let alone see it there. In what we could watch him doing in and as the lecture we were unable to see that he had to have been doing *that*. We don't know the work of chemistry. That we don't *know* the work of chemistry consists interchangeably of this: that we don't know how he is talking chemistry: we can't *see* how he is talking chemistry; we are not able to *watch* him talk chemistry. We don't *know* how he would orient toward; from one "topic" to "another."

12. ≈Topical Organization≈

Within the lecture itself its ≈Topical organization≈, as the agenda for the lecture is tied essentially to, inasmuch as it consists of, emerging structures of a mundane, observable thought-full course of talk. This structural characteristic as a lecture provides various resources for the student to ≈Watch for≈ and to ≈See≈ in it. One of these resources consists of ≈Examables≈: That is, things that will be asked on the exam. It is a commonplace complaint among lecturers that students are listening for examable "points" and "lines." It remains to be found out if one could ≈See≈ how lecture talk goes on under an orientation to the student's hearing ≈Examables≈. Our hunch—which is little more than the opinion of old hands—is that, in spite of the lecturer's complaint, a large collection of lectures are specifically geared to an agenda of ≈Examables≈. For example, a lecturer who has taught introduction to Biology for fifteen years is oriented to a syllabus in something like the way he is oriented to the street from the campus to his house. He may very well ≈Tell≈ the students where the exam questions are by the ways in which lecture talk is unwittingly organized.

However, we want to be careful about where to put the emphasis, because the point is not that he may just ≈Tell≈ them. Consider that when he tells them—both when he can be heard to ≈Tell≈ as well as when he just ≈Tells≈ them—that he is heard thereby to be simultaneously assuring and threatening them. What is that about? Something like the following, we think. He doesn't give them riddles and he doesn't give them puzzles. And except for occasional emphasis neither does he come out and say, "Now you remember this because I'm going to examine you on
it." And it's unlikely that he gives them hints. Instead at the time they collaborate in orienting to a syllabus, he also lays out a domain of relevancies. But a domain of relevancies that can in no way be abstracted from, let alone that it is disengaged or disengageable from, lecturing's local work and its local topical organization as an agenda. Instead, the students know that those relevancies have to be turned into their own practical circumstances via ensuing activities both in and outside the course, which are activities of being in the course in the first place—indeed of being in a course just-like-this one in the first place. The student is not in the course to manage an education for himself—to get an education for himself. He is not in there to assume responsibility, on his own, for what he will make of the that-and-what might be relevant, and for the conditional search through the library to document its other features. He is not in there to do all that sort of work on it. That is not all a routine feature of the way in which chemistry's work is to be encountered or is encountered when it gets formulated as a course of lectures.

That is of interest because that he is in that particular course has to have as its practical circumstances that that course is part of a series. The issue is not that it is between that course and any other thing the student might be doing instead in the university. It is that that course is one of the five courses he is carrying this semester, for that entails an orientation to a lecture having system-specific features relative not only to how his time is spent outside of that class, but relative to parceling out just this day, and just this this day, and so on.

Comprehensive exams, for example, present graduate students in sociology with practical demands on a day-to-day basis such that they know for the next two years that they are getting ready for them. With that organizational guarantee they can locate what they can afford to spend their time on, knowing by reason both of the priorities of topics in the professional association, and of department politics, whose interests in the department are going to have to be satisfied by examination questions. That object of inquiry is found out about in the way in which students keep each other informed, which is to say in the ways they show the structure of how to be listening to just this or just that lecture. In showing the structure of interest they show how lecturing is to be listened to. With respect to other sorts of considerations undergraduates have to be equally well tuned to similar collections of lecturing's features.

A phenomenon of particular interest is this: [A time missed] can be dealt with as the topic of a situated inquiry that the student undertakes in the five minutes after the hour: "Tell me what I missed last time." The inquiry is done routinely. The lecturer is asked to provide a shortened version of the course's paradigm. Then, from what the lecturer says then and there the students are finding ways to see how much they are missing in those remarks: "I'd better get the notes from somebody." The inquiry has the feature, too, that that question can serve, in the kind of answer it might elicit, to give students a sense of how much detail and what sorts of detail they have to be attending to, to be staying with the course's
technical, material contents. A student culture is associated with the inquiry: “What did I miss?” “Oh nothing, we just talked about . . .” Students' talk about classroom circumstances, their complaints about them, the ways they interrogate each other with respect to a class, the ways they interrogate teachers with respect to course obligations on a class-to-class basis, can be examined to see the ways in which students learn “ways of hearing.” University-specific affairs, constraints such as calendric relevancies in matters of sequencing from a first class to the twentieth meeting, and matters pertaining to them, provide structures of relevance that can be brought to an analysis of how students hear.

13. *Exhibiting Understanding: Questions*

We try to explicate a feature of *Exhibiting understanding* by considering a way it would be found and dealt with as lecture-specific and lecture-identifying work. One such feature has to do with comparative ways of building questions to assure the seriousness with which the question can be taken, not only by the one asking it but, by reason of his contingent responsiveness, by the one who is being asked. The objective and observable question that is built is unavoidably built secondarily by the one who is being asked. We stress “unavoidably” because he knows in that place that his answer has to be the answer that he can put together to satisfy the fact that he is in public and cannot be expected to say everything that he could show himself competent of saying in that place, although no such thing is possible let alone required. The work of *Taking a question seriously* has to be a notable, some-contingent-thing for the lecturer.

Parties to a two-party or multiparty conversation have, by virtue of the ways in which talk seems to be sequenced in conversation, an obligation to be doing listening to talk in ways where how you have to be *listening*, and therefore how you have to be *understanding*, are formulated by reference to the sequencing rules as the same phenomenon. The task of detailing the ways in which the understanding is affiliated to listening procedures when talk is sequenced as it is in conversation is a matter which Sack's work provides very extensive documentation of. Viewing that from the perspective of the features of lectures that are contrastive with a rule where anyone who is party to the scene may be required to have to talk next—that rule being the characterizing rule for conversation, and providing in conversation for the ways in which one comes to formulate a listener as a listener doing understanding—there is in contrast the possibility that the lecture is *Seen* as a circumstance where the major rule is “teacher may always talk next,” providing, at least as a prototype, that lecturing does not involve the procedures of students being called on, but instead involves the teacher talking, with students accorded occasional rights to interrupt, as in a *Question period*. In that prototypical circumstance, the way in which a student has to be showing understanding is pro-
vided for not by the internal sequential structure of the scene, but by the student's "referencing" the lecture's presence as a certain, specific event.

Many ways promise to illuminate consequences of the rule. For example, consider the ways in which classrooms in that respect are similar to White House press conferences. A member of the press talking to the President, knowing that he can't talk again after the President answers his question, will build his question in the place he has to ask it so as to provide for a non-reoccurrence of him as discussant. He'll say, "Mister President, do you know about such and such, and if you plan to do so and so how would you feel about that?" That's the question, orienting specifically to that feature. We should look to the internal structure of classroom talk to see how it is geared to such properties. Such persistent, specific features provide a way of listening that is a deeper feature of what is going on in the scene than establishment fact provides for. Such features, however, are not to be seen only in its objective products, namely, its talk structures. Rather, they are to be explicated by reference to such attendant features as the sequential character of this lecture vis-à-vis the next lecture producing as its end result the ability to treat an exam, where the exam provides for a guide to how to be listening so as to be finding in the talk those places where later accountability criteria of understanding will be administered.

III. AN AUDIENCE IN DETAIL

Question: How much detail does a lecturer see in the appearances of an audience? Better question: In what of the appearances of an audience does detail consist that a lecturer sees in and as an \(\langle\text{Audience}\rangle\)? Better still: In what of the appearances of the audience does detail consist that a lecturer, in and as of \(\langle\text{Lecturing}\rangle\), sees in and as of \(\langle\text{An audience}\rangle\)?

For lecturers, the various sizes of audiences have their characteristic details in the looks of the audience as one of lecturing's social facts—one of lecturing's organizational things.* Not that the lecturer is ever without detail. It isn't a case of whether or not. Instead, detail has a characteristic quality. Better, detail is characteristic detail. (Think of characteristic detail as one word.)

In Recurrent Themes in the Study of NOOA I describe the use of organizational things. They are Heideggerian things. Nevertheless, the use originates in the material grounds for acting in Durkheim, and not in the methods of phenomenological philosophy. On those grounds the social facts are replaced with the social factivities. Speak of a facticity, say \(\langle\text{Late}\rangle\). That would provide for \(\langle\text{Late's}\rangle\) properties of facticity as locally produced looks.

We have notions about characteristic detail but not data worth mentioning, so we don't know where to begin to break up the big issue of what the "devices" are
of looking's work, in and as of lectures. Yet any serious treatment of characteristic detail in and as the way an audience "looks" requires that those devices be addressed.

It is not that there is nothing to say. Two proposals occur as matters to begin with. (1) Consider ≠ Recognitional nodding ≠. The difference between ten students for a lecture and fifty students is that with ten the social fact that a nod occurs can't be avoided by the lecturer, whereas with one hundred he may not ≠ Take notice ≠. He need not ≠ See ≠ the nodding except in the way that some up-front nodding is made available to him as a resource with which, in a loose way, to keep track. And just as the lecturer can ignore audience-specific events, the audience in the same fashion can choose to ignore him.

(2) If the class is beyond a certain size, characteristic detail is something that lecturers and audience recognize and orient to as the detail that makes up the first what?, first and only organizational thing they know, the real thing they are confronted with. Consider a course with an audience of five hundred. Professional advice often ties lecturing's work directly to numbers, and is apt to run: With that many in the course you should, because whether you like it or not you will in any case, reduce the number of points, simplify them, dwell on them. So give the audience lots of ≠ Breaks ≠ and ≠ Pauses ≠ in the continuity. Give them lots of time when they don't have to be listening closely. Orient to a standard, large number of the audience, with a strongly formatted delivery. And the like.

The efficacy of such advice and its organizational grounds might as well be doubted in the light of the promised relevance of characteristic detail to the production of lecturing's events. That turns heavily on the availability to audience and lecturer of characteristic detail that composes the looks of lecturing's real things. To take one example: with an audience of five hundred it may be interactionally impossible to occasion as a visible thing, the lecturer's ≠ Personal responsibility for the cogency of discussion ≠. That would have to do with lecturer and audience seeing and watching what others are saying.

Obviously such structures remain to be found out.

1. ≠ Audience Restiveness as the End of the Lecture Approaches ≠

(1) At the place where ≠ The end of the lecture approaches ≠ is happening there is an accompanying restiveness in the audience. Despite the restiveness the lecturer continued to talk. At first his talk appeared to us to have the character that he was hanging onto them. What happened, however, was that he got asked a good question. Here he is delivering a lecture; the lecture for him has the character that he knows the stuff like the back of his hand; moreover it is uninteresting to him. He got turned on by a question that occurred at the end. The student asked, "Can this be generalized such that for all transitory processes they are either an S or a T?" It was a question off of which he could make a bright point. We saw him at
that point finding for himself an opportunity to show his particular command of
the topic, and then locking into it. The restiveness occurred because «The topic
had been completed». But for him the «Topic completion» emerged as a
«Place» for a personal victory.

2. «Audience Buzzing: The Noisy Assemblage»

Other things occur at «Topic completion» as a lecture-specific «Place». Toward
the end an aggregate buzzing is heard and the lecturer looks to see what is doing
the buzzing. The whole scene is buzzing. Speak of the scene as a noisy assemblage.
Technically, the phenomenon is this: The audience is organized into local conver-
sations.* In local company—in conversational schisms*—they are seen to be voic-
ing their concerns, their problems, their questions. No, not “seen,” but «Seen».
The issue for our research is this: within a conversation they are checking with each
other: "Was it that?" Even that is too weak, because the issue is this if "In and as
of a conversation" is to be taken seriously: In and as of the turn taking organiza-
tion of conversationally talking chemistry they are "checking with each other."
"Checking with each other" speaks provisionally of the work they are doing. That
work remains to be found out.

In and as of conversationally talking chemistry they are talking problematic
materials that cannot be addressed to the lecturer. In and as of innumerable con-
versational gatherings they are wrapping it up for themselves. That entails further
that «Seen» is a «Seen» from the perspective of a conversation of the room’s
“ambience.” And what is going on while the lecturer is playing out the remain-
der—what we heard as his “hanging onto them.” If he is hanging onto them then
that is indeed an interesting feature in that it promises to have to do with ways in
which attention is constituted organizationally in the lecture, as a lecture-specific
phenomenon. Such produced attention structures are essentially incompatible with
lecturing’s work.

Noisy assemblage promises to be a powerful phenomenon. Further, the rele-
vance of the turn-taking organization of conversationally talking chemistry in
specifying the noisy assemblage’s attentional structures provide a powerful method
with which to analyze the coherence, continuity, etc. of lecturing-in-and-as-of-a-
discipline—lecturing “in and as of” chemistry is doing chemistry; talking chemis-
try is chemistry.

Explicating questions come up immediately: Must the audience be of a certain
size for “buzzing” to be critical? At least four parties? As little as four parties?
Must the audience be large?

Compare this organization of a “roomful of conversation” with a cocktail party.
Both would be descriptively characterized at the outset of the investigation as an
“intelligibility problem”: hearing the spoken sounds of English on a masking
background of spoken English. But the issue can’t be that of hearing the “spoken
sounds of English." Instead the issue is this: the material contents of conversational events differ in and as of (1) the lecturing’s roomful, versus (2) the cocktail party roomful, versus (3) the lunchroom roomful, and other noisy assemblages. Notice that the productive work of each “roomful” can be “reduced” to and as the order properties of decibel measurement.

Cases need to be collected with which to enrich the phenomena of buzzing at lectures, and the variants of buzzing. We need to begin by setting up our “museum” of noisy assemblages.

At the beginning of the analysis we can take notice of the “practical distortions” of these phenomena by tape recordings. By “practical distortions” I do not mean errors or sources of our dissatisfaction with recording techniques. I mean instead the practical events that naturally accountable audio and video distortions are heard as and showably consist of.8

Another issue needs to be settled quickly, and it can only be done by consulting a collection of materials: Does buzzing occur at the completion of the lecture or at &quot;Topic completion&quot; as a lecture-specific place? I guess I’m asking where in lecturing’s place does it occur? (Occur means produced and heard, recognizable as, following Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson.)

3. &quot;Closing the Meeting&quot;

(1) A next class begins to assemble in the back of the lecture hall before the lecture is finished, and in the light of it we now see (a) the queue-organization for the hall’s use, (b) the clock comes into prominent relevance as does (c) audience restiveness, (d) the lecturer’s orientation to their restiveness, and (e) their knowing he is &quot;Behind&quot;. (f) In these events lecturer and audience are locked into a closing of the meeting, as a system-specific feature of this place, here and now, and in the university. (g) Finally, in its light we see the lecture was not about chemistry in that the lecture is now seen to have properties of a demonstration “just and only this part of chemistry” in that lecturer and audience are occupying the Science Lecture Hall at five minutes to eleven, and, in and as that Science Lecture Hall turnover has to take place.

(2) We encounter an organizational thing that makes up the lecturer-claimed right not to announce the lecture is at an end, but to achieve the &quot;The meeting is at an end&quot;. It is kind of a brief pause followed by an end line. His end line was “we’ll continue this, next Wednesday.” Of course he was swamped by movement at the time he said it. We think there is that kind of device for &quot;Closing the meeting&quot; and we’re impressed with it and curious to know more because he used it even though the meeting was already swamped.

8. [Editor’s note: See the description of Bryant’s demonstration in Chapter Four. Garfinkel also refers to Bill Rittenberg’s studies of video for 218AB.]
IV. STUDENT COMPLAINTS

Speaking in characterization, and without actual materials, students often complain that the instructor isn’t clear; that his material isn’t organized; that he didn’t prepare; that he doesn’t tell the class “where we are” in the course of the lecture. (Why bother with a list of characterizations? They can be used to teach a search for issues on the in situ work of student complaints.)

Consider student complaints generally: Don’t use just these complaints, but use these, among others, to exemplify student complaints. We’re using characterizing exemplifications.

Complaints may originate in attempts by students to use as a model for a lecture a lecture in one course, and then seek to find in a lecture in another how it is deficient in the ways that the remembered lecture helps to detail. The remembered lecture would be used in situ as a constituent of a locally built faultfinding and fault-detailing procedure. The locally built procedure is the interesting object. It poses as an occurrence for lectures the students’ use of many locally built ethnographic detailing devices (cf. Melinda Baccus) to find, to collect, to establish, to elaborate on, to justify, “cause for complaint.” Some very powerful devices in the life of the University have their origins in the common practice of formatting lecture notes. I mean by formatting lecture notes, outlining, underlining, enumerating, writing marginal descriptors so as to topicalize lecturing’s work.

Such formatting arranges lecture’s work as one or another agenda. Further, by exhibiting formatted work the format provides a resource with which to make demonstrable the work’s formal characteristics—characteristics that with the format’s use are demonstrably factual and identifying of lecturing’s work even though they are independent of and indifferent to the work’s material contents: characteristics like generic clarity, or generic consistency, or generic coherence, or that its arguments are composed of segments that occur in progressive, properly paced orderly development, etc., etc.

1. The Student Complaint*, ✯ Where Are We? ✯

We need to collect cases of the complaint ✯Where are we?✯ and pay them the closest scrutiny. ✯Where are we?✯ is the complaint that the lecturer doesn’t tell the class where they are in the course of the lecture. It occurs as a constituent of the ensemble ✯Today’s lecture✯ which consists as a contexture of “a developing island of order.” “Island of order” was discussed before the topic ✯Interruption✯,

9. [Editor’s note: Garfinkel’s notes indicate that student’s lecture notes 3.2 are missing, and also that there are materials in a box “Manual volume 13 and vol 2 and 3” also other “folding files.” This last section was clearly meant to include an analysis of these materials. Although incomplete, the section suggests the direction the analysis would have taken and is therefore valuable and has been included.]
no, it was called "An order of topics". Where a contexture is of a kind that involves a "strong local history"—for example, my undergraduate courses not only within a lecture, but over a course of lectures are of this sort: "Where we are" is peculiarly and even essentially an "omnirelevant" constituent. Indeed, even with the formatting of this work that students' notes provide, the relevancies of the constituent "Where we are" are far stronger than they are even in the present state of the game in double-blind chess. The occurrence of the inquiry "Where are we?" may very well be the entrance to a gold mine. Video recordings would be sine qua non for these inquiries.
Chapter Eight

Autochthonous Order Properties of Formatted Queues

I. ORIENTED OBJECTS: AUTOCHTHONOUS AND PHENOMENAL FIELD PROPERTIES OF SOCIAL FACTS

Autochthonous does not mean autonomous, endogenous, essential in any of its meanings in essentialist philosophies, essential invariants, models, definitions, dimensions, parameters, ideal constructions, social constructions, or any other cognates that are available to the social science movement as stock in trade for its general arguments and precepts of familiar philosophy.

Autochthonous order properties are empirically observable properties of the congregational\(^1\) work of producing social facts. Ethnomethodological studies, in their central concerns, examine the congregational work of producing accountable ordinary things. In their central claims Ethnomethodology teaches that autochthonous order properties of social facts are available in ordinary activities with ubiquitous prevalence. They are observable in obvious places. They are observable by one and all, and by one and all they are witnessed, and witnessable, depended upon, and demanded even while they are seen but unnoticed. They inhabit the enterprises of the streets as well as the privacy of bedtime talk. They are available in service lines, entering a freeway traffic stream, street crossings by pedestrian crowds, and walking together.

\(^1\) [Editor's note: Congregational refers not only to the idea that these social facts are made collaboratively by a group, but that the populational cohort has its character as a cohort or congregation by virtue of being engaged in doing just this thing. Whereas social science tends to treat individuals as moving in and out of situations, Garfinkel talks of congregations and populational cohorts that provide for the appearances of individuals and particular persons.]
Durkheim alluded to the existence of autochthonous properties of social facts in the misunderstood things of his neglected legacy. Ethnomethodology’s tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work directly address the autochthonous properties of order in the social facts of Durkheim’s neglected legacy. Social facts described Ethnomethodologically have properties of order such that all of what order consists of in, about, as, or as of these social facts, is locally produced and naturally accountable by the local populational cohort that is engaged in and as of the vulgarly competent, uninteresting enterprises of their production and accountability.

Currently it is ubiquitous practice in the social science movement that an analysis of social facts introduces into the analysis of a thing—into a service line, for example—What More is needed, just What More is needed, just What More is necessary with which to find, recognize, collect, or describe what is orderly about a service line.

Ethnomethodologically, the contrary is demonstrable with tutorial problems. Nothing needs to be introduced into the production and accountability of social facts.

Service lines will serve our argument as its propaedeutic focus and empirical case in point. Nothing needs to be introduced because parties to the apparent service line produce, as the existence of an exhibited order of service’s autochthonous properties of order, not merely what is orderly about a service line, but just in any actual case, just and only in any actual case, what is orderly about a service line. In the work of lining up for service everything that order consists of, or does consist of, or did, ever did, could, or could possibly consist of in details, with nothing left out and nothing left over, is found, and this observably, instructably, and intractably so, to indefinitely further and inexhaustible depths of contingent empirical details without fabulousness, faking, make believe, errors, or absurdities.

I hope I have made autochthonous properties of order evidently preposterous to the social science movement. I agree with its authors of classic studies, straightforwardly, without irony. Most emphatically, yes. In any actual case that autochthonous properties of order in social facts are described with the policies, methods, and corpus status of formal analysis of the worldwide social science movement the autochthonous properties of social order are demonstrably preposterous.  

2. How is Durkheim to be credited on the origins of Ethnomethodological radical analytic studies of social order? Emphasize the importance of the properties of social facts that are described in The Rules of the Sociological Method. Compare Durkheim’s descriptions with their various descriptions in this article in which directly observed properties of the order of service are distinguished from speaking ABOUT the observed order of service.

3. [Editor’s note: Formal analysis renders these properties meaningless. They appear from the perspective of formal analysis to be without order, contingent, and ambiguous. But Garfinkel’s point is that they are the properties of order that allowed “things” to be recognized as particular things on a particular occasion. On that occasion they were orderly, not contingent or ambiguous. It is only after the application of formal analysis that they appear to be preposterous.]
Autochthonous Order Properties of Formatted Queues

Autochthonous properties of order are collected and brought into focus in Ethnomethodology’s findings about social facts, each thing in its produced distinctively interaffectuated details-and-generality. Each thing is exhibited in its produced distinctive interaffectiations of details-and-generality. Each thing is locally produced and naturally accountable in displayed distinctive interaffectiations of details endogenously interior to and therein exhibiting of their coherence, and their certainty, these being details as of their generality.

In the following overview these findings are talked about with summary findings.

These descriptions can be read, variously, as having been learned in situ. Or they can be read as EM policies, or as methods that provide claimed findings their warrant, or as aims, directions, achievements, troubles, jobs, or advice. Like any general formulations, they take on their empirical definiteness of sense, reference, and correspondence to actual objects from indexical readings that are done in real workplaces, in situ, embodied hands on, as instructed actions, making the reading good over the ground.

Absent those shop floor practices of reading general formulae as indexical expressions and the advisories are not constrained by, nor are they decidable with things’ details of empirically directly and immediately observed sense and reference. Reading advisories while absenting shop floor practices loses just what practitioners demand in situ of general formulae. General advisories can be read alternately by absenting these shop floor practices, and in that case they are teachable and learnable only ABOUT the matters they profess.

Consider these EM advisories.

(1) Autochthonous properties of order specify exhibited details in and as of the lived congregational work of producing a social fact’s orderliness by its local staff, its local, order production cohort. It is well known that if you are doing formal social analysis you will want as a matter of good work to describe the great recurrent properties that the social science movement as professional stock in trade exhibits in technical orderlinesses of populations. With the use of populations, a premier subject of social order, the social science movement specifies phenomena of everyday activities and extracts them from the settings in which phenomena of everyday activities can be found by rendering these activities in instructably observable details of demography’s very own achievements. No phenomena of everyday activities needs to be excepted. So, service lines, in actual empirical cases that are recurrently comparable to others, and therein examinable, tallyable, each a token of its type, an instant case of its class in material, substantive details-in-the-generality-of-things.

Consider as well the vexed, intractable problematic accompanying contrast, that studies of workplace-specific, discipline-specific practices present a ubiquitously massive empirical alternate. The alternate is unavoidable, and is an incommensurably contrary state of empirical affairs. Contrary to demographic populations that
accord with the worldwide social science movement as its premier achievements. The social science movement is beholden for the cogency and coherence of demographic populations to exhibited orderlinesses of congregationally produced social facts. These are productions as the work of endogenous local populational cohorts of order production. For order production staffs the work of endogenous populational cohorts is vulgar, commonplace, prosaic, mundane, ordinary, and very specifically uninteresting.

(2) Ethnomethodology specifies the local order production staff in its exhibited work properties as a reincarnation of the ubiquitous used demographic populational cohorts of classic studies. While carrying out its descriptions of work in tutorial problems, Ethnomethodology exercises an indifference to demographic populations and to the cohorts of demographic populations. These are replaced with endogenous populational cohorts, the congregational population cohort of us, of the local just these of us, in this actual case, doing just what we are accountably doing, and doing just that accountable social fact, that accountable thing, in just accountably this particular case and therein just in any actual case observably, observed, witnessed, witnessable, and evidently.

(3) A phenomenon of order, exhibited in and as of work’s endogenous populational details of its production and accountability, is the origin and source of everything that is general about it. This EM finding and EM policy is partially illustrated in the repeatedly corrective instructions of my cello teacher: “Only if you count very, very strictly and only if you play in tune, perfectly, from start to finish does Mozart’s music appear.”

(4) The production and accountability of social facts in and as of their distinctive properties of order, namely, the autochthonous order properties of social facts, is Ethnomethodology’s discovered topic, distinctively and uniquely. It is what Ethnomethodology is all about.

The production and natural accountability of order in and as of social facts are the subjects of EM. These subjects are specified in empirical research settings called tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work.

II. TUTORIAL PROBLEMS AT THE WORK SITE

Tutorial problems are the empirical grounds for Ethnomethodology’s central claims. What do they consist of?

Tutorial problems are used to look for the local, endogenously produced, and accountable appearances of social facts. These occur with ubiquitous presence in endless occupations. The shop floor, a natural metaphor, is indispensable in that

---

4. For studies of “natural metaphor,” Edward Rose, University of Colorado, is unquestionably the premier author in social history, sociology, and sociological studies of language. “Natural metaphor” is also an early usage by the Chicago School of Ethnography.
search. The metaphor is indispensable because it is ubiquitously used in the most diverse jobs and work settings by bench practitioners to make congregationally recognized accountable provision for work's particular haecceities in and as of work's particular places, and particular bodies, with just these instruments and with just this equipment, in just this territory. In the compendious occupations of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) the shop floor highlights work's haecceities in and as of work's recurrent, comparable, made-sameness of social facts in work's particular places. Work, Jobs, and Occupations, the review that accompanies the DOT job descriptions, describes just how DOT's awesome achievement, which consists of highlighted generically theorized job descriptions, were obtained and written. Both in the review and in DOT's metaphoric serially written and therein displayed depths of serial technical details, shop floor particulars are alluded to as an omnipresent background of relevances that cannot be avoided. Like incessant variations on an unstated theme the DOT's technical details testify, via the review, with their own reported specifics of good work in obtaining DOT's technical details, that just in any actual case that particular work's recognized and intelligible generality is at issue, workplace haecceities are without remedy, substitution, or alternatives.

Tutorial problems provide shop floor emphasis to this-worldly social facts and to real things of Durkheim's neglected legacy: formatted queues, traveling waves in freeway traffic, safely inflating repaired eighteen-wheel truck tires, proving Heath's visual proof of the Pythagorean theorem, proving Godel's first incompleteness result.

The shop floor emphasis that tutorial problems add is that these are places to go: work's places. In work's places, just there, and with just what equipment and instruments are at hand, in just this building, and in just these rooms, with just who is there, in just the time that is marked by the clock, even while simultaneously an affiliated incommensurably workplace work-wise-specifically-alternate time to that of the clock, is as of just the time of the cohort's making, these social facts will be found again. They will be found in that their lived analysis—their lived accountable production—"lands the analyst in the midst of things." Therein the search for accountable social facts in their haecceities will not escape the haecceities of things-among-other-things.

For bench work practitioners, it is news from nowhere that analysis does not begin with analysts knowing nothing. More of such no-news in actual disciplines for its "bench practitioners" is that analysis cannot with actual instructions anywhere specify just how to suspend, just how to "bracket," "what is known to begin with" with which to assure that empirical constraints upon accountably produced things of accuracy, reproduction, instructability, correctability, correctness, and truth, along with all and any of the rest, will be met over the ground.5

5. See David Lewis' descriptions of the work of Micronesian navigation in We, The Navigators, for definiteness of details in the provision for empirical contingent facticities of adequate native navigation.
Instead, somehow in the congregationally witnessable midst of things the work in and as of its details finds, there, recognized and identified in the midst of things, this, just this, of the matter that calls for study: To study formatted service lines we'll go to supermarkets. Supermarkets are not the only place. No sooner have we watched a few service lines in the supermarket than we also find them upon entering freeway traffic. As soon as we find something on the freeway we make the trip to the check-in areas at the Los Angeles airport in order to elucidate the previously encountered long straight aligned lines of freeway flow by putting up at the airport with troubling mixed versions in the boarding areas of clear lines and "local interactional crushes" and from that with even more troubling messiness of mixed versions at the exit to the baggage area with its notably absent clear lines, and its local crushes that leak past the checkout clerk.

From all this we have "a first observation" of tutorial problems. They are this-worldly settings wherein order productive parties so collaborate as to exhibit "just what a social fact is that makes it accountably just that"—the exhibited order of service in supermarkets, the concerted freeway slowing together, safely inflating a repaired truck tire, talking hearable secrets in public to members of a secret society who have vowed to kill you if they hear you talking irresponsibly. Each of these, each thing, each object, each social fact in its unmistakable, accountable orderliness, that makes it just this social fact: over the ground of its ongoing production it is just this social fact that the order producing staff is making; and they are doing it in such a way as to make it accountably this thing, just this thing evidently: Godel's proof, reading poetry, pedestrian crosswalk behavior, teaching introductory sociology in lecture format to undergraduates. Call this property "the characterization problem."

I want to start my explication of tutorial problems with the order production cohort's technical preoccupation with "the characterization problem." That preoccupation is congregational, demanded, ubiquitous, and incessant.

Our first step in making that property observable is helped by introducing a matter of syntax. In order to see the property, notice that the social fact in its lived, local, actual course is not yet directly observed, but to start with is indicated by enclosing a description in ticked brackets: †The exhibited order of service ‡, †Entering the traffic stream ‡, †Exiting the baggage claiming area ‡. With it we have a as a first observation, that IS a direct and an immediate observation, that a property from the order phenomenon's identifying orderliness is used as a name for the phenomenon's identifying orderliness. More. As well as any property

---

6. Manny Schegloff suggested this felicitous description.
7. I thank Lucy Suchman for the ever renewed analytic probity of this description on each next occasion that the produced plain appearances of queues are concerns of queueing's practices.
9. I need to thank Eric Livingston for his discovery of the characterization problem.
10. This is the vernacular practice of "synecdoche."
from the phenomenon’s identifying orderliness being immediately observable, any property from the phenomenon’s identifying orderliness will name the phenomenon adequately and evidently.

Indeed, it is an immediately observable phenomenon of order that is publicly and openly watchable, a great same phenomenon of order, offering cause for wonder, that: In its exhibited accord with the characterization problem ≠ The exhibited order of service ≠ is technically preoccupying, methodic, mundane, ordinary, produced over the ground with, in, and as of vulgar competence, by just this local endogenous populational cohort, recurrently; AND the gang could not be less interested in the work that they are doing to produce it and exhibit it as accountably just that thing.

Question: What is the work that the local order production cohort is “doing” that makes the produced social fact accountably just that? What in the world does the work of proving Heath’s visible proof of the Pythagorean theorem consist of that makes it, not the work of proving, but the Pythagorean theorem? What in the world, what in and as of this-worldly work is this garage man doing in reinflating the repaired eighteen-wheel truck tires that makes this tire the accountably repaired truck tire finally and safely reinflated?11 We ask, What in the world the accountably just that social fact is? We ask, What in the world is the exhibited existence of an order of service that makes it just that: the exhibited existence of an order of service?

Ethnomethodology’s standing task is to examine social facts, just in every and any actual case asking for each thing, what makes it accountably just what that social fact is?

III. THE ACCOUNTABLY EXHIBITED EXISTENCE OF THE ORDER OF SERVICE

The materials of this part do not correspond to the order of service, nor do they copy the order of service. They exhibit the existence of the order of service. The materials specify the order of service as this-worldly work, and real work.

“This worldly” collects the work of contingently actually-not-supposedly exhibited existent orderlinesses of a service line. This work is to be compared with the work of contingently actual-and-not-supposed exhibited orderlinesses of a service line rendered in work’s details of filmic narration, of theater, of simulations, of up-close magic, of mock-ups, of confidence games, of lies, of fraud, of marks, indications, signaling, signing, symbolizing.

“Real” collects about an orderliness that it permits and is available to further

exploration to inexhaustible depths of contingent facticities without errors, mistakes, gaps, omissions, incongruities, absurdities, and any and all the rest of unavoidable and demanded properties of descriptions at work sites of adequacy and evidence.

I refer to records and renderings of several service lines: a line selling fish on Laguna Beach; lines in several business establishments, i.e. "A delicatessen at lunchtime"; "A check-in counter at LAX"; "Check-out lines in a local supermarket"; "Entrants on stilts in the Pacific Palisades Fourth of July parade. The entrants are starting to move again after waiting for the parade to continue."

In each line the parties are collaborating in such a fashion as to exhibit the existence of an order of service.

In each line the parties are exhibiting the existence of an order of service in no other way than in witnessable orderlinesses of the order of service. Call these orderlinesses witnessable details of the order of service. (For the time being the term "details" is only an abbreviation for the witnessable orderlinesses of the order of service used in the interests of orderly exposition. The subject of "details" is discussed in an earlier chapter.)

Its witnessable orderlinesses are the empirical heart of the order of service. They are empirical grounds for EM's central argument, namely: EM studies furnish to Durkheim's aphorism not only in its version as a central policy of the worldwide social science movement but to his neglected argument as well, its original and correct understanding as, and its claims to, an empirical legacy.

The witnessable orderlinesses in formatted queues of the existence of an order of service is EM's propaedeutic case. The case makes teachable an introduction to the domain of phenomena of social order that were learned and are described by Ethnomethodology's authors in tutorial problems and hybrid studies of work.

These claims take on their life in tours of formatted queues. By witnessable orderliness I mean that in tours of formatted queues we observe these orderlinesses that compose the order of service. Only in actual tours of formatted queues can we observe these orderlinesses that compose the order of service:

1. We observe the phenomenal field properties of "place work."
2. We observe Durkheim's properties of social facts understood Ethnomethodologically.
3. We observe that All the orderlinesses of the order of service are recognized by All the parties. Therein is the meaning of "the identifying orderliness of the apparent line."
4. We make the rediscovery in each next actual case and we are able in situ by

---

12. The following notes (1) to (10) are quoted, paraphrased, and prefaced with "We observe . . ." directly from Eric Livingston's Making Sense of Ethnomethodology (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1987), 12-18.
direct observation to specify the recurrent research recommendation that "the ways in which the orderlinesses of the order of service are produced and managed are identical with the ways those orderlinesses are made accountable."

(5) We observe as the accountable properties of the order of service What a social fact is that makes it just that.

(6) We observe as the accountable properties of the order of service a social fact's identifying orderliness.

(7) We observe this: "All of a queue's properties are locally produced yet a queue is seen by its production cohort as a pre-existing propertied object."

(8) We observe from one queue to the next, recurrently, "The temporally exhibited proper ordering of details."

(9) We observe from one queue to the next, recurrently, "The temporally exhibited proper ordering of details tied to the organization of the lived work of exhibiting just this thing."

(10) We observe "In the case of the formatted queue, the order of service—and ALL of its associated, dependent, observable, and observed properties—are produced in and as the way its production cohort has positioned itself so as to exhibit that order of service."

**IV. THE IDENTIFYING ORDERLINESS OF THE APPARENT LINE**

*All these properties are available to all the parties of formatted queues. Call that property the identifying orderliness of the apparent line.*

Why call it that? So What? So We Observe:

(1) The apparent line, i.e., the identifying orderliness of the line, does not have an abstracted principle to it. Nor does it permit an extracted description such as an analysis would obtain by administering coded representations to the autochthonous properties of the exhibited order of service. To administer such a descriptive device assures the loss of these phenomena. It assures their escape from accountability by losing to the interpretation of marks, indicators, signs, and symbols, the very phenomenon that its design describes.

(2) The apparent line, i.e., the identifying orderliness of the line possesses the indefinitely deep, inexhaustible particular specifics of the just how it is done in situ. The apparent line, i.e., the identifying orderliness of the line possesses in the sense that it exists as, it consists of, it is identical with, it "is," in the sense of the existence copula, the indefinitely deep, inexhaustible particular specifics of just how it is done in situ.

---

13. "Apparent" means "in appearances." No irony is involved, such as the usage that compares "apparent" with "real."
(3) The apparent line, i.e., the exhibited existence of the order of service is watchable (witnessable) in these particulars of its identifying orderlinesses.

(4) The apparent line, i.e., the exhibited existence of the order of service's identifying orderliness, is amazingly sensitive to "small incongruities." Surprisingly small incongruities reveal coherences in whole structures at a time.

(5) Among the wonderful properties that are seably the What More there is to it, is that the order of service exhibits its character as a transcendental order of service. The exhibited coherence of the order of service's properties permits the deep examination of their transcendentiality. With that property as an examinable result we are no longer in sight of philosophers and philosophy. If you want to critically examine academic discourses about transcendental objects of everyday activity then begin your inquiries by touring and collecting queues.

(6) All of what is promised and observable above in the "So What's" (1) to (5) is only for the great recurrent property of the transcendental order of service.

The apparent line has another detail of its examinable production, the standing property that it is immortal.¹⁴ The line's immortality possesses another and a distinct collection of the apparent line's empirical observables.

"Immortal" means that at the work site, empirically observable, directly and immediately, there is this about the order of service: It is assured by reason of the turnover of its personnel, who themselves arrange for the turnover in the place where the service is being delivered. We observe that the immortality of the order of service has nothing whatsoever to do with lexical rhapsodies such as some theorized version of an ideal queue, "Given once and for all, it can last forever."

Rather, just here, in just this place, is an arrangement of orderlinesses that are done by the local cohort, the local production staff, to exhibit this about the exhibited order of service: it will be there after the local staff leaves to be replaced by those who succeed it. Those who succeed it address themselves as well to this of what they are doing, that when they leave it will be there by those who will come after them.

Now we are getting into the WHAT MORE of the exhibited order of service's properties than that it is transcendental; specifically, that it is exhibitedly prior to and independent of any method or lexical device that is used to describe it. The existence of an order of service exhibits itself as the objective reality of the queue.

I'm dwelling on the property that the existence of an order of service exhibits itself as the objective reality of thequeue. I'm dwelling on it for the good reason that with its properties of natural accountability, transcendentiality, immortality, and objective reality I have only begun to explicate the autochthonous orderlinesses of formatted queues.

Transiency is a proxy descriptive characterization for witnessed things. Here is

¹⁴. Thanks to discussions with Kaspar Nægele when we were graduate students.
a case of it. High school students are milling around before they load the buses outside the Pacific Palisades library, it being the end of the school day. Drivers are waiting to load them onto the buses and drive away. They are milling. Nothing of queues is observable. That means all these gorgeous properties wait on their being exhibited in that after the bus drivers give each other the word they open the doors. The milling turns into separate lines witnessably moving to various buses. The properties that I described before—phenomenal field properties, transcendentality, immortality—become naturally accountable, unavoidable, unavoidably intelligible, without remedy, without alternatives, witnessably there. Above all they can be photographed.

The site makes me greedy. I grouch about the lack of money for multiple photographic versions. Not that multiple views are needed to make an argument that’s good once and for all. Rather, the views freeze what is going on so that the work of examining them in seeable series in these still frames provides what to look at and look for at the lived scene again. I’m thinking I’ll use the filmic rendering as instructions with which to get access to what instead of filmic detail is actually and not supposedly the case.

If I can’t do the recording job with photographs, I’ll do it with what Livingston uses. He draws these crazy circles with noses. He arranges them in a line-on-the-page. The UCLA committee on research called the record incompetent and worse. They said that it is evidence of less than university-level work. It degrades the university. The UCLA Graduate Council refused approval of a seminar that used them as adequate description.

Pedantry can be counted on to miss the point. As soon as you see the nuttiness of his drawing, you understand. It might as well be nutty. Because you would not dare to read it off the page to decide its adequacy. You have no choice. You must take the drawing to that scene. There you use the drawing to start watching what the drawing affords in readable instructions is watchably the case. Like one-after-the-next. Who would have thought that the produced appearances of one-after-the-next could be so deep? Should you get engrossed you could spend days examining pairs of parties to the line and shuffling feet.

V. OBSERVABLE PHENOMENAL FIELD PROPERTIES OF THE ORDER OF SERVICE

Phenomenal field properties (called PHI) of “places,” “positions,” “alignment,” “holding places,” “holding alignment while moving the line,” and “opening gaps to permit passage through the line,” etc., are summarily abbreviated as phenomenal field properties of “place work.”
The apparent line’s phenomenal field properties, its PHI of “place work,” its
details of “place work,” exhibit the order of service.

What in the world would this exhibited accountable existence of an order of
service be? What in the world would this congregationally exhibited order of ser-
vice that is so carefully accountably just that, be? What would it be observably and
evidently?

In the first five chapters of Livingston’s book\(^{15}\) he is concerned to specify, with
the case of a formatted queue that he observed, what the order of service consists
of in the apparent phenomenal field properties as of which the existence of the order
of service is enacted and therein being witnessably exhibited is, according to a
vernacular description of it, “done.”

In the following description I use starred brackets, *( ) to mark off phenomenal
field properties as observed empirical specifics in formatted queues that are cited
in this discussion. I ask the reader:

Recall that the formatted queue is an oriented object.

For their adequacy and evidence it is unavoidable that descriptions exhibit the
existence of an order of service, as a descriptive pedagogic order of argument.

Read these descriptions while watching a formatted queue.

Do not read only this description. And do not read this description while
watching only one formatted queue. When reading this description, tour several
queues. Tour many queues.

*(There exists a head of the line); *(There is an end to the line); *(Persons are
so positioned) *(as to make a great positioning-to-do about places in line), that is,
*(taking places, marking, holding, counting, and aligning places . . .) *(In that
places in line are procedurally and ongoingly arranged and available as a phenom-
enal line a newcomer is seen to) *(openly) *(examine the line of places) *(occasional-
ly by passing alongside the line) *(from the front of the line) *(toward places at
the end of the line) *(The end of the line is apparently watchably searched for and
found by the newcomer) *(who then watchably so takes up a place at the end so
as to continue the arrangement that was used to find it).

All these phenomenal field properties have an additional enacted coherence that
is affiliated with their coherence that is enactedly exhibited as the order of service:
their coherence is witnessably moral. Its morality recapitulates the property men-
tioned previously of indefinitely deep availability to inexhaustible exploration once
the analyst catches on to just this collaboratively exhibited existence of an order of
service.

The analyst who catches on therewith receives a gift of inquiries: A first advi-
sory in the gift is that if you want to study lines get into lines.

Of course that advice is not sufficient, let alone is it an only thing you can do to

\(^{15}\) Eric Livingston, *Making Sense of Ethnomethodology* (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1987).
uncover organizationally perspicuous practices. EM’s emphasis on coherences of observable orderlinesses addresses the properties that their recognition and intelligibility is immediate, direct, and unavoidable. These properties put an immediate premium and obvious usefulness on incongruity procedures. Organizational, characterological, bodily, interactional, trouble markers. Getting into line while wearing inverting lenses will reveal the phenomenal field properties of bodily work and body parts that bear with immediate perspicuity on witnessable congregational competence with the exhibited order of service. To reveal incompetence, consider how frequently mothers in line carry or otherwise restrain their children. Consider also that once you get into line persons will not therein question that you have rightfully gotten into line unless you start screwing around. Then you get instructed.

Formatted queues make up a tutorial problem in which a first observation, and a gorgeous real-world detail, is the watchable coherence of orderlinesses that observably consist of the apparent line in and as of phenomenal field properties. Call that first observation of coherence naturally accountable orderlinesses.

Add to that first observation that consists of naturally accountable orderlinesses the following further coherences:

The naturally accountable orderlinesses are available to all the parties.

All the naturally accountable orderlinesses of the exhibited existent order of service are available to all the parties.

And so too are all the further material properties of the exhibited order of service available to all the parties.16

Phenomenal field’s witnessed details are collected as “Naturally organized ordinary activities.” PHI’s witnessed details specify a serious collection. By serious I mean that the collection’s criterion of inclusion highlights the property that the coherence of the apparent line’s phenomenal field properties is available to and is exhibited by the parties in the apparent line as the coherence of figural contexture. Their coherence is autochthonous.

Ethnomethodology’s concerns with phenomena of adumbrational coherences have their empirical origins in descriptions of practical actions and practical reason by Calvin Mooers. These were followed by studies by myself and my students at UCLA and UC–Irvine of the Mooersian catalog, sight-specifically ordinary tasks with inverting lenses, formatted queues, way-finding journeys with occasion maps, etc.

Tutorial meetings with Aron Gurwitsch began in 1946. The dissertation and subsequent EM studies originated in phenomenologically tutored concerns with

16. Call these “further properties” interchangeably “What More” “Just What” “the Missing What” “the That” “the Just That.”
description and analysis of the coherence of objects. These were directed to their practical objectivity and practical observability. Carried out by deliberately misreading Gurwitsch's *The Field of Consciousness, Part Two, Some Principles of Gestalt Theory*.

The misreading consisted of learning as sociology's relevant enterprise to discard not only Gestalt theory and Gestalt principles as these were respecified by Gurwitsch's transcendental phenomenological researches. Gurwitsch's respecified generics of Gestalt theory and principles consisted of generics based on line drawings, lecture, and laboratory demonstrations; many of these were interpretations of published reports, extensive erudition in academic controversies specified with classic texts of philosophy and intellectual history, and remedial literary arguments.

These were replaced to accord with the post–World War II demand in the social sciences that general theorizing of organizational phenomena be motivated by actual researches that made use at actual work sites of explicit careful descriptions of discipline-specific methods. The problem of the coherence of objects had to be addressed with work-site stuff. It was to meet these constraints that local, endogenously produced, witnessably observed phenomenal fields of ordered phenomenal details are empirically specified in any actual case in coherent Gestalt properties of procedurally produced and naturally accountable organizational objects.

Gurwitsch's results were appropriated by Ethnomethodology to the interests of the worldwide social science movement to empirically specify, and workplace-wise to learn, design, recognize, teach, administer, etc., what adequate methods and evidence could be in descriptions of the congregational production and accountability of social order.

VI. ORIENTED OBJECTS AND PHENOMENAL FIELD PROPERTIES OF SOCIAL FACTS: THEIR MUTUAL EXPLICATION

Formatted queues are paradigmatically oriented objects. Oriented objects and formatted queues provide to the comparative study of each other a cornucopia of mutual elucidative properties. Both objects are ubiquitously prevalent. They assure an endless source of first observations with which to describe instructably observable phenomenal field properties of social facts. Both are specifically uninteresting and specifically unremarkable. For both, production is done by one and all with vulgarly commonplace expertise. Therein the jobs of comparing them are an assured very low-cost, very high-production mine.

Both objects are omnipresent work sites of real, this-worldly, actual-not-supposed particulars of congregationally embodied concerted workplace practices.
In live exhibits, oriented objects provide an endless source of first observations with which to describe instructably observable phenomenal field properties of social facts, with both being endlessly various and certainly assured in their appearances of ordinary things.

The compare-able properties of both objects are occasioned. They are locally produced. They are only locally witnessable, and are only emplaced witnessably there. Therein they are massively produced, recognized, intelligible, and witnessable. Available to everyone and to them with astronomic prevalence they are seen but unnoticed; and neglected.

Their neglect is an apparent neglect. It is a witnessable neglect. In any actual case their neglect is observable evidentially as the apparent absence of articulate observations to specify that and just how they are nonetheless unavoidable, without remedy, and without alternatives. They permit no escape, no time out, no postponement, surrogates, substitutes, or proxies. In their exhibits of phenomenal field properties oriented objects are a neglected domain of endogenously produced and accountable orderlinesses.

In their exhibits of phenomenal field properties oriented objects are a neglected domain of endogenously produced and accountable orderlinesses of social facts. In the literatures of the social science movement the omnipresent properties of oriented objects are rendered as discipline-specific details of good work of science in social science. In the literatures of the endless arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason properties of oriented objects are displayed characteristically by being rendered as carefully described details of lexical generics, or as properties of arithmetic, or Euclidean and projective geometry; or as properties of the judgmental dopes of formal analytic consciousness, or as rational strategies, common purposes, or psychiatric histories, or as work-site specifics written in disembodied protocols of good work in manuals of actions-as-a-rule, or histories of progress through remedial consequences of troubles, with operational definitions specified in standard operating procedures, and so forth.

The point: Just in any and every actual case the order properties of formatted queues that are distinctive, singular, and unique to the order of service escape from accountability with the same careful methods that are used by the social science movement to describe them. Formatted queues mask with their commonplace order of service a point of vast experiential entry to sociology's ordinary society.

CONCLUSION

The identifying orderliness of social facts and its various workplace-specific topical relevances to the parties is a discovered research subject in tutorial problems and in hybrid EM studies of work. To introduce and illustrate this claim in this docu-
ment formatted queues are sketched with descriptive characterizations. The characterizations are written to be read at the work site and are meant to be read at the work site alternately as descriptive/pedagogic orders of argument. When they are read in this way alternately as descriptions or instructed actions it will be observed that the characterizations do NOT correspond to Durkheim's social facts. Nor do they copy Durkheim's social facts. Nor do they imitate, represent, write in place of, offer as a plan, schema, essence, or model for Durkheim's social facts.

Instead, read alternately in vivo as descriptions or instructed actions, they exhibit Durkheim's social facts.

ONLY when they are read in this way do they exhibit Durkheim's social facts. Only read in this way do they exhibit his neglected social facts. And then the exhibition consists in its work in and as of the local endogenous populational cohort's congregationally produced and witnessable adequate and evident workplace completeness and sufficiency of instructed actions.

"Steering by the stars in Micronesian navigation"
"Way-finding journeys with occasion maps"
"Traveling waves in freeway traffic"
"Making music together"
"The collaboratively enacted prognosis for terminally ill patients in the intensive care unit of a Veteran's Hospital"
"Galileo's inclined plane demonstration of the real motion of free falling bodies"

Described "from the bottom up" each study specifies the particular social fact's identifying orderliness as a distinctive researchable case of the Shop Floor Problem. Each study provides in workplace-specific, discipline-specific practices adequate and evident empirical warrants to the particular discipline's distinctive constituents of the Shop Floor Problem.

The particular discipline's distinctive constituents of the Shop Floor Problem escape from accountability with the same methods of formal analysis that are used to describe it.

Just what escapes? Just how does it escape?

The escape from accountability\(^{17}\) and the demonstrably absent accountability of

\(^{17}\) [Editor's note: When phenomena are said to "escape from accountability" what they escape from is "natural accountability," that is, the moral and order requirements of queuing, because the researcher has oriented instead toward "classical accountability," that is, what will count in the discipline as good research. Thus, Garfinkel is saying that the details of the ways in which persons in line are held accountable to the order of the line are sacrificed so that the researcher can satisfy the ways in which the discipline holds the researcher accountable for describing phenomena.]
the shop floor constituents reveal and exhibit as curious absurdities the corpus claims of the literatures of the analytic arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason. The literatures of the social science movement are consistent, reasoned, clear, lucid, coherent, reproducible, teachable, correctable. In any actual case the claims are also wrong, unavoidably wrong, and in any actual case without remedies or alternatives.
Chapter Nine

An Ethnomethodological Study of the Work of Galileo’s Inclined Plane Demonstration of the Real Motion of Free Falling Bodies

I

In this chapter we report an Ethnomethodological enactment of Galileo’s inclined plane demonstration. The enactment was designed to remedy an intractable incongruity of physics lecture demonstrations and laboratory exercises. In established versions galore, as lecture demonstrations and laboratory exercises, Galileo’s demonstration is designed to make instructably observable just what about the demonstration exhibits in workplace specifics of discovering work in physics: the ever reencountered beginning of contemporary physics for Western science.

The many received versions exhibit that work with a similar absurdity. Each renders the demonstration in work-specific practices whose details exhibit **discovering work that proceeds to a foregone conclusion**. This absurdity of classic accounts of Galileo’s achievement, together with absurdities that accompany it and are distinctively, singularly, and uniquely affiliated to it, are the subjects of our study.

These subjects require that we forestall a possible misunderstanding. The absurdities that concern us are NOT the law of falling bodies. We are NOT criticizing the law of falling bodies. We are NOT arguing that the law of falling bodies is absurd. We are NOT out to replace the law of falling bodies. We are NOT offering a remedy for physics that is not scientific enough to suit us.

The absurdities that we are concerned with are the work of physics, a discovering science of practical action and practical reason, that is taught with the (pedagogic) (for clients and analysts) mutually instructive policies of detailing steps to a
foregone conclusion, and, in close affiliation, of carefully* absenting from descriptions of that work the embodied, situated congregationally concerted unavoidable topical relevance to the parties, in and as of workplace-specific making and describing workplace ordinary social facts of practical action and practical reason. These things are ordinary figurationally coherent phenomena of social order. In sociology they are social facts. In physics they are physics’ very own things. In either case they are real-world phenomena in locally witnessable, naturally accountable coherent substantive, materials’ details in and as of the things’ generality, just in any actual case, endogenously, and that abbreviation means, without explaining their generality by introducing into the course of the lived work a generically theorized More that is needed of shop floor details beyond their coherent autochthonous production and accountability.

It is the purpose of this chapter to explicate Galileo’s demonstration as an exemplary case of Durkheim’s neglected social facts.

II. LOSING THE PHENOMENON

Why begin with Galileo’s inclined plane demonstration? We needed a science. Being able to lose the phenomenon is essential to scientific practice.2

I would be talking to a microbiologist. I would say, “my wife is a lipid chemist. She tells me about the time the people in her lab lost a phenomenon. It was Friday. For years they had thought there were two enzymes when everyone else thought there was one. For years they had only gotten one. This Friday afternoon they get two. Wild with hopes, they project for the following week the great things that are going to happen by way of exploiting the fact that the phenomenon has been broken. Monday morning they run the stuff through the filtering column and they get one. Where did the phenomenon go?”

1. Careful* description does not speak of academic virtue. I write careful, spelled with an asterisk, to mean so written as to lend itself to reading alternately as instructed actions. Careful* is spelled with an asterisk to emphasize the contingent facticity of this alternate reading. Virtual alternate readings are enormously commonplace. Something like actual alternate readings are sought for prize. Both are neglected subjects.

2. [Editor's note: In science the essential point is that you can lose the phenomenon. Other studies of Galileo’s inclined plane experiment concentrate on figuring out how Galileo got from start to finish in doing a proof. They proceed to a foregone conclusion. What they don’t attend to is that Galileo would have faced the problems of losing his phenomenon. Some ways of setting up the experiment would not produce the required phenomenon. Galileo would have to figure out that this was not because the experiment wouldn’t work, but because there were contingencies that he still needed to deal with. The experiment on which we report was set up, not to figure out how Galileo’s experiment did work but rather to discover what would make it not work, what contingencies would lose the phenomena. Because these would then be contingencies that Galileo would have to have taken into account. And indeed when you find out what they are, you can see that certain features of the design of his experiment are designed to take those contingencies into account.]
For the rest of Monday there's nothing. Tuesday, nothing. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, some are in on Saturday, nothing. The following Tuesday the salesman for the manufacturer of the filtering columns comes by: "Oh, I forgot to tell you. We changed the manufacturing process. You used one of the new columns. Here let me get you an old one." He goes out to the car. He brings in an old one. There are two again.

We spoke of that as "losing the phenomenon." I would say to other scientists, "Here's a story my wife told me about a time they lost the phenomenon. Can you tell me a story in turn?" Can you find, out of the local work, your local lab experience, something that matches, in some way, to suit yourself, this thing that you hear me talking about, but you give it to me specifically. The thing I'm talking about you would know to see it for yourself, you would know how it works, how it worked at the time, perhaps just how it worked, whereas ((as an outsider)) I know the matter that you might hear me asking for, but only in the way I have of talking it. Whereas you know it for how, in and as of local, incarnate shop details, it worked and can be made to work again.

We went through discussions with scientists. Out of our discussions we got stories for the telling about the contingencies of the day's work. We were interested in what did their work-site practices consist of? And we had to depend on somehow or other obtaining and exploiting the stories that we got when—and here's the crux of it—when we did not know what we were talking about. Quite literally.3

So, instead we had to listen in the stories for what we could be talking about, and on those grounds find stories that were in turn worth telling again.

That left then an alternative strategy. Since the concern was: What could we say their work-site practices consisted of as the day's work that made up discovering work in microbiology, if that was the case, or in mathematics, if that was the case, or in neurochemistry, or in lipid chemistry—and so on.

I think you can see, then, that trying to specify those practices, by what I'll call "ethnographically getting at them," even analytically using the discussions, analytic ethnography, that there remained afterward very serious dissatisfactions. The serious dissatisfactions, in a word, amounted to something like this: The best we could depend upon were stories, documented arguments for the professional folks back home, with which to tell them what we had learned and what made up those practices. But, at the same time we were not required to be taken seriously by the persons we were talking to, and we didn't have to know what we were talking about. Above all, we could not make their affairs teachable to them by what they were teaching us.

3. [Editor's note: Because they were not themselves scientists they could talk about but could not do science. Therefore, they could not discover the details of local contingencies for themselves.]
Finally, there was no chance in the world that we could address an issue that they seemed continually to be preoccupied with—all were preoccupied with—which was, as one of them told me, "I'm always thinking about how methods and results are tied to each other." He was talking about the instructable reproducibility of the phenomenon. Yet we were carrying out discussions and were in no way answerable to that—what shall we call it? "engrossment" as a requirement for the adequacy of our own requests to be told about, and only by being told about, to be taught to recognize work-site-specific contingencies.

We counted that—not grounds for saying that what we had done was garbage. Far from it. But instead, that what we had come upon did not lend itself to the very serious requirement for the adequacy of Ethnomethodological study of lab scientists' work, since it was a requirement of practitioners' own serious adequacy of their studies of their work—the unavoidably omnirelevant requirement of upgrading their craft. The requirement for the adequacy of our studies of teaching those who had taught us of their affairs what their affairs could, by consisting of, look like as in situ, embodied, just here, work—with just this equipment, getting the phenomenon, again, out of just what was at hand.

We took that to be what we were after in this respecification.

Question. The ethnography would not do. We were not going to settle for the ethnography. Instead, we wanted, for these contingencies that we had come upon, in God knows what way—"losing the phenomenon"—we wanted for "losing the phenomenon" to come upon it as they would come upon it. And not "they" generally speaking, but, say, as a lipid chemist, in the particular place where the chemistry was done, would find himself in the presence of a phenomenon that had been there before. Now it is not available to the best skills to get it again, let alone to get it as an instructable getting.

So, what we wanted was to be able as Ethnomethodologists to command a natural science. A serious science. We wanted to be in the laboratory to see what "losing a phenomenon" could look like if you had a science. Not a science in general. But, a competent practitioners' science. A science we would be competent with.

Well, that would mean that all these topics we had come upon as topics to talk about—"losing the phenomenon," "wasting time," "getting the phenomenon out of your data"—would instead, in the workplace become the looks of things; we would have to come upon it—if we were lucky. Meaning, if you can't imagine it and can't prearrange to "lose a phenomenon," then you're going to have to do something, to wait around for a while, to see what the thing looks like when in fact it hits.

We had to learn a science.

What we learned first were some of the experiments out of ancient physics. And so we started to reproduce the Galilean inclined plane experiment. Those of us

---
4. Unique adequacy requirement of methods; see Chapter One.
who needed a science in short order could settle for it. We were told by Gerald Holton that sciences are n-years deep. It would take seven years to be taken seriously by a physicist. It might take three years to be taken seriously by a geologist. Well, we didn't have any time like that. We had to have it settled in matters of months.

We figured, we'll go to the ancient accounts, including Galileo's account of his science, and pick it up at a time when he wasn't answerable to the professional association of physicists. He had something like a crowd at court. When he would go to court what they wanted to know from him was, "What's new?" And if he could tell them what's new, then what they wanted to know in what's new was, "What could we do with these balls?" What are you telling us? To roll them down this plank? Okay, that sounds like it's just right.

So, we figured, if that's what physics could have been at that time it's good enough for us. We went for that.

The idea was to specify what discovering work in the work site looked like when there was a serious science you were doing, but no professional association or accepted literature to which the work was accountable.

III. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING

An established line in the literature of lecture demonstrations in laboratory physics, of Galileo's inclined plane demonstration, explains Galileo's achievement for physics and science by making his achievement instructably observable as the inclined plane demonstration of the real motion of free falling bodies. These motions are teachable with the demonstration by using it in the way of "gestalt alternates," as either and as both, a descriptive and a pedagogic order of argument. The demonstration can be understood as descriptively analyzed empirically contingent facticities of the real motion of free falling bodies; or, and in the same occasion to get done the work it describes, it can be understood alternately as accountable work-site practices that are made instructably producible and instructably observable. In its availability as an alternate resource the demonstration can be explored and specified empirically, beyond a present situation of inquiry, to inexhaustible depths of details-in-motion's-generality without incoherence or absurdities.

Among many exemplary studies in this literature are those of Drake, Conant, Wertheimer, Gillespie, Favaro, Cohen, Kuhn, Clagett, Holton, Husserl, Koyre,


6. [Editor's note: Much longer studies were done later by Lynch, Livingston, and others, and the emphasis on unique adequacy in science and other professions was carried through.]
Settle, Westman, Biogioli, Whitehead, Feyerabend, Santillana, and Nicholson. Each study is of interest because of how the author uses a lineage to find a next place in which to take up and continue the literature's central subject. Each study takes its turn at recommending an efficacious way to explain that demonstration's achievements as a pedagogic job of teaching novices discovering work in physics with workplace-specific practices and technology.

And each, like its predecessors, repeats a standing incongruity of the received literature. In just the same specific descriptively analytic way that each prior study satisfies the demand that it be adequately and evidently instructive of Galileo's inclined plane demonstration it misses and therein neglects as local, work-site-specific, uniquely adequate shop floor practices of that demonstration's achievement, the achievement's two uniquely specifying workplace constituents.

Therein their studies, although scholarly and edifying, in turn fail to specify as the demonstration's situated work, not only the demonstration's unique discovery in physics but also Galileo's historically consequential achievement.

Seen against the background of the received literature, this claim must appear preposterous. Nevertheless, the missed achievement is twofold:

1. With Galileo's inclined plane demonstration, phenomena of the real motion of bodies in free fall are described in measurable and measured details in their immediacy and certainty of the instant phenomenon's arithmetic properties. This is well known.

2. It is known to Ethnomethodologists, but otherwise it is hardly known at all, that and how these arithmetic properties remain coherent across phenomenal field details for all particulars of the demonstration's engineered design.

As we shall see, the coverage of all in our demonstration's designed particulars in phenomenal field details is the demonstration's central property. "All" covers: An assortment of things that roll, like billiard balls, golf balls, and walnuts; their staging areas; places on the board to mark where a roll was stopped; a grooved track; its uniform depth, width, and smoothness; in different comparable lengths; twenty usable feet of a twenty-two-foot board; purchased at a local lumberyard and safely transported without warning flags over the city streets to UCLA; uniformly straight for its entire twenty-two-foot length; the board's adjustable slope from zero to twenty degrees with respect to a section of the floor that was flat for the board's entire length; successive uses of measuring cord along the length of a roll after a train of balls had rolled a timed distance; a positioned 35 millimeter camera for stills; a positioned video camera and monitor; timing protocols that

---

7. [Editor's note: They each locate the discovery point in a literature and not in the contingencies of the experiment itself.]

8. [Editor's note: The studies miss the contingencies of losing the phenomenon that Galileo must have gone through in order to arrive at the designed details of his own experiment. They teach the final product and not the discovering work.]

9. I am indebted to discussions with Louis Narens for his generosity in first pointing out, and then elucidating and demonstrating, this crucial observation.
provided collaborated instructed actions to describe; correctly collecting, selecting, carrying to the release point, placing, releasing, following alongside a roll, watching the listened to sounded rolls; listening for sounded rolls by watching the sounds; reaching out and stopping certain sounded rolls; place marking; counting elapsed time and measuring rolled distances . . . and "the rest of the others."

From the outset of assembling the various materials it was "noticeably unavoidable, without remedy, and without alternatives" that the particulars of the demonstration's engineered design are indexical particulars. All particulars of materials, practices, instructions, their arrangement, notebook scratchings, photographs, and bench notes of the demonstration's engineered design, specify the demonstration in coherent details as indexical particulars. The twenty-two-foot board, in the demonstration's designed particulars of collaboratively tried and finally decided embodied placement, slopes, needed lengths for distances rolled, directions rolled, steady, consistent, uniform, comparable track position and orientation for all distances for all rolled balls for all rolls that were counted as rolls: These properties for the number and variety of balls; for successive measurements of single balls rolled at a time; these properties for balls rolled in trains of two to fifteen; for sounded-listened-to-and-listened-for-balls-watched-and-heard-to-be-rolling-away-from-their-release-and-over-their-course-to-their-single-chord-of-a-coherent-crash; for repeatedly warming up with trials of rolled balls that didn't count; for rolls developing through their details of watched and heard clumsiness, through watched and heard rehearsals, into finally smooth gestalts in and as of an uninterrupted course from start to finish, of actually-and-not-supposedly carrying out particular measurements' collaborated embodied specific figurationally ordered details in workplace measuring's assembly line properties of standardization, comparability, uniformity, interchangeability, and sameness of social facts.  

These figurationally coherent orderlinesses of social facts, these social facts in and as of their details, these details as exhibited situated "indexical" particulars of the demonstration's work are the news. They are Durkheim's social facts. They are Durkheim's technical things; and in their entire aptness as physics' phenomena in details, they are sociology's fundamental phenomena of social order.

IV. PHENOMENAL FIELD PROPERTIES OF MEASUREMENT PRACTICES

These particulars of the Demonstration's engineered design, ALL these particulars, are in ALL respects of engineered design Durkheimian things in constituents of the Shop Floor Problem. These are things of oriented objects; of phenomenal field details; of things in their Lebenswelt pair properties of instructed actions; in

10. These assembly line properties of social facts differ from and of course are to be compared with the mathematically elegant property of "homogeneity" in Louis Narens, Abstract Measurement Theory (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1985).
things' properties of horizontal phenomena; in their properties of logic's neglected certain subjects; in "right looking" adumbrational coherences of passing appearances of things.

The arithmetic properties of measurements' things are the first of two components of the Shop Floor Problem. The second component of the Shop Floor Problem consists in and of the actual work of measurement's things of that work's lived details of oriented objects, of that work's lived phenomenal field properties, and that work's lived pair properties as instructed actions, to mention several constituents of the Shop Floor Problem.

These shop floor properties of the second component are specifically absent from the properties of measurement's practices that are specified in the received Literature of classic studies. They are also specifically contrary to those described in classic studies of the received literature. In classic studies measurement practices are characteristically glossed, with generic specifications of measurement in professional lexicons, as essential invariant definitional properties of measurement in general.

In their embodiedly situated displays, the first of the two components of the demonstration's work specifies the real motions of bodies in free fall, described in measurable and measured details in their immediacy and certainty of the roll's arithmetic properties. This component of metrological work is the first segment of that work described as an instructed action. The first component is widely recognized in the literature of classic science studies as an extracted property of metrological work. The extracted arithmetic properties of free falling bodies disengaged from the situated metrological work of their production and witnessed accountability are taught and are well known to one and all as an exemplary case for physics and science in general.

The second component of metrological work is hardly known, and perhaps for the Literatures of classic sciences and classic historical and social studies of the sciences is not known at all.

To scholars who know it, the second component ("The actual work of measurement's things of that work's lived details of oriented objects") establishes a domain of phenomena in physics that is singularly available to the collaboration of sociology and physics. The second component establishes a hybrid domain of phenomena in the natural sciences. Absent that collaboration, the hybrid phenomena are not demonstrable even though the properties of phenomena in that domain are witnessed everywhere in shop work and shop talk; and even though the properties of phenomena in that domain are observable to everyone and are demanded by everyone in their ubiquitous workplace-specific topical relevance to the parties. Absent that collaboration, they cannot be demonstrated. To display the demonstration's properties of social order, to make them examinable, to make them

---

11. [Editor's note: These studies are now referred to as hybrid studies of work, or practical action.]
instructably observable bench work, and to make this bench work adequately articulate, requires the work-site disciplinary expertise of both physics and sociology.

The tasks of adequate and evident display by collaborators are endogenously interior to the display. Therein, their tasks being embodied oriented within the display and as of the display, "inside-with" the display, are to describe Galileo's achievement of physics, and *for* physics and western science, in coherent details of sociological phenomena of social order. These phenomena are Durkheim's neglected phenomena of social order.

These Durkheimian social facts, these things, are figurationally organized objects. They are accountably produced as embodied oriented objects, in embodiedly phenomenal field properties of measuring's actual workplace practices. These properties are congregationally witnessable and congregationally exhibited just in any actual case that the instant phenomenon is carefully* described, adequately and evidently, as an instructed action.

The demonstration's practices of producing, exhibiting, and elucidating, *probatively* accountable real motions in measuring's coherent details in arithmetic properties of free falling objects, are unavoidable, without remedy, without alternatives or substitutions.13

By neglecting that achievement, the received accounts of the demonstration miss its unique legacy for physics and Western science, as shop floor constituents of that demonstration. Neglecting this unique legacy, of situated practical action and practical reason, received accounts of the demonstration instead use the demonstration to teach the mathematization of physics in specifics of an independent Galilean science. Exercising an amnesia for shop floor specifics of practical theorizing and practical actions, the received demonstration teaches an appreciation of universal science in physics and natural science. It teaches novices the work of discovering science, by celebrating universal science in physical and natural science, as a foregone conclusion. It does so with intractable absurdities that everywhere accompany the tasks of teaching discovering work in physics in local congregationally certified physics' workplace-specific details of instructably observable practical action and instructably observable practical reasoning; examinable work of a local order production endogenous population cohort, a just this local gang of us, just these of us, witnessably engaged in concerted accord with locally known demands in and as of our shop by custom fitting the demonstra-

---

12. "Inside-with" is a phrase that Lois Meyer coined in her Ph.D. dissertation. The use of "inside-with" by EM authors should be used to criticize Merleau-Ponty's "intertwining" and "chiasm" as well as recent variants on these metaphors.

13. [Editor's note: This argument bears an interesting relationship to that of Evans-Pritchard with regard to science versus magic. According to Evans-Pritchard, magic can account for anything via a circular narrative of prior belief. Science is probatively accountable or accountable by evidence and can lose the evidence, or the phenomena.]
tion’s details, producing the demonstration in uniquely adequate accountable
details, for each yet another next first time.

V. GALILEO’S OWN DESCRIPTION
OF THE EXPERIMENT

Galileo’s own description of his experiment is an exquisite exhibit of order terms
with which the demonstration is exhibited sociologically as a coherent proof of the
law of falling bodies specified in workplace details of instructed action in coherent
details. The language of order terms are left to be understood recognized crypto-
graphically:

A piece of wooden moulding of scantling, about 12 ///braccia/// wide, and three finger-
breadths thick, was taken; on its edge was cut a channel a little more than one finger in
breadth; having made this groove very straight, smooth, and polished, and having lined
it with parchment, also as smooth and polished as possible, we rolled along it a hard,
smooth, and very round bronze ball. Having placed this board in a sloping position, by
lifting one end some one or two ///braccia/// above the other, we rolled the ball, as I was
just saying, along the channel, noting in a manner presently to be described, the time
required to make the descent. We repeated this experiment more than once in order
to measure the time with an accuracy such that the deviation between two observations
never exceeded one-tenth of a pulse beat. Having performed this operation and having
assured ourselves of its reliability, we now rolled the ball only one-quarter the length of
the channel; and having measured the time of its descent, we found it precisely one-half
of the former. Next we tried other distances, comparing the time for the whole length
with that for the half, or with that for two-thirds, or three-fourths, or indeed for any
fraction; in such experiments, repeated a full hundred times, we always found that the
spaces traversed were to each other as the squares of the times, and this was true for all
inclinations of the plane, i.e., of the channel, along which we rolled the ball. We observed
that the times of descent, for various inclinations of the plane, bore to one another pre-
cisely that ratio which, as we shall see later, the Author had predicted and demonstrated
for them.

For the measurement of time, we employed a large vessel of water placed in an ele-
vated position; to the bottom of this vessel was soldered a pipe of small diameter giving a
thin jet of water, which we collected in a small glass during the time of each descent,
whether for the whole length of the channel or for a part of its length; the water thus
collected was weighed, after each descent, on a very accurate balance; the difference and
ratios of these weights gave us the difference and ratios of the times, and this with such
accuracy that although the operation was repeated many, many times, there was no appre-
ciable discrepancy in the results.14

Just in any actual case the indexical account poses in the lived work of reading
order terms, just what more there is to the produced phenomenon and just how

14. Quoted from Thomas Brackett Settle, “Galilean Science: Essays in the Mechanics and
the work of the phenomenon is done, is exhibited in the immediacies and certainty of its identifying orderliness (details*).

The demonstration is an arrangement by design. The demonstration is an arrangement by design of, it is described as an orderly arrangement of, indexical particulars. In ALL particulars of an engineered design the demonstration's things are described as indexical particulars.

They are carefully* described.

Ethnomethodologically we shall so read his instructions as to produce the witnessably accountable motion of bodies in free fall; those motions being described by being exhibited as (in) the demonstration in coherent details in and as the generality as the law of falling bodies. His demonstration thereby, and in that way, exhibits revealed as a proof of the law of falling bodies. It is revealed (brought out) (made visible) in the immediacies of the details of exhibiting the phenomenon, the generality of the motions of free falling bodies—real, this-worldly, adequately described, evidently—available to indefinitely further exploration of its coherent details in production and accountability, without errors, absurdities, and the rest as the *(demonstration)* [the social fact] [the sociologically produced and accountable phenomenon of social order].

VI. WHAT DID WE DO?

An Ethnomethodological study of Galileo's inclined experiment describes the demonstration's lived work in phenomenal field details. These details exhibit the demonstration's engineered design as a coherent domain of empirical phenomena of social order in physics: The law of free falling bodies. These details are the news. They answer the questions of our study: What did we do? What More and Other is there to the demonstration's engineered design in its bill of particulars than a classic reading reveals? Than it does reveal? Does, Did, Ever Did, or Can reveal?

The purchase of a twenty-two-foot board and its safe transport on the roof of my family automobile from the lumberyard to the UCLA parking lot for a distance of eight miles over city streets without appropriate safety flags. Maneuvering the twenty-two-foot board through the corridors and up the center well to the second floor and into room 225 of Haines Hall. Preparing the board by cutting a track with my wife's router; and in no time aborting the effort. Preparing a track that consists of twenty-two feet of wall molding. Then, to smooth it, using an epoxy wood filler applied with paintbrushes, followed by vigorous sanding to remove the ridges and irregularities in the dried epoxy that the epoxy was originally designed to cure in the molding.15

15. [Editor's note: Garfinkel's study does not follow the design of Galileo's demonstration for very good reasons. Garfinkel wants to know why Galileo designed his demonstration in just the way that he did. Therefore, he tries other ways of designing an inclined plane experiment in
These preparations introduced us to the phenomenal field properties of the demonstration. What did we do? What did we learn? in, about, as, of, the demonstration’s engineered design, the details of which we were concerned to describe as instructed actions.

Collecting balls to roll. Collecting them in sufficient number, sizes, smoothness, and sameness. We included in the collection other things that roll, like walnuts and dimpled golf balls whose absurdly troubled motions revealed what things that roll would need to be.

Selecting from a box of candidates the number and assortment of balls to roll for a particular roll. Rolling the balls. Indicators of rolling’s designed details shown as captioned 35 millimeter photographs.

Some particulars focused thematically on rolling the balls exhibited in their details of phenomenal field properties, of oriented objects, of horizontal phenomena, of logic’s certain subjects, of pair properties of instructed actions, and other constituents of the Shop Floor Problem, an avalanche of particulars that was sufficiently massive to establish rolling the balls in itself as a domain of phenomena of social order.

Preserving the sounds of the rolling balls with audio cassette recordings.

Preserving with visual details of monitored video recordings representations of the particulars of the demonstration’s engineered design. Rendering the constituents of the Shop Floor Problem with exhibited electronic details of monitored video recordings.

Preserving with 35 millimeter photographic series, followable sequences in rolls of their orderliness in naturally theoretic details. By following Eric Livingston’s example,16 we find we have preserved the examinability of sequences in the details of rolls and have made possible the followability of actual sequences of figurationally coherent details in-and-as-of-a-particular-roll’s-general-motions.

General linguistic metaphors were very suggestive of the demonstration’s designed particulars as if they were available linguistically in the work of the demonstration’s contingent empirical details. The suggestions were explicated by running lexical variations on terms from various technical glossaries. Glossaries of experimental perception psychology were favorites because they use active verbs to describe perceived observables. For example, listening to, listening for, looking

---

16. Eric Livingston, An Anthropology of Reading (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), in which Livingston examines a series of photographs to establish as its identifying details the work by a young woman of sweeping a terrace.
at, watching for, being alerted to, picking out, and tape-recording the synaesthesia.

By addressing each particular role as an instructed action, we were able to use the ubiquitously recognized conventional distinction between protocols and their implementation to find and observe, as particulars of the demonstration's engineered design, the relations between protocols and implementation of ironic accord. Particulars were observable everywhere in and as the demonstration, with little effort, at low cost, in elaborate specificity.

According to the texts of our administered protocols, and in order to accord with our procedural agreements, the demonstration was required to exhibit a certain, but little known, sociological phenomenon of the demonstration's design. The phenomenon was discovered by Eric Livingston and described in his dissertation on the lived work of proving Godel's theorem. The phenomenon consisted of the pair properties of the first and second segments of an instructed action. The pair was required to exhibit five criterial properties of a Lebenswelt pair.

For the demonstration's adequacy in satisfying issues of evidence that it was proof of the law of falling bodies the second segment of the pair was required to exhibit the five properties of a Lebenswelt pair.

Acceptable ironic correspondence of protocols and implementation. This particular of the design was accorded first priority of topical relevance to the parties. The parties were Eric Livingston, Britt Robillard, John Weiler, Ann Marcus, Perry Taka, and myself.

[Us] Just these of us; in and as of our shop; composing a local order production, endogenous populational cohort.

Preserving the second segment properties of Lebenswelt pairs ruled out rolls that were done or could have been counted as done in details of the work of entertainment; or in details of the work of "let it be the case that whatever we come up with will do"; or in the details of the work of mock-ups; or in details of the work of theatrical effects, or of simulation, or of edifying absurdities, or fabulousness, or make believe its true, or fraud, or faking, or interpreted indicators.

Making accountable measurements of rolled distances and elapsed times of descent.

Assembly line properties of designed particulars. About the term "particulars by design." It was our take on "design," it earmarks about particulars that they are bound to reveal just how their design provides for their accountable failure. Their design provides as well, after the fact of trouble, for accountable progress.

The board's own idiosyncratic properties. For one thing as a particular we

---

17. Eric Livingston, *Ethnomethodological Foundations of Mathematics*, Department of Sociology, UCLA.
18. [Editor's note: The five properties are detailed in the published discussion between Garfinkel and Bennetta Jules-Rosette.]
19. [Editor's note: It is only in true discovery that the phenomenon can be lost.]
learned, at first to our consternation, that the board absorbed moisture during a
night of heavy rain. So, we lost our phenomenon. With no idea of why, or how, or
what we had done to lose it, or where to look to find it again.

As it turned out, the loss was a gift we could not have asked for.

Initially hearing, listening to, becoming familiar with sounds of invariance.
After catching on, arranging for, producing, listening for, sounds of invariance
with which to elucidate rolling’s work in instructably observable competent
details. Britt Robillard, with partial ambulatory paralysis, attempted to do specifi-
cally unremarkable rolls. His rolls teach us just what to look for, watch, and exam-
ine as edifying absurdities. Robillard’s commentary during his trials is that of a
uniquely competent ethnographer.

Making the time that was needed VERSUS marking the time. Pierce Flynn
described the coherent bi-temporal organization of surfing’s ordinary things. The
essential relevance of the bi-temporal organization of social facts, produced
accountably, adequately, ordinarily, and evidently.

Song structures and musical structures. Metaphors from musical performance
were plentiful and served the tasks of descriptive analysis as benign ghosts.
Although they are ephemeral, they help to locate and bring out upon its back-
ground the phenomenon-in-the-data. They were particularly good in elucidating
the central tasks of describing measurements in details of the work of rolling the
balls and in measuring distances rolled. Notable virtues are that they don’t inhabit
the data, and they are easily discarded after they are no longer needed.

After a lot of practice; after a boring lot of repetition, finally, without practicing,
without rehearsal, “or any of the rest,” Let it go . . . and we’ll see. Something like
this: Finally, done thoughtlessly, but not without thinking, “the music plays itself”
(Sudnow’s metaphor).21

VII. AUTOCHTHONOUS ORDER PROPERTIES OF
GALILEO’S INCLINED PLANE EXPERIMENT

Phenomenal field properties (called PHI) of Galileo’s demonstration specify Gali-
leo’s demonstration as a designed setting of metrological practical actions and
practical reasoning. The experimental demonstration consists of a restricted
domain of phenomenal field properties of the real motion of free falling bodies.
The domain is carefully* described as the law of free falling bodies.

The demonstration’s property of “domain.” “Domain” is an abbreviation for
workplace-specific this-worldly work (workplace-specific “radical instrumental

20. [Editor’s note: There is an interesting parallel between Garfinkel’s use of this distinction
and the ideas of time in Western and African cultures. In traditional African cultures time is
also made and the idea that its passing is only marked is incomprehensible.]
efficacy" of this-worldly work); as well as for real work not imagined work; for actual not supposed work; and for work’s horizontal properties. Ethnomethodology adds to these, autochthonous order properties of the demonstration’s work.

The demonstration is a designed setting of coherent situated orderlinesses of [the identifying metrological work of proving the law of free falling bodies]. Which is identical with [accountably exhibiting the real motion of free falling bodies]. Which is also identical with [accountably exhibiting the identifying orderliness of free falling bodies].

( ) are EM bracketing marks. They mark off the lived work of Galileo’s demonstration which, as a phenomenon of social order, demonstrates the real motion of free falling bodies. That is the phenomenon that is named with the brackets.

The autochthonous order properties of Galileo’s inclined plane experiment provide for Galileo’s experiment in its shop floor constituents of the law of falling bodies. The constituents specify the coherence of the experiment’s-details-in-the experiment’s-generality. Endogenously. Endogenously means without introducing into the work-in-its-course, eschewing, making no use of, exercising an indifference to definitions, schemata, models, principles, analogons, etc., that are ordinarily designed and administered to rescue the demonstration’s generality from the circumstantiality of its details.

Instead, the demonstration’s generality is exhibited everywhere in the demonstration’s designed material’s features in and as of its coherent oriented details of embodied actions and situated shop floor reasoning, without errors or absurdities.

That coherent orderliness consists of the coherence in arithmetical properties of measurement’s actual workplace practices. That coherence consists of measurement’s work in its gestalt properties of the figural contexture of arithmetic.

That coherence consists of measurement’s workplace practices congregationally so carried out as to exhibit their ubiquitously prevalent gestalt properties of the figural contexture of arithmetic.

With respect to ALL accountable matters of engineering design, the demonstration consists of a field of omniprevalent phenomenal fungibilities. The field is indefinitely dense with contingent phenomenal fungibilities.

With respect to ALL accountable matters of engineering design; with respect to ALL accountably contingent features of engineering design: length of the board, angles of inclination, uniform smoothness of the track over its entire length, width, and depth, successive listened for lengths of a ball’s sounded roll from the point of release to the roll’s sounded crash into the stopping block, successive timed duration of rolls from the point of release to a prespecified grabbed stop.

We came upon the phenomenal field of Galileo’s experiment with the inclined plane in detail given everything that detail could possibly be. That’s a big mouthful. We found we were getting beautiful, beautiful things with an inclined twenty-two-foot board, with billiard balls, and putting those balls on a track of finely sanded wall molding, and hearing-watching them roll, to the point of their rolling in the
watched-hearable ways they did. So we were beginning to specify the phenomenal field of that experiment—and now you can sense the trouble.

The trouble is: We were having one hell of a good time, and were confident in what we were getting, but it was not teachable. Graduate students were thrown into despair—at first. And then they showed frank contempt, and were not interested. The idea: How the devil were you going to reconcile bodily work, and things that fingers do on inclined planes in placing balls in self-same positions, embodied so, to assure the hearable-seeable, interchangeability of such listened-to-listened-for-watched-call's-sounded-doings as: Zzzzzzzzzooopp Zzzzzzzzzooopp Zzzzzzzzzooopp. How the hell does that have anything to do with physics?! That was the kind of response we were getting.

Then, too, we had Livingston’s experience to go on. He had written this gorgeous book. *Ethnomethodological Foundations of Mathematics*. He had two mathematicians on his dissertation committee: Louis Narens, and Herbert B. Enderton. Livingston had been at the blackboard, with each, repeatedly, explaining what to look for, and what to look at in and as the developing board notes, in and as the course of producing at the board the followability of Godel’s theorem. They would complain. They would say things like: “What do you want of me? What do you want me to look at? I’m looking! What’s to look at?”

So, he had his troubles. With them, and with others. And not only with competent mathematicians and with even a few world-class mathematicians, but with many who knew little of mathematics or nothing.

Summary: We came upon the notion of the *phenomenal field of detail* and we couldn’t teach it. The question was: Was the fact that it was not teachable, or at least, that we were having awful, corrosive, destructive difficulties teaching it—was that a part of what we had come upon as the phenomenon at hand?

And it wasn’t enough simply to do the hard breathing, to say, “Oh well, Ethnomethodologists must live like that. Prepare for the exasperation, for mockery, for professional vilification, for denunciation, for the willingness of a colleague to listen and to hear something in what is being said and then, finally, giving up, “Who ever heard people talk in that crazy way?” And why would you need to talk like that? After all, what you really mean is . . .” and then come the reductions.

So, what we did then was to ask: Is there a part of our program of studies respecifying the natural sciences as discovering sciences of practical action, is there a part of the collection of studies where the phenomenal details of human jobs is itself, as instructed—where the instructed action—where the phenomenal detail of ordinary human jobs was itself a local gang’s task at hand? Could we open that area? Could we insert a collection of studies that would follow the ethnography and would be prior to the Galilean stuff and the stuff on mathematical proving? The insertion of studies would be prior to that version of phenomenal field, but it would be handleable, it would be manageable. Before anything it would be teachable, to novices* and to old hands, and to either on short notice.
And so we started to zero in on that topic.

I'm going to speak of it as a collection of studies where among the topics of order that Ethnomethodology is concerned to respecify as the achieved phenomena of order—topics such as evidence, proof, rational action, reason, rules, comparability, repetition, identity, consistency, completeness, structure, consciousness, temporality, type, history, reproduction, structure—all these marvelous terms of order*—we took these terms to offer themselves as candidates for Ethnomethodology's interests in them as some crew's, some staff's, some gang's local, ordinary, done by and relevantly to them, practical achievement.

These terms of order* were candidates to be respecified as phenomena of practical action. Among these great topics we came down on instructed action.

VIII. SOME CONSEQUENCES

What are some consequences for the worldwide social science movement? What's in it for sociology as a science in the social sciences? What's in it for the countless analytic arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason?

What's in it is this: EM is opening an argument on the curious massively absent probativeness of professionally refereed analytic studies of everyday activities of ordinary society that are done with formal analytic policies, methods, and the corpus status of literatures of the social science movement.

Increasingly, the migration of physics into the social science movement is the stock in trade and pride of profession of social science literature.

The absence of probativeness is essentially affiliated to the policies, methods, and corpus status of the literatures of the analytic arts and sciences of practical action and practical reason.

Ethnomethodologically the curiously absent probativeness is specified as the escape from accountability of the phenomena of order just in any actual case that the policies, methods, and corpus status of its literatures are used to describe them. Just what escapes? Just how does it escape? Just in any actual case?

The coherence of figural contexture is just what escapes.

Just how does it escape? By administering a hermeneutically (i.e., a partially) scheduled order of argument with which to furnish to an interpretation of indicators the warrants of the phenomenon adequately described and evidently, in formats of necessary argument and unavoidable, irremediable procedure.22

FA results are virtual instructed actions, NOT actual instructed actions. They are first of two components of the last constituent of the Shop Floor Problem. With rare exceptions they are ONLY the first of two components. The second

22. [Editor's note: This is another way of saying that the classical account proceeds via a documentary method of interpretation, instead of by specifying the lived details of the experiment.]
component, called shop floor theorizing, is specifically absent except as talk ABOUT real- and this-worldly shop floor theorizing. Literatures of sociological studies of work and occupations describe the Shop Floor Problem with the use of generic lexical specifications of this-worldly and real workplace practices. But the necessary procedures that are unavoidable, without remedies or alternatives, the workplace "constraints on the truth of the matter" that are formulated as constraints of necessary argument require two components of the first constituent of the Shop Floor Problem. These are endogenously related: (1) A (roster) (list) (schedule) (recitation) (catalog) of instructions and (2) the lived work of following which exhibits the PAIR as the phenomenon that the first-segment-(the roster)-of the PAIR might as well be the name for and the description of.

Generic lexical specifications of this-worldly and real workplace practices lose the phenomenon. Necessary argument requires two components. It requires these such that just in any actual case the PAIR exhibit the phenomenon of order in local, endogenously produced, accountable details made good over the ground of its contingent facticities.

Why is an Ethnomethodological study called for?

A reading of the demonstration's bill of particulars such as one might find in the received literature of science studies describes in familiar language with evidently relevant specifics, perhaps at puzzling length, details of the enacted demonstration's engineered design.

An Ethnomethodological reading of the demonstration's particulars describes the demonstration's lived work in several constituents of the demonstration's Shop Floor Problem. Central to that description are the demonstration's particulars exhibited in accountable coherences of phenomenal field details. These details exhibit the demonstration's engineered design as a coherent domain of empirical phenomena of social order in physics. That coherent domain of empirical phenomena of social order in physics is described with the law of free falling bodies. These details are the news. They answer the questions of our study: What did we do? What did we learn?

The demonstration's engineered details are described in the demonstration's constituents of the Shop Floor Problem in their in situ workplace-specific topical relevance to the parties. These constituents of the demonstrated law of free falling body's Shop Floor Problem do not correspond to the law of falling bodies; they do not represent the law of falling bodies. They exhibit the law of free falling bodies. They exhibit the law's Shop Floor Problem in the specifying details of physics. They are the law's specific constituents of the law's demonstrated Shop Floor Problem. They are the same as, they consist of, they exist as, they are identical with, they are specified as, they are exhibits of, they are exhibited as, free falling body's real motion. Via constituents of the Shop Floor Problem the real motion is described in specifying details of physics.

In all particulars of the enacted demonstration's engineered design particulars
were oriented objects. Particulars ranged FROM the uniform angle of a twenty-two-foot trough, TO the properties of positioned trains of rolled balls, TO the measured gait with which a rolling train was followed until according to a timing protocol it had rolled long enough—TO any and all the rest of the demonstration’s particulars of engineered design.

All means all. When described empirically, the demonstration’s particulars were ubiquitously oriented objects. That property is critically relevant, and emphatically so when it is observed locally and endogenously that particulars were embodied made so as the production cohort’s concerted doings.

In order to remind the reader, and in order to emphasize the aspect of oriented objects, bracketing marks [ ] enclose the following illustratively described particulars.

In all particulars of the demonstration’s engineered design FROM [embodiedly MADE repeated unskilled and finally abandoned attempts with a home garage router to cut a track in a twenty-two-foot board] TO the [embodiedly MADE smooth passage] of [embodiedly MADE carefully picked up, transported, placed, positioned [and then] [embodiedly MADE carefully released] {trains of balls} {down} {a prepared track} TO {their embodiedly MADE coherent sounded crash} {at a stopping block} {that embodiedly MADE to an end their tape-recorded motion}.

TO any and all the rest of the enacted demonstration’s particulars and for all particulars of the demonstration’s engineered design the relevance of writing repeatedly that the particulars are embodiedly MADE is the empirical, unavoidable emphasis that the demonstration’s particulars are oriented objects.

In all particulars of the demonstration’s engineered design their exhibited phenomenal appearances of orientation, aspects, approaches, direction, continuance, colligation, perspectives, and “inner,” “outer,” and “temporal” horizons displayed the Demonstration’s particulars’ “right looking” adumbrational coherences of the passing appearances of things.

All the demonstration’s particulars are subject for their adequacy and evidence to the constraints of their workplace-specific witnessable contingencies of horizontal properties. A summary descriptive characterization of contingent horizontal properties of the demonstration’s particulars is the apparent “Oh, wait! There’s more to it” in their aspect of engineered design.

“Salience” in the collection of the Demonstration’s various constituents of the Shop Floor Problem distinguishes the Demonstration’s accountable Shop Floor production and exhibition of the law of free falling bodies. The constituent, “Salience,” is explained by Ethnomethodology’s having appropriated to the problem of social order in the social sciences Gurwitsch’s magisterial result in Field of Consciousness: Salience abbreviates the endogenous coherence of a figure of organized gestalt contexture that emerges upon its background, disengaged from its background. Gurwitsch writes:
Saliency of a group of data so that this group emerges and segregates itself from the stream is a feature not introduced into the stream but yielded by the stream itself. Here we are in the presence of a rough, transient, and primitive, perhaps the most primitive organization: a group of data emerging from an otherwise inarticulate field. Still, it is a form of organization not bestowed upon, but exhibited by, experience.\(^{23}\)

The descriptive phrases "production and exhibition" and "production and display" are explained with exhibited autochthonous order properties.

The demonstration is a proof of the law of falling bodies: that, \textit{just that}. The demonstration exhibits the law of falling bodies. Just what does the law of falling bodies consist of as an actual and not imagined workplace-specific pedagogic order of argument? Just how is the proof done that makes it accountable the proof of the law of falling bodies that it is? Compared with just how it is done that makes it accountable an illustration of the proof; or that makes it accountable a workplace filmic simulation of the proof; or a mock-up of the proof for use in introductory physics laboratories; or theater mimicry; or a practical joke; or a correctable mistake. For each of these different social facts—for each of these different Durkheimian things—just what is it made to look like as a course of work in accountable details of the thing that it is?

Another issue is the demonstration's exhibited property of an \textit{identifying orderliness}. The demonstration's identifying orderliness is an autochthonous order property of the demonstration. It is a Durkheimian social fact.

These issues together with the \textit{further} autochthonous social order properties of the demonstration are, they exhibit, \textit{by autochthonously displaying they specify just that}: the law of falling bodies.

We observe everywhere "in the workplace and technology" of the demonstration, and for all particulars of the demonstration's design, that the following "enacted and therein exhibited phenomena of social order," are \textit{further} autochthonous order properties that (are) (exhibit) (display) demonstrably just that: the law of free falling bodies:

1. The coherent naturally accountable \textit{phenomenal field properties} of the demonstration's enacted particulars. \textit{Their} enacted and therein exhibited and directly and immediately witnessable particulars; (2) \textit{their enacted} and therein exhibited and directly and immediately witnessable \textit{immortality}; (3) their enacted and therein exhibited and directly and immediately witnessable \textit{transiency}; (4) their enacted and therein exhibited and directly and immediately witnessable \textit{transcendentality}; (5) their enacted and therein exhibited and directly and immediately witnessable \textit{objectivity}; (6) their enacted and therein exhibited and immediately witnessable "\textit{assembly line properties}" of "standardization," "uniformity," "sameness," "interchangeability," and "homogeneity."

\footnote{23. Aron Gurwitsch, \textit{The Field of Consciousness} (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 1964).}
All these properties—autochthonous order properties of Galileo's demonstration—are endogenously situated workplace produced and exhibited work in details of the local order production staff. In any actual case, and just in the actual occasion of the phenomenon's production, the staff exhibits its work in congregationally concerted audiovisuality of details (of) (as of) (in and as of) a populational order production cohort.

In any actual case the staff exhibits its work in details of a populational order production cohort, **BUT NOT as a demographic populational cohort.** The phenomenon of order that calls for further description that the demonstration poses is that of *probative* demonstration of the law of falling bodies. The phenomenon is as follows: On the decidable question of a proof of the real motion of free falling bodies that Galileo's (experiment) (demonstration) poses, his demonstration *settles* the issue.

In no actual demonstrable case in the received literature is the work *probatively* that of a demographic populational cohort. In no actual case is the proof probatively demonstrable as the work of a demographic populational cohort.

But just in any actual case the proof IS probatively demonstrable as the work of an endogenous populational order production cohort.

These Shop Floor constituents of Galileo's Demonstration specifically escape from accountable shop floor production and exhibition of the law of falling bodies in literatures of classic studies of the Galileo demonstration. Their escape is directly observable in discipline-specific discrepancies between the demonstration when it is made instructably reproducible and instructably observable with methods of *generic representational theorizing,* and the Demonstration comparatively described with *members' methods.* Call the first descriptions "conceptual realities" to mark descriptions that are done with the use of formal analytic methods with their characteristic emphasis in generic representational theorizing on the use of "conceptual realities." Call the second descriptions "members' methods" to mark the fact that they are done with the use of, and are done as constituents of, the demonstration's Shop Floor Problem.

(The reader is reminded that "conceptual realities" and "members' methods" are abbreviations. They are written only as aids to exposition.)

Discrepancies between "conceptual realities" and "members' methods" are demonstrable in any actual case that classic studies from current Literatures of the Galilean Demonstration are used to teach discovering work in physics, whether to novices or to old hands.

24. *Editor's note:* This refers to Garfinkel's argument that populations are an integral part of the workplaces that they produce and that produce them. Treating them as individuals whose demographic characteristics vary obscures this point, and along with it the interrelatedness of populations and work sites.

“Conceptual realities,” “members’ methods,” discrepancies between them, and agreement between them can be demonstrated with ironic comparisons of differences between them. Searching for, collecting, describing, writing out ironic discrepancies using either one to fault the other, and so on.

There is no end of discrepancies. And every actual case of discrepancies poses the same question: What needs to be made of the discrepancies?

OUR QUESTIONS ARE: In any actual case and in each direction of the comparison just what escapes from accountability? In any actual case of a comparison, and in each direction of the comparison, just how does it escape? And so??

The escape from accountable production and exhibition of the law of falling bodies is specified by comparing descriptions written, read, managed, cared for, administered, corrected, and taught as instructed actions using methods of generic representational theorizing conceptual realities to exhibit and guarantee that work’s coherence in its details, their generality, “over the course” of its circumstantial contingencies, compared with specifying the accountable production and exhibition of the law of falling bodies AS the work of members’ methods.

In those comparisons the “production” and “exhibition” of the law of falling bodies in details of members’ methods are key. Members’ methods, the abbreviation, collects the exhibited existence of autochthonous order properties of Galileo’s demonstration.

Autochthonous order properties escape from accountability just in any actual case that conceptual realities are used to describe them. Autochthonous order properties cannot be recovered with the use of conceptual realities that represent them.

SO??

The enacted demonstration exhibits the proof of the law of falling bodies, which it does with unavoidable priority of relevance of members’ methods. These are uniquely adequate to the demands of the proof. To all essential demands. The constituents are essentially unavoidable, without remedies, and without alternatives.

The constituents can be ignored, but they cannot be avoided.

The law of falling bodies describes the domain of produced and exhibited phenomena of accountably produced and accountably exhibited real motions of bodies in free fall, a phenomenal field of the phenomena of social order whose properties are inexhaustibly dense in their fungibilities without errors, gaps, omissions, time out, incoherence across measurements work, mistakes, absurdities, theatrical descriptions, lies, ironies, witches’ promises, and any and all the rest.

How are the two accounts of Galileo’s demonstration related? Certainly NOT with ironic comparisons of the enacted demonstration to those of the literatures.

If NOT with ironic comparisons, then HOW are they related? The sociological question is how are they related as a Literature and its EM specific alternate?

They are related in and as of the escape from accountability of the literature’s
EM specific alternate details with the same literature-specific methods that are used to describe physics' phenomena.

The literature loses the coherence of the law of falling bodies with the same methods that are used to describe the law just in any actual case, i.e., to produce and exhibit it in details.
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